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PLENARY LECTURE

PL-1

The Psychotherapy of Internet Addiction with special consideration of 
Gaming Disorder and Online Sex Addiction

KLAUS WÖLFLING

University Medical Center Mainz, Germany
E-mail: woelfling@uni-mainz.de

Introduction: Based on international evidence-based research results, the disorder "Gaming 
Disorder" was logically suggested for the ICD-11 in the chapter "Disorders due to addictive 
behaviors". Clinical practice shows that patients with Internet-related disorders can be ad-
dicted on (online) computer gaming - but also on specific Internet usage behavior such as 
chatting, social networks, online purchasing behavior or the consumption of pornographic 
material (Online Sex Addiction). Method: In a multi-centre, randomized controlled clinical 
trial (Short-term Treatment of Internet and Computer Game Addiction, STICA) the effec-
tiveness of a cognitive behavioral therapy intervention was examined in 143 patients with 
computer game and Internet addiction. In addition, further analyzes examined how effective 
this therapy is in individual sub-forms of Internet-related disorders, especially for Online Sex 
Addiction. Results: The results show that the presented behavioral therapy is comprehen-
sively effective (10-fold increased chance of being symptom-free at the end of the therapy). 
In a sub-group analysis, it was also shown, which effectiveness values are to be expected for 
those affected with Online Sex Addiction. Discussion: One can assume that specific group 
concepts especially for online sex addiction should be developed. The lecture draws learn-
ings from STICA. We designed a specific psychotherapeutic treatment approach addressing 
Online Sex Addiction. This newly designed approach is abstinence-focused and combines 
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and mentalization-based therapy (MBT). Recently, we 
are testing this approach.

Keywords: Internet Addiction, Online Sex Addiction, psychotherapy, CBT, effectiveness
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PL-2

Internet related disorders: Past and future challenges for Health 
systems

SOPHIA ACHAB1,2,3

1ReConnecte Treatment Centre, Addiction Division, Psychiatry Department, University Hospitals of 
Geneva, Switzerland
2Research Unit SWI-54- WHO Collaborating Centre for Training and Research in Mental Health, 
Faculty of Medicine, Geneva University, Switzerland
3International Society for Addiction Medicine (ISAM), Regional Council- Europe and Global Expert 
Network (ISAM-GEN), Calgary, Canada
E-mail: sophia.achab@hcuge.ch

Background: Maladaptive use of Internet and electronic devices started to be concerning for 
health professionals since mid-90s. An unknown disorder with no blueprint for treatment ap-
proaches and no specific and adapted care offer. Numerous lacks which were highly contrast-
ing with growing demands from health service users.

The magnitude these concerns were gaining over time in different parts of the world, 
along with the accumulating scientific evidence of clinical and neurobiological consistency 
with previous addictive disorders, led to a global public health bundle of achievements and 
ongoing projects.

Inclusion of Gaming disorder (GD) by World Health organization (WHO) in ICD-11 draft, 
in 2018 and its endorsement by World Health Assembly (WHA), in 2019 as a new health 
condition, is one of the milestones reached to stimulate health systems preparedness for these 
disorders.

Method: The present talk will be structured in 3 parts around the turning point of ICD-11 
decision to include GD. Some data will be extracted from National case studies, research 
protocols, and recent scientific papers.

The first part, will consist in presenting an overview from different jurisdictions, on na-
tional health systems and policy response towards challenges resulting from Internet related 
disorders, before ICD-11 decision to include GD in 2019.

The second part, will consist in presenting some ongoing global health projects that aim at 
supporting national systems’ efforts in response to challenges for health systems of Internet- 
related disorders.

The third part, will consist in drawing challenging perspectives for health systems in in-
tegrating Internet related disorders after ICD-11 implementation in 2022, including those 
which are unexpected such as pandemic.

Results: Health systems globally have been challenged 2 decades ago by emerging care 
needs related to Internet maladaptive patterns of use. Their response have been heteroge-
neous from one jurisdiction to another. It has been shaped by several national determinants, 
including digital infrastructure (penetrance of Internet), medical culture (concepts underlying 
health response), organizational models (health system structure and governance), and eco-
nomics (health costs, and industry competing interests).
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World Health Organization engaged in major projects to help its member states to prepare 
their health systems to tackle Internet related disorders. It consisted in offering landmarks 
for public health entities to design suitable monitoring, prevention and treatment response, 
opportunities for individuals to have their health costs covered, and gold standard of identi-
fication for practitioners.

Future challenges for health systems will be to smoothly integrate these disorders into 
national prevention planning and care delivery, and to ensure access for help to individuals 
including during sanitarian crisis.

Conclusion: Internet has been a great change maker for health in many positive and less 
positive ways such as maladaptive use and its associated health conditions for a minority of 
users. A long way has been undergone by health systems worldwide to integrate this new care 
needs. A major future challenge will be to increase a balanced awareness of public audience 
on opportunities and risks resulting from the use of Internet and digital worlds.

Keywords: Internet disorders, Gaming disorder, Health systems, Global public health

PL-3

A Coping Motives Mediational Model Explaining Links of Romantic 
Conflict to Addictive Behaviors

SHERRY STEWART

Dalhousie University, Canada
E-mail: sstewart@dal.ca

Motivational models of addiction posit that individuals engage in addictive behaviors for a 
variety of different reasons or “motives” some of which are riskier than others in terms of 
links with heavy and problematic involvement. Coping motives (i.e., addictive behavior to 
reduce or avoid unpleasant emotional states) have consistently been linked with both greater 
intensity and more problematic involvement in a variety of addictive behaviors. Romantic 
conflict is one interpersonal contextual factor that theoretically can trigger coping motives 
for various addictive behaviors. In this talk, Dr. Stewart will outline a model that considers 
motivational theory from an interpersonal lens to explain links between romantic conflict 
and adverse addictive behavior outcomes. Next, she will present a set of studies from her lab 
that test links between conflict and addictive behaviors/problems as mediated though risky 
coping motives. These studies span addictive behaviors (e.g., alcohol, gambling) and make 
use of a variety of methodologies (e.g., dyadic studies of couples, longitudinal assessment), 
settings (e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic context), and analyses (e.g., chained mediation). Im-
plications of the results for motivational theory and for intervention will be discussed. 

Keywords: romantic conflict, motivational theory, addictive behaviors
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PL-4

Gambling: Policy and Treatment in the Post Gambling Review Era

HENRIETTA BOWDEN-JONES

NHS, United Kingdom
E-mail: Hb584@cam.ac.uk

The last two years have been ones of great change for England’s gambling landscape. This 
talk will cover in depth several issues that are key to England’s future approach to gambling 
related harm.
 – The Gambling Review’s much delayed White Paper.
 – The newly created national system of NHS clinics.
 – The appointment of a National Advisor on Gambling Related Harms.
 – The recent Coroner’s Report on Gambling Related suicides.
 – The changes to the advertising of gambling products in football.
 – The new funding system for gambling related harms.
 – The submitted paper to treasury on the statutory levy.
 – The industry funded new research hub.

These and many more topics will be presented during what promises to be a very lively Q 
and A.

Keywords: gambling, policy, treatment
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SYMPOSIUMS AND PARALELL SESSIONS

S-1A1

Current opinions in research on online addictive behaviors

MATTHIAS BRAND (chair) 

University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
E-mail: matthias.brand@uni-due.de

Symposium summary: The symposium will summarize current research trends in the context 
of four prominent examples of primarily online behavioral addictions. First, an overview of 
current trends in assessment will be provided (Rumpf). All subsequent presentations will 
address psychological mechanisms of specific Internet use disorders, addressing constructs 
such as cue reactivity and craving, implicit cognitions, positive and negative reinforcement. 
The first presentation (Wölfling) will summarize the current evidence for gaming disor-
der. Subsequently, recent findings on the problematic use of pornography will be presented 
(Stark). The third presentation (Müller) is dedicated to buying-shopping disorder and the 
fourth presentation (Wegmann) will address the problematic use of social networks. Finally, 
each presentation proposes a synthesis and provides an outlook for future research including 
the approaches that will be realized in the DFG-funded Research Unit FOR2974 “Affective 
and cognitive mechanisms of specific Internet use disorders (ACSID)”.

Keywords: cue reactivity, craving, reinforcement, assessment, Internet-use disorders

S-1A2

New assessment approaches

HANS-JÜRGEN RUMPF

University of Lübeck

Background: The diagnosis of behavioral addictions is based on various underlying disease 
concepts, with increasing use of the features proposed for gaming disorder in the Diagnos-
tic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th revision (DSM-5), and the International 
Classification of Diseases, 11th version (ICD-11). Methods: A narrative review highlights the 
merits and criticisms of the approaches in DSM-5 and contrasts them with the approach in 
ICD-11. A review of the literature validating the ICD-11 criteria for behavioral addictions is 
provided. In addition, an overview new tools based on ICD-11 is provided. Results: The crite-
ria proposed in the DSM-5 for the diagnosis of computer gaming disorder partly show a high 
rate of agreement, leading to possible overpathologization. One reason for this is seen in the 
fact that features such as dysfunctional coping are to be understood as a process rather than 
a criterion, and that peripheral features are included in addition to core features. In contrast, 
the clinical guidelines in ICD-11 are to be understood as core features of addictive behavior 
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and also require the presence of functional impairment. Initial studies strengthen the con-
cept embodied in ICD-11 ad present novel scales. Conclusions: The approach to classifying 
behavioral addictions anchored in ICD-11 appears promising. Initial screening procedures 
have already been developed for this purpose. Further studies - also using clinical as well as 
population-based samples - are of high importance. In addition, instruments are needed that 
allow economic assessment of different specific behavioral addictions in one approach.

S-1A3

Psychophysiological correlates of positive and negative reinforcement in 
adolescent patients with Internet Gaming Disorder

KLAUS WÖLFLING

University Medical Center, Mainz

Background: Positive reinforcement, as well as cognitive control processes, are involved in 
the development and maintenance of Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD). Positive reinforce-
ment (e.g. gaming achievements) increase the probability of reproducing the specific gaming 
behavior. This is also accompanied by changes on a neuropsychological or physical level 
(cue reactivity). Methods: On a basis of a systematic literature review regarding the under-
lying processes of IGD it was revealed, that the interplay between reinforcement processes 
and cue-reactivity serves as a core mechanism in the development of IGD. Several studies 
indicated the immanent role of cue reactivity and craving, implicit cognitions, positive and 
negative reinforcement. Thus, such processes are exemplarily analyzed in a study using the 
cue-reactivity paradigm to experimentally contrast addicted gamers and non-addicted (regu-
lar) gamers with skin conductance response (SCR). As part of a cue reactivity paradigm, the 
SCR of the subjects was recorded during role playing game sessions. In addition, subjective 
craving was assessed both before and after the exposition. Results: A preliminary analysis 
showed that addictive patients exhibited a greater psychophysiological change in the context 
of specific gaming situations (esp. kill, level-up, achievements) than controls. This is in line 
with abovementioned findings on cue reactivity and craving in IGD. Afterwards the gaming 
session, addicted gamers showed higher subjective craving compared to controls. Conclu-
sions: The identified patterns of psychophysiological processing in addicted gamers under-
line the involvement of positive reinforcement processes in a Behavioral Addiction, like IGD 
are linked to the recent literature review.
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S-1A4

Pornography Use Disorder – Impulse control disorder or behavioral 
addiction?

RUDOLF STARK, SANJA KLEIN, CHARLOTTE MARKERT

University of Giessen

Background: Pornography use disorder may be present if somebody experienced diminished 
control over the use of pornography and continued using pornography despite significant 
negative consequences. In the ICD-11, it is possible to diagnose pornography use disorder 
as compulsive sexual behavior disorder under impulse control disorders. However, among 
experts a categorization as behavioral addiction is also discussed. Which of these conceptu-
alizations is more appropriate can only be decided based on scientific evidence. Methods: 
Experimental findings on pornography use disorder will be summarized in a literature review 
and own research will be presented. We will demonstrate brain correlates of cue reactivity 
in individuals suffering from pornography use disorder. Further, findings on other important 
constructs such as attention and conditioning processes will be discussed. Finally, findings 
on vulnerability factors for the development of pornography use disorder will be presented. 
Results: The compiled findings suggest that pornography use disorder resembles other be-
havioral addictions. In particular, imaging studies using functional magnetic resonance im-
aging demonstrate that brain regions within the reward system are involved in processing 
sexual stimuli. The reward system plays a major role in the development and maintenance 
of addictions. It should be emphasized, however, that in contrast to other behavioral addic-
tions, sexual cues may be more rewarding per se due to their presumably special biological 
significance. Conclusions: The empirical data suggest that pornography use disorder may be 
considered most appropriately a behavioral addiction rather than an impulse control disorder.

S-1A5

Problematic shopping on the internet – Recent trends in buying-
shopping disorder

ASTRID MÜLLER1, SABINE STEINS-LOEBER2

1Hannover Medical School
2University of Bamberg

Background: With the increase in e-commerce, problematic shopping on the internet became 
a recent research topic. The question arises as to whether it would be useful to differentiate 
between a “predominantly online” and a “predominantly offline” compulsive-buying shop-
ping disorder (CBSD) subtype by analogy with gaming disorder and gambling disorder in the 
ICD-11. This presentation aims at reflecting the psychological mechanisms of problematic 
online shopping and the discussions on its overlaps with both offline CBSD and potential 
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specific internet-use disorders. Methods: Focused narrative literature review. Results: Online 
CBSD shares many commonalities with both offline CBSD and potential specific internet-use 
disorders (e.g., gaming disorder, pornography-use disorder, or social-networks-use disorder) 
with regard to diminished control over the activity, priority given to the activity, impairments 
in different areas of functioning due to the activity and continuation/escalation of the activity 
despite negative consequences. Experimental studies further indicate that cue-induced crav-
ing responses, reward sensitivity, and disadvantageous decision-making play an important 
role in problematic online shopping. In addition, specific using motives and characteristics 
of the internet and e-marketing may contribute to problematic online shopping, e.g. material 
values endorsement, identity-seeking motives, and the triad of accessibility, affordability and 
anonymity. Conclusions: The question of whether online CBSD represents a standalone spe-
cific internet-use disorder or the online subtype of CBSD remains unanswered due to limited 
research on the topic. Future studies should examine which approach has clinical utility and 
indicates specific treatment options and better outcomes.

S-1A6

An overview of problematic use of social networks:  
The role of psychosocial characteristics and further risk factors

ELISA WEGMANN, MATTHIAS BRAND

University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Background: Social-networks-use disorder describes the uncontrolled, addictive use of appli-
cations such as WhatsApp and Instagram. Research emphasizes the relevance of psychosocial 
characteristics such as feelings of belonging, loneliness, and Fear of Missing Out. Reinforce-
ment mechanisms, affective and cognitive processes, and the experience of gratification and 
compensation are also thought to contribute significantly to the development and maintenance 
of the problematic behavior. Methods: Different theoretical approaches describing risk factors 
as well as reinforcing processes of the development and maintenance of problematic use will 
be discussed, and the current empirical evidence will be summarized. Results: The overview 
illustrates that in addition to psychopathological factors (e.g., depression, anxiety), individual 
psychosocial characteristics (e.g., loneliness, shyness), and social cognitions (e.g., Fear of 
Missing out, need to belong) seem to be relevant risk factors for problematic use of social net-
works. Empirical studies also show the importance of affective, cognitive, and other reinforc-
ing processes associated with the development and maintenance of the problematic behavior 
such as cue reactivity and craving, higher attentional bias, and implicit associations as well as 
the expectancies to experience positive feelings and to avoid negative emotions. Furthermore, 
initial suggestions on the significance of gratification and compensation experiences are pos-
tulated. Conclusions: We postulate two hypotheses that integrate the (partly mixed) results: 
the fear-driven/compensation-seeking hypothesis and the reward-driven hypothesis that both 
could lead to symptoms of social networks-use disorder, depending on interindividual differ-
ences in predisposing and reinforcing factors. The integration of problematic social-networks 
use as “disorder due to addictive behaviors” should be discussed.
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S-1B1

The correlation between ADHD and Gaming Disorder symptom 
severity is universal: Preliminary results of a meta-analysis

PATRIK KONCZ1,2*, ORSOLYA KIRÁLY2, ZSÓFIA TAKÁCS3, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS4

1Doctoral School of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary 
2Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary 
3School of Health in Social Science, The University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK 
4Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar 
*E-mail: koncz.patrik@ppk.elte.hu

Background: The co-existence of Gaming Disorder (GD) with other mental health problems 
is widely observed. While there is a growing research interest on the comorbidity of GD with 
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), no quantitative synthesis was performed 
yet. Methods: We ran a systematic literature search on four databases: Scopus, Science Di-
rect, Web of Science, PubMed. As a result of our two-wave search ran in October 2019 and 
August 2021, we identified 461 articles. The inclusion criteria were the following: English 
language, journal articles, including quantitative analysis examining the association between 
ADHD and GD symptoms. After the exclusion of non-relevant research, 80 articles remained. 
Data of 30 samples from more than 12 countries involving correlation analysis were included 
in our preliminary analyses. Results: The mean correlation coefficient of the association be-
tween GD and combined ADHD symptoms severity was .317 (CI=.277-.356, p<.001). The 
mean correlation coefficient for the two ADHD symptom domains were .330 (CI=.282-.376, 
p<.001) (inattention) and .244 (CI=.199-.289, p<.001) (hyperactivity/impulsivity). No sign of 
publication bias was found. Studies measuring internet addiction resulted in higher estimates 
(p=.0280) with combined ADHD symptom severity scores (.421, CI=.323-.509, p<.001) than 
studies using GD measurement (.301, CI=.259-.343, p<.001). Date of data collection mod-
erated the association with inattention symptoms (Coefficient=0.0106 CI=0.0003-0.0209, 
p=.0435). Conclusion: GD and ADHD symptoms are associated across cultures. The as-
sociation with inattention symptoms is somewhat stronger than with hyperactive/impulsive 
symptoms. The relation of ADHD symptom severity is stronger with general internet ad-
diction than with GD. Newer studies found stronger association with inattention symptoms. 

Keywords: ADHD, Gaming disorder, comorbidity, meta-analysis, correlation
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S-1B2

Frequency and factors associated with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder in patients with Sex Addiction

BENOÎT SCHRECK1,2*, CAMILLE FORCIER1, MARIANNE BALEM1,2, JULIETTE 
LEBOUCHER1, MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC1,2, GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU1,2

1CHU Nantes, France
2INSERM UMR 1246 SPHERE, Nantes and Tours Universities, France
*E-mail: benoit.schreck@chu-nantes.fr

Introduction: Sex addiction (SA) is excessive, uncontrolled sexual behavior that produces 
pleasure and/or relieves internal discomfort. Attention deficit disorder with or without hyper-
activity (ADHD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder that begins in childhood and can lead to 
behavioral addictions. The objectives of our study were to determine the frequency of history 
of ADHD in a population of patients with AS, to explore factors associated with the presence 
of ADHD in this population and to compare patients with persistent ADHD in adulthood 
with those in whom ADHD was present only during childhood. Methods: Sociodemographic, 
clinical, and SA data were collected in the EVALADD cohort through interviews and ques-
tionnaires. The sample used for the present study included 185 patients with SA. The pres-
ence of SA was assessed by the Sexual Addiction Screening Test and the presence of ADHD 
by the Wender-Utah Rating Scale Child and the Adult ADHD Self-report Scale. Results: 
More than 35% of patients had a history of ADHD (66/185). Having an anxiety disorder, 
another addictive disorder, a high negative urgency score, a high novelty-seeking score, a 
high harm avoidance score, a low age of onset of SA, and a low education level were factors 
associated with a history of ADHD. Patients with persistent ADHD in adulthood had lower 
levels of self-directedness and perseverance. Conclusion: The association between ADHD 
and SA is frequent. Factors associated with ADHD could alert the clinician on the presence 
of a dual disorder and prompt a search for ADHD when the patient initiates treatment for SA.

Keywords: ADHD, sex addiction, hypersexuality

S-1B3

Prevalence of behavioral addictions in adult ADHD patients:  
A case-control study

GIACOMO GRASSI*, CHIARA CECCHELLI, LUISA VIGNOZZI, ANNA RAPICAVOLI

Brain Center Firenze, Italy 
*E-mail: giacomograssimd@gmail.com

Background: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and substance-related and ad-
dictive disorders share several common neurobiological dimensions (e.g. from impulsivity to 
reward dysfunction). Indeed, a large amount of literature in the past decades showed a high 
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comorbidity rate between substance-related disorders and ADHD. Also, in the last years, 
many studies started showing also a high rate of comorbidity between behavioural addic-
tions (BAs) (such as internet gaming disorder, internet addiction and gambling disorder) 
and ADHD. In this study we investigated the rate of BAs symptoms in adult ADHD patients 
compared to healthy controls. Methods: 50 adult ADHD outpatients consecutively recruited 
at the Brain Center Firenze and 50 healthy controls were assessed on both ADHD and be-
havioral addictions symptoms. ADHD symptoms were assessed through a clinical scale (the 
Barkley Adult ADHD Rating Scale-IV) and behavioral addictions symptoms were assessed 
through the Internet Addiction Test, the Bergen Shopping Addiction Scale, the Sexual Ad-
diction Screening Test – Revised, The South Oaks Gambling Screening and the Yale Food 
Addiction Scale – 2.0. Global function was assessed through the Barkley Functional Impair-
ment Scale. Results: preliminary results showed higher prevalence of intenet addiction, sex 
addiction and gambling disorders symptoms in ADHD patients respect to healthy controls. 
Conclusion: behavioral addictions symptoms should be investigated in adult patients com-
plaining for ADHD symptoms. Assessing and treating comorbid addictive disorders could 
play a central role in the patients’ global outcome.

Keywords: ADHD, internet addiction, sex addiction, gambling disorder, food addiction

S-1B4

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and behavioral addictions in 
patients with gender dysphoria

CHIARA CECCHELLI*, LUISA VIGNOZZI, ANNA RAPICAVOLI, GIACOMO GRASSI

Brain Center Firenze, Italy 
*E-mail: chiara.cecchelli@braincenterfirenze.it

Background: In the current literature there is an increasing amount of data on the presence of 
comorbidity between gender dysphoria and neurodeve- lopmental disorders such as autism 
spectrum disorders. Much less data is available on the presence of Attention Deficit Hyper-
activity Disorder (ADHD) and even less on Behavioral Addictions (BAs) in gender dyspho-
ria. The aim of the present study is to assess the presence of ADHD symptoms in subjects 
with gender dysphoria and healthy controls. Methods:10 consecutive patients with primary 
diagnosis of gender dysphoria disorder referred to Brain Center Firenze and 10 healthy con-
trols (without history of psychiatric disorders) were included in the study. The assessment 
included the administration of the BAARS-IV (Barkley Adult ADHD Rating Scale), for the 
evaluation of ADHD symptoms, and a battery of tests to investigate the presence of BAs. 
Results: preliminary results showed higher rates of ADHD and BAs in GD patients vs con-
trols. Conclusions: since the presence of ADHD may impact gender dysphoria assessment, 
understanding of medical information, and involvement in the care pathway, we believe it is 
important to investigate it and its comorbidity in this specific population.

Keywords: gender dysphoria, ADHD, behavioral addictions
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S-1B5

Behavioral addictions and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in 
Parkinson disease: a case-control study

GIOVANNI ALBANI1, GIACOMO GRASSI2, CHIARA CECCHELLI2, LUISA VIGNOZZI2, 
ANNA RAPICAVOLI2, LORENZO RAZZOLINI2

1Le Terrazze Clinic Varese, Italy 
2Brain Center Florence, Italy
*E-mail: g.albani@auxologico.it

Dysexecutive syndrome consists of a group of symptoms that fall into cognitive, behav-
ioural and emotional categories. It is observed in almost 80 % of individual with Parkinson’s 
disease (PD) by prominent impairments in deduction, flexibility, flexibility, inhibition and 
initiation in the cognitive domain , and by global hypoactivity with apathy and hyperactiv-
ity in the behavioral domain. These symptoms are in part present in children with Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) so that, Grassi G et al, in a previous study, tested the 
hypothesis of a potential link between these two syndromes by an exporative work reported 
an unexpected high rate (38 %) of adult ADHD in PD patients and especially in those with 
PD impulse control disorder (ICDs) Aim of the present study is to evaluate the distribution 
of ADHD symptoms according to the clinical variables of PD. We test 200 individuals with 
PD and 200 age-matched controls by a dedicated neuropsycological and psychometric bat-
tery including QUIPRS, BIS-11, Bergen Shopping Addicition Scale, Internet Addiction test, 
Sexual Addiction Screening Test-revised, The south oaks gambling screening, Yale Food 
Addiction Scale 2.0, Save Inventory Revised, Stroop Test, Clock Test, Schallice cognitive 
test, Wechsler test, Belville Working memory Test, Caltagirone verbal fluency test, Rey Test, 
Trial Making test A and B, Modified Five Point Test, FAB, The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 
Index: BAARS-IV, SDQ and Y-BOCS, PD Non -motor symptoms scale, PD KingPain scale 
We discuss the results focusing on these main clinical variables such as stage and duration of 
disease, levodopa equivalent daily dosage and non-motor symptoms.

Keywords: Parkinson's disease, ADHD, executive functions
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S-1C1

Clarifying the role of reinforcement, motivations, reward sensitivity and 
impulsivity in Gambling Disorder

JOEL BILLIEUX1, MARC POTENZA2 (chairs)

University of Lausanne, Switzerland
Yale School of Medicine, USA
E-mail: joel.billieux@unil.ch, marc.potenza@yale.edu

Symposium summary: Clarifying the role of reinforcement, motivations, reward sensitivity 
and impulsivity in Gambling Disorder.

Keywords: gambling disorder, personality, impulsivity, motivation, self-regulation

S-1C2

An empirical test of the Pathways Model of problem gambling 
combining psychometric and behavioural approaches

JOËL BILLIEUX1, GAËTAN DEVOS2, SERVANE BARRAULT3,  
MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC4, OLIVIER LUMINET2, CÉLINE BONNAIRE5

1University of Lausanne 
2Université Catholique de Louvain 
3Université de Tours 
4CHU de Nantes 
5Université de Paris

Background. Blaszczynski and Nower (2002) conceptualized their Pathways Model by postu-
lating the existence of three subtypes of problem gamblers who share common characteristics, 
but also present specific ones. This study tested how the etiological mechanisms postulated in 
the Pathways Model predict clinical status in a sample that combined treatment-seeking gam-
blers (n = 59) and non-problematic community gamblers (n = 107). Methods. To test the Path-
ways Model, we computed a hierarchic logistic regression in which variables associated with 
each postulated pathway were entered sequentially to predict the status of the treatment-seek-
ing gambler. Psychometric questionnaires measured gambling-related cognitions, alexithymia, 
emotional reactivity, emotion regulation strategies and impulsivity. Laboratory tasks measured 
gambling persistence (slot machine task), emotional decision-making (Iowa Gambling Task) 
and decision-making under risk (Game of Dice Task). Results. We successfully showed that 
specific factors theorized as etiological mechanisms for each pathway predicted the status of the 
clinical gambler. For each pathway, significant predictors included gambling-related cognitive 
distortions and behaviourally measured gambling persistence (behaviourally conditioned path-
way), emotional reactivity and emotion regulation strategies (emotionally vulnerable pathway), 
and the lack of premeditation impulsivity facet (impulsivist-antisocial pathway). Conclusions. 
Our study adds to the body of literature confirming the validity of the Pathways Model.
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S-1C3

Testing the Pathways Model in a sample of patients with gambling 
disorder

GEMMA MESTRE-BACH1, ROSER GRANERO2, FERNANDO FERNÁNDEZ-ARANDA3, 
MARC POTENZA4, SUSANA JIMÉNEZ-MURCIA3

1Universidad Internacional de La Rioja
2Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Barcelona
3Bellvitge University Hospital-IDIBELL
4Yale School of Medicine

Background: Since 2002, the Pathways Model has been a useful theoretical explanatory 
framework for considering the heterogeneity of gambling disorder (GD). Both from clinical 
and research perspectives, this model has been supported in adolescent and adult popula-
tions. However, it has been less well tested in clinical samples of people with GD. Methods: 
We aimed to test the Pathways Model, specifically pathways 2 (emotionally vulnerable) and 
3 (antisocial impulsivist), in 241 consecutive treatment-seeking adults with GD. Structural 
equation modeling was used to explore both pathways. Results: Path analyses showed, in 
general, that the Pathways Model was supported in clinical populations, albeit with some ca-
veats. The results demonstrate the presence of different profiles of gamblers, with some hav-
ing emotions more prominently involved and others having impulsivity-related factors more 
prominently involved. Additional associations, not raised by the model, were also found. For 
example, a greater role for anxiety as compared with depression was observed in pathway 
2, and important mediating roles for cognitive distortions and habituation were observed 
across pathways. Conclusions: These findings suggest complexities regarding relationships 
between factors involved in GD clinical samples. These findings have implications for char-
acterizing subtypes of GD and development of optimal prevention and treatment approaches.
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S-1C4

Motivational background of gambling – A preliminary study

ANNA MAGI1, CARRIE SHAW2, CHANEL LARCHE2, ANDREA CZAKÓ2,  
BORBÁLA PAKSI1, ROBERT URBÁN1, ZSOLT HORVÁTH2, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS2

1Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest
2University of Gibraltar

Background: Recently, the motivational background of different addictions has been exten-
sively studied. As part of it, the Gambling Motives Questionnaire (GMQ) has been developed 
by Stewart and Zack (2008), however later studies raised the necessity to extend the model. 
We aim to identify additional factors including escapism, omnipotence, pleasure, and finan-
cial motives in addition to the already included coping, enhancement, and social aspects. 
Methods: A set of 40 motivational items (25 items to assess the additional motives and the 
original 15 GMQ items) were analysed on two datasets. Sample #1 consisted of those who 
gambled in the last year in a representative sample of the Hungarian population aged 18-64 
(N=437; mean age: 42.9 [SD=13.55]; Females: 49.2% [N=215]) while Sample #2 was a 
player panel from a gambling provider (N=1829; mean age: 42.45 [SD=13.27]; Females: 
30% [n=548]). Results: Exploratory Factor Analysis on Sample #2 identified four factors 
(including a total of 27 items): coping/escapism, social motives, enhancement/pleasure, and 
financial motives. The structure was confirmed on Sample #1 showing adequate model fit 
(CFI=0.987; TLI=0.986; RMSEA[CI]=0.047 [0.041-0.052]), however with high correlation 
among the factors. Conclusions: Although the new motives are overlapping with the original 
ones, the content of the factors enables the inclusion of certain aspects, like escapism, that 
proved to be the most important ones in relation to problem behaviours. This suggests that the 
examination of the role of these motivations in gambling could be crucial in differentiating 
between problem and recreational gambling and could be helpful to reduce gambling related 
harm.
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S-1D1

Making sense of social networking sites in Body Dysmorphic Disorder: 
The clinician’s perspective

FRANCESCA CHLOE RYDING*, LYDIA HARKIN, DARIA KUSS

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
*E-mail: francesca.ryding@ntu.ac.uk

Much research looking into social networking site (SNS) use and body image has predom-
inantly focused on body dissatisfaction, or eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia. 
However, there is a paucity of research that has explored the role of SNS in Body Dysmorphic 
Disorder (BDD). This study therefore, aimed to explore how health professionals in the field 
of BDD make sense of SNS use in BDD. A total of five clinicians were interviewed about their 
experience working with individuals with BDD, focussing on their perspectives of SNS use 
in the context of BDD. Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) resulted in five themes 
being developed from the data. Firstly, seeking appearance reassurance online was highlighted 
as a form of validation for appearance concerns and a need for appearance acceptance in BDD 
in the theme ‘the vulnerability for self-appraisal online’. The second theme, ‘making sense of 
constant comparisons’, highlighted appearance comparisons online as a way for BDD individ-
uals to socially rank themselves against others. The third theme, ‘going beyond the importance 
of appearance’, highlighted SNS as reinforcing appearance values through idealised images. 
The fourth theme, ‘SNS as a therapeutic tool in BDD treatment’, revealed SNS as also being 
beneficial for BDD individuals to seek support online. In the fifth theme, ‘a clinician’s need for 
understanding’, SNS use was emphasised as being a maintenance factor in BDD rather than a 
causative factor. These findings are discussed in the context of developing current therapeutic 
interventions and protocols for BDD within clinical settings.

Keywords: social networking sites, Body Dysmorphic Disorder, interpretative phenomenological 
analysis

S-1D2

Problematic internet use and self-image among a children and youth 
psychiatric clinical sample: An experimental approach

KORNELIUS WINDS*, BELINDA PLATTNER

University Clinic of children and youth psychiatry Salzburg, Private Medical University Salzburg, 
Austria
*E-mail: k.winds@salk.at

The connectivity provided by social networking sites plays a key role in communication 
and self-expression. Platforms such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram are dominat-
ing, reaching over 3.5 billion monthly users. Recent internal investigations of the Facebook-
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group show a high body image dissatisfaction among female adolescent users. In accordance 
with these findings problematic social media use can lead to impairment of psychosocial 
functioning, poor mental health, and emotional difficulties. Online experiences, such as re-
ceiving negative feedback and comparison with others, may lead to low self-esteem. Es-
pecially the variety of edited online images of idealized “beauty” and “role models” are 
influencing individual self-perceptions. On the other hand, low self-esteem leads to a greater 
vulnerability to develop social media addiction partly mediated by reward dependency and 
fear of missing out. In order to address the question of how problematic internet use influ-
ences self-image we choose a novel and experimental approach. In the study to be presented 
we offered children and juveniles that accessed child psychiatric treatment a professional 
photo session. Using standardizes questionnaires we collected data on internet behavior, self-
esteem, psychopathological symptoms and emotional adaptive and maladaptive strategies 
(trait emotionality) and state emotionality before and after the shooting, including a longitu-
dinal design in a three-month period after the shooting. The study design and results will be 
presented at the congress.

Keywords: Problematic internet use, self-image, adolescence, clinical psychiatric sample, experimen-
tal approach

S-1D3

Problematic social networking site use, psychopathology, resilience, and 
emotion dysregulation

ZAHEER HUSSAIN1, ELISA WEGMANN2, MARK GRIFFITHS1

1Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
2University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
*E-mail: zaheer.hussain@ntu.ac.uk

Background: Social networking sites (SNSs) allow people to socially connect with each oth-
er, collaborate, and share information. There are now millions of SNS users worldwide as 
these platforms serve multiple purposes. However, there are concerns of problematic social 
networking site use (PSNSU) and psychopathological symptoms that may be co-morbid with 
this behaviour. Method: This talk will discuss the findings of two survey studies that exam-
ined PSNSU, anxiety severity, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) severity, dark 
triad personality traits, resilience, and emotion dysregulation. Results: Bivariate correlations, 
regression, and structural equation modelling results involving the aforementioned variables 
will be described. Particular focus will be placed on the variables that potentially predict 
PSNSU. Conclusions: This talk will conclude by discussing the risk factors associated with 
PSNSU. Future research and practical implications will also be discussed.

Keywords: Problematic social networking site use; anxiety; attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; 
resilience, emotion dysregulation
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S-1D4

The contribution of reward and incentive processes to the use and 
overuse of Social Networking Sites

NIKLAS IHSSEN*, MICHAEL WADSLEY

Durham University, United Kingdom
*E-mail: niklas.ihssen@durham.ac.uk

Background: Social Networking Sites (SNSs) provide abundant opportunities to seek and 
receive social rewards and other types of incentives: SNSs can satisfy basic needs to be-
long and to affiliate but can also be used as a vehicle to obtain social approval (‘likes’ and 
‘retweets’), improving one’s standing in social hierarchies. At the same time, social rewards 
are known to engage key structures of the cortical and subcortical reward system, eliciting 
similar activation patterns as other elemental reward categories (e.g. food and drugs). In this 
talk I will argue that considering reward as a fundamental process determining SNS use can 
help to understand the intensity and problematicity of some use behaviours, including exces-
sive and compulsive SNS use. Methods, Results and Conclusions: Using self-report data 
from 411 young adults, I will delineate several reward-related motives predicting SNS use 
behaviours. I will also present results from several online studies indicating that it is possible 
to disentangle motivational (wanting) and hedonic (liking) processes of SNS reward, which 
- similar to some substance use and food-related behaviours - may diverge in “heavy” SNS 
users. A preliminary interpretation is offered, attributing these effects to the reward system 
being sensitised to SNS cues. Using new data from two laboratory experiments, I will then 
discuss how SNS reward can affect time perception and abstinence from SNSs. Keywords: 
Social Networking Sites (SNSs), Social Media Addiction, Reward

Keywords: Social Networking Sites (SNSs), Social Media Addiction, Reward, Incentive-Sensitisation

S-1D5

Which aspects of narcissism are related to Social Networking Sites 
addiction? The role of self-enhancement and self-protection motives

JULIA MARIA BALCEROWSKA*

University of Gdańsk, Poland
*E-mail: julia.balcerowska@ug.edu.pl

Background: Narcissism was found to be one of the essential personality-related risk fac-
tor of Social Networking Sites (SNS) addiction. However, most of the research neglected 
its heterogeneous nature. In this study, we focus on four aspects of narcissism (i.e., admi-
rative narcissism, communal narcissism, rivalrous narcissism, and vulnerable narcissism), 
acknowledging that they might be associated with different underlying narcissistic motives 
(i.e., self-enhancement or self-protection) and realized in different domains (i.e., agency or 
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communion). Method: We tested whether four aspects of narcissism separately and addi-
tively contribute to SNS addiction using self-report measures of narcissism and SNS addic-
tion in three cross-sectional studies (N = 1659; one students’ sample and two general Polish 
samples). Results: The results indicate that all four aspects of narcissism were positively 
related to SNS addiction. However, only rivalrous, communal, and vulnerable narcissism 
aspects were independent predictors of SNS addiction. Conclusions: The role of communal 
narcissism (not examined in previous SNS addiction studies) is discussed. As SNSs enable 
low-cost communion-based ego-boosts, their use might substitute other means of self-en-
hancing, increasing the risk of addiction. We also conclude that SNSs might not be the op-
timal platform for gaining gratifications via solely agentic self-enhancement as admirative 
narcissism was not an independent predictor of SNS addiction. Furthermore, SNS addiction 
may develop not only as a compensatory mechanism of interpersonal sensitivity and poor 
social relations in the relatively controllable SNS’ environment (as indicated by vulnerable 
narcissism) but also maladaptive self-regulation via antagonism and hostility towards others 
(as indicated by rivalrous narcissism).

Keywords: SNS addiction, aspects of narcissism, multiple studies
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S-1E1

Objectively-measured and self-reported smartphone use in relation 
to surface learning, procrastination, academic productivity, and 
psychopathology symptoms in college students

JON ELHAI1*, ONUR SAPCI1, HAIBO YANG2, ALIAKSANDR AMIALCHUK1,  
DMITRI ROZGONJUK3, CHRISTIAN MONTAG3

1University of Toledo, United States of America
2Tianjin Normal University, China
3Ulm University, Germany
*E-mail:  jonelhai@gmail.com

Numerous psychological variables are associated with self-reported/estimated smartphone 
use in college students. However, less is known about how additional psychological vari-
ables involving academic study and productivity relate to objectively-measured smartphone 
usage, such as procrastination, surface learning, academic productivity. We administered 
psychological surveys to 103 college students from an American university and collected 
their objective smartphone use data using the iPhone’s Screentime feature. Self-report smart-
phone use surveys administered were the Smartphone Use Frequency Scale and Smartphone 
Addiction Scale-Short Version. Other surveys administered were the Depression Anxiety 
Stress Scale-21, fear of missing out (FOMO) Scale, Irrational Procrastination Scale, Study 
Process Questionnaire-Reivsed’s Surface Learning subscale, and a validated scale of per-
ceived academic productivity. Levels of depression, anxiety and stress symptoms, as well as 
greater procrastination and surface learning, mildly-to-moderately inversely correlated with 
the number of objectively-measured phone pickups/screen-unlocks. Academic productivity 
moderately inversely correlated with objectively-measured smartphone use minutes. Unem-
ployed students had more pickups and received more notifications. Problematic smartphone 
use severity was not significantly related to any of the objectively-measured smartphone use 
variables. Results are discussed in the context of theory on pathways to excessive internet 
use, and the threaded cognition model of cognitive task interference.

Keywords: Smartphone use, depression, anxiety, procrastination, productivity
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S-1E2
Fear of Missing Out and anxiety symptoms are associated with latent 
profiles of problematic smartphone use severity within Chinese high 
school students

JOSHUA R. WILLIAMS1*, CORNELIA SINDERMANN3,1, HAIBO YANG4, JON D. ELHAI1,2

1Department of Psychology, University of Toledo, United States of America
2Department of Psychiatry, University of Toledo, United States of America
3Institute of Psychology and Education, Ulm University, Ulm, Germany
4Department of Psychology, Tianjin Normal University, Tianjin, China
*E-mail: joshua.williams10@utoledo.edu

Background: The flourishing body of research demonstrates that problematic smartphone use 
(PSU) fulfills many existing addiction criteria and needs detailed and thorough study. When 
conceptualized using the I-PACE model, anxiety can be seen as a personal factor influencing 
PSU. Fear of Missing Out (FoMO) involves cognitive anxiety compelling a need to stay in 
touch with social information and can lead to the overuse of smartphones as a mechanism 
through which to access that information. Method: A web-based survey collected data from 
high school students (N = 1,797; 1164 female; ages 13–18 years) in Tianjin, China. Us-
ing Mplus 8.7, we conducted a mixture model latent profile analysis to understand within-
group heterogeneity of responses to the Short Version of the Smartphone Addiction Scale 
 (SAS-SV). Results: We determined that a three-profile model evidenced superior fit indices 
using likelihood ratio tests, with entropy and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) decreas-
ing after three profiles. SAS-SV item responses were lowest in profile 1, moderate in profile 
2, and most severe in profile 3. Except for sex, both profiles 2 and 3 had significantly higher 
scores on anxiety and FoMO covariates. Conclusions: Individual groups modeled by latent 
profile analysis demonstrate significant differences in FoMO and anxiety based on the sever-
ity of problematic smartphone use.

Keywords: problematic smartphone use, latent profile analysis, anxiety, Fear of Missing Out
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S-1E3
The relationship of self-regulation, fear of missing out and smartphone 
addiction: The mediation role of classroom cyber-slacking

LE DANG1,2*, ANISE M. S. WU1, MENG XUAN ZHANG1

1University of Macau, Macau S.A.R. (China)
2Pingdingshan University, Pingdingshan (China)
*E-mail: yb97304@connect.um.edu.mo

Classroom cyber-slacking is defined as using the Internet for non-class related purposes dur-
ing class hours, which is associated with negative academic consequences. This study aims 
to investigate whether cyber-slacking would mediate the effect of low self-regulation and 
fear of missing out (FoMO) and exert a promoting influence on smartphone addiction ten-
dency (SAT) among university students. An anonymous questionnaire survey was conducted 
among 431 participants (Mage=19.39; 66.4% female), at a public university in mainland 
China through convenience sampling. Path analyses were used to test the proposed media-
tion model in which two latent variables were involved: Self-regulation has two cognitive 
indicators (i.e., impulsive control and goal setting) while SAT was indicated by four types 
of symptoms (i.e., compulsive behavior, functional impairment, withdrawal, and tolerance). 
The results found the full-mediation model did not fit the data satisfactorily (χ2=164.85, 
p<.001, CFI=.87, RMSEA=.138). The partial mediation model with two direct paths from 
self-regulation and FoMO to SAT showed a better model fit, but the hypothesized path from 
self-regulation to cyber-slacking was non-significant (p>.05). After removing this path, the 
model fit was found satisfactory (χ 2=35.76, p<.01, CFI=.98, RMSEA=.051). The indirect 
effect of FoMO on SAT via cyber-slacking was .034 (p=.01). Our findings indicated that 
FoMO, but not low self-regulation, was a salient factor of cyber-slacking, which in turn as-
sociated with higher vulnerability to smartphone addiction in university students. Despite 
the limitation of cross-sectional design, our findings highlighted the affective factor to be 
addressed in future interventions for cyber-slacking and smartphone addiction.

Keywords: smartphone addiction; cyber-slacking; mediation model
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S-1E4

Phubbing as a Mobile Phone Addiction

TATIANA KRYUKOVA*, OLGA EKIMCHIK, ELENA TIKHOMIROVA,  
IRINA UMANSKAYA

Kostroma State University, Russian Federation
*E-mail: tat.krukova44@gmail.com

Background and aims: A modern man faces fast technology changes influencing close re-
lationships. A recent process in interpersonal sphere is phubbing or distraction from a real 
partner, switching attention to their mobile device, neglect of live communication (Karadağ, 
2015). Is phubbing a defence mechanism, digital obsession (Vaghefi, 2017), or a new social 
norm? Methods: sample is 206 people (18 – 47); Partner phubbing scale (Roberts,  David, 
2016); Internet Addiction Test (Young, 1994); ADOR; MIMARA (Shaver, 1995). Results: 
obsession with checking the phone is more typical for teens and young adults, less for 
adults. Adolescents` higher level of Internet-addiction has a direct correlation with phubbing  
(r < .49; p < .01). Phubbing means not remaining present and connected, seems an addictive 
consequence of being online among adolescents more often than in their mothers. Teens 
having a higher level of phubbing easily replace actual communication and resort to a more 
comfortable psychological state using a phone. They choose distraction to alleviate boredom, 
etc. Socio-emotional ties in child-parent relationships are weakened, a mother`s authority 
decreases for a teenager. Women are more often becoming phubbers than men (p<.001); men 
more often estimate the partners` phubbing negatively. Higher sensitivity to phubbing in 
men associates with an anxious or avoiding attachment type: they are more likely to consider 
distraction on the gadget as neglect of themselves. Conclusions. Phubbing is an ambivalent 
new social communication norm quickly turning into a defensive mechanism and addiction 
in teens and women mostly. The study is supported by RFBR, 18-013-01005.

Keywords: changes, phubbing, close relationships, distraction
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S-1F1

Associations between emotion regulations and life satisfaction with flow 
experience and problematic gaming behaviours

ILARIA ARGENZIANO1, MICHAEL ANDREW PILGROM1, SEBASTIANO COSTA1*, 
DARIA KUSS2

1Università degli Studi della Campania Luigi Vanvitelli
2Nottingham Trent University
*E-mail: sebastiano.costa@unicampania.it

Introduction: Although previous studies have shown that problematic gaming behaviours 
and flow experience could have inverse associations with well-being, their association is 
generally considered controversial, and needs further understanding. Emotion regulation can 
provide relevant insights about the interpretation of the different experiences during gaming 
and help to understand the different paths between optimal experience (flow) and problemat-
ic gaming behaviours. For this reason, this study aims to test a model of associations between 
emotion dysregulation, suppressive regulation, integrative regulation, flow, problematic 
gaming behaviours and life satisfaction. Method: The sample consisted of 299 Italian young 
adults who regularly spend time playing video games, and were asked to complete the fol-
lowing measures: Emotion Regulation Scale, Internet Gaming Disorder Scale–Short-Form, 
Flow Short Scale, and Satisfaction with Life Scale. Results: SEM showed good fit (χ2(155) 
= 253.99, p < .01, CFI = .97, SRMR = .05, RMSEA (90%CI) = .05 (.04, .07)) and results 
showed that there was a significant positive association between emotion dysregulation and 
problematic gaming behaviour, and between integrative emotion regulation and flow. Sup-
pressive regulation showed significant positive associations both with problematic gaming 
behaviour and flow. Furthermore, there was a significant positive association between flow 
and life satisfaction. Finally, life satisfaction was positively associated with emotion dysregu-
lation, and emotion suppression, while it was negatively associated with integrative regula-
tion. Conclusion: Although both flow and problematic gaming behaviour are represented by 
absorption in gaming, they could be considered two opposite manifestations of adaptive and 
maladaptive emotion regulation.

Keywords: flow, problematic gaming, emotion regulation
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S-1F2

Empty feelings and problematic videogaming: the serial mediating role 
of avatar identification and physical body dissociation

SILVIA CASALE*, ALESSIA MUSICÒ, NICOLA GUALTIERI, GIULIA FIORAVANTI

University of Florence, Department of Health Sciences, Italy
*E-mail: silvia.casale@unifi.it

Alexithymia and emptiness play a central role in the appearance and persistence of various 
addictive behaviors, including problematic video gaming (PVG). Video game environments 
may function as a tool to transform chaotic emotions and/or emptiness into psychologically 
meaningful events through player-avatar identification. However, high identification with 
the avatar might result in the subjective perception of disconnection from one's physical 
body, which in turn might lead to PVG. The present study tested a serial mediation mod-
el, whereby it was hypothesized that player-avatar identification and one’s physical bodily 
dissociation experiences were serial mediators of the relationship between alexithymia and 
emptiness, on the one hand, and PVG, on the other hand. A sample of 285 highly-engaged 
players (64.2% M; mean age = 30.38 ± 7.53) using avatar video games (e.g., MMORPG) 
completed a survey that included the Toronto Alexithymia Scale, the Subjective Emptiness 
scale, the Scale of Body Connection, the Self-Presence Questionnaire, and the IGD 9-SF. 
The structural model produced a good fit to the data [χ2 = 175.14, df = 55, p < .001; RMSEA 
= 0.08 (90% C.I. =0.07-0.09), CFI = 0.96, SRMR = 0.08] and it explained 28% of the PVG 
variance. Alexithymia was indirectly associated with PVG through avatar identification and 
body dissociation (β = 0.52, p<.001). Conversely, emptiness was not associated with avatar 
identification. The current study highlights some psychological processes that might explain 
the well-established link between alexithymia and PVG.

Keywords: alexithymia, emptiness, dissociation, internet gaming disorder, player-avatar bond

S-1F3

Motivation, Addiction and Engagement in Gaming:  
A 12-month Perspective

LUKAS BLINKA*, KAREL REČKA, DAVID VAČEK

Masaryk University, Czech Republic
*E-mail: lukasblinka@gmail.com

Background and aims: Motivation for gaming has been shown to be an important indicator 
for problematic gaming. However, a limited number of studies have focused on changes in 
the relationship between motivation and problematic gaming over time. This study explored 
several factors of Gaming Motivation and their associations with Gaming Addiction and 
Gaming Engagement in a 12-month period. Methods: An online questionnaire in the Czech 
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language was administered twice within 12 months. N = 2,008 respondents (Mage = 21.2, 
SD = 6.4 years; 94% males) participated in both waves. Structural equation modelling was 
employed as the main analytical strategy. Results: A seven-factor solution (i.e., Competition/
Achievement, Mastery, Fantasy, Exploration, Escapism, Cooperation, and Communication) 
best fit the Online Gaming Motivation Scale. The factors were stable over time (rs ranging 
from .69 to .83 between occasions). Both Gaming Addiction and Gaming Engagement were 
highly stable over time (r = .75 and .77, respectively), and their relationship with Gaming 
Motivation factors remained the same between the two occasions. Gaming Motivation ex-
plained 38% of the variance in Gaming Addiction and 42% in Gaming Engagement. The 
strongest predictors for Gaming Addiction were Escapism, Competition, Mastery, and Ex-
ploration (βs =.56, .39, -0.10, and -0.11, respectively). Most factors of Gaming Motivation 
predicted Gaming Engagement, especially Competition (β = .43) and Mastery (β = .31). Con-
clusion: Gaming Motivation, Gaming Addiction, and Gaming Engagement, as well as their 
mutual associations, remain stable over a 12-month period and exhibit trait-like properties.

Keywords: Gaming motivation, Addiction, Engagement, Longitudinal

S-1F4

Positive associations between loneliness/hopelessness and IGD were 
mediated via self-control among emerging adults who were men who 
have sex with men in China

YANQIU YU*, JOYCE HOI-YUK NG, VIVIAN W.I. FONG, ZIXIN WANG,  
JOSEPH T.F. LAU

Center for Health Behaviours Research, Jockey Club of Public Health and Primary Care, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China)
*E-mail: yuyanqiu@link.cuhk.edu.hk

Background: The Minority Stress Model postulates that men who have sex with men (MSM) 
would encounter multiple stressors potentially leading to psychological problems (e.g., lone-
liness and hopelessness) and maladaptive coping such as addictive behaviors [e.g., Internet 
gaming disorder (IGD)]. Reports showed low self-control among MSM. It is hypothesized 
that hopelessness and loneliness would be associated with IGD, and such associations would 
be mediated via self-control among MSM. Methods: Facilitated by an NGO serving MSM 
and with informed consent, 305 MSM attending universities in Sichuan, China participated 
in the study. The validated DSM-5 checklist was used to assess IGD, along with validated 
scales assessing loneliness/hopelessness/loneliness, Multiple logistic regression adjusted for 
background factors, and structural equation modeling (SEM) were conducted for data analy-
sis. Results: The prevalence of IGD was 12.9%. Logistic regression found that IGD was posi-
tively associated with hopelessness/loneliness and negatively associated with self-control. 
1) The satisfactory SEM found two significant mediation paths: hopelessness and loneliness 
were both negatively associated with self-control; self-control was in turn negatively associ-
ated with IGD. 2) Loneliness (full mediation) but not hopelessness (partial mediation; effect 
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size of 28%) showed a significant direct effect on IGD. 3) Loneliness was positively associ-
ated with hopelessness. Conclusions: IGD was prevalent among young MSM and warrants 
interventions, which may need to cater for their psychological and social needs, as loneliness/
hopelessness are common among MSM and might reduce their self-control to increase IGD, 
in addition to the direct effect of loneliness. Future studies may investigate other mediators 
between hopelessness and IGD.

Keywords: Internet gaming disorder, men who have sex with men, psychosocial mechanism

S-1F5

Positive urgency, but not negative urgency, correlates with problematic 
use of video games via craving: A study with Ecuadorian and Spanish 
samples

JUAN F. NAVAS1, JARA-RIZZO MARÍA F.2, ISMAEL MUELA3, JOSÉ C. PERALES3*

1Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
2Universidad de Guayaquil, Ecuador
3University of Granada, Spain
*E-mail: jcesar@ugr.es

Craving is an emotional state. Accordingly, it has been shown that urgency (i.e. the tendency 
to lose control of one’s actions when experiencing positive and negative emotions) is associ-
ated with the intensity of craving, and, eventually, with severity of symptoms of addictive 
disorders. These associations have been shown to be particularly strong for negative urgency. 
In the case of problematic video game use, the nature of craving has been under recent scru-
tiny. In the present study, two samples of Spanish and Ecuadorian video gamers (total N = 
454) were assessed in positive and negative urgency, intensity of craving for video gaming, 
and problematic video gaming (using the DSM5-based, 9-item IGD scale). The role of crav-
ing in the relationship of negative and positive urgency with problematic video gaming was 
investigated using mediation analysis. Across samples, positive urgency, but not negative 
urgency, was observed to be strongly predictive of craving intensity, and this, in turn, of video 
gaming-related problems. Negative urgency was observed to have a small but significant di-
rect association with video gaming problems, not mediated by craving. This pattern of results 
is indicative of the importance of positive emotional states in craving for video gaming, and it 
seems congruent with the overvaluing hypothesis of problematic video gaming. It contrasts, 
however, with the observed negative valence of craving, and the role of negative urgency in 
craving dysregulation in most addictive disorders.

Keywords: gaming disorder, video games, impulsivity, urgency, craving
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S-1G1

A peer support-based group intervention helps young adults to control 
their gaming behavior

NIKO MÄNNIKKÖ1,2*, TERHI MUSTONEN3, KRISTA HYLKILÄ2, HELMI KORHONEN3, 
MARIA KÄÄRIÄINEN2

1Oulu University of Applied Sciences, Oulu, Finland
2University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland
3Sosped Foundation, Helsinki, Finland
*E-mail: niko.mannikko@oamk.fi

Introduction: Gaming Disorder (GD) causes adverse consequences to individuals' well-be-
ing and key areas of functioning. In addition to GD treatment protocols, a need to provide 
low-threshold interventions for those at high risk of developing GD has been recognized. 
One such intervention is the professionally guided peer support group (Limit’less Gaming 
Bootcamp), which incorporates instructor-guided thematic discussions, peer support, gam-
ing and other social activities, and gamification of skill training. Participants attended ten 
weekly 3-hour meetings with ten fixed discussion themes. Aim: The aim of the study is to 
investigate the effects of the group intervention on gamers’ GD tendencies, and subjective 
well-being among Finnish young adults, and to determine the program's effectiveness over 
time. Methods: Inclusion criteria for the intervention groups were: self-assessed excessive 
gaming, an age between 18 to 29 years, and the need for external support to control one’s 
gaming behavior and well-being. Participants' (n = 37) mean age was 23.8 ± 2.84 years and 
they were mostly men from five geographic regions in Finland. The Baseline, post-test, and 
six-month follow-up included measures concerning gaming behavior, psychosocial well-
being, and quality of life. Results: Participants’ conscious gaming behavior in terms of GD 
tendencies and time spent on gaming positively changed over time. Changes in participants’ 
other daily free-time routines were minor. Conclusions: Findings demonstrate the effective-
ness of the group intervention, especially concerning gaming behavior control. Further stud-
ies with larger sample sizes and control groups are warranted to deepen the understanding of 
this intervention’s efficacy.

Keywords: problematic gaming, gaming disorder, intervention, peer support
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S-1G2

A pre-registered, systematic review considering mindfulness-based 
interventions and neurofeedback for targeting affective and cognitive 
processes in behavioral addictions

ANNIKA BRANDTNER1, STEPHANIE ANTONS1,2, DANIEL L. KING3, MARC N. 
POTENZA4,5,6, YI-YUAN TANG7, GRETCHEN R. BLYCKER8,9,10, MATTHIAS BRAND1,2, 
MAGNUS LIEBHERR1,2*

1General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR), University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg, Germany
2Erwin L. Hahn Institute for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Essen, Germany
3College of Education, Psychology, & Social Work, Flinders University, Australia
4Departments of Psychiatry and Neuroscience and the Child Study Center, School of Medicine, Yale 
University, New Haven, USA
5Connecticut Council on Problem Gambling, Wethersfield, USA
6Connecticut Mental Health Center, New Haven, USA
7Department of Psychological Sciences, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX, United States; 
8HäIsosam Therapy, Jamestown, RI, USA
9Department of Psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA
10College of Nursing, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI, USA
*E-mail: magnus.liebherr@uni-due.de

Background: Psychological core processes that underpin disorders due to addictive behav-
iors, including craving, inhibitory control, maladaptive decision-making, and cognitive bi-
ases, are important factors to target and modify in interventions. Mindfulness-based and neu-
rofeedback techniques have been particularly promising interventions. The aim of the present 
systematic review was to evaluate the research evidence on their effectiveness for behavioral 
addictions. Method: The electronic databases PubMed, Scopus and Web of Knowledge were 
searched for peer-reviewed articles published from Jan 1, 1985, to Dec 20, 2020. Terms 
reflecting the intervention methods, the extent of the behavioral problem, and the specific 
addictive behaviors were combined within the search. Results: Fifteen studies were included 
in this review. Results suggest that mindfulness-based interventions are effective in reducing 
mental distress and craving reactions. Reductions in craving levels were reported in four of 
six studies with largest effects for mindfulness-based cognitive therapy and mindfulness-en-
hanced cognitive behavioral therapy. Successful reductions in mental distress were identified 
in five of seven studies that used diverse mindfulness-based techniques. However, no more 
than one study on mindfulness-based interventions reporting improvements in self-control, 
inhibitory control, maladaptive decision-making and cognitive biases could be identified. No 
research could be found on neurofeedback. Conclusion: This review highlights the potential 
of mindfulness interventions for behavioral addictions, and the specific mechanisms of thera-
peutic change warrant further investigation. Although we did not identify studies that inves-
tigated neurofeedback techniques, promising results in the area of substance-use disorders 
may nevertheless motivate future similar studies in behavioral addictions.

Keywords: Addictive behaviors, mindfulness, neurofeedback, affective, cognitive
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S-1G3

Virtu-A: A new manualized treatment for 15–25 year olds addicted to 
video games

MAGALI DUFOUR1*, LUCIE BARUBÉ1, CATHERINE GATINEAU1, CHRISTINE 
LAVOIE1, FRANCINE FERLAND2, NADINE BLANCHETTE-MARTIN2, SYLVIE R. 
GAGNON3

1Universite du Quebec a Montreal, Canada
2CiUSSS Capitale Nationale
3CISSS Lanaudière
*E-mail: dufour.magali@uqam.ca

In Quebec, video game and internet use problems have doubled in the last ten years. During 
the pandemic alone, the prevalence of youth at risk increased by 3.6%. In its latest inter-
ministerial action plan, the Quebec government decided to include Internet and video game 
addiction in the family of addictions and to provide access to free treatment. Our team has 
been mandated to develop and evaluate this treatment. The objective of this presentation is to 
present the results of the scoping review and the resulting new treatment. Method: A scoping 
review was carried out with different keywords: treatment, youth, Internet addiction, video 
game addiction, social media addiction. Among the 160 articles addressing treatment, only 
31 described in more detail the intervention performed and 7 had a manualised treatment. A 
content analysis of the treatments reveals nine common themes in the intervention: 1) social 
skills; 2) irrational beliefs; 3) emotional management; 4) self-control; 5) functional analysis; 
6) alternative activities; 7) problem solving; 8) time organization; 9) self-esteem. From the 
different themes, the Virtu-A treatment was developed. This presentation will conclude by 
presenting the structure of the new manualized Virtu-A treatment.

Keywords: treatment, youth, video game addiction, Internet addiction

S-1G4

eSport program in high school: What is at play?

ANTOINE LEMAY*, MAGALI DUFOUR, MATHIEU GOYETTE

Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada
*E-mail: lemay.antoine@courrier.uqam.ca

Background: A growing number of high schools are now offering eSport (ES) programs. 
Little is known on ES players and how they might differ from more traditional video game 
(VG) players. The aim of the present study is to explore the potential influence of ES pro-
gram on youth in an academic context. Methods: 176 high students from a high school (11th 
and 12th grade) in the province of Quebec (Canada) answered a questionnaire. 67 students 
were participating in the ES school program and 109 were gamers not involved in ES. The 
groups were compared on: 1) their sociodemographic and academic characteristics; 2) their 
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online and offline activities; 3) their problematic Internet use and potential gaming disorder 
and 3) their psychological characteristics and 4) their perceived impacts of VG. Results: The 
adolescents involved in ES were similar to their peers in terms of their mental health, the 
proportion of problematic Internet users and the perceived benefices obtained from gaming. 
However, ES players spent significantly more time playing VG, displayed a higher propor-
tion of potential problematic VG users and perceived more negative consequences in their 
academic and professional sphere when compared to their peers. Conclusions: ES players, or 
the participation in a structured ES program in an academic context, may present specific risk 
factors for the development of the gaming disorder. However, considering the overall high 
proportion of students at risk of developing gaming problems, general prevention programs 
should be offered in high schools.

Keywords: eSports, adolescents, high school, mental health, gaming disorder
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S-2A1

A systematic overview of gaming motivation scales and the development 
of a comprehensive and up-to-date measure

ORSOLYA KIRÁLY1*, RÓBERT URBÁN1, DANIEL L. KING2, JOËL BILLIEUX3,  
PATRIK KONCZ1,4, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1,5

1Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary 
2College of Education, Psychology, & Social Work, Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
3Institute of Psychology, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland
4Doctoral School of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
5Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
*E-mail: orsolya.papay@gmail.com

Background: Research into video gaming motives dates to the 90s, the first well-known mod-
el being the Bartle-model. Since then, several measurement instruments have been developed 
and used. Major limitations of the existing measures are that: (i) a lot of them is genre-spe-
cific (i.e., the measure can only be applied to specific type of games because the content of 
some items is related to certain game genres) and (ii) some of them are either not exhaustive 
or outdated to certain degree. To address these limitations, a comprehensive motivational 
item pool was developed and tested in a large sample of video gamers. Methods: Empirical 
studies assessing gaming motives with a scale were systematically collected to identify the 
most frequently used motives. These were used to generate a comprehensive item pool of 
motives. Psychometric properties of the motivational factors and their second-order structure 
was tested on data obtained from highly involved video gamers. Results: Items covering 
twenty-seven motives were generated based on the literature review, with three to five items 
belonging to each motive. The second-order structure resulted in six overarching dimensions, 
which were related to relevant demographic, personality, psychological and gaming-related 
variables. Conclusion: The new measure can be used in video game research but also in the 
clinical field as some of these motives (e.g., immersion/escapism, habit/boredom) are consid-
erably related to pathological video game use.

Keywords: video games, gaming motives, gaming disorder

S-2A2

Assessment of disordered gaming: Challenges and ways forward

HALLEY M. PONTES*

Birkbeck, University of London, United Kingdom
*E-mail: contactme@halleypontes.com

Background and aims: Disordered gaming has been preliminarily recognized as a tentative 
mental health disorder in the 5th revision of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders (DSM-5) by the American Psychiatric Association (APA) in 2013 and termed as 
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‘Internet Gaming Disorder’ (IGD). More recently, the World Health Organization (WHO) 
has formally recognized disordered gaming as a mental health disorder under the label of 
‘Gaming Disorder’ (GD) in 2019. Although both IGD and GD refer to the same construct, 
their operationalization and conceptualization are fundamentally different. Methods: There-
fore, the aim of this talk is to discuss the latest comparative evidence analyzing how the 
APA and WHO framework may differ in terms of risk levels, assessment, comorbidity, and 
estimation of prevalence rates of disordered gaming on regular gamers (N1 = 1,429 and N2 = 
2,865) and professional e-esports gamers (N3 = 2,865). Results: The results suggest that both 
the APA and WHO diagnostic frameworks appear to consistently capture disordered gaming 
within their specific clinical criteria. However, important discrepancies exist in relation to 
predicting specific outcomes and correlates when comparing the two frameworks. Moreover, 
professional e-sports gamers present increased vulnerability to disordered gaming. Conclu-
sions: Additional diagnostic research investigating the APA and WHO frameworks is needed 
to help elucidating discrepancies found in recent research. Furthermore, investigation of each 
disordered gaming criteria is needed to help estimating the relative clinical importance of 
each criterion. Finally, the findiwngs obtained among professional e-sports gamer indicate 
that assessment of disordered gaming in this group presents with important challenges.

Keywords: gaming disorder, assessment, comorbidities, esports

S-2A3

Design in video games: Operationalization, assessment and relationship 
to gaming use

MELINA A. THROUVALA1*, MARK D. GRIFFITHS1, DARIA J. KUSS1, FILIPA CALADO1, 
HALLEY M. PONTES2

1International Gaming Research Unit, Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
2Department of Organisational Psychology, Birkbeck, University of London, United Kingdom
*E-mail: melina.throuvala@ntu.ac.uk

Design features in video games have been associated with longer duration of play, immer-
sion experience in gamers and cognitions related to prolonged player engagement. However, 
most previous work on operationalising design in games remains conceptual with limited 
empirical basis. The proliferation of new games, player segmentation based on preferred 
gaming genres, and their association to increased symptoms of disordered gaming, has re-
inforced the need to update previous taxonomies. The aim of the present study is to cover 
this gap in knowledge by updating the operationalisation of design elements across popular 
gaming genres and explore the relationship between design-driven engagement, maladaptive 
cognitions and problematic gaming. The quantitative study involves a large cross-cultural 
online survey with experimental features with data collected on a sample of 2,100 gam-
ers and involves scale validation and a structural equation model to assess the relationships 
amongst the constructs. Results are currently being analysed. This novel study is aiming to 
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help understand better the role of design on gamer behaviour by educating gamers on how 
developers endorse habitual play and policymaking by classifying exploitative mechanisms 
involved in problematic gaming.

Keywords: video games, gaming, game design, maladaptive cognitions, problematic gaming

S-2A4

Assessment of specific Internet-use disorders: Overview and 
presentation of a new screening tool for uniform assessment based on 
ICD-11 criteria

SILKE M. MÜLLER1*, ELISA WEGMANN1, ANDREAS OELKER1, HANS-JÜRGEN 
RUMPF2, MATTHIAS BRAND1

1General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR), University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg, Germany
2Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Research Group S:TEP (Substance use and related 
disorders: Treatment, Epidemiology, and Prevention), University of Lübeck, Germany
*E-mail: silke.m.mueller@uni-due.de

Background: According to ICD-11, impaired control, increasing priority, and continuation or 
escalation of the behavior despite negative consequences are the main diagnostic criteria for 
disorders due to addictive behaviors including gambling and gaming disorders. These criteria 
could also be applied to other potential Internet-use disorders. Method: Existing instruments 
assessing symptoms of (potential) specific Internet-use disorders will be summarized. The 
instruments measuring different types of online addictive behaviors have been developed 
independently from each other in most cases and therefore capture diagnostic criteria very 
inconsistently across different behaviors. The new 11-item scale “Assessment of Criteria for 
Specific Internet-use Disorders” (ACSID-11) is introduced as a comprehensive screening 
tool assessing the ICD-11 criteria for gaming disorder and transferring them to other online 
addictive behaviors. Results: Potential Internet-related behavioral addictions such as prob-
lematic use of online pornography, social networks or online shopping show similarities with 
gaming disorder symptoms. Results of confirmatory factor analyses showed the assumed 
5-factorial structure (impaired control, increasing priority, continuation despite negative con-
sequences, functional impairment, and marked distress) for gaming disorder and the other 
specific Internet-use disorders. Data from multiple studies demonstrate good reliability and 
validity of the ACSID-11. Conclusion: The uniform assessment across different behavioral 
addictions is essential for further research on similarities and differences of specific types of 
disorders. The application of the ICD-11 criteria for gaming disorder, as well as their com-
prehensive coverage, as with the ACSID-11, have significant value for future research and 
practice.

Keywords: Internet-use disorder, gaming disorder, ICD-11, diagnostic criteria, screening instruments
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S-2A5

WebAddict: A new diagnosis interview for Internet Dependence

JOEL TREMBLAY1*, MAGALI DUFOUR2, NADINE BLANCHETTE-MARTIN3,  
FRANCINE FERLAND3, MATHIEU GOYETTE2, ANDRÉE-ANNE LÉGARÉ4,  
NATACHA BRUNELLE1, YASSER KHAZAAL5

1UQTR, Canada
2Université du Québec a Montréal
3CIUSSS-Capitale Nationale / CISSS de Chaudière-Appalaches
4Université de Sherbrooke
5CHUV de Lausanne
*E-mail:  joel.tremblay@uqtr.ca

Context: Despite the conceptual and diagnostic breakthroughs surrounding Internet addic-
tion, very few comprehensive diagnostic interviews have been developed on a sound basis. 
Despite a growing demand for services concerning people reporting difficulties to control 
time in front of screens, clinical settings lack access to appropriate assessment to identify 
their treatment needs. Objectives: The current studies aimed to develop and validate a diag-
nosis tool on Internet addiction. Method: Two rounds of interviews with international experts 
provided the six dimensions used to operationalize the concept. A first exploratory study with 
young adults (17-23 years old; n=93) allowed the development of a first decision tree. Within 
a second study, an improved interview was conducted with 336 participants (13-65 years 
old). Two clinical experts revised 25% of the interviews to provide an independent opinion 
concerning the severity of Internet dependence. All cases where experts disagreed with the 
proposed decision provided by WebAddict, a discussed in a larger expert committee was 
conducted to adjust the criterion used. The process was repeated until no more disagreement 
emerged. Results: WebAddict is a structured interview providing a four levels categorization 
of Internet addiction on each of three specific types of screen use (gaming, networking, other 
web activities, excluding pornography use) plus an exploratory one on streaming. The final 
score is based on an assessment of six domains: time spent, use of screens to deal with dif-
ficult emotions, over preoccupation, craving, self-control and negatives consequences. Based 
on score on each domain, the structured algorithm provides the final classification.

Keywords: Internet addiction, gaming, social network, streaming, diagnosis
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S-2B1

Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder: Examining biological, 
epidemiological, treatment interventions, and clinical correlates among 
help seeking populations

SHANE W KRAUS (chair)

University of Nevada, Las Vegas, United States of America
E-mail: shane.kraus@unlv.edu

Symposium summary: The recent inclusion of the new diagnosis of Compulsive Sexual Be-
havior Disorder (CSBD) in the International Classification of Diseases (11th edition) has 
provided a diagnostic framework for clinicians and researchers for conceptualizing out-of-
control sexual behaviors in helping seeking clients. However, knowledge gaps currently 
remain around its etiology, prevalence in general and clinical populations, underlying bi-
ological mechanisms, and efficacy of psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy treatments for 
clients. Joshua Grubbs will present data examining the prevalence of CSBD in the American 
populace, the clinical correlates other behavioral conditions, and examine reasons for help 
seeking for CSB. Michał Lew-Starowicz will present results from a double-blind, random-
ized study of treatment-seeking heterosexual men with CSBD receiving either paroxetine 
20mg, naltrexone 50 mg or placebo for 5 months. Marco Scanavino will present results 
from a randomized controlled trial examining the efficacy of: (1) short-term psychodynamic 
group therapy followed by relapse prevention group, (2) pharmacological treatment, and (3) 
the combination of interventions (1) and (2) on sexual compulsivity. Małgorzata Draps will 
present data from a series of 3 magnetic resonance imaging studies investigating the brain 
structure, resting state functional connectivity and white matter anisotropy of individuals 
with CSBD. Karol Lewczuk will present results from a sample of the Polish adults investi-
gating the existence of withdrawal symptoms and tolerance in the sexual domain, as well as 
their relations to CSBD and problematic pornography use. Collectively, these works present 
innovative research employing a variety of methods to further elucidate the clinical underpin-
nings of CSBD in clinical and non-clinical populations.

Keywords: compulsive sexual behavior, treatment, brain imaging, help seeking, pornography
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S-2B2
Compulsive sexual behavior in a U.S. nationally representative sample: 
Clinical correlates and predictors of treatment seeking

JOSHUA B GRUBBS1, CHRISTOPHER G FLOYD1, SHANE W KRAUS2

1Bowling Green State University
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: The inclusion of the new diagnosis of Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder 
in the International Classification of Diseases, 11th edition, has revolutionized the ways in 
which the psychiatric, psychological, and broader medical and mental health communities 
view out-of-control sexual behaviors. Even so, relatively little is known about the prevalence 
of compulsive sexual behavior (CSB) in the American populace, the clinical correlates such 
behaviors at a population level, and the reasons for help seeking for persons reporting issues 
with CSB. Method: In March, 2022, a weighted, nationally representative sample of adults 
in the United States will be collected. Compulsive sexual behavior will be assessed using a 
novel, in-development scale, the CSBD-19, the Brief Pornography Screener, and the  Cyber 
Pornography Use Inventory 4. Among participants with elevated scores on measures of CSB, 
we will examine the co-occurrence with suicidality, depression, anxiety, substance use, dis-
ordered gambling, and disordered gaming. Finally, participants will complete a series of 
questions about past treatment seeking behaviors and future treatment seeking probabilities. 
 Results: Data will be analyzed using a variety of statistical techniques to determine how, 
when, and why participants are likely to report CSB, the specific behaviors they report con-
cerns of CSB about, and the various factors that might make someone with CSB seek treat-
ment. Conclusions: The results of the present work will allow us to draw inferences about the 
clinical profile of CSB and CSBD broadly as well as help to identify clear risk and protective 
factors for and comorbidities of these behaviors.
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S-2B3

Randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of paroxetine and 
naltrexone in treatment of heterosexual males with compulsive sexual 
behaviour disorder

MICHAL LEW-STAROWICZ1, MAŁGORZATA DRAPS2, EWELINA KOWALEWSKA1, 
KATARZYNA OBARSKA1, SHANE W KRAUS3, MATEUSZ GOLA4

1Centre of Postgraduate Medical Education, Warsaw, Poland
2Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
3University of Nevada, Las Vegas
4Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, Institute for Neural Computations, University of 
California, San Diego, United States; Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, 
Poland

Background: The “off-label” use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and opioid an-
tagonists in the treatment of compulsive sexual behaviour disorder (CSBD) has been pro-
posed since many years; however, evidence-based data on clinical efficacy and safety of 
such interventions is extremely scarce. Method: In this double-blind, randomized study, 73 
treatment-seeking, heterosexual males meeting the ICD-11 criteria of CSBD received par-
oxetine 20mg, naltrexone 50 mg or placebo for 5 months. The efficacy of the treatment was 
evaluated by clinical scales including Sexual Addiction Screening Test (SAST), Hypersexual 
Behavior Inventory (HBI), the Brief Pornography Screen (BPS), as well as in the Ecological 
Momentary Assessment and repeated clinical interviews. Treatment safety was assessed by 
repeated clinical examinations and laboratory tests. Results: The measures of CSBD signifi-
cantly improved in all treatment arms with no statistical interaction of treatment time and 
medication. Receiving active treatment was related to better satisfaction with the therapy 
and self-reported decrease of problematic sexual behavior. The most prevalent side effects 
included sedation, apathy, sexual dysfunction, and weight gain but were relatively seldom 
related to drop-out. Conclusions: Results from this double-blind, randomized study suggest 
that paroxetine and naltrexone represent safe treatment options for CSBD patients; however, 
due to mixed results, their clinical efficacy should be confirmed in future trials that should 
also include women and non-heterosexual groups of patients.
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S-2B4

Compulsive sexual behavior: Medication, therapy, and adhesion

MARCO DE TUBINO SCANAVINO1, ALIA G GUIRADO1, JOÃO M MARQUES2

1Universidade de Sao Paulo
2Hospital das Clinicas da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de Sao Paul

Background: A randomized controlled trial (RCT) was conducted to investigate the effects 
of: (1) short-term psychodynamic group therapy followed by relapse prevention group 
 (STPGP-RPGT), (2) pharmacological treatment (TAU), and (3) the combination of interven-
tions (1) and (2) on sexual compulsivity (SC). Methods: 135 men (Mean age = 37.1, 72.6% 
Caucasian) were randomly assigned to one of three arms. Participants completed the Sexual 
Compulsivity Scale at baseline (T1), week 25 (T2), and week 34 (T3). Considering the attri-
tion of 42.2% between T1 and T2, and 50.4% between T1 and T3, we conducted (1) complete 
case analysis; (2) adhesion (taking 80% of medication and/or attending to 75% of therapy 
sessions) vs. non-adhesion to treatment. Results: Time effect has a significant impact in SCS 
scores (X² = 25.25, p < 0.001) from T1 to T2, and to T3. There was a significant difference 
between TAU, and the other two groups at T2 (p < 0.001), and T3 (p < 0.024). Significant 
interaction effect was found (F = 2,62; p = 0,038). The therapy groups showed significantly 
decreasing score from T1 to T2, and to T3, which did not occur with TAU. Adherent to 
treatment participants compared to non-adherent presented time effect from T1 to T2, and 
to T3, and between group effect at T2, and T3, but did not present interaction effect (p = 
0.062). Conclusions: Participants from groups including psychotherapy decreased more the 
SC scores, than those from TAU. Similar findings were also observed from adherent partici-
pants compared to non-adherent.
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S-2B5

Between addiction and compulsion – New data on neural mechanisms 
of Compulsive Sexual Behaviors Disorder

MAŁGORZATA DRAPS1, NATALIA KOWALCZYK-GRĘBSKA2, SYLWIA ADAMUS3, 
MAŁGORZATA WIERZBA4, MATEUSZ GOLA5

1Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
2Faculty of Psychology, SWPS University of Social Sciences and Humanities, Warsaw, Poland
3Medical University of Warsaw, Faculty of Medicine, Warsaw, Poland;Institute of Psychology, Polish 
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw
4Laboratory of Brain Imaging, Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, Polish Academy of 
Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
5Swartz Center for Computational Neuroscience, Institute for Neural Computations, University of 
California, San Diego, United States; Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, 
Poland

Background: Initial neuroscience studies on Compulsive Sexual Behaviors Disorder (CSBD) 
showed similarities to substance (SUD) and behavioral addictions (BA) in incentive sensi-
tization. Our recent studies have examined specific brain mechanisms differentiating CSBD 
from SUD and BA and from OCD. Method: In a series of 3 magnetic resonance imaging 
studies, we have examined brain structure, resting state functional connectivity and white 
matter anisotropy of individuals with CSBD. Results: In Study 1, we compared brain struc-
ture of individuals with CSBD (n=26), SUD (n=21) and BA (n=26) and healthy controls (HC; 
n=25) showing similar deficits in orbitofrontal cortex gray matter volume across CSBD, 
SUD and BA, but also decreased gray matter volume in the anterior cingulate cortex related 
specifically to the symptoms of CSBD. In Study 2, by comparing brain resting state connec-
tivity between CSBD (n=52) and HC (n=29), we identified 5 functional brain networks dif-
ferentiating CSBD from HC, and supporting incentive sensitization mechanisms in CSBD, 
akin to SUD and BA. In study 3, we analyzed white matter brain microstructure of CSBD 
(n=36) and HC (n=31) using diffusion tensor imaging and compared to findings from studies 
on SUD and OCD. CSBD individuals showed white matter anisotropy shared both with SUD 
and OCD. Conclusion: All three studies support previous findings on similarity between 
CSBD, SUD and BA. New findings suggest interesting neural patterns which are more spe-
cific to CSBD than other addictions.
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S-2B6

Withdrawal and tolerance as related to Compulsive Sexual Behavior 
Disorder and Problematic Pornography Use – Preregistered study 
based on a nationally representative sample in Poland

KAROL LEWCZUK1, MAGDALENA WIZŁA1, AGNIESZKA GLICA2, MARC N POTENZA3, 
MICHAL LEW-STAROWICZ4, SHANE W KRAUS5

1Institute of Psychology, Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski University, Warsaw, Poland
2Laboratory of Language Neurobiology, Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology, Polish Academy 
of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland; Institute of Psychology, Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski University, Warsaw, 
Poland
3Departments of Psychiatry, Neuroscience and Child Study, Yale University School of Medicine, New 
Haven, CT, USA; Connecticut Council on Problem Gambling, Wethersfield, CT, USA; Connecticut 
Mental Health Center, New Haven, CT, USA
4Department of Psychiatry, Centre of Postgraduate Medical Education, Warsaw, Poland, 5Department 
of Psychology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, NV, USA

Background: The possible reclassification of compulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD) 
is debated. Although withdrawal symptoms and tolerance are unique to the addiction model 
of CSBD, no clear data on their presence is available. Method: In our preregistered study 
based on the sample representative of the Polish adult population (n=1541), we investigated 
the existence of withdrawal symptoms and tolerance in the sexual domain, as well as their 
relations to CSBD and its most prevalent phenotype problematic pornography use (PPU). 
We adjusted for variables regarding sexual activity and sociodemographic characteristics. 
Results: Both withdrawal and tolerance statistically predicted severities of CSBD (β=.34; 
p<.001 and β=.38; p<.001, respectively) and PPU (β=.24; p<.001 and β=.27; p<.001, respec-
tively). We investigated withdrawal symptoms (21 types) in emotional, cognitive, and func-
tional domains. The most often reported symptoms attributed to withdrawal from or limiting 
sexual activity were frequent sexual thoughts difficult to stop (for participants with CSBD: 
65.2% and with PPU: 43.3%), difficult to control level of sexual desire (CSBD: 57.6%; PPU: 
31.0%), increased overall arousal (CSBD: 37.9%; PPU: 29.2%), irritability (CSBD: 37.9%; 
PPU: 25.4%), frequent mood changes (CSBD: 33.3%; PPU: 22.6%), and sleep problems 
(CSBD: 36.4%; PPU: 24.5%). Conclusions: The study provides preliminary evidence for 
withdrawal symptoms and tolerance in the sexual domain and their relations to CSBD and 
PPU symptoms. The symptoms related to arousal and mood reflect symptoms similar to those 
proposed for gambling and internet gaming disorders. Current results have significant impli-
cations for understanding the etiology and classification of CSBD and PPU. 
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S-2C1

Associated Factors in Gambling Disorder

SUSANA JIMENEZ-MURCIA, FERNANDO FERNANDEZ-ARANDA (chairs)

Bellvitge University Hospital-IDIBELL, Spain
Fisiopatología Obesidad y Nutrición (CIBERObn), Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Madrid, Spain)
E-mail: sjimenez@bellvitgehospital.cat; ffernandez@bellvitgehospital.cat 

Symposium summary: This symposium analyzes different factors associated with Gambling 
Disorder (GD), such as psychiatric comorbidity and their impact on the symptoms of GD, 
illegal acts because of gambling problems, compulsivity from a gender perspective as well 
as self-harm and suicidal attempts in clinical samples of this disorder. The impact of some of 
these associated factors on the treatment outcome will be also presented.

Keywords: gambling disorder, comorbidity, illegal acts, compulsivity, suicidal behavior

S-2C2

Psychiatric comorbidity in clinical gambling disorder – what came 
first? Temporal associations of co-morbidity and gambling disorder 
differ between women and men

ANDERS HÅKANSSON1, LOUISE LARSSON2

1Lund University, Psychiatry, Lund and Region Skåne, Malmö Addiction Center, Gambling Disorder 
Unit, Malmö, Sweden
2Lund University, Psychiatry, Lund, Sweden

Aims: The present study aimed to assess psychiatric comorbidity in female and male GD 
patients, and to analyze differences in the temporal association between GD and other mental 
health disorders. Methods: A 1:2-matched case-control national register study, assessing pa-
tients diagnosed with in Swedish specialized health care 2005-2020 (n=3,689) and age- and 
gender-matched controls without GD (n=7,378). Occurrence of mental health disorders any 
time during the study period was assessed, as well as whether diagnoses were registered 
before GD diagnosis, in association with (+/-180 days) GD diagnosis, or after. Results: All 
psychiatric diagnostic groups were more common in GD patients than in controls, and the 
risk increase was significantly larger in women than in men for affective conditions (F30-39) 
and anxiety-related disorders (F40-49). Among patients with each comorbidity, the temporal 
associations differed significantly between women and men. In affective disorders, comor-
bidities were more likely to appear before GD in women (p<0.001), whereas for alcohol use 
disorders (p<0.01) and neuropsychiatric disorders including AD/HD (p<0.05), these were 
significantly more likely to appear before GD in men. Conclusions: As seen in previous stud-
ies, affective and anxiety-related comorbidity is higher in female than male GD patients in 
clinical settings. Time frames are, however, different between genders, and this needs to be 
paid attention to in mental health screening programs for women and men.
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S-2C3

Gambling-related offenses and treatment outcome

GEMMA MESTRE-BACH1, CRISTINA VINTRO-ALCARAZ2, ROSER GRANERO3, 
FERNANDO FERNANDEZ-ARANDA4, SUSANA JIMENEZ-MURCIA4

1Universidad Internacional de La Rioja, La Rioja, Spain
2Bellvitge University Hospital-IDIBELL, Spain,
3Departament de Psicobiologia i Metodologia de les Ciències de la Salut, Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain and Ciber Fisiopatología Obesidad y Nutrición (CIBERObn), Instituto 
de Salud Carlos III, Madrid, Spain
4Bellvitge University Hospital-IDIBELL, Spain and Ciber Fisiopatología Obesidad y Nutrición 
(CIBERObn), Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Madrid, Spain

Aims: In the present longitudinal study, we sought: (1) to explore sociodemographic and clini-
cal differences between individuals with GD who had committed gambling-related illegal 
acts (differentiating into those who had had legal consequences and those who had not), and 
patients with GD who had not committed crimes; and (2) to compare the treatment outcome of 
these three groups, considering dropouts and relapses. Methods: Our clinical sample included 
n=117 patients with GD, classified into three groups: patients with no history of gambling-
related illegal acts (n=85), patients with a history of gambling-related illegal acts without legal 
repercussions (n=55), and patients who had committed gambling-related illegal acts that had 
legal consequences (n=31). GD severity, psychopathology, personality traits and impulsivity 
levels, as well as other sociodemographic and clinical variables related to gambling behavior 
and gambling-related offenses were assessed in this sample. Patients received 16 sessions of 
cognitive-behavioral therapy, and dropouts and relapses were documented. Results: Patients 
who reported an absence of gambling-related illegal behavior were older, and showed the low-
est GD severity, the most functional psychopathological state, the lowest impulsivity levels, 
and a more adaptive personality profile. The group of patients who had committed offenses 
with legal consequences presented a higher risk of dropout and relapses, compared to the other 
two groups. Conclusions: Our findings uphold that patients who have committed gambling-
related offenses show a more complex clinical profile that may interfere with their adherence 
to treatment. Therefore, specific treatment plans are required for this type of patient.

S-2C4

Compulsivity-related neurocognitive domains in gambling disorder: 
Exploring gender differences

NURIA MALLORQUÍ-BAGUE

Addictive Behaviours Unit, Department of Psychiatry, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau, 
Biomedical Research Institute Sant Pau (IIB Sant Pau), Barcelona, Spain

Aims: There are very few studies exploring compulsivity related variables and even less 
studying compulsivity in GD with a gender perspective. The present aim is to explore gender 
differences between domains of compulsivity in patients with GD. Methods: The studied 
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sample consisted of 117 participants divided into four groups: two clinical groups that in-
cluded women (n=27) and men (n=30) with a GD diagnosis and two HC groups that com-
prised women (n=30) and men (n=30) without psychopathology. Results: Worse attentional 
set-shifting performance in women with GD than in men (total trials (p = 0.042, |d| = 0.56), 
perseverative responses (p = 0.001, |d| = 0.89), trails to complete the first category (p = 0.001, 
|d| = 0.78) and categories completed (p = 0.001, |d| = 0.98. Also, men with GD presented 
higher difficulties than HC men in the two assessed compulsivity domains (attentional bias 
and disengagement and attentional set-shifting; Stroop interference (p = 0.015, |d| = 0.11), 
TMT-B (p = 0.041, |d| = 1.96) and lower scores for the WCST perseverative responses (p = 
0.007, |d| = 0.78), whereas the differences observed in women with GD and HCs were most 
significantly in attentional set-shifting. Conclusions: We discuss the first evidence of gender 
compulsivity differences in GD. The results are relevant for improving current treatments by 
targeting specific compulsivity domains that can lead to more successful treatment options.

S-2C5

Self-injuries, suicidal behavior and Gambling Disorder

EDUARDO VALENCIANO-MENDOZA

Department of Psychiatry. Bellvitge University Hospital-IDIBELL, Barcelona, Spain

Aims: The aims of this presentation are to describe the prevalence of NSSI and suicidal 
behavior and associated clinical correlates in patients with GD as well as to assess their 
response to cognitive-behavioral therapy. Methods: A sample of treatment-seeking adults 
who met criteria for GD were assessed at a hospital specialized unit for the treatment of ad-
dictive behaviors. Participants completed self-reported questionnaires to explore GD, NSSI, 
personality traits, and psychopathological symptomatology. Lifetime history of suicidal ide-
ation and attempts were assessed during a structured face-to-face clinical interview. Results: 
Prevalence estimates of suicidal ideation and attempts were 26,6% and 6,7% respectively. 
A greater risk for suicidal ideation was found in women but no differences were observed 
based on gambling preference. Regarding suicide attempts, the odds were higher among 
women with non-strategic forms of gambling disorder. Suicidal ideation and attempts were 
associated with greater GD severity, a worse psychopathological state, and higher self-tran-
scendence levels. In terms of treatment outcomes, neither gambling preference nor past sui-
cidal behavior had an influence on dropouts and relapses. Conclusions: These results have 
clear clinical and research implications as they contribute to better understanding the risk of 
self-harm in patients with GD.
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S-2D1

Operationalizing compulsivity in behavioral addictions: a systematic 
review

ISMAEL MUELA1, JUAN F. NAVAS2, JOSÉ M. VENTURA-LUCENA1, JOSÉ C. PERALES1*

1University of Granada, Spain
2Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain
*E-mail: jcesar@ugr.es

According to dominant learning and psychobiological models, the transition of behavior to-
wards compulsion is what makes it genuinely addictive. Unfortunately, the operationaliza-
tion of compulsivity (defined as opposed to goal-driven behavior) remains indistinct and 
subject to interpretation. A systematic review was performed to identify the existing self-
report instruments for potential behavioral addictions that are sensitive to behavior-specific 
compulsivity. Our selection resulted in 97 different instruments that were carefully inspected 
to identify compulsivity-sensitive items. These items were identified and compiled, and their 
content was analyzed to identify separable operationalizations of compulsive behavior. Anal-
ysis of items' content resulted in six discriminable types of behaviors that can be identified as 
compulsive: (1) urge, i.e. a response driven by an intense desire or craving that is experienced 
before it starts and severely compromises its control, (2) binging, or inability to stop once the 
behavior has started, resulting in that episode to be unintendedly intense or prolonged, (3) 
behavior insensitive to punishment or negative consequences, despite awareness of them, (4) 
inflexible rules regarding closure, or the way the activity is carried out, (5) habitual/automatic 
behavior, i.e. behaving in absence of instrumental goals, and (6) attentional capture and cog-
nitive hijacking. Operationalizing compulsive behaviors in potential behavioral addictions 
is a necessary step to investigate if compulsivity can be defined as a single or multifaceted 
construct, and to better understand its etiology. This advance is crucial to understand the 
neurocognition of addiction, and thus to overcome criteria-based models.

Keywords: compulsivity, etiology, systematic review

S-2D2

Behavioral addictions in obsessive-compulsive disorder

GIACOMO GRASSI*, CHIARA CECCHELLI, LUISA VIGNOZZI, ANNA RAPICAVOLI

Brain Center Firenze, Italy
*E-mail: giacomograssimd@gmail.com

Background: obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) share several common neurobiologi-
cal dimensions (e.g. from impulsivity to reward dysfunction) with addictions. Indeed, some 
studies comparing OCD with behavioral addictions (BAs) (e.g. gambling disorder) showed 
several similarities between these disorders. However, there is a paucity of studies directly 
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investigating the presence of behavioral addictions in patients with a primary diagnosis of 
OCD. In this study we investigated the rate of BAs symptoms in adult OCD patients com-
pared to a sample of healthy controls. Methods: 40 adult OCD outpatients consecutively 
recruited at the Brain Center Firenze and 40 healthy controls were assessed on behavioral 
addictions symptoms through the Internet Addiction Test, the Bergen Shopping Addiction 
Scale, the Sexual Addiction Screening Test – Revised, The South Oaks Gambling Screening 
and the Yale Food Addiction Scale – 2.0. Global function was assessed through the Barkley 
Functional Impairment Scale. Results: preliminary data on BA(s) symptoms frequency in 
OCD patients showed a higher prevalence respect to healthy controls. Correlations between 
BAs symptoms and clinical OCD variables will be presented. Conclusion: behavioral addic-
tions symptoms should be investigated in adult patients with OCD. Assessing and treating 
comorbid addictive disorders could play a central role in the patients’ global outcome.

Keywords: OCD, impulsivity, shopping, internet, food

S-2D3

Impulsivity and compulsivity in Compulsive Sexual Behaviour Disorder 
patients in treatment

MORIA VARDI1, RONIT ARGAMAN2, YANIV MAMA1, AVIV WEINSTEIN1*

1Ariel University, Israel
2Argaman Institute, Israel
*E-mail: avivweinstein@yahoo.com

Background and aims: The aim of the study was to investigate sexual impulsivity and com-
pulsivity among adult males who attend a clinic for treatment of compulsive sexual behav-
iour and control participants. Methods: 17 male participants with CSBD M= 32 years and 2 
months (SD = 10.87), and 17 control participants M= 31 years (SD = 8.96). They filled in the 
Bergen-Yale Sex Addiction Scale (BYSAS), Sexual Risk Survey (SRS), Cyber-Pornography 
Use Inventory (CBUI), CSB version of the Yale Brown obsessive compulsive scale (CSB-Y-
BOCS), and performed on the computerized Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART) and delay 
discounting task (DDT). Results: CSBD participants scored higher on the BYSAS, CBUI 
and CSB-Y-BOCS but not on the SRS than control participants. Ratings on the BYSAS 
were positively associated with risk-taking measured on the BART task. Participants with 
CSBD with high compulsivity scores, showed lower measures of risk-taking on the BART 
(lower gains) than participants with CSBD with low compulsivity scores. Finally, there was 
a positive association between compulsivity scores, sex addiction scores and impulsivity 
scores. Discussion and conclusions: Participants undergoing treatment for CSBD showed an 
association between sex addiction scores and risk-taking behaviour. High scores of sexual 
compulsivity in these participants were associated with reduced risk-taking. The positive as-
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sociation between sex addiction, impulsivity and compulsivity in all participants supports the 
notion of an impulsivity-compulsivity spectrum. The results support the argument that CSBD 
is associated with impulsivity, and it could therefore be classified as a behavioural addiction.

Keywords: sexual addiction, compulsive sexual behaviour, compulsivity, impulsivity, online pornog-
raphyw

S-2D4

New frontiers of impulsivity and compulsivity in Parkinson’s disease: 
from pathology to creativity

GIOVANNI ALBANI1*, GIACOMO GRASSI2

1Le Terrazze Clinic Varese, Italy
2Brain center Firenze, Italy
*E-mail: g.albani@auxologico.it

Impulse control disorders (ICD) occur in 15 to 35 % in individuals with Parkinson’s disease 
(PD) and include pathological gambling, compulsive shopping, compulsive eating, altered 
sexual behavior punding and dopamine dysregulation syndrome The major associated risk 
factor is an high intake of levodopa equivalent daily dose (LEDD). Therapeutical strategies 
include reduction of LEDD and consider neuromodulation techniques such as TDCS, rTMS 
and DBS. It seems that dopamine agonist with a greater risk of development of ICD in PD, 
such as pramipexolo, ropinirolo and rotigotine, show a major affinity to D3 receptors more 
than D2 that are more involved in other forms of addictionw. All forms of addiction seem to 
be linked to some cognitive dysfunction such as response, choice and reflection impulsiv-
ity, attention and working memory, response perseveration comulsivity, risk-reward decision 
making. By the way, we believe that inside pathology we may find even same positive traits, 
such as, following the Carson’s model, creative and psychopathological individual may share 
common traits such as cognitive disinhibition, conceptual overinclusiveness and experienc-
ing personality. We report the clinical cases of individuals with PD who show a form of 
impusive creativity, never manifested before, characterized by a new hyperability to obtain 
from waste material artistic works that often revive one professional life. We discuss poten-
tial reasons (even genetical hypothesis) explaining why a percentage of people with PD, may 
show suddenly in course of their disease, a new form of impulsivity and compulsivity, not 
directed to pathological behavior, but to form of creativity, never manifested before.

Keywords: Parkinson's disease, ICD, creativity
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S-2D5

Mindfulness and inhibitory control across different reward contexts

ALEXANDER LOGEMANN1, ZSÓFIA LOGEMANN-MOLNÁR1,2,  
ATAKAN AKIL1,2, RENATA CSERJÉSI1, TAMÁS NAGY1, ANNA VERES-SZÉKELY3,  
ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1,4

1Institute of Psychology ELTE, Eötvös Loránd University, 1064 Budapest, Hungary
2Doctoral School of Psychology ELTE, Eötvös Loránd University, 1064 Budapest, Hungary
3MTA-ELTE Lendület Adaptation Research Group, Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd 
University, Budapest, Hungary
4Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
*E-mail: alexander.logemann@ppk.elte.hu

Background: Previous studies suggest that behavioral addiction is characterized in part by 
deficient stopping behavior (inhibitory control), especially in reward contexts. Interventions 
have been developed aimed at improving inhibitory control, including mindfulness-based 
training. Though mindfulness has been associated with inhibitory control, the role of reward 
context has not yet been fully elucidated. The present study addressed previous limitations 
and focused on the role of reward context regarding the relationship between mindfulness 
and inhibitory control. Method: Seventy-five participants (31 men, 44 women) between 18-
50 years old (M=30, SD=9) were included in the final sample. Participants filled out a self-
report measure of mindfulness and performed a stop signal task with three conditions that 
varied in terms of reward context. In the neutral condition, go stimuli (stimuli to which a 
response was required) were letters, in the food and money condition these were pictures of 
food and money, respectively. Results: Inhibitory control was reduced in the money condi-
tion relative to the neutral condition (p = 0.004). Mindfulness was positively correlated with 
inhibitory control, but only in the money condition (p = 0.001). Conclusions: Taken together, 
results imply that mindfulness training should take into account the role of reward context 
as the relationship between mindfulness and inhibitory control seems to depend on reward 
context. However, results might differ when inhibitory control is required while perceiving 
a learned reward-related stimulus. The latter represents an open question for future research.

Keywords: mindfulness, inhibition, addiction, reward
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S-2E1

Adolescents and emerging adults suffering from Internet use disorders

KATAJUN LINDENBERG, KAI MÜLLER (chairs)

Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany, Germany
University Hospital Mainz
E-mail: lindenberg@psych.uni-frankfurt.de; muellka@uni-mainz.de 

Symposium summary: Despite the growing research in the field of (Internet) gaming disor-
ders, young individuals suffering from this new diagnosis have been especially overlooked 
in contrast to research on adult patients. Therefore, this symposium will focus especially on 
children, adolescents and emerging adults suffering from Internet use disorder symptoms 
and present four studies that contribute to the understanding of emergence, phenomenology 
and interventions especially in young individuals. In the first contribution, Kai Müller from 
the University hospital in Mainz, Germany, will present data from a 2-year longitudinal risk 
factor study on N=503 adolescents. The authors investigated the reciprocal effects of per-
sonality traits on internet-related disorders. In the second contribution, Sonja Kewitz from 
the Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany, investigated the prevalence of Internet Gaming 
Disorder on N=413 children and adolescents that were in outpatient psychotherapy treated 
due to other diagnoses. In the third contribution, Christian Ebner from the Goethe-University 
Frankfurt, Germany, presents the concept and pilot results of an app-based approach-avoid-
ance task training that aims at reducing symptoms of hazardous Internet use. We will close 
with a contribution from Hannah Schmidt, university Hospital Lübeck, Germany. She will 
present data from the iPIN study that investigated the effects of motivational interviewing on 
Internet use disorders in emerging adults.

Keywords: Internet Use Disorders, adolescents, development

S-2E2

Internet-related disorders and personality traits in adolescents: results 
on reciprocal effects from a longitudinal study

KAI MÜLLER

University Hospital Mainz

Background: Our understanding of internet-related disorders (IRD) has increased especially 
regarding its prevalence and diagnostics. In contrast, its etiology remains largely unresolved. 
Specific personality traits have been proposed acting as risk or maintaining factors in IRD; 
yet, we do not know whether the relationships found are causes or consequences of the 
disorder. Method: A 2-year prospective study on a sample of German adolescents (n=503; 
mean age: 14.9 years; 56% girls) to elucidate correlates associated with the manifestation 
and course of IRD. IRD was assessed using AICA-S, for measuring personality traits BFI-
10 was used. Results: The sample was classified by cluster analytic approaches to identify 
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adolescents with stable high scores in AICA-S vs. stable low scores. Afterwards both groups 
were compared regarding the course of personality. Low conscientiousness was predicting 
IRD regardless of gender and was further decreasing in the IRD-group. Neuroticism was 
elevated at baseline in the IRD-group and was further increasing, especially in boys. Extra-
version decreased in boys of the IRD-group while in girls high extraversion represented a 
stable correlate of IRD. Conclusions: We found a complex interplay between symptoms of 
IRD and personality. Among adolescents with stable IRD, a dysfunctional pattern of person-
ality development was found, especially regarding increasing neuroticism and decreasing 
conscientiousness. Our data indicate that the maturing of personality traits is impaired by 
IRD-symptoms. Consequences for treatment strategies are discussed.

S-2E3

Estimated prevalence of unreported Internet Gaming Disorder in 
routine outpatient child and adolescent psychotherapy

SONJA KEWITZ1, EVA VONDERLIN2, KATAJUN LINDENBERG1

1Goethe-University Frankfurt
2Heidelberg University

Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) has been included in the DSM-5 as a diagnosis for further 
study, and Gaming Disorder as a new diagnosis in the ICD-11. Nonetheless, little is known 
about the clinical prevalence of IGD in children and adolescents. Additionally, it is unclear if 
patients with IGD are already identified in routine psychotherapy, using the ICD-10 diagno-
sis F 63.8 (recommended classification of IGD in ICD-10). This study investigated N = 358 
children and adolescents (self and parental rating) of an outpatient psychotherapy centre in 
Germany using the Video Game Dependency Scale. According to self-report 4.0% of the 11- 
to 17-year-old patients met criteria for a tentative IGD diagnosis and 14.0% according to the 
parental report. Of the 5- to 10-year-old patients, 4.1% were diagnosed with tentative IGD 
according to parental report. Patients meeting IGD criteria were most frequently diagnosed 
with hyperkinetic disorders, followed by anxiety disorders, F 63.8, conduct disorders, mood 
disorders and obsessive-compulsive disorders (descending order) as primary clinical diag-
noses. Consequently, this study indicates that a significant amount of the clinical population 
presents IGD. Meaning, appropriate diagnostics should be included in routine psychological 
diagnostics in order to avoid “hidden” cases of IGD in the future.
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S-2E4

Pilot study and concept of an app-based approach-avoidance task 
training aiming at reducing symptoms in students with hazardous 
Internet use

CHRISTIAN EBNER, KATAJUN LINDENBERG

Goethe-University Frankfurt

Approach-avoidance task trainings show promising results in reducing symptoms of various 
addictions. Therefore we developed an App for Mobile Devices (PROTECTapp) to reduce 
symptoms of hazardous Internet use. Our paradigm involves response training to functional 
stimuli (approach response, swipe toward the body) and dysfunctional stimuli (avoidance 
response, swipe away from the body). Dysfunctional stimuli correspond to negative con-
sequences of excessive Internet-usage and functional stimuli correspond to positive conse-
quences of behavioural activities such as social engagement or physical activity. We con-
ducted a pilot study to test whether this app-based approach-avoidance training is capable of 
reducing symptoms in students with hazardous Internet use. For this pilot study, N=40 stu-
dents from a German University were randomly assigned to the PROTECTapp intervention 
(n=20) or the control group (n=20). The intervention group was asked to train for 6 weeks 
in three 2-minute-training intervals each day, using the 50 (25 functional, 25 dysfunctional) 
most individually relevant stimuli from a set of several hundred given stimuli. The control 
group was asked to use their devices as usual. Assessments were conducted right before the 
first training-session, after 3 weeks and after 6 weeks of training. Concept and design of the 
PROTECTapp and results from the pilot study are presented and discussed.
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S-2E5

Brief telephone-based intervention for adolescents and young adults 
with problematic Internet use: Results from the randomized-controlled 
iPIN study

HANNAH SCHMIDT1, DOMINIQUE BRANDT1, CHRISTIAN MEYER2, ANJA BISCHOF1, 
GALLUS BISCHOF1, ANIKA TRACHTE1, SVENJA ORLOWSKI1, BETTINA BESSER1, 
HANS-JÜRGEN RUMPF1

1University of Lübeck
2University of Greifswald

Background: Compared to older individuals, adolescents and young adults (AYA) have an 
increased risk for problematic behavior on the Internet. To date, hardly any low-threshold 
prevention approach for this vulnerable group exists. This study aimed to investigate the 
efficacy of a telephone-based brief intervention for AYA with Internet use disorders (IUD). 
Methods: In total, 8,230 German vocational students (age M=20.6, SD=4.7; 51.8% female) 
were screened for problematic Internet use behavior with the Compulsive Internet Use Scale 
(CIUS). Participants scoring at least 21 points took part in diagnostic interviews. Participants 
fulfilling at least two IUD criteria according to DSM-5 criteria for Internet Gaming Disorder 
were randomly assigned to the intervention group (n=240; up to three counseling sessions) 
or control group (n=257; booklet on problematic Internet use). Primary outcome parameter 
was the reduction of the IUD criteria. Secondary outcome parameters were the reduction of 
impairments caused by dysfunctional Internet use and improvements of participants’ readi-
ness and self-efficacy to change. Follow-ups were conducted after 5 and 10 months. Data 
were analyzed with intention-to-treat and complier average causal effect analyses. Results: 
In the intervention group, 63,8% individuals took part in at least one counseling session. 
While self-efficacy was improved in this group compared to the control group after 5 months, 
no further intervention effects were identified. Bayes statistics showed inconclusive results. 
Discussion: Low participation rates in the intervention group, low inclusion criteria, and the 
intensive assessment might have contributed to the lack of intervention effects.
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S-2F1

Exploratory and confirmatory Bayesian analysis of the nosographic 
structure of Internet Gaming Disorder

JOANA BEATRIZ CARDOSO1,2*, TIAGO BENTO FERREIRA1,2,  
ARTEMISA ROCHA DORES3,4

1University Of Maia, Portugal
2Center for Psychology at the University of Porto
3School of Health, Polytechnic Institute of Porto
4Laboratory of Neuropsychophysiology, Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences of University 
of Porto
*E-mail: joanacardoso@ismai.pt

Introduction. The diagnosis of Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) remains controversial. This 
study aimed to contribute to the stabilization of the nosographic structure of IGD by speci-
fying the network of interactions between the symptoms of IGD and uncovering the causal 
paths between them. Methods. A community-based sample of Portuguese gamers (N=127) 
between the ages of 18 and 55 (Mage=23.28; SD=6.26), mostly male (n=106; 83.5%) and 
college students (n=64; 50.5%), completed the IGDS9-SF. A large multinational community-
based sample was also analyzed (N=1247; N=1254; N=5777; N=3766; N=1899; N=2477) 
for confirmatory purposes. These were the samples of a previous study on IGD (Przybyl-
ski et al., 2016). Bayesian Gaussian Graphical Models were used to estimate the weighted, 
non-directed, psychopathological network of interactions between IGD symptoms in the 
community-based sample of Portuguese gamers. This network was then confirmed in the 
multinational community-based sample. Directed acyclic graphs were used to estimate the 
causal paths between the symptoms of IGD. Results. Two network modules composed by the 
symptoms “use as escape”, “tolerance”, “withdrawal”, “loss of control” and “preoccupation”, 
“continued use”, “reduced interest”, “risked opportunities”, and “mislead other” were found. 
The modules are connected through a pathway linking “withdrawal”, and “reduced interest”. 
“Withdrawal” and “reduced interest” were the most central symptoms. Conclusion. The IGD 
symptoms are organized in two communities: one composed of symptoms related to addic-
tion, and the other one of symptoms related to excessive use of videogames. “Withdrawal” 
and “reduced interest” have a central role in the origin and maintenance of the IGD network.

Keywords: Internet Gaming Disorder, network, causal discovery
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S-2F2

The mediating role of the dark tetrad in the links between gaming 
violence and aggression: A preliminary study

FILIP M. NUYENS*, EMMANOUIL TSIROS

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
*E-mail: filip.nuyens@ntu.ac.uk

Previous research has shown relationships between gaming violence and real-life aggres-
sion, some studies showing a causal effect indicating that playing violent videogames would 
increase aggression. Nonetheless, the research on the underlying mechanisms supporting this 
relationship is currently scarce, limiting the understanding of this important topic. The dark 
personality traits, a variable recently associated with gaming disorder, showed promising 
mediating power due to its association with both gaming violence preference and real-life 
aggression. Therefore, this study aims to study how the dark tetrad (i.e., Machiavellianism, 
narcissism, psychopathy, and sadism) mediates the link between gaming violence and real-
life aggression. A sample of 113 participants filled the Short Dark Triad, the Short Sadistic 
Impulse Scale, the Violent Video Game Preference Measure, the Aggression Questionnaire, 
as well as diverse videogame preference measures (e.g., time spent gaming daily). Although 
the results corroborated the association between violent game preference and aggression 
through a correlation analysis, the mediation analyses showed that the dark tetrad measures 
fully mediated this association. More specifically, both Machiavellianism and Psychopathy 
mediated the link between violent videogame preference and physical aggression, verbal ag-
gression, and hostility. Although preliminary, these results cast doubts upon the previously 
inferred causality between violent gaming and real-life aggression. Instead, gaming violence 
would only transfer to real-life aggression in the presence of specific personality traits. This 
is of particular interest as individuals suffering from gaming disorder exhibit higher tenden-
cies to express aggression in real-life when playing violent videogames, both variables being 
associated to the dark tetrad.

Keywords: gaming, Dark Triad, violence, aggression
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S-2F3

Online gaming and prolonged self-isolation: Evidence from Italian 
gamers during the COVID-19 outbreak

ALESSANDRO GIARDINA*

Université de Lausanne, Italy
*E-mail: alessandro.giardina@unil.ch

Objective: The self-isolation measures employed during the COVID-19 pandemic made it 
difficult for basic needs to be met, thus increasing emotional distress. It has been suggested 
that socially meaningful online gaming buffered emotional distress during the lockdown. 
This study aimed to test the protective effect of online gaming during the lockdown and to 
investigate the differences between highly involved gamers (those who play videogames in-
tensely without adverse consequences) and problematic gamers in this regard. Method: Capi-
talizing on a data collection that started before the pandemic, we adopted a cross-sectional 
between-groups study design in which gaming patterns, gaming-related variables and levels 
of emotional distress were compared between a pre- COVID group (N=298) and a COVID 
group (N=366). Results: Compared to the pre-COVID group, high involvement in gaming 
was more prominent and emotional distress was decreased in the COVID group. Moderated 
regression analyses further revealed that the interaction between social compensation via 
gaming and highly involved gaming was associated with lower levels of emotional distress 
in the COVID-19 group. In contrast, the interaction between gaming-related relaxation and 
problematic gaming predicted higher emotional distress in the COVID-19 group. Conclu-
sions: This study suggests that gaming for social compensation might mitigate the experi-
enced emotional distress during pandemic related self-isolation, whereas maladaptive gam-
ing patterns could constitute a vulnerability factor deserving clinical attention.

Keywords: COVID-19, online gaming, problematic gaming, emotional distress, anxiety, depression

S-2F4

Gaming disorder and stigma-related perceptions of problem and non-
problem gamers

CHRISTINA GALANIS, DANIEL KING*

Flinders University, Australia
*E-mail: daniel.king@flinders.edu.au

The inclusion of gaming disorder in the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) 
has generated significant debate, including strong opposing perspectives about the validity 
of the condition and its wider social implications. Researchers in allied health areas have 
argued, for example, that the gaming disorder classification enables improved assessment 
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and interventions for problematic gamers. On the other hand, some scholars contend that 
formally recognizing excessive gaming as an addictive disorder may stigmatize the activity 
of gaming and individuals who play. Although there has been strong conjecture on both sides, 
there has been only limited empirical data to support stigma-related arguments. This talk 
will summarize our recent preregistered (see https://osf.io/vzebc/) experiment which evalu-
ated the impact of the new diagnostic category of gaming disorder on stigma-related percep-
tions of different types of gamers. The study involved a 2 (health information: addiction vs 
non-addiction explanations of problem gaming) x 3 (vignette: problem, regular, and casual 
players) design. Participants (N=1,228) were randomly assigned to one of six groups. They 
were asked to read health information that provided either an addiction or non-addiction 
explanation of problem gaming, followed by a case vignette describing a problem gamer, a 
regular gamer, or a casual gamer. Participants then completed questionnaires regarding their 
perceptions of the vignette, including standard measures of stigma. Our findings provide 
needed evidence to inform continuing debate regarding the social, clinical, public health and 
policy implications of gaming disorder as a diagnostic category.

Keywords: gaming disorder; stigma; ICD-11 Debate; experiment

S-2F5

Student Problematic Internet Use Understood using the I-PACE model, 
Partial Network Correlation and Variance Partitioning

OONAGH MARY O'BRIEN1*, ALEX SUMICH2, THOMAS BAGULEY2, DARIA KUSS2

1Munster Technology University, Ireland
2Nottingham Trent University, UK
*E-mail: oonagh.obrien@mtu.ie

Subtypes of Problematic Internet usage (PIU), general PIU, smartphone addiction, social me-
dia addiction, problematic internet gaming, and problematic internet pornography consump-
tion are consistently linked with wellbeing, loneliness and FOMO. However the inter-rela-
tionships between PIU subtypes and wellbeing, loneliness and FOMO are not clear. A sample 
of 834 students completed measures of subtypes of PIU and correlates wellbeing, loneliness 
and Fear of Missing Out (FOMO). Partial correlation network was used to examine relation-
ships between the subtypes of PIU and FOMO, loneliness and wellbeing. Such network 
topology identifies influential nodes with nodes central to the network (Problematic Social 
Media use and general PIU) having the greatest influence on the development and mainte-
nance of PIU, wellbeing, loneliness and FOMO. Variance partitioning further explained the 
contribution and interaction effect of general PIU, social media and smartphone, wellbeing 
and loneliness in explaining variation in wellbeing, loneliness and FOMO. Some variation 
in loneliness (>15%) is explained by social media use, smartphone use and general PIU. The 
interaction between general problematic internet use and loneliness explains 15% of the vari-
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ance in male wellbeing and 7% female wellbeing. FOMO variance is explained (>32%) by 
variance in problematic social media use and problematic smartphone use. Sex differences 
were evident in the network partial correlation and response measures for all PIU subtypes 
except general PIU. Findings were supported by the I-PACE model and suggest Addressing 
problematic social media use, general PIU and problematic smartphone use in particular 
should be considered to address PIU and improve student wellbeing, loneliness and FOMO.

Keywords: Internet addiction, social media addictions, smartphone addiction, network of problematic 
internet use subtypes, variance explained by problematic internet use subtypes
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S-2G1

Development of the Metacognitions about Binge Eating Questionnaire 
(MBEQ)

SARA PALMIERI1,2,3*, ALEX MARCHANT1, SANDRA SASSAROLI2,3,  
GIOVANNI M. RUGGIERO2,3, GABRIELE CASELLI2,3,  
MARCANTONIO SPADA1

1Division of Psychology, School of Applied Sciences, London South Bank University, London, UK
2Department of Psychology, Sigmund Freud University, Milan, Italy
3Studi Cognitivi, Cognitive Psychotherapy School and Research Center, Milan, Italy; 
*E-mail: palmies2@lsbu.ac.uk

Background: Previous studies have suggested that metacognitions are involved in eating 
problems and may be relevant to the understanding of Binge Eating Disorder. In this study 
we aimed to develop and test the structure and psychometric proprieties of the Metacogni-
tions about Binge Eating Questionnaire (MBEQ), as well as to explore the role of metacog-
nitions in predicting the severity of binge eating. Method: Exploratory Factor Analysis and 
Confirmatory Factor Analysis were used to assess the factor structure of the questionnaire. 
Results: A principal components methods of factor extraction was performed suggesting a 
two-factor solution consisting in positive and negative metacognitions about binge eating. 
The two factors together accounted for 64.8% of variance, and the inter-correlation between 
factors was 0.69. The self-report questionnaire consisted of 24 items. Conclusion: The results 
of our study support the use of the MBEQ in patients with Binge Eating Disorder.

Keywords: Binge Eating Disorder, metacognitions, questionnaire

S-2G2

The relationship between Problematic Instagram use and Eating 
Disorders psychopathology: An explanatory model

GIULIA FIORAVANTI1*, EMANUELE CASSIOLI2, ELEONORA ROSSI2, SILVIA CASALE1, 
VALDO RICCA2, GIOVANNI CASTELLINI2

1Psychology Unit, Department of Health Sciences, University of Florence, Italy
2Psychiatry Unit, Department of Health Sciences, University of Florence, Italy
*E-mail: giulia.fioravanti@unifi.it

Background: An emerging body of research has evidenced the negative influence of using 
and being exposed to social networking sites (SNSs) on body image. Specifically, a wide 
number of studies have found that image-centric SNSs use (e.g., Instagram) is associated 
with body dissatisfaction and body image disturbance among young women. Concerns have 
been raised on how the use of SNSs may be affecting the development or perseverance of 
eating disorders (EDs). The aim of the present study was to evaluate a model explaining how 
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problematic Instagram use (PIU)(conceptualized as a potential behavioral addiction compris-
ing withdrawal, conflict, tolerance, salience, mood modification and relapse) relates to EDs 
psychopathology. We hypothesized that PIU would be associated with ED symptoms and 
interpersonal difficulties through the mediating role of appearance comparison, individual 
psychological investment in physical appearance, and body uneasiness. Method: A sample 
of 386 female participants (mean age=26.04 ±6.73; mean Body Mass Index= 21.79±4.70) 
was recruited. The Eating Disorder Inventory 2, the Appearance Schema Inventory-Revised, 
the State Appearance Comparison Scale, and the Body Uneasiness Test were administered. 
Results: Results from structural equation modeling (fit indices: χ2= 44.54, df = 19, p <.001; 
RMSEA = .059; CFI = .98; SRMR = .02) showed that PIU predicted appearance comparison 
and psychological investment in physical appearance which in turn predicted body uneasi-
ness. In turn, body uneasiness predicted EDs psychopathology and interpersonal difficulties. 
Conclusions: Our model provides a useful account of how eating disorder symptoms could 
be drawn and maintained by an addictive use of Instagram.

Keywords: Problematic Instagram use, eating disorders, social comparison

S-2G3

Body-related factors and anxiety predict exercise dependence and 
eating disorders in university students: A path analysis

PEIYING YANG1*, QIAN YU1,2, FABIAN HEROLD3,4, JING SUN5, ATTILA SZABO6, 
JINMING LI1, ALYX TAYLOR7, LIYE ZOU1

1Shenzhen University, People's Republic of China
2University of Macau, People's Republic of China
3Otto von Guericke University, Germany
4German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE), Germany
5Griffith University, Australia
6ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
7AECC University College, UK
*E-mail: skyleryang40@gmail.com

Background and aims: The common potential risk factors contributing to the development of 
eating disorder and exercise dependence during early adulthood are still unclear. The present 
study aimed to examine the role of BMI, body image inflexibility, and anxiety to these two 
behavioral disorders symptoms in a sample of college students. Methods: 878 habitual exer-
cisers (M age = 20.09 years, SD = 1.76 years) in universities participated in this study. Par-
ticipants filled out demographic information, exercise behavior, questionnaire for exercise 
dependence (EDS-R), eating disorder (EDE-QS), body image inflexibility (BI-AAQ), and 
generalized anxiety disorder (GAD-7). Results: After controlling for age, gender and major, 
lower BMI was linked to more exercise dependence symptoms but not significant (β=-0.04, 
p=0.26), while greater BMI was significantly associated with a higher risk of developing eat-
ing disorder (β=-0.08, p<0.001). Moreover, higher body image inflexibility is significantly 
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positive contributed to sever exercise dependence (β=0.26, p<0.001) as well as abnormal 
eating attitudes and behaviors (β=0.74, p<0.001). Furthermore, generalized anxiety is a sig-
nificant contributor to exercise dependence symptoms (β=0.14, p<0.001) but not eating dis-
order symptoms (β=0.02, p=0.43). Discussion and Conclusions: Body image inflexibility as 
a common contributor to developing exercise dependence and eating disorders, suggests that 
the prevention and treatment of these two behavioral disorders should involve the improve-
ment of psychological flexibility. In addition, the individual with higher BMI is more vulner-
able for developing eating disorder, while those who have the sever anxiety symptoms should 
be given more attention to screen for exercise dependence.

Keywords: exercise addiction, eating disorder, anxiety, body image, Body Mass Index

S-2G4

Is the three-pathway model applicable to food addiction in patients with 
obesity?
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1CHRU de Tours, Service d'Addictologie Universitaire, Tours, France
2UMR 1253, iBrain, University of Tours, Inserm, Tours, France
3Qualipsy EE 1901, University of Tours, France
4Université de Nantes, Université de Tours, Inserm, UMR 1246
5CHRU de Nantes, Service d'Addictologie et de Psychiatrie de Liaison, Nantes, France
6CHRU de Tours, Service de Chirurgie Digestive et Endocrinienne, Tours, France
7CHRU de Tours, Service de Médecine Interne Nutrition, Tours, France
*E-mail: paul.brunault@univ-tours.fr

Background: Although it is demonstrated that different pathways may lead to a given ad-
dictive disorder, few studies investigated these interindividual differences in patients with 
food addiction (FA). The objective of this study was to test the reliability and extrapolability 
of a three-pathway model (derived from the one proposed by Blaszczynski and Nower) to 
patients with severe obesity and FA, with a focus on personality dimensions. Method: We 
assessed 259 patients seeking treatment for bariatric surgery (University Hospital of Tours, 
France; cross-sectional study) for FA (YFAS 2.0), binge eating (BES), depression (BDI), cur-
rent and maximal BMI, childhood/adulthood ADHD symptoms (ASRS, WURS), personality 
dimensions (BFI), and PTSD symptoms (PCL-5). We performed a hierarchical cluster analy-
sis in patients with FA and compared the three different clusters using one-way ANOVAs. 
Results: Prevalence for FA was 28.2%. Patients with FA (vs. without FA) had higher depres-
sion, PTSD, and ADHD scores; they exhibited lower extraversion, lower conscientiousness, 
and higher neuroticism. The hierarchical cluster analysis differentiated three clusters of FA 
patients: cluster#1 (low to moderate psychopathology scores, moderate conscientiousness, 
low BMI and low extraversion), cluster#2 (high psychopathology scores with depression, 
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ADHD, neuroticism and PTSD, low conscientiousness, low extraversion, low agreeable-
ness and low openess) and cluster#3 (low to moderate psychopathology scores, moderate 
conscientiousness, high BMI, high extraversion and high agreeableness). Discussion: This 
study demonstrates that patients with obesity and FA exhibit interindividual differences. This 
suggests that different pathways may lead to FA in bariatric surgery candidates. Tailor-based 
interventions may be proposed depending on the patient’s personality profile.

Keywords: food addiction; personality dimensions; three-pathway model; ADHD; depression

S-2G5

Normalizing BDD on an institutional level is critical: 
An autoethnographic account

ELIZABETH VALENCIA-GUTIERREZ*

Christian Theological Seminary, United States of America
*E-mail: elizvalencia86@gmail.com

Body dysmorphia is a universal reality that many do not know they have and that clinicians 
often miss (Grant et al., 2002). Shame and embarrassment make it difficult to find the needed 
support, and a lack of experience and training amongst clinicians makes it difficult. CBT and 
medications like SSRI's are the best known methods for treating people with body dysmorphic 
disorder. Current literature on BDD address these methods that includes anxiety management 
to help those who are working to address their BDD diagnosis and symptoms. In general, we 
know there is a better life beyond the control that BDD has over a person's life and there are 
modalities to help address it, but how do we build more institutional awareness and support? 
Through this autoethnographic presentation, I will talk about what it has been like to navigate 
the awareness that I have BDD alone due to barriers to finding therapeutic support. Further 
basic training for therapists can normalize this so more people can be made aware that there is 
a better life outside of the control that BDD symptoms can have on a person's life. I will talk 
how we can better equip institutional support that can support body autonomy whilst reducing 
anxiety for people with BDD and/or its symptoms. I will further connect colorism, immigra-
tion and the theme of belonging into the complexities of BDD through my experience with 
BDD as a Mexican-American who grew up undocumented in the USA.

Keywords: autoethnography, body dysmorphic disorder, normalization, body image, quality of life
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S-2G6

A Personalized Medicine Approach to Improve Bariatric Surgery 
Outcomes Utilizing Psychosocial and Genetic Risk Assessments

THANOS PANAYOTIS1, TERESA QUATTRIN1, KENNETH BLUM2*

1University at Buffalo, New York, United States of America
2Synaptamine Inc, United States of America
*E-mail: drd2gene@gmail.com

Bariatric surgery effectively achieves significant weight loss in obese individuals. However, 
adverse behavioral outcomes include weight regain, smoking resumption, and substance use 
disorders. The pilot study goal was to predict recidivism better using genetic data regard-
ing reward deficiency syndrome (RDS) in evaluating outcomes in bariatric surgery patients. 
Methods: The study examined the presence of risk alleles associated with reward using the 
Genetic Addiction Risk Severity (GARS) test in bariatric surgery patients (n=34) and psycho-
social trait questionnaire results (n=26). Results: Six months post-surgery saw a significant 
∆BMI (M=10.0±1.05 kg/m2) and mean percent excess weight loss (52±3.7%). Additional 
findings included significant positive correlations for the DRD4 risk allele and ∆weight loss 
(kg) (p=0.04) and ∆BMI (p=0.02), and positive correlations between DRD4 and preoperative 
weight (p=0.03) and preoperative BMI (p=0.03). GABRB3 correlated with eating expectan-
cies (p=0.008) and food craving behavior (p=0.0003), and an inverted correlation between 
the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) allele type and eating expectancies (p=0.04). Het-
erozygosity was also significant. Psychosocial questionnaire responses indicated reported 
sleep quality changes, food cravings, depressive-like symptoms, and food addiction scores 
similar to studies surveying obese patients. Conclusion: As expected, weight loss was signifi-
cant, with genetic results showing a positive correlation between the DRD4 (associated with 
ADHD) risk allele and ∆BMI and ∆weight. An array of psychosocial questionnaire scores 
identified some interesting, specific allelic associations. While follow-up at12 months may 
strengthen and confirm the six-month data, this is likely the first report of the potential value 
of a personalized medicine approach, including genetic testing.

Keywords: obesity, bariatric surgery, reward deficiency syndrome, addiction, precision medicine, psy-
chosocial risk factors, genetic risk assessment
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S-3A1

Cross-cultural studies on compulsive sexual behaviors

BEÁTA BŐTHE (chair)

Université de Montréal, Canada
E-mail: beata.bothe@umontreal.ca

Symposium summary: Research into compulsive sexual behaviors (CSBs), including prob-
lematic pornography use (PPU), has proliferated in the past two decades, culminating in the 
inclusion of a novel diagnosis of Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder in the 11th edition 
of the International Classification of Diseases (World Health Organization, 2019). However, 
most prior work in the field was characterized by simplistic methodological designs, often 
lacked quality measurements and theoretical integration, and typically used homogenous, 
relatively small samples from WEIRD (i.e., White, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Dem-
ocratic) countries (Grubbs et al., 2020; Grubbs & Kraus, 2021), resulting in considerable 
knowledge gaps and limited knowledge on culturally diverse individuals. The overarching 
aims of this symposium are to provide insights on CSBs in cross-cultural settings. We will (1) 
examine the heterogeneity and homogeneity of CSBs' symptom structure and culture-related 
predictors of CSBs (Lewczuk et al.), (2) discuss CSBs in relation to comorbid disorders, such 
as depression (Kraus et al.), (3) identify potential overlaps between CSBs and paraphilic dis-
orders (Nagy et al.), (4) evaluate the potential applicability of the moral incongruence model 
of PPU in different cultures (Bőthe et al.), and (5) examine the associations between a wide 
range of pornography use motivations and PPU (Koós et al.). This symposium will provide 
crucial insights to improve the theoretical understanding and differential diagnosis of CSBs 
and help identify potential treatment targets for prevention and intervention programs in a 
culturally-informed manner, with a special focus on culturally diverse, underserved, and un-
derrepresented populations, promoting a more inclusive perspective on CSBs.

Keywords: compulsive sexual behavior, cross-cultural survey study, hypersexuality, problematic por-
nography use, sex addiction
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S-3A2

A cross-cultural study on compulsive sexual behavior disorder and 
problematic pornography use in Brazil, China, Germany, Poland, 
and the USA, based on males between 18 to 35 year old
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4Département de Psychologie, Université de Montréal, Montréal, Canada
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Germany
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Background: Direct and reliable cross-cultural analyses and comparisons of variables related 
to sexual functioning (including compulsive sexual behavior disorder [CSBD] and prob-
lematic pornography use [PPU]) are scarce, and the current study is aimed to help fill this 
gap. The study is focused on the (a) prevalence, (b) hetero- or homogeneity of symptom 
structure, and (c) predictors of CSBD and PPU (including culture-related predictors like 
religiosity, sexual conservatism, sexual guilt, and moral incongruence regarding pornogra-
phy use) between analyzed samples. Method: The study is based on an online survey, and a 
sample of 1600 participants, males aged 18 to 35 years old, residing and originating in one of 
five countries: Brazil, China, Germany, Poland, and the USA (320 participants per country). 
 Results: Preliminary analyses indicate that there are significant differences between analyzed 
countries, including declared frequency of pornography use (lowest in Brazil and China), 
frequency of dyadic sexual activity (highest in Brazil and China), dating apps use for sexual 
encounters (decidedly highest in the USA), sexual satisfaction (highest in China and Brazil), 
moral disapproval of pornography, as well as religiosity (both highest in Brazil), perceived 
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openness toward sexuality in one’s country (lowest in Poland and China), as well as differ-
ences in the prevalence and predictors of CSBD and PPU. Conclusions: There are significant 
cross-cultural differences in problematic sexual behavior, which has significance for the di-
agnosis, therapy as well as further scientific research on CSBD and PPU.

S-3A3

Compulsive sexual behaviors and comorbid disorders – Findings from 
a 45-country survey

SHANE W. KRAUS1, MÓNIKA KOÓS2, LÉNA NAGY2, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS3,  
MARC N. POTENZA4, INTERNATIONAL SEX SURVEY CONSORTIUM, BEÁTA BŐTHE5

1Department of Psychology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV, USA
2Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest; Doctoral School of Psychology, 
ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
 3Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar; Institute of 
Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
4Departments of Psychiatry and Neuroscience and Child Study Center, Yale School of Medicine, 
New Haven, CT, United States; Connecticut Council on Problem Gambling, Wethersfield, CT, United 
States; Connecticut Mental Health Center, New Haven, CT, USA
5Département de Psychologie, Université de Montréal, Montreal, Canada

Background: Research into compulsive sexual behaviors has increased in the past 25 years, 
but most studies have been characterized by several shortcomings, including the focus on 
WEIRD (i.e., White, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) countries, limiting the 
generalizability of the findings for diverse populations. The present study aims to provide 
insights into compulsive sexual behaviors across more than 40 countries and examine the 
associations between compulsive sexual behaviors and potential comorbid disorders in cross-
cultural settings. Method: We use data from the International Sex Survey (ISS). The ISS 
is a large-scale, international, multi-lab, multi-language study using cross-sectional survey 
methods involving 45 countries from five continents. Data collection takes place between the 
fall of 2021 and the spring of 2022. Compulsive sexual behaviors and comorbid disorders 
(e.g., depression, anxiety, alcohol use disorder, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder) are 
assessed with well-validated scales. Associations between the variables will also be exam-
ined using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). The expected total sample size is 90,000 
participants, with a minimum of 2000 participants from each participating country. Expected 
results: As the present study is exploratory in nature (i.e., no previous large-scale study has 
examined compulsive sexual behaviors and comorbid disorders in cross-cultural settings), 
we do not have a priori expectations about the findings. Conclusions: This study will provide 
important insights to improve the theoretical understanding of compulsive sexual behaviors 
and differential diagnosis and help identify empirically supported treatment targets for future 
public health campaigns and intervention programs, considering potential cultural differ-
ences yet to be identified in prior studies.
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Do paraphilic disorders and compulsive sexual behavior disorder occur 
together? – Findings from a 45-country cross-cultural study
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Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
3Department of Psychology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV, USA
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Background: According to the ICD-11 diagnostic criteria, paraphilic disorders (PDs) are ex-
clusion criteria in the diagnosis of compulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD). However, 
studies suggest positive associations between CSBD and paraphilic interests. Our knowledge 
about both paraphilias and CSBD is further biased, as most studies have been conducted on 
WEIRD (i.e., White, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) and dominantly clini-
cal samples. The aims of the present study are to examine the co-occurrence rates and asso-
ciations between PDs and CSBD in large, culturally diverse samples, including non-WEIRD 
countries. Method: The International Sex Survey is a large-scale, cross-cultural, collabora-
tive study with 40+ participating countries. Data collection is conducted between the fall of 
2021 and the spring of 2022. Each participating country is expected to collect a minimum 
of 2000 participants, including diverse populations (e.g., sexual minorities) with a balanced 
gender ratio (expected total sample size N=90,000). Paraphilias (e.g., voyeurism) and CSBD 
are assessed with ICD-11-based scales (i.e., Paraphilic Disorder Screening Scale, Compul-
sive Sexual Behavior Disorder Scale). Expected results: Based on previous preliminary stud-
ies, participants meeting the criteria of one or more PDs are expected to report higher levels 
of CSBD, and participants scoring above the cutoff score of CSBD-19 would show a greater 
likelihood of meeting PD criteria. Conclusions: Assessing the co-occurrence and strength of 
the associations between PDs and CSBD will contribute to the development of clinical pro-
tocols for more accurate differential diagnosis and help improve current treatment options for 
PDs and CSBD in a culturally-informed manner.
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Cross-cultural examination of the moral incongruence model 
of problematic pornography use – Insights from the 45-country 
International Sex Survey (ISS)

BEÁTA BŐTHE1, MÓNIKA KOÓS2, LÉNA NAGY2, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS3,  
SHANE W. KRAUS4, MARC N. POTENZA5,  
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2Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest; Doctoral School of Psychology, 
ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
3Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar; Institute of 
Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
4Department of Psychology, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Las Vegas, NV, USA
5Departments of Psychiatry and Neuroscience and Child Study Center, Yale School of Medicine, 
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Background: Although research related to problematic pornography use (PPU) has prolifer-
ated in the past two decades, most prior studies were characterized by homogenous, relative-
ly small samples from WEIRD (i.e., White, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic) 
countries, a lack of substantive integration, and a lack of large-scale, collaborative studies 
between research laboratories, resulting in crucial knowledge gaps. This presentation aims 
to shortly describe the study protocol of the International Sex Survey and provide insights 
on the applicability of the Moral Incongruence Model of PPU across 40+ countries, focus-
ing on potential cultural differences. Method: A large-scale survey study is conducted across 
45 countries from five continents between the fall of 2021 and the spring of 2022. Moral 
incongruence towards pornography use, PPU, and related correlates (e.g., religiosity) are as-
sessed with well-validated scales. Associations between the variables will be examined using 
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). The expected total sample size is 90,000 participants, 
with a minimum of 2000 participants per country. Expected results: As the present study is 
exploratory in nature (i.e., no large-scale cross-cultural studies have examined the different 
pathways of PPU based on the Moral Incongruence Model), we do not have a priori expec-
tations about the findings. Conclusions: Although preliminary studies are available on the 
applicability of the Moral Incongruence Model of PPU outside of the US, the present study 
contributes to a better understanding of the different pathways that may result in PPU in 
diverse cultures, furthering theoretical knowledge and providing key insights for developing 
more efficient interventions targeting PPU.
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Do the motivational background of pornography use frequency and 
problematic pornography use differ? Findings from a 45-country 
survey study
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Background: Despite growing research interest, there is a relative lack of studies examining 
the motivational basis of pornography use. Recent studies suggest that non-problematic and 
problematic pornography use (PPU) might have different motivational backgrounds. How-
ever, most previous studies were conducted in WEIRD (i.e., White, Educated, Industrialized, 
Rich, and Democratic) countries. The aim of the present study is to examine the associations 
between pornography use motivations, PPU and pornography use frequency (PUF) across 
40+ countries and identify potential cultural, gender, and sexual orientation-based differ-
ences. Method: A large-scale survey study is conducted across 40+ countries between the fall 
of 2021 and spring of 2022. Pornography use motivations are assessed with the Pornography 
Use Motivation Scale (PUMS), PPU with the Problematic Pornography Consumption Scale 
(PPCS), and PUF with an item about respondents’ past-year pornography use frequency. 
Associations between the variables will be examined using Structural Equation Modeling 
(SEM). The expected sample size is a minimum of 2000 participants per country (i.e., total 
expected N=90,000), with a balanced gender ratio. Expected results: Based on previous stud-
ies, positive and moderate associations are expected between stress reduction, emotional 
avoidance, and boredom motivations and PPU, and positive and weak-to-moderate associa-
tion between boredom, stress reduction, and sexual pleasure motivations and PUF. Potential 
differences between countries, genders, and sexual orientations will be examined in an ex-
ploratory manner Conclusions: Examining the motivational basis of pornography use may 
contribute to the identification of potentially at-risk users in an early stage, when the behav-
ioral components of problematic use are not easily detectable.
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S-3B1

Clinical and psychological features of persons with Internet 
dependence: Experience of a pilot research
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The prevalence of Internet addiction (IA) is growing steadily. The purpose of the study was 
to investigate the socio-demographic characteristics, clinical varieties, and profile of psycho-
pathological symptoms of mental disorders in patients with IA. The study included 2 groups: 
1) Individuals with IA , 44 people aged 16 to 34 years, males - 33, females - 11 2) The control 
group included 120 people aged 19 to 30 years, male - 90, female - 30. Groups were identi-
fied at the testing stage based on the total score on the Chen Internet Addiction Scale (CIAS). 
The main group included individuals with CIAS >65 points. We used the specially developed 
Unified Study Card, MINI, HADS, Beck Depression Questionnaire (BDI), Prodromal Ques-
tionnaire-16 (PQ-16), and SCL-90-R, Among IA subjects there were more persons with sec-
ondary specialized education and unemployed. The family burden of addiction and psychi-
atric disorders did not differ in both groups, and the heredity of somatic diseases was lower 
in the IA group. IA group consumed less alcohol and smoked. In the IA group a psychiatric 
diagnosis was detected 9 times more often. The severity of affective and anxiety disorders 
was higher in the IA group, while the risk of developing psychosis was low, which allows us 
to consider the symptoms of IA outside the framework of subpsychotic mental disorders. The 
features of the psychopathological symptoms of IA were: total "tension" of the psychopatho-
logical profile; a relatively uniform and slightly specific profile of psychopathological symp-
toms with a certain tendency to the prevalence of personality-related stress manifestations.

Keywords: Internet addiction, socio-demographic characteristics, clinical features, comorbid psycho-
pathological conditions, profiles of psychopathological symptoms
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Garbage in, garbage out? Improving the quality of behavioral addiction 
data from panel and crowdsourced samples

IGOR YAKOVENKO*, JACOB BELLIVEAU
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Background: The use of crowdsourced and panel survey data in behavioral addiction re-
search has become widespread. However, the validity of data obtained from newer panels 
such as Qualtrics has not been extensively evaluated and has been criticized for begin of 
potentially low quality. Furthermore, research reviews of gambling addiction literature sug-
gest that most researchers are using view measures to evaluate and improve the quality of 
their collected data. Method: To address these goals, we present data from a panel sample of 
600 regular video gamers (gaming at least one hour per week, every week, for the past three 
months), recruited via Qualtrics in Canada, to evaluate the quality of data obtained for Qual-
trics’s internal data screening process and to demonstrate an implementation of best practices 
for maximizing crowdsourced/panel data quality. Results: The results of the study reveal 
that while the paid internal data quality processes of panel companies flag and remove many 
low-quality participants, there is still a large portion of participants presented by companies 
such as Qualtrics as high-quality that are likely fake responses that need to be screened out. 
Conclusions: The presentation will outline a rigorous, tested data screening protocol, includ-
ing step-by-step application, for crowdsourced samples in behavioral addiction research for 
maximizing data quality that is recommended for any researchers using panel or crowd-
sourced recruitment in their work.

Keywords: Gaming, panel, crowdsourced, Qualtrics, data quality
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S-3B3

Gambling and COVID-19 – Swedish national gambling data from 
a state-owned gambling sports and casino operator

MARIANNE BALEM1*, ANNA KARLSSON2,3, CAROLINA WIDINGHOFF2,3,  
BASTIEN PERROT1,4, GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU1,5, ANDERS HÅKANSSON2,3

1UMR1246 SPHERE (MethodS in Patients centered outcomes and HEalth ResEarch), Nantes 
University, Tours University, INSERM, Nantes, France
2Faculty of Medicine, Department of Clinical Sciences Lund, Psychiatry, Lund University, Lund, 
Sweden
3Malmö Addiction Center, Region Skåne, Malmö, Sweden
4Biostatistics and Methodology Unit, Department of Clinical Research and Innovation, CHU Nantes, 
Nantes, France
5Addictology and Psychiatry Department, CHU Nantes, Nantes, France
*E-mail: marianne.balem@chu-nantes.fr

The lockdown of sports and gambling venues during COVID-19 caused a fear of increased 
gambling on other online gambling types, with a risk for transfer to more addictive gam-
bling than otherwise. This study aimed to analyze changes in gambling activity during 
COVID-19-affected periods. This study includes gambling tracking data from the Swedish 
state-owned gambling operator Svenska Spel Sports & Casino (sports betting, online casino, 
online bingo, poker). It included all individuals who gambled at least once from 10/02/2020 
to 19/07/2020. The study period was divided into four periods, depending on their expect-
ed level of COVID-19 impact on gambling opportunities: pre-COVID period, and three 
 COVID-affected periods (sports cancellation, emerging return of sports, substantial return of 
sports). Mixed models were used to analyze changes in gambling activity for each gambling 
type and for each period compared to the pre-COVID period. Models were estimated for 
two weekly gambling variables (wagers and number of gambling days) for each gambling 
type and adjusted for gender, age and initial gambling involvement (gambled or not during 
the first three weeks of the study). Results types differed markedly between gambling types. 
Sports betting followed the pattern of an apparent decrease and a gradual normalization but 
end levels significantly below pre-pandemic levels. In contrast, online poker and bingo fre-
quency/intensity increased upon sports lockdown but were not sustainable. Regarding online 
casino, no significant change was observed. Dramatic changes in the content of the gambling 
market may divert some gamblers to other gambling types, but maintained effects could not 
be demonstrated.

Keywords: COVID-19, gambling disorder, gambling tracking data, generalized linear mixed models, 
on-line gambling
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S-3B4

Influence of bingo halls temporary closure due to Covid-19 on 
gamblers’ reported perceptions and behaviours.

SERGE SEVIGNY1*, CHRISTIAN JACQUES1, ÉTIENNE GAGNON1,  
STÉPHANE BOUCHARD2, ISABELLE GIROUX1

1Universite Laval, Canada
2Universite du Quebec en Outaouais
*E-mail: Serge.sevigny@fse.ulaval.ca

Background: In 2020, the Covid forced the shutdown of Bingo halls for a few months in the 
province of Quebec, Canada. This communication describes some changes it had on the 
clientele of bingo players, comprised mainly of women who were retired. Method: A lon-
gitudinal design served to examine reported behaviours and perceptions of Bingo players 
on different variables including Canadian Problem Gambling Index (CPGI) scores, conse-
quences on different life aspects, internet gambling activity and money spent on other forms 
of gambling than bingo. Graduate students conducted phone interviews on two occasions: (1) 
during the summer of 2019 and (2) during the summer of 2020, three months after the bingo 
halls closure (n = 211). Results: At follow-up, as compared to pre-closure, bingo players were 
less numerous in proportion to report moderate to high risks of problem gambling and more 
numerous to gamble on the Internet. At both measures, the majority of players did not report 
negative consequences on most aspects of their life. There was no difference between mea-
sures on weekly money spent on other gambling activities than bingo. Conclusion: Based on 
this longitudinal study, gambling characteristics reported by Quebec participants playing in 
bingo sites were different after bingo halls closure. A discussion will explore the important 
links between money spent in bingo halls and the CPGI categorisation of bingo player. The 
discussion will also identify study limitations.

Keywords: Gambling, Bingo players, problem gambling
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S-3B5

Predictors of cyberchondria during the COVID-19 pandemic: 
A supervised machine learning approach

ALEXANDRE INFANTI1*, VLADAN STARCEVIC2, ADRIANO SCHIMMENTI3,  
YASSER KHAZAAL4, LAURENT KARILA5, ALESSANDRO GIARDINA6,  
MAÈVA FLAYELLE6, STÉPHANIE BAGGIO7,8, CLAUS VÖGELE1, JOËL BILLIEUX6,4

1University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg
2University of Sydney, Australia
3Kore University of Enna, Italy
4Lausanne University Hospital (CHUV), Switzerland
5Paris-Saclay University, France
6University of Lausanne, Switzerland
7Geneva University Hospitals, Switzerland
8Office of Corrections, Switzerland
*E-mail: alexandre.infanti@uni.lu

Background and aims: Cyberchondria is characterized by repeated and compulsive online 
searches for health information, resulting in increased health anxiety and distress. This be-
haviour has been considered an emerging public health issue, which may have been ex-
acerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic. The present study aimed to investigate changes in 
the severity of cyberchondria during the pandemic and identify predictors of cyberchondria 
at this time. Method: Self-reported data on cyberchondria severity (before and during the 
pandemic), attachment style, impulsivity traits, somatic symptoms, COVID-19 related fears, 
health anxiety, and intolerance of uncertainty were collected from 725 participants using an 
online survey distributed in French-speaking European countries during the first wave of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Results: COVID-19 pandemic affected various facets of cyberchon-
dria: cyberchondria-related distress and interference with functioning increased, whereas the 
reassurance facet of cyberchondria decreased. Using supervised machine learning regression 
analyses, the specific COVID-19-related fears and health anxiety emerged as the strongest 
predictors of cyberchondria-related distress and interference with functioning during the pan-
demic. Conclusions: These findings provide evidence about the impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic on cyberchondria and identify factors that should be considered in efforts to pre-
vent and manage cyberchondria at times of public health crises. In addition, the findings have 
implications for the conceptualization and future assessment of cyberchondria.

Keywords: cyberchondria, COVID-19, machine learning
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S-3C1

Accelerated repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS)  
in the treatment of gambling disorder: Preliminary findings from 
a double-blind, sham-controlled trial

MAURO PETTORRUSO, FRANCESCO DI CARLO*, ELENA PICUTTI,  
LORENZA LUCIDI, ILENIA DI MUZIO, MARIA CHIARA VICINELLI,  
GIULIA GIOVANNETTI, GIOVANNI MARTINOTTI, MASSIMO DI GIANNANTONIO

University of Chieti-Pescara, Italy
*E-mail: francesco.dic@hotmail.it

Gambling disorder (GD) is a behavioral addiction in which dysfunctions in prefrontal activity 
have been proposed as relevant pathophysiological correlates. Effective treatment strategies 
for GD remain a challenge. Pilot studies indicated repetitive transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (rTMS) as a promising technique to target craving as well as other symptoms of GD. 
This is a between-subject, randomized, double-blind, sham controlled study to investigate 
the efficacy of accelerated rTMS over prefrontal cortex to treat GD. The study consisted of 3 
phases: (1) an outpatient screening phase, during which patients were screened to assess their 
eligibility; (2) a 2-week, intensive treatment phase, during which subjects received active or 
sham rTMS protocol; and (3) a follow-up visit 30 days after the intensive treatment phase. 
Sixteen treatment-seeking patents with GD were enrolled. Active group (n=8) underwent 
1 week of intensive rTMS treatment (15Hz; 5 days/week, 120% resting motor threshold, 
three times a day for a total of 15 stimulation sessions) of the left dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex (DLPFC). Sham group (n=8) underwent the same treatment schedule but with placebo 
rTMS treatment. GD severity and treatment response were assessed at the baseline and after 
the intensive treatment phase using Yale Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale adapted for 
Pathological Gambling (PG-YBOCS), the Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale (G-SAS) a 
TimeLine Follow Back (TLFB) and a VASc (Visual Analogue Scale) for craving. The presen-
tation discusses the preliminary findings obtained by treating these sixteen patients.

Keywords: gambling disorder, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, neuromodulation, craving, 
DLPFC, cognitive control
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S-3C2

As-needed intranasal naloxone for the treatment of gambling disorder: 
A randomized control trial

NIKLAS MÄKELÄ1*, HANNU ALHO1,2, JARKKO ISOTALO3, LILIANNE TOIVONEN3, 
JYRKI OLLIKAINEN4, SARI CASTRÉN1,2,5

1University of Helsinki, Department of Medicine, Helsinki, Finland
2Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare, Health and Well-Being Promotion Unit, Finland
3University of Tampere, Tampereen Yliopisto, Finland
4Tampere University, Computing Sciences, Finland
5University of Turku, Social Sciences Department of Psychology and Speech-Language Pathology, 
Turku, Finland; 
*E-mail: niklas.makela@helsinki.fi

We are reporting results from a single-center, 12-week, double-blind, placebo controlled 
clinical trial comparing intranasal naloxone to placebo in the treatment of gambling disorder 
(GD). Participants were instructed to use the nasal spray (naloxone or placebo) up to four 
times daily in response to gambling urge. In addition to pharmacotherapy all participants 
received psychosocial support during the trial. The primary endpoint was the change in gam-
bling urge measured by the Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale (GSAS). Secondary ob-
jectives included other gambling a psychosocial measurements and drug safety. Out of 126 
participants enrolled in the trial 106 (84%) completed the entire trial. Drop-outs were more 
common in the placebo group. The study found no difference in the primary endpoint GSAS 
at the end of treatment, both groups had a similar reduction in gambling urge. The results of 
other gambling related parameters showed similar results. Intranasal naloxone was deemed 
safe, with no severe adverse events attributed to it. In this presentation we present the main 
results of this pharmacotherapy trial. In addition to this we will present unpublished results 
from further analysis of the trial population. This includes analysis of the effects of medicine 
compliance on participant trial outcome (regardless of treatment allocation) and factors that 
are related to a better treatment outcome. Clinical relevance of the findings will be discussed.

Keywords: gambling disorder, pharmacotherapy, randomised control trial, intra-nasal naloxone
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S-3C3

Impact of CBT based treatment and therapeutical contract on problem 
gambler treatment

PEDRO HUBERT1*, FILIPA CALADO2, BRUNO BENTO1, SARHA MENEZES1,  
ANDRE FIALHO1

1Instituto de Apoio ao Jogador, lda, Portugal
2Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, United Kingdom
*E-mail: pedro.hubert24@gmail.com

This study aims to test the efficacy of a Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) combined with 
an initial therapeutical contract (TC) in a Portuguese treatment centre for Problem Gam-
blers (PG) with variables like; gambling abstinence, self-exclusion, limited access to money, 
psychotherapy sessions for PG and significant others, Gamblers Anonymous attendance, 
therapeutical exercises, pre-determined consequences if relapse, among others and a Relapse 
Prevention Program (RPP). As far as we are aware, this is the first study that evaluates the 
efficacy of a psychotherapeutic program in the treatment of PG in Portugal. The same self-
questionnaire assessment data was collected at two different times: moment 1 (N = 150) of 
pre-treatment was completed after the first session and moment 2 (N = 30), between the 15th 
and the 20th psychotherapy session. The protocol focused on socio demographics, gambling 
behavior’s, relapse questionnaire, gambling disorder assessment and other diagnostics mea-
sures. Preliminary results showed significant differences between moment 1 and moment 
2 concerning the improvement of a psychological measure of quality of life; recovery in 
overall symptomatology (depression, anxiety, sensorial interference, obsession/compulsion 
and psychoticism) and decrease of motor impulsivity. It is expected that abstinent group will 
show differences in type/mode of gambling, and respective adherence to different variables 
of the TC at moment 2. Finally, different motivations seem to appear concerning the relapse 
process, its treatment and/or prevention. This study shows how the combination of CBT, TC 
and RPP helps to improve clinicians’ intervention and achieve better treatment results. It also 
provides information for responsible gambling interventions.

Keywords: problem gambler, treatment, intervention, therapeutical Contract, CBT
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S-3C4

Using virtual reality to reduce problematic gambling in young adults

SKYLER SKLENARIK1, MICHAEL LEHANE1, STEPHANE BOUCHARD2,  
MARC POTENZA3, ROBERT ASTUR1*

1University of Connecticut, USA
2University of Quebec at Outaouais, Canada
3Yale School of Medicine, USA
*E-mail: robert.astur@uconn.edu

Background: College students exhibit problematic gambling (PG) at a prevalence rate that is 
2-4 times higher than any other adult population. Previously, we published a smoking cessa-
tion intervention whereby participants who searched for and crushed virtual cigarettes in a 
virtual reality (VR) environment displayed significant reductions in real-life nicotine depen-
dence and smoking (Girard et al., 2009). The current project’s goal extends this intervention 
to young adults with PG to reduce real-life gambling. Method: 80 participants with PG are 
being recruited. Half of the participants are immersed in a VR environment in which they 
search for and destroy virtual gambling stimuli (e.g., slot machine, poker chips, dice, Fan 
Duel stimuli, Lucky-7 icons, etc.), while the remaining participants are immersed in a VR 
control task. The intervention consists of 4 lab sessions over a 2-week period and an online 
follow-up 1 week later. PG is characterized by administering validated assessments. Results: 
Preliminary data characterizing the frequency and types of gambling that college student 
engage in have been collected from 41 participants. We are currently collecting data on the 
efficacy of our VR intervention to reduce PG. We will compare these results to our previous 
studies showing that VR is successful in reducing real-life cigarette and vaping use. Lastly, 
self-efficacy will be discussed as a potential mechanism underlying the strength and efficacy 
of VR in reducing problematic behaviors. Conclusions: VR can be a powerful and engaging 
platform in which PG and other addictions can be reduced. Treatment strategies using VR 
are discussed.

Keywords: gambling, virtual reality, intervention, online sports gambling
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S-3C5

Predictors of suicide attempts in male UK gamblers seeking residential 
treatment

AMANDA ROBERTS1*, STEVE SHARMAN2

1University of Lincoln, United Kingdom
2Kings College, London
*E-mail: aroberts@lincoln.ac.uk

Disordered gambling can have serious negative consequences for the individual and those 
around them. Previous research has indicated that disordered gamblers are at an increased 
risk of suicidal ideation and attempts. The current study sought to utilise data from a clinical 
sample to identify factors that are associated with prior suicide attempts. The sample includ-
ed 621 patients entering a gambling-specific residential facility in the UK. A series of statisti-
cal tests were run to identify clinical and sociodemographic variables associated with suicide 
attempts. Of the 20 variables analysed using Chi-square statistics, five were significantly 
associated with the outcome variable (lifetime attempted suicide): loss of family relation-
ships, loss of home, prior depression, prior suicidal thoughts, and medication use. Regression 
analysis showed that individuals were more likely to have reported suicide attempts if they 
had experienced loss of family relationships, loss of a home, prior depression, prior suicidal 
thoughts, or were taking medication compared to those not reporting such individual events. 
Disordered gamblers are vulnerable to suicide; a number of factors have been identified in 
the current study that predict an increased likelihood of attempted suicide. The factors mainly 
revolve around loss: not financial loss, but rather disintegration of an individual’s support 
network and deterioration in the individual’s mental health. Findings indicate that isolation 
and negative affect associated with gambling are most influential in attempted suicide and 
should therefore be more strongly considered when creating and providing the legislative, 
educational and treatment environments for those experiencing gambling related harm.

Keywords: gambling, disordered gambling, suicide, treatment
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S-3D1

Interface of internet, social media and alcohol use

INA KONING1, YATAN PAL SINGH BALHARA2 (chairs)
1Utrecht University, the Netherlands
2National Drug Dependence Treatment Center and Department of Psychiatry, New Delhi, India
E-mail: i.koning@uu.nl, ypsbalhara@gmail.com 

Symposium summary: A distinction between behavioral addictions and substance addictions 
is often made. Yet, in this symposium we present an overview of four presentations that 
link digital media and alcohol use in different ways. In the first presentation, Singh Balhara 
describes how the interface of internet and social medial platforms can impact the diverse 
aspects related to alcohol use. These include shaping the perception of the public, attitude 
of the potential consumers, aspects related to alcohol use (including patterns and context of 
use), public discourse on the approach to address the alcohol use disorders. Second, Geurts 
will talk about the domain and/or substance specificity of self-efficacy by investigating longi-
tudinal relations between general self-efficacy and alcohol-specific self-efficacy and alcohol 
use, cigarette use and digital media use among adolescents. In the third presentation, Koning 
will share some preliminary findings on the shared and unique factors contributing to alcohol 
and problematic social media use among youth. Last, Spijkerman will discuss her findings 
on youth with alcohol use disorder and the prevalence of comorbidity with gaming disorder. 
There is a need to study the complex interplay of the various factors that underlie the connec-
tion between digital media use and alcohol use. The current symposium aims to offer insights 
into certain salient aspects of this interaction based on the research findings from India and 
Netherlands.

Keywords: social media disorder, internet use, alcohol use, gaming disorder, comorbidity

S-3D2

Alcohol use related Internet search behavior and reporting on alcohol 
availability in online media during COVID- 19: Observations from 
India

YATAN PAL SINGH BALHARA

National Drug Dependence Treatment Center and Department of Psychiatry

The nationwide lockdown triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in a 41-day prohi-
bition on the sale of alcohol. The impact of an interruption in the alcohol supply chain and 
difficulty in accessing healthcare facilities during the lockdown can be better understood 
by tracking internet interest for alcohol use-related search queries. Also, the media have an 
important influence in moulding public opinion, attitudes, and conversation on a wide range 
of issues, including health. This presentation shall focus on findings from the evaluation of 
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the shift in internet search interest for keywords representing various alcohol-related themes 
throughout India's lockdown period. Also, the coverage of alcohol sales on internet during 
India's third phase of lockdown shall be discussed.

S-3D3

How specific is alcohol-specific self-control? A longitudinal study  
of the mediating role of alcohol-specific self-control in the relation 
between general self-control and adolescent alcohol use

SUZANNE GEURTS, INA KONING, CATRIN FINKENAUER

Utrecht University

Background: Although accumulating studies indicate that alcohol-specific self-control can 
be useful in predicting adolescent alcohol use, little is known about its specificity. This lon-
gitudinal study aimed to advance our understanding of domain-specific self-control by ex-
amining whether alcohol-specific self-control mediates the effect of general self-control on 
adolescent alcohol use or has generalizing effects by also mediating the effect of general self-
control on other behavior requiring self-control (adolescent digital media use and smoking). 
Methods: Data from 906 adolescents aged 11-14 years who were enrolled in the Dutch study 
Prevention of Alcohol Use in Students were used. Data were collected using online question-
naires at four annual measurements. Results: Structural equation modelling revealed that 
higher alcohol-specific self-control fully mediated the effect of higher general self-control on 
alcohol use. Alcohol-specific self-control did not mediate the effect of higher general self-
control on digital media use, but did partially mediate the effect of higher general self-control 
on smoking. Conclusions: These results suggest that alcohol-specific self-control is domain-
specific, but not necessarily substance-specific. The domain-specificity of alcohol-specific 
self-control provides evidence for its theoretical relevance for the explanation of adolescent 
alcohol use. It also suggests leverage points for intervention programs focusing on improving 
alcohol-specific self-control to reduce adolescent alcohol use.
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S-3D4

Shared and unique factors in the understanding of alcohol use and 
problematic social media use.

INA KONING

Utrecht University

In recent years, the prevalence of early adolescence drinking alcohol declined significantly, 
whereas the (problematic) use of social media increased. The aim of this longitudinal study 
was to identify shared and unique factors that contribute to adolescent alcohol use and/or 
problematic social media use. Preliminary analyses demonstrated that demographic char-
acteristics (age, level of education, gender) and school truancy were less relevant for prob-
lematic social media use than for weekly alcohol use. On the other hand, parent modelling 
behavior contributed to adolescents’ social media use and not weekly drinking. It seems as if 
there are shared as well as unique factors contributing to alcohol use and problematic social 
media use among youth. Interventions targeting youth and/or their parents may put empha-
size on the shared factors in their programs.

S-3D5

Discussion: Is there an intersection between alcohol use and digital 
media addiction?

RENSKE SPIJKERMAN

Parnassia Group Academy, Brijder Youth Addiction Treatment

All previous presentations point at the connection between digital media and alcohol use. Yet, 
data from the Dutch addiction care center shows otherwise. How to go from here in future 
research?
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S-3E1

Buying-shopping disorder: Conceptualization and underlying 
mechanisms

ASTRID MÜLLER, SUSANA JIMÉNEZ-MURCIA (chairs)

Hannover Medical School, Hanover, Germany
Department Of Psychiatry, University Hospital Bellvitge-IDIBELL, Barcelona, Spain
E-mail: mueller.astrid@mh-hannover.de; sjimenez@bellvitgehospital.cat

Symposium summary: The symposium will be addressing new findings concerning the con-
ceptualization and underlying mechanisms of compulsive buying shopping disorder (BSD). 
The first talk (Laskowski et al.) will give an overview about potential diagnostic criteria 
for BSD developed based on an international Delphi study. Neuropsychological profiles of 
individuals with binge spectrum eating disorders and comorbid BSD will be addressed by 
the second presentation (Fernandez-Aranda et al.). The third talk (Kessling et al.) will focus 
on aspects of self-regulation that affect problematic use of social network sites and online 
shopping. In the last talk (Challet et al.), findings regarding the vulnerability to marketing in 
relation to BSD will be reorted.

Keywords: buying-shopping disorder, diagnostic, correlates

S-3E2

Development of diagnostic criteria for buying-shopping disorder by 
using the Delphi method

NORA M. LASKOWSKI1, ASTRID MÜLLER1, PATRICK TROTZKE2,  
KATINA ALI3, DANIEL FASSNACHT3, MARTINA DE ZWAAN1, MATTHIAS BRAND4,  
MICHAEL HÄDER5, MICHAEL KYRIOS3

1Hannover Medical School, Hanover, Germany
2IU Internationale Hochschule, Erfurt, 4International University of Applied Sciences (IUBH), 
Cologne, GermanyGermany
3Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
4General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR), University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg-Essen, Germany
5Technical University of Dresden, Dresden, Germany

Background: Buying-shopping disorder (BSD) is associated with burden of suffering, im-
pairment in important areas of functioning, distress, reduced quality of life and other nega-
tive consequences. Even though it has been described for over 100 years of clinical history 
it is still not included in the classification systems as an independent mental health disorder 
and there are no formal diagnostic criteria. The aim of the current study is to use the Delphi 
methodology to reach expert agreement concerning appropriate diagnostic criteria for BSD. 
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Method: First and last authors of scientific publications concerning BSD were included. The 
international systematic online survey included two rounds with feedback using the Delphi 
method. Results: 138 international experts from 15 countries completed the two rounds of the 
Delphi survey. Based on the experts’ consensus, the study group proposed diagnostic criteria 
for BSD. Discussion: The results of the Delphi study, the proposal of the diagnostic criteria 
and future research directions will be presented and discussed.

S-3E3

Executive functions in binge spectrum eating disorders with comorbid 
compulsive buying and therapy implications

FERNANDO FERNÁNDEZ-ARANDA1*, LUCERO MUNGUÍA1, IGNACIO LUCAS1, 
SUSANA JIMÉNEZ-MURCIA1, BERNAT MORA-MALTA2, ROSER GRANERO2,  
ROMINA MIRANDA-OLIVOS1, ISABEL SÁNCHEZ1, JULIA TESTA1,  
MARIA LOZANO-MADRID1, ROBERT TURTON1

1Department of Psychiatry, University Hospital Bellvitge-IDIBELL, Barcelona, Spain
2Ciber Physiopathology, Obesity and Nutrition (CIBERObn), Instituto de Salud Carlos III, Barcelona, 
Spain
*E-mail: ffernandez@bellvitgehospital.cat

Background: The aims were to explore if bulimic spectrum disorders (BSD) patients, who 
also present comorbid compulsive buying (CB), could represent a specific subtype consider-
ing its neuropsychological performance; to present a descriptive analysis of different clini-
cal features; and to explore how these variables could influence treatment outcome. It was 
hypothesised that the comorbid group will present worse neuropsychological performance 
that will lead to a worse treatment outcome. Method: The study has a longitudinal design. 
Women (N = 75) diagnosed with BSD, BSD + CB and Healthy Controls (HC); completed an 
evaluation of: cognitive flexibility, decision making, eating disorder (ED) symptomatology, 
psychopathological state and personality traits. Results: BSD + CB was the group with the 
most severe clinical profile, worst treatment outcome and higher neuropsychological im-
pairment, than other groups. Path-analysis evidenced that deficits in decision making were 
associated with bad treatment outcome, while deficits in flexibility with the presence of the 
comorbidity. Self-directedness and novelty seeking were associated with the neuropsycho-
logical performance and the comorbidity. Conclusions: BSD + CB exhibit a worse clinical 
and neuropsychological profile that seems to be related with the treatment outcome, which 
should be taken into account for the establishment of specific treatment approaches.
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S-3E4

Dealing with everyday temptations: How aspects of self-regulation 
affect problematic use of social network sites and online shopping

ANNICA KESSLING, ELISA WEGMANN, MATTHIAS BRAND, STEPHANIE ANTONS

General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR), University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Background: The risk of problematic use of online applications, such as social networks 
and online buying/shopping, has notably increased in recent years. Individuals with higher 
symptom severity often report decreased self-regulation, prompting consideration of possible 
contributing factors such as intrinsic motivation, attitude towards temptation enactment, and 
self-regulation strategies (SRS). Based on the Interaction of Person-Affect-Cognition-Exe-
cution (I-PACE) model, the aim of the present study was to investigate mediation effects of 
SRS on the relationship of intrinsic motivation and symptom severity of Social Network Use 
Disorder (SNUD) and Online Buying-Shopping Disorder (OBSD). Method: A sample of 322 
participants answered an online survey including the Treatment of Self-Regulation Question-
naire, SRS (frequency, difficulty, success), Assessment of Criteria for Specific Internet-use 
Disorders (ACSID-11), and Valuation of Temptation Enactment (VOTE). Results: Structural 
equation modeling revealed that different measurements of SRS mediate the relationship 
between intrinsic motivation and symptoms of both SNUD and OBSD as measured by the 
ACSID-11. The models differ to small extent, as the mediation effect of SRS success in the 
OBSD sample could not be confirmed. VOTE was found to positively moderate the relation-
ship between intrinsic motivation and severity of SRS regarding SNUD. Conclusion: Results 
indicate that self-regulation and associated aspects have an impact on symptom severity of 
SNUD and OBSD. This study provides preliminary insights into the potential relevance of 
intrinsic motivation, SRS, and the attitude towards temptations in prevention and interven-
tion programs and the comparability of SNUD and OBSD which may drive future research 
on additional similarities or differences.
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S-3E5

Buying-Shopping Disorder and the role of vulnerability to  
fashion-related marketing in a community sample of 242 adult women

GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU1, EMELINE CHAUCHARD2, JULIE MARIEZ1,  
MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC1

1CHU Nantes, Addictology and Psychiatry Department, Nantes, France
2Nantes Université, Univ Angers, Laboratoire de psychologie des Pays de la Loire, LPPL, UR 4638, 
F-44000 Nantes, France

Background: The vulnerability to marketing has been poorly explored in relation to Buy-
ing-Shopping Disorder (BSD). The objectives were to investigate the influence of several 
fashion-related marketing factors in the purchase intention of people with potential BSD 
(PBSDs) compared to healthy controls (HCs), and to explore whether vulnerability to mar-
keting, among other risk factors of BSD, may be associated with a higher severity of BSD. 
Method: An online survey was completed by 242 women recruited through social network-
ing. The survey included the Compulsive Buying Scale (CBS), the Buying Motives Ques-
tionnaire (BMQ), the UPPS-P Impulsivity Scale (UPPS-P) and the Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Scale (RSES). Participants also completed an experimental task designed to investigate the 
level of vulnerability to marketing with variations in price, brand and packaging factors in 
several fashion-related purchase situations. Participants had to explain their choice in an 
open-ended item for each situation, and their responses were analysed through a qualitative 
analysis Results and Conclusions: The 34 participants with PBSD displayed a higher level of 
vulnerability to marketing, except for the packaging factor, compared to the 208 HCs. HCs 
were less influenced by the price (priority given to the respect of the imposed budget) and 
by the brand image. Characteristics that were associated with a higher severity of BSD were 
higher levels of positive urgency, lack of premeditation and coping motive, but not the level 
of vulnerability to marketing. Thus, vulnerability to marketing may favour the appearance of 
BSD, while its severity may be more linked to personality dimensions.
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S-3F1

The meaning of money in gambling

PAWEL SLECZKA*, BARBARA BRAUN, LUDWIG KRAUS

DHGS Deutsche Hochschule für Gesundheit und Sport, Germany
*E-mail: Pawel.Sleczka@dhgs-hochschule.de

Background: Money plays a complex role in the development of gambling problems. It is one 
key motivator to gamble. Problem gamblers often see money only as a mean to gamble and 
feel the urge to chase back their losses. Furthermore, money debts are one of the main reasons 
to seek for professional help. The presentation will address the sparse research evidence on 
associations between money attitudes and gambling and introduce a new instrument assess-
ing these attitudes among gamblers. Methods: Analyses are based on one cross-sectional 
and two longitudinal studies conducted in Bavaria between 2014 and 2022. Existing mea-
sures of attitudes towards money were translated from English to German and tested among 
2.588 young men from Munich to deliver a short measurement. Analyses on the concurrent 
and predictive criterion validity were conducted based on data from a subsample of n=173 
young male gamblers and repeated among n=145 problem gamblers in outpatient treatment. 
The third, cross-sectional study is still ongoing and will include n>100 volunteer paramedic 
workers. Results: Explorative factor analyses indicate three dimensions: dealing with financ-
es, money as a symbol of prestige and negative moral connotations of money. The three 
scales revealed temporal stability and were associated with indicators of gambling problems 
after 12 months. The third study will provide a comparison between volunteer workers and 
gamblers regarding their money attitudes. Conclusions: Attitudes towards money seem to 
play an important role in the development, upholding and recovery from gambling problems. 
Approaching money related views might benefit both prevention and treatment.

Keywords: money attitudes, gambling

S-3F2

Characteristics that predict engagement in instant win games

CARRIE A. SHAW1, JUDITH GLYNN1*, ROBERT J. WILLIAMS2, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1

1University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar (United Kingdom)
2University of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
*E-mail: judith.glynn@unigib.edu.gi

While gambling problems have long been investigated in association with electronic gam-
bling machines, recent attention has focused on engagement with instant lottery games. In-
stant win game engagement has been identified as one robust predictor of increased concur-
rent and subsequent problem gambling (see: Grusser et al., 2007; Short et al., 2015; Stark et 
al., 2021; Williams, Leonard, et al., 2021; Williams, Leonard, et al., 2021). This emergent 
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finding contrasts with historical perceptions that lottery games are low risk. It is important 
to understand the individual characteristics of those who engage in instant lottery games, 
the potential harms associated with engagement, and the biopsychosocial profile of those 
at greatest risk for experiencing harms. This study sought to identify the characteristics that 
predict engagement versus non-engagement using a longitudinal data set, namely the AGRI 
National COVID Project online panel participant data (n = 3449), collected in Fall 2019 
(baseline data for this study) and in Spring 2020 (during the nation-wide pandemic lock-
down). Results indicate that, pre-pandemic factors including gender, employment status, 
household financial status, greater involvement in gambling, and elevated problem gambling 
scores, contributed significantly to the delineation of those who did – versus did not – en-
gage in instant win games during the national lockdown. Additional research is required to 
understand both, the individual characteristics that lead to susceptibility for problems with 
instant win games, and the role of environmental factors including social and economic strain 
experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic in the manifestation of problems related with 
instant win game engagement.

Keywords: instant win lottery, gambling disorder, biopsychosocial model

S-3F3

Gambling marketing in matchday football programmes:  
A longitudinal study

STEVE SHARMAN*

King's College London, United Kingdom
*E-mail: stephen.p.sharman@kcl.ac.uk

The UK’s Premier League and Championship are two of the most well attended soccer 
leagues worldwide. Gambling is marketed in English soccer across various formats such as 
TV advertising, social media, pitchside hoardings, and shirt sponsorship. Knowledge is lack-
ing on how gambling advertising frequency and marketing exposure have changed over time 
in specific media, such as in soccer matchday programmes. We present data from two stud-
ies. Study 1 sought to quantify exposure to gambling and alcohol marketing, and responsible 
gambling messages within matchday programmes. Programmes for each team in the English 
Premier League and Championship were analysed across consecutive matchday weekends. 
Direct adverts for, and incidental exposure to, gambling, alcohol, and responsible gambling 
marketing or messages were coded. There was more gambling marketing than either alcohol 
marketing or responsible gambling messages, observed across number of direct adverts, in-
cidents of exposure and the percentage of pages with exposure. Teams with gambling shirt 
sponsors had more incidental marketing exposure, but did not have more direct gambling 
adverts. Gambling marketing was frequently evident in child specific sections of matchday 
programmes. Study 2 conducted a similar analysis across 3 periods spanning 18 months, 
incorporating changes gambling advertising legislation. Following legislation change, the 
number of gambling adverts decreased per-programme, however incidental exposure preva-
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lence stayed constant. Incidental exposure to gambling marketing was consistently more 
prevalent per-programme than alcohol or safer gambling messages. The policy implications 
regarding incidental exposure through shirt sponsorship and the efficacy of self-regulation 
are discussed.

Keywords: gambling, advertising, marketing

S-3F4

The influence of control beliefs on post-loss speeding –  
An online replication of Langer & Roth (1975)

CHARLOTTE EBEN1*, ZHANG CHEN1, JOËL BILLIEUX2,3,  
FREDERICK VERBRUGGEN1

1Ghent University, Belgium
2Institute of Psychology, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland
3Centre for Excessive Gambling, Addiction Medicine, Lausanne University Hospitals (CHUV), 
Lausanne, Switzerland
*E-mail: charlotte.eben@ugent.be

Background: In a wide range of experimental psychology tasks, participants slow down after 
negative outcomes (e.g., errors). However, such slowing might be task- or context-dependent. 
After all, in gambling tasks, people tend to speed up after losses compared to wins or non-
gambles. One important difference between the tasks is that participants can exert control 
over the outcome in most experimental psychology tasks, but by definition not in a gambling 
task. We tested whether perceived controllability over the outcome influences response speed 
after negative outcomes in gambling. Method: In three online studies, we tried to create an 
illusion of control in a gambling task without changing the nature of the chance-determined 
gamble. For this, we replicated the study by Langer & Roth (1975) in which we presented 
three different groups with three different sequences of wins and losses in a coin-tossing task. 
Results: We replicated the finding that participants presented with more wins at the begin-
ning of a sequence estimated their ability to predict the outcome of a coin toss higher than 
participants presented with more losses at the beginning, or those presented with a random 
sequence. Additionally, participants overall responded more quickly after a loss than after a 
win. Conclusion: Contrary to our predictions, we did not find evidence for a modulation of 
this post-loss speeding effect by the illusion of control over gambling outcomes as defined by 
Langer & Roth (1975). This result is not in line with several theoretical accounts for changes 
in response speed after negative outcomes.

Keywords: illusion of control, gambling, post-loss speeding
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S-3F5

Differences in gambling behaviors between people who gamble in legal 
and illegal settings in Israel

HAGIT BONNY-NOACH1,2

1Ariel University, Israel
2Israeli Society of Addiction Medicine (ILSAM)
*E-mail: hagitbo@gmail.com

The Israeli gambling market is unique in the fact that in addition to legal gambling, there 
is extensive illegal gambling conducted in partially visible and partially hidden ways, both 
physically and online. Most gambling studies worldwide do not distinguish between people 
who gamble in legal and illegal settings. The purpose of the present study was to examine 
differences in gambling behaviors, motivation, attitudes toward the legalization of gambling, 
and substance use between people who gamble in legal and illegal settings in Israel. Methods: 
A cross-sectional online survey recruited 1,367 people who gamble, of whom 34% (N=466) 
reported having participated in illegal gambling ever, and 12% (N=161) in the preceding 
year. Results: The study revealed significant differences in gambling behaviors between peo-
ple who gamble in legal and illegal settings in almost all outcomes examined. People who re-
ported having participated in illegal gambling reported more frequent participation in almost 
all types of legal gambling, more types of “multi-bets,” more severe and high-risk gambling 
behaviors, more positive attitudes toward legalization of casinos and poker in Israel, higher 
motivations to gamble, and more substance use than did participants in legal gambling. Con-
clusion: Current gambling policy in Israel is sparse. It focuses on legal gambling and on 
individuals addicted to gambling. Almost no consideration is given to illegal gambling. A 
comprehensive gambling policy is needed in Israel, which would address illegal gambling as 
well, mostly with respect to harm reduction, treatment, and rehabilitation policies.

Keywords: gambling, illegal gambling, addiction, attitudes, Israel
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S-3G1

Examination of content validity of self-report measures of problematic 
exercise: A systematic review

ÁLVARO SICILIA1*, MANUEL ALCARAZ-IBÁÑEZ1, ADRIAN PATERNA1,  
MARIA DEL MAR LÓPEZ-CARRILLO1, MARK D. GRIFFITHS2

1University of Almería, Spain
2Nottingham Trent University, U.K.
*E-mail: asicilia@ual.es

Background: The purpose of the present study was to examine the content validity of the 
main self-report measures assessing symptoms of problematic exercise (PE). Method: The 
electronic databases MEDLINE, PsycINFO, Web of Science, Current Contents Connect, Sci-
ELO, and Dissertations & Theses Global were systematically searched for eligible studies. 
The evidence on the content validity of the measures of interest was evaluated following 
the recommendations of the COSMIN guidelines. This involved conducting the following 
three sets of evaluations for each measure:(i) risk of bias of the retrieved studies, (ii) content 
validity, and (iii) quality grading of the evidence (GRADE). Results: Seventeen studies met 
the eligibility criteria to be included in the review. The results revealed the complete absence 
of cognitive interview studies, as well as a low use of external consultation when examining 
the relevance, comprehensiveness, and comprehensibility of the instruments under consid-
eration. ‘Sufficient’ ratings in terms of content validity could be assigned just for a minor-
ity of the subscales examined (i.e., Mood improvement, CET; Lack of enjoyment, CET-4F; 
Positive reward, EDQ; Withdrawal, EDS; and Exercise preoccupation, OEQ-10). As a result 
of the GRADE procedure, the quality of the evidence concerning content validity of the 
measures under consideration was rated as ‘low’ or ‘very low’, except for the EDS-R, with 
most of its subscales being rated as ‘moderate’. Conclusions: Future research aimed either at 
refining or proposing new self-report measures of PE may benefit from employing compres-
sive techniques for the purpose of providing evidence of content validity.

Keywords: exercise addiction, exercise dependence, behavioural addictions
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S-3G2

An exploratory examination on the definition of the problematic 
exercise components assessed with psychometric instruments derived 
from different theoretical conceptualizations

ÁLVARO SICILIA1*, ADRIAN PATERNA1, MANUEL ALCARAZ-IBÁÑEZ1,  
MARIA DEL MAR LÓPEZ-CARRILLO1, MARK D. GRIFFITHS2

1University of Almería, Spain
2Nottingham Trent University, U.K.
*E-mail:  asicilia@ual.es

Background: Although case studies have described situations in which exercise behavior 
may be problematic and have negative consequences in a small number of individuals, this 
behavior is currently not officially recognized as a mental disorder in the main diagnostic 
manuals. The lack of consensus on whether problematic exercise may be a mental disorder is 
reflected in the fact that this phenomenon has been referred to by a multitude of terms, which 
to some extent reflect the different theoretical conceptualizations from which it has been 
studied. Method: The aim of the present paper was to review and compare, through a content 
analysis, the symptoms of exercise addiction included in the three psychometric instruments 
currently most used to measure problematic exercise (i.e., the Exercise Dependence Scale, 
the Compulsive Exercise Test, and the Exercise Addiction Inventory). Results: The results 
show inconsistencies among the psychometric instruments mainly reflected by: (i) the as-
sessment of components that are identical under different names and definitions; (ii) the 
assessment of different components under the same terminology. Conclusions: The results 
suggest the need for a consensus to identify, define and assess the components that should 
define problematic exercise behavior in all its possible manifestations. This would allow the 
comparison of results that are obtained with different psychometric instruments assessing 
problematic exercise and the progress of research in this field.

Keywords: exercise addiction, exercise dependence, compulsive exercise

S-3G3

Cognitive and behavioral inflexibility in exercise dependence: 
a transdiagnostic process underpinning behavioral addictions

MCKENZIE MILLER*, CHRISTINA SANZARI, JULIA HORMES

University at Albany, State University of New York, United States of America
*E-mail: tcmckenziemiller@gmail.com

Background: Cognitive and behavioral inflexibility are hallmark executive function abnor-
malities in a range of psychopathologies; however, their role in behavioral addictions re-
mains understudied. Exercise dependence is a proposed new diagnosis in the broader cat-
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egory of behavioral addictions and is commonly comorbid with other established disorders 
characterized by inflexibility, including eating disorders. This study examined associations 
between exercise dependence and psychological inflexibility. Methods: 578 students (57.8% 
female; 50.2% White) completed the Exercise Dependence Scale (EDS-21), the Eating Dis-
order Flexibility Index (EDFLIX), a self-report measure of general and eating disorder-spe-
cific flexibility, and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST), an objective test of cognitive 
and behavioral flexibility. Results: Linear regression models revealed significant associations 
between EDS-21 scores and self-report [F(4,557)=8.12, p <.001, R2 = .06] and objective 
measures of inflexibility [F(4,494)=4.00, p <.01, R2 = .03]. Subsequent multivariate analyses 
revealed significantly greater eating disorder-specific flexibility (post-hoc p<.001 on both 
“weight and shape” and “food and exercise” subscales) in the EDS-21 “nondependent as-
ymptomatic” group, compared to symptomatic respondents; those “at risk for dependence” 
made significantly more WCST perseveration errors than the “nondependent” groups (post-
hoc p=.01). Conclusions: Results suggest that inflexibility plays a role in addition-like exer-
cise behaviors and provide further evidence for inflexibility as a transdiagnostic mechanism 
linking addictive and related disorders. Findings highlight important parallels in the mecha-
nisms underlying non-substance and behavioral addictions and highly comorbid disorders 
including eating and obsessive-compulsive disorders and suggest that interventions targeting 
psychological inflexibility may be useful in the treatment of a range of psychopathologies, 
including addiction-like exercise.

Keywords: behavioral addictions, exercise dependence, psychological flexibility

S-3G4

Exercise addiction during the Covid-19 pandemic in Italy

FRANCA CECI1, FRANCESCO DI CARLO1*, JULIUS BURKAUSKAS2,  
ANATOLIA SALONE1, ILARIA DE LUCA3, DOROTEA CICCONCELLI3,  
VALENTINA GIORGETTI3, ANTONINO TODARO4, PIERLUIGI SIMONATO3,  
GIOVANNI MARTINOTTI1, MASSIMO DI GIANNANTONIO1, ORNELLA CORAZZA3

1University of Chieti-Pescara, Italy
2Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Lithuania
3University of Hertfordshire, UK
4Unitelma Sapienza, Rome, Italy
*E-mail: francesco.dic@hotmail.it

Severe restrictive measures were implemented globally to limit the spread of the Covid-19 
pandemic leading to significant lifestyle changes and impacting on both the physical and the 
mental health of citizens. Caught by the fear of getting sick, some individuals have adopted 
behaviors which favored the development of Exercise Addiction (EA). Our aim was to evalu-
ate the incidence of EA in the general Italian population during Phase 1 of the lockdown, and 
the role of Appearance Anxiety (AA), self-compassion and use of Performance and Image 
Enhancing Drugs (PIEDs) as predictors of its development. Between April to May 2020 an 
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online survey was conducted across Italy. The rate of EA in the full sample (953 subjects) 
was 3.6%. 84.2% of the participants reported variations in their fitness routine. Perceived 
benefit of exercising resulted significantly higher in those with EA. Subjects with EA report-
ed stronger motivation in engaging in physical activity as for “physical wellness”, “psycho-
logical wellbeing” and “sexual attractiveness and confidence in relationship”. A higher level 
of AA, a lower level of self-compassion, the use of PIEDs and a higher perceived benefit of 
exercising during lockdown were all significant predictors for the presence of EA. Our find-
ings suggest that the fear of getting sick from Covid-19, combined with radical changes in the 
lifestyles induced by the lockdown and individual personological characteristics can favor 
the development of AE and related phenomena in the general population.

Keywords: exercise addiction, appearance anxiety, self-compassion, performance and image enhanc-
ing drugs, Covid-19
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S-4A1

The effects of a 60-minute mandatory play break on a real-world 
sample of UK online casino gamblers

MICHAEL AUER*, NIKLAS HOPFGARTNER, MARK GRIFFITHS

Neccton, Austria
*E-mail: m.auer@neccton.com

The present study was carried out comprising British online players from a UK based online 
casino operator. The operator provided anonymized player tracking data from several UK-
based online casino sites for secondary analysis (i.e., analysis on a pre-existing dataset). 
Player tracking data were provided for the time period between July 23 and September 15, 
2021. On August 20, 2021, the operator introduced a mandatory 60-minute play break if 
players made ten deposits into a gambling account on a single calendar day. The timestamp 
of each deposit was available for the entire observation period from July 23 to September 15. 
The first, second, third, and tenth deposit timestamp could be computed from the available 
raw data. The authors computed amount of money deposited, withdrawn, wagered, won, lost, 
number of games, and number of deposits were computed for the session during which the 
tenth deposit occurred. Moreover, the amount of money which was in the gambling account 
(last balance) when the session ended as well as the session length in minutes were also com-
puted. Amongst others the authors computed the number of players who deposited again after 
the tenth deposit before and after the introduction of the 60-minute play break. The manda-
tory play break signifcantly reduced the number of players who deposited an eleventh time. 
Players who lost larger amounts of money before the play break did not increase their wa-
gering on the next day. The 60-minute play breakdid not have significant long-term effects.

Keywords: online gambling, mandatory play break, personalized feedback

S-4A2

Cooling off: The effects of mandatory breaks in online gambling

NIKLAS HOPFGARTNER1,2*, MICHAEL AUER2, TIAGO SANTOS1, DENIS HELIC1, 
MARK D. GRIFFITHS3

1Graz University of Technology, Austria
2neccton GmbH, Austria
3Nottingham Trent University, UK
*E-mail: n.hopfgartner@tugraz.at

In this study, we investigate the effects of mandatory play breaks in a large-scale randomized 
experiment with more than twenty thousand online gamblers engaging in more than eight 
hundred million gambling transactions on a Norwegian gambling platform (Norsk Tipping) 
over a one-month period. In particular, we randomly assign gamblers to several treatment 
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groups with varying duration of mandatory play breaks, varying personalized feedback, and 
one control group with Norsk Tipping's standard play break duration. We then analyze the 
relationship between the received treatment and the gambler's acceptance of the tool, the in-
teraction patterns with the tool, how quickly they start to gamble again, how much they bet, 
as well as post-treatment effects on gambling behavior. We find that gamblers who are treated 
with longer mandatory breaks (i) tend to take longer voluntary breaks during the experiment 
and that they (ii) interact more frequently with the tool, for instance, by clicking the logout 
button. On the positive side, we uncover strong evidence for the tool's acceptance among 
gamblers. However, on the negative side, personalized feedback had no additional effect, 
and we find only weak signals of post-treatment effects, primarily for gamblers who received 
a substantial number of long mandatory play breaks. Overall, our research is the first large-
scale controlled experiment of mandatory play breaks in online gambling. With our work we 
provide actionable insights for both researchers and the gambling industry to improve the 
effectiveness of mandatory play breaks as a responsible gambling tool.

Keywords: gambling, responsible gambling, mandatory play breaks, forced session termination, prob-
lem gambling

S-4A3

The impact of forced abstinence on gambling:  
A natural ABA design study

CARRIE ANN SHAW1*, DAVID C HODGINS2, ROBERT J WILLIAMS3, YALE BELANGER3, 
DARREN R. CHRISTENSEN3, NADY EL-GUEBALY3, DANIEL S MCGRATH3,  
RHYS M. G. STEVENS3, FIONA NICOLL4

1University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar (United Kingdom)
2University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada
3University of Lethbridge, Lethbridge, Canada
4University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada
*E-mail: carrie.shaw@unigib.edu.gi

The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic, and responses used to mitigate the spread such as 
selective closure of non-essential businesses, have been far-reaching. Some of these impacts 
include changes in health, economic, social and recreation. Included among other non-essen-
tial business, in-person gambling venues were closed across Canada. Yet, online gambling 
opportunities remained available, making this period both a historical first in Canada, and 
a natural experiment. The current study examined quantifiable ramifications of the sudden 
forced abstinence from in-person gambling during the nation-wide lockdown in Canada, and 
what changes occurred six-months later upon reopening. For this cohort study, pre-pandemic 
base line data was provided six-month before the lockdown by online panel participants (n = 
2,790), who were then re-surveyed during the national lockdown and again six-months post-
lockdown. Nearly one-third of gamblers reported a complete cessation of gambling during 
the lockdown period. For those who continued gambling, quantitative data indicated signifi-
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cant decreases on all gambling engagement measures: frequency, time spent in gambling 
sessions, money spent, and the number of game types played. This was followed by sig-
nificant increases on each engagement measure six-months post-lockdown. Although these 
increases did not return to pre-pandemic engagement levels. Problem gambling within the 
whole sample generally declined during lockdown, however, significant increases in high-
risk gambling were evidenced six-months later. In fact, engaging in online gambling and 
COVID-specific changes in health, employment, and social isolation across the closure and 
re-opening periods were independent predictors for classification as a problem gambler six-
months after the lockdown.

Keywords: gambling disorder, problem gambling, gambling engagement, COVID, pandemic

S-4A4

Limit setting and preventing problem gambling:  
Results of empirical studies using account-based tracking data

MARK GRIFFITHS1*, MICHAEL AUER2

1Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
2neccton GmbH
*E-mail: mark.griffiths@ntu.ac.uk

Background: Social responsibility, responsible gambling, player protection, and harm mini-
mization in gambling have become major issues for both researchers in the gambling studies 
field and the gaming industry. This has been coupled with the rise of behavioural tracking 
technologies that allow companies to track every behavioural decision and action made by 
gamblers on online gambling sites, slot machines, and/or any type of gambling that utilizes 
player cards. Methods: This paper presents results from a series of studies carried using be-
havioural tracking data provided by a number of different gaming companies in relation to 
data concerning the use of limit setting). Results: The findings demonstrate that limit-setting 
can be used to reduce the amount of time and money that players spend gambling, that play-
ers who voluntarily set money limits are more loyal to the gambling operator, and that play-
ers who voluntarily set money limits spend less money gambling over time. Conclusions: 
These studies demonstrate that tracking data can be used to evaluate responsible gambling 
tools such as limit-setting and that limit setting appears to be effective in reducing gambling 
intensity.

Keywords: gambling, gambling disorder, limit-setting, behavioral tracking, player protection
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S-4A5

Efficacy of a web-based self-help tool to reduce problem gambling: 
results of a two-armed randomised controlled trial

MICHAEL P. SCHAUB1*, CHRISTIAN BAUMGARTNER1, DORIS MALISCHNIG2, 
MATTHEW T. KEOUGH3

1Swiss Research Institute for Public Health and Addiction ISGF, Switzerland
2University of Vienna Faculty of Psychology, Austria
3University of York, Canada
*E-mail: michael.schaub@isgf.uzh.ch

Introduction: The past-year prevalence of problem gambling worldwide averages 2.3%. Only 
a minority of adults with problem gambling attend outpatient treatment. Surveyed problem 
gamblers have explained that they wanted to handle the problem on their own. The option 
of a web-based self-help programme could potentially reach those users who hesitate to ap-
proach treatment centres and help them to reduce or stop their problem gambling. Methods 
and analysis: In a two-armed randomised controlled trial (RCT) we are examining the ef-
ficacy of a web-based self-help intervention, relative to an active evidence-based control 
condition with a self-help manual, at reducing problem gambling. The active intervention 
programme, spanning 8 weeks, consists of nine modules developed to reduce gambling and 
attenuate psychopathological comorbidity, including depression, anxiety and stress-related 
disorder symptoms, relying on motivational interviewing and cognitive behavioural therapy. 
We recruited 352 participants from the general population and collected questionnaire data 
at baseline, and at 8 and 24 weeks after baseline. Primary outcomes was the number of days 
one has gambled in the last 30 days. Secondary outcomes included money and time spent on 
gambling activities, changes in gambling-related problems (Problem Gambling Severity In-
dex, Gambling Symptom Assessment Scale), use of alcohol and cigarettes, and psychopatho-
logical comorbidity. Results: We are currently conducting the intention-to-treat analyses and 
results will be presented at the conference. Trial registration number: Current Controlled 
Trials registry (ISRCTN16339434).

Keywords: gambling, online, Internet- and mobile-based therapy, guided self-help
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S-4B1

Advances in the etiology, assessment and treatment of compulsive 
sexual behaviors

RUDOLF STARK1, MATTHIAS BRAND2, MARC N. POTENZA3 (chairs)
1Department of Psychotherapy and Systems Neuroscience, Justus-Liebig Unversity Giessen, Giessen, 
Germany
2General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR), University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
3Department Of Psychiatry, Child Study Center, And Department of Neuroscience, Yale University 
School of Medicine, New Haven, USA
E-mail: rudolf.stark@psychol.uni-giessen.de; matthias.brand@uni-due.de; marc.potenza@yale.edu 

Symposium summary: The symposium will address clinical aspects of compulsive sexual 
behaviors including etiological factors, assessment, and treatment. The first talk will report 
about findings concerning sexual motivation underlying compulsive sexual behaviors from a 
large cross-cultural survey. The second talk will be about the role of craving and self-regula-
tion for the development of problematic pornography use. In the third talk the usefulness of 
sexual abstinence for diminishing sexual desire will be discussed on the basis of data from a 
sample of healthy men. The fourth talk will examine the feasibility of naltrexone in treating 
individuals with compulsive sexual behaviors showing that naltrexone may reduce the symp-
toms significantly. Finally, the fifth talk will report the results of two studies, which have 
examined the efficacy of group-administered and internet-administered cognitive-behavioral 
therapy for compulsive sexual behaviors. Both types of interventions are efficient in reducing 
the symptoms with a stability of three-to-six months.

Keywords: CSBD; Naltrexone, CBT, abstinence, cue reactivity
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S-4B2

Sexual motivations underlying compulsive sexual behavior, 
findings from a cross-cultural survey study

MÓNIKA KOÓS1, JOHANNES FUSS3, VERENA KLEIN3, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS4,1, 
BEÁTA BŐTHE5,1

1Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
2Doctoral School of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
3Institute for Sex Research, Sexual Medicine and Forensic Psychiatry, University Medical Center 
Hamburg-Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany
4Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
5Département de Psychologie, Université de Montréal, Montreal, Canada

Background: At the heart of the ongoing debate about the conceptualization of compulsive 
sexual behavior (CSB) is the question about the sexual motivations, as different models as-
sume different motivations. Aim: The aim of the present study was to understand sexual 
motivations underlying CSB and their relation to the most prominent conceptualizations of 
compulsive sexual behavior (e.g., CSBD, hypersexuality, sex addiction). Methods: We used 
self-reported data from two large samples of Hungarian and German populations (N = 9814). 
The Sexual Motivation Scale (SexMS), a 24-item self-report measure based on self-deter-
mination theory, was used to assess a diverse set of sexual motivations. Compulsive sex-
ual behavior was assessed with the 19-item Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder Scale 
(CSBD-19), that is based on the ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines of CSBD. We used structural 
equation modeling to examine the hypothesized associations between sexual motivations and 
compulsive sexual behavior and examined potential gender differences in these associations. 
Results: Amotivation had the strongest positive association with compulsive sexual behavior, 
but integrated, introjected, and intrinsic motivations were also positively related to it. Impor-
tantly, these associations did not differ for women and men, and between the two samples. 
Clinical Translation: Future research and treatment should also consider sexual motivations 
that are not listed among the ICD-11 guidelines for CSBD, including high levels of sexual 
interest, continuing the behavior despite having little satisfaction from it and coping with 
sex. Conclusion: The identified sexual motivations underlying compulsive sexual behavior 
are relevant for assessing and treating patients as motivations may be integrated into psycho-
therapeutic interventions.
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S-4B3

Craving and self-regulation as key mechanisms of problematic 
pornography use

STEPHANIE ANTONS1, MARC N. POTENZA2, MATTHIAS BRAND1

1General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR),  
University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
2Department of Psychiatry, Child Study Center, and Department of Neuroscience, Yale University 
School of Medicine, New Haven, USA

Introduction: Research on the problematic use of pornography (PPU) indicate that general 
self-regulation, craving, and specific pornography-related self-regulation contribute to the 
development of symptoms of PPU and diminished control over pornography use in a specific 
situation. Up to now, it remains unclear how these mechanisms act in concert. Based on 
the Interaction of Person-Affect-Cognition-Execution (I-PACE) model, it can be assumed 
that the effect of craving on symptom severity is mediated by pornography-specific self-
regulation and that the general self-regulation moderates the mediation effect. Method: Over-
all 1107 individuals participated in an online survey. Questionnaires on symptom severity 
of PPU, general self-regulation abilities, craving, and pornography-specific self-regulation 
were assessed. Results: General self-regulation, craving, and pornography-specific self-reg-
ulation were identified as significant predictors of symptom severity. The effect of craving 
was partially mediated through pornography-specific self-regulation. No moderation effects 
of general self-regulation and craving as well as pornography-specific self-regulation could 
be identified. Discussion: In accordance with the I-PACE model, the results indicate that 
affective craving responses and general as well as pornography-specific self-regulation are 
central mechanisms of PPU. The results may point to an imbalance between the impulsive 
and reflective brain systems as proposed by dual process theories. Whereby in particular 
the impulsive system hijacks the control attempts of the reflective system; the general self-
regulation ability might act as protective factor. More longitudinal studies as well as studies 
assessing situational factors are needed to fully understand which mechanisms are involved 
in actual moments of diminished control over pornography use and the development of PPU.
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S-4B4

The role of sexual abstinence in treating CSBD: A pilot study

CHARLOTTE MARKERT, ANDREAS BARANOWSKI, RUDOLF STARK

Department of Psychotherapy and Systems Neuroscience, Justus-Liebig University Giessen, Giessen, 
Germany

Background: In the treatment of Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder (CSBD), a phase 
of sexual abstinence is often suggested by practitioners. This is intended to re-regulate the 
patient's sexual system. However, there are no empirical studies as a basis for this recom-
mendation. The aim of this study is to investigate the psychological effects of an abstinence 
phase of several weeks on the sexual system. Method: Eighteen healthy male subjects were 
observed during a sexual abstinence phase of at least three weeks. Before and after the ab-
stinence period, cue reactivity to sexual cues was measured with a reaction time behavioral 
task (dot-probe task). Additional questionnaires for pre-post comparison and daily ambula-
tory assessments were used for further assessment. Results: While the craving for pornog-
raphy and sexuality increased continuously during the first seven days, it decreased again 
afterwards and returned to its initial level. Pre-post comparisons of the dot-probe task and 
post-monitoring interviews showed that subjects responded quicker to sexual stimuli after 
the abstinence phase, but also developed coping strategies to better inhibit sexual impulses. 
Ambulatory assessment showed that participants had different levels of difficulty in main-
taining abstinence. Conclusions: This study provides first findings that a period of sexual 
abstinence in men leads to a re-regulation of the sexual system and can be used in the therapy 
of CSBD. However, staying abstinent was challenging for most participants. Adequate cop-
ing strategies showed to support abstinence efforts and are recommended to be used under 
these circumstances.

S-4B5

Naltrexone in compulsive sexual behavior disorder: A feasibility study

JOSEPHINE SAVARD1, KATARINA GÖRTS-ÖBERG2, ANDREAS CHATZITTOFIS3, 
CECILIA DHEJNE2, STEFAN ARVER2, JUSSI JOKINEN1

1Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden
2Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
3University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus

Background: Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder (CSBD) is a common disorder affecting 
different areas of life, although studies focusing on pharmacological treatment are sparse. 
Aim: to investigate whether the opioid receptor antagonist naltrexone is feasible, tolerable 
and can provide symptom reduction in CSBD. Methods: Twenty men aged 27—60 years 
(Mean = 38.8 years, SD= 10.3) with CSBD seeking treatment in an outpatient non-forensic 
clinic received four weeks of daily dose of Naltrexone 25—50 mg. Measurements were made 
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before, during and four weeks after the treatment. Outcomes: The self-assessment Hypersex-
ual Disorder: Current Assessment Scale (HD: CAS) score was the primary outcome measure 
and secondary outcomes were the Hypersexual Behavior Inventory (HBI) score, reported ad-
verse effects, adherence to treatment and drop outs. Results: There were significant decrease 
on both HD: CAS and HBI scores during treatment with Naltrexone. The most reported side 
effects were fatigue (55%), nausea (30%), vertigo (30%) and abdominal pain (30%). How-
ever, there were no serious adverse effect leading to discontinuation of Naltrexone. Clinical 
Implications: Although side effects being common, Naltrexone seems to be feasible in the 
treatment of CSBD. Strengths & Limitations: Being the first non-forensic prospective trial 
on Naltrexone in CSBD, this study provides novel insights on a pharmacological interven-
tion. However, due to the small sample size and the lack of control group conclusions of ef-
fectiveness should be interpreted with caution. Conclusion: Naltrexone is feasible, tolerable, 
and may reduce CSBD symptoms, nevertheless future studies should ensure a randomized 
controlled procedure to evaluate possible effectiveness.

S-4B6

Group- and Internet administrated cognitive behavioral therapy for 
hypersexual disorder in men

KATERINA GÖRTS-ÖBERG1, JONAS HALLBERG1, STEFAN ARVER1, JUSSI JOKINEN2

1Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
2Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden

Background: Hypersexual disorder (HD) is characterized as a loss of control over engage-
ment in sexual behaviors, leading to distress and negative consequences. Cognitive behav-
ioral therapy (CBT) may reduce symptoms of hypersexual behavior. The purpose with these 
studies was to investigate the efficacy of group- and Internet-administrated CBT on men 
diagnosed with HD. Methods Study I: Men with HD (n = 137) were randomized between 7 
weeks of group-administered CBT (n=70) and a waitlist control receiving the intervention af-
ter 8 weeks (n = 67). Measurements were administered at pre-, mid-, and posttreatment, with 
follow-up after 3 and 6 months. Outcome measures were the Hypersexual Disorder: Cur-
rent Assessment Scale (HD:CAS), the Sexual Compulsivity Scale (SCS) and Montgomery 
Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS-S). Study II: Men with HD (n=36), received 12 
weeks of Internet CBT (ICBT). Measures were administered weekly with a follow-up three 
months after completion of treatment. Outcome measures were Hypersexual Behavior In-
ventory (HBI-19), SCS, HD:CAS, and Severity Selfrating Measures for Paraphilia Disorder 
(DSM-5). Results Study I: A significantly greater decrease in HD symptoms and sexual com-
pulsivity, and greater improvements in psychiatric well-being, were found for the treatment 
condition compared with the waitlist. These effects remained stable at 3 and 6 months after 
treatment. Study II: Large significant decreases in HD symptoms and Sexual Compulsivity 
were found as well as moderate improvements on paraphilia symptoms. Effects remained 
stable three months after treatment Conclusions: These studies support the efficacy of group-
and Internet administrated CBT as a treatment option for HD and concomitant paraphilia(s).
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S-4C1

Gambling and gambling disorder: From basic to applied science

ANJA KRÄPLIN 1, ANNA E. GOUDRIAAN2,3 (chairs)
1Technische Universität Dresden, Germany
2Amsterdam UMC – Location AMC, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
3Arkin And Jellinek Mental Health Care and Amsterdam Institute for Addiction Research, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
E-mail: anja.kraeplin@tu-dresden.de, a.e.goudriaan@amsterdamumc.nl 

Symposium summary: Gambling is a widespread phenomenon among the population. While 
gambling is an entertaining leisure activity for most people, some develop harmful gam-
bling behavior with adverse consequences and may fulfill diagnostic criteria of a gambling 
disorder (GD). There is an urgent need to understand the underlying processes of GD and to 
develop evidence-based prevention and intervention strategies. To move forward in research, 
more studies are needed that bridge the gap between basic science and applied science, i.e. 
lab-based studies on the processes underlying GD in non- or sub-clinical samples, and stud-
ies on clinical samples in gambling-related real-life situations. How can basic science inform 
prevention and intervention research? In this symposium, five different talks will present 
studies that aim to combine basic and applied research through different approaches. We will 
discuss the implications of basic science for applied science and vice versa.

Keywords: gambling disorder, online gambling, metacognition, decision-making, near-miss

S-4C2

Metacognition and the effect of incentive motivation in compulsive 
gambling and obsessive-compulsive disorder

RUTH JANKE VAN HOLST1, MONJA HOVEN1, NINA S. DE BOER2,  
ANNA E. GOUDRIAAN3,4, DAMIAAN DENYS1, MAEL LEBRETON5,6,7, JUDY LUIGJES1

1Amsterdam UMC – Location AMC, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2Department of Philosophy, Radboud University, Nijmegen, The Netherlands
3Amsterdam UMC – location AMC, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
3Arkin and Jellinek, Mental Health Care, and Amsterdam Institute for Addiction Research, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
5Paris School of Economics, Paris, France 
6Swiss Center for Affective Science, University of Geneva, Switzerland
7Laboratory for Behavioral Neurology and Imaging of Cognition, Department of Fundamental 
Neurosciences, University of Geneva, Switzerland

Background: Compulsivity is a typical phenotype amongst obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(OCD) and gambling disorder (GD). Deficiencies in metacognition, such as the inability to 
correctly estimate ones’ performance via well-calibrated confidence judgments, could con-
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tribute to pathological decision-making. Earlier research has indeed suggested that OCD and 
GD patients reside at opposite ends of the confidence spectrum, with OCD patients exhibit-
ing underconfidence, and GD patients exhibiting overconfidence. Recently, several studies 
established that motivational states (e.g., monetary incentives) influence metacognition, with 
gain (respectively loss) prospects increasing (respectively decreasing) confidence judgments. 
Method: We hypothesized GD’s overconfidence to be exaggerated during gain prospects, 
while OCD’s underconfidence to be worsened in loss context, which we expected to see 
represented in ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) blood-oxygen-level-dependent ac-
tivity. We tested those hypotheses in a task-based fMRI design. Results: Our initial analyses 
showed increased confidence levels for GD versus OCD patients and did show increased 
confidence in GD patients, specifically in gain context. Both effects could partly be explained 
by sex and IQ. Functional MRI analyses confirmed a central role for VMPFC in processing 
confidence and incentive motivation, but with no differences between the clinical samples. 
Conclusions: The present study represents the first attempt in investigating the joint neural 
basis of metacognitive and motivational processes in both GD and OCD, further study – e.g., 
looking into transdiagnostic variations of symptoms - might be more powerful in detecting 
clinically useful neurocognitive signatures of those processes than the present clinical case-
control comparison.

S-4C3

The near-miss in online slot machine gambling:  
A pre-registered conceptual replication

LUCAS PALMER, MARIO FERARRI, LUKE CLARK

Center for Gambling Research, University of British Columbia

Background: Given the influence of gambling studies on public policy, the field must pay 
attention to replicability of findings. The effects of ‘near-miss’ outcomes are one of the most 
studied structural characteristics of gambling products. This study was designed as a con-
ceptual replication of Clark L et al (2009 Neuron 61: 481-490) using an online slot machine 
game to test two pre-registered hypotheses: do near-misses, compared to full-miss outcomes, 
(1) increase motivational ratings, and (2) decrease ratings of pleasure? Method: This study 
was conducted with a crowdsourced sample (n = 169) who scored < 8 on the Problem Gam-
bling Severity Index. An online deployment of a three-reel slot machine task delivered three 
possible outcomes: wins, near-misses, and full-misses. After each outcome, participants 
provided a 7-point Likert rating of pleasure associated with the outcome, and motivation 
to continue playing. Results: As a pre-registered hypothesis, we confirmed that participants 
reported near-misses as more motivating relative to full-misses (p < 0.001. d = 0.55). On the 
pleasure ratings, we also found a significant difference between near-misses and full misses 
(NM > FM), but in the opposite effect to the original study (p < 0.001, d = 0.63). Conclu-
sions: Near-misses and full-misses are functionally identical outcomes, but our data suggests 
these events have differential psychological effects. The motivational effects of near-misses 
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have implications for regulatory attention to these events within modern gambling products. 
However, the contrasting effect on pleasure ratings indicates some boundary conditions to 
the effects, which we will consider in future experiments.

S-4C4

Computational psychiatry in context –  
Real-life, but not virtual-reality gambling environments modulate 
decision-making in gambling disorder

JAN PETERS, BEN JONATHAN WAGNER, LUCA-RENÉ BRUDER, DAVID MATHAR

Department of Psychology, Biological Psychology, University of Cologne

Background: Gambling disorder (GD) is characterized by maladaptive changes in decision-
making, including increased temporal discounting and reduced reliance on model-based re-
inforcement learning. Exposure to real gambling environments and visual gambling cues 
has been suggested to impact decision-making in GD, constituting a potential mechanism 
underlying the maintenance of maladaptive behavior. Method: We examined the impact of 
gambling environment exposure on two key computational traits implicated in addiction, 
temporal discounting and model-based reinforcement learning. In study 1, n=30 participants 
with GD (≥ 3 DSM-V criteria) completed tasks both in a slot-machine casino and a “neutral” 
café environment. Study 2 then examined virtual reality (VR) gambling-related and neu-
tral environments in n=30 gamblers and n=30 controls. Data were analyzed using combined 
decision-making drift diffusion models and hierarchical Bayesian estimation. Results: Study 
1 replicated increased temporal discounting in GD participants in real-life gambling environ-
ments (Dixon et al., 2006). Extending these results, we observed a seemingly paradoxical 
improvement of model-based control during gambling environment exposure. Study 2 then 
replicated increased temporal discounting and reduced model-based control in GD compared 
to controls. However, virtual gambling environment exposure did not substantially impact 
decision parameters in GD. Conclusions: Results show that real-life gambling environments 
impact key computational markers of addiction. Here, improved model-based control during 
gambling environment exposure challenges aspects of habit theories of addiction, suggesting 
a complex interplay between context and choice in GD. Study 2 highlights that such effects 
do not necessarily replicate in VR. Challenges and opportunities of VR approaches in GD 
are discussed.
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S-4C5

Individual risk factors in online sports bettors

THERESA WIRKUS1, ROBERT CZERNECKA1, GERHARD BÜHRINGER2,  
ANJA KRÄPLIN1

1Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany
2Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany & Institut für Therapieforschung, München, 
Germany & Department of Clinical Research, Faculty of Health, University of Southern Denmark, 
Odense, Denmark

Background: The main aim of the RIGAB study is to find individual, behavioural and cog-
nitive differences between online sports bettors with and without gambling disorder (GD). 
One focus of the study is to characterize sports bettors with and without GD with regard to 
already established putative risk factors such as emotion regulation, since these factors have 
been investigated very little or not at all in online sports betting where research has mainly 
used behavioral tracking data. (Preregistration: https://osf.io/k6c23/). Method: The RIGAB 
study is a longitudinal study, consisting of three study parts. In this talk, we will focus on the 
initial online survey. For recruitment, we cooperated with an international provider of online 
sports betting. From the contacted customers (n = 6568), n = 613 (9.3 %) participated in our 
online survey with self-report questionnaires and their information were valid to be included 
in the analyses. Based on the information provided in the survey, we will group bettors as 
with and without GD and compare these groups concerning the following putative risk fac-
tors: quantity and frequency of substance use, impulsivity, difficulties in emotion regulation, 
comorbidities and stress. Results: We registered 7 hypotheses concerning putative individual 
risk factors and assume that these are more pronounced in players with GD, for instance that 
sports bettors with GD are more impulsive than sports bettors without GD. Conclusions: The 
results will contribute to the etiological model of GD in sports betting and might indicate 
prevention measures for early detection of bettors with a higher risk of developing GD.
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S-4C6

Risky gambling behaviour in online sports bettors –  
An analysis of transaction data

ROBERT CZERNECKA1, THERESA WIRKUS1, GERHARD BÜHRINGER2,  
ANJA KRÄPLIN1

1Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany
2Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany & Institut für Therapieforschung, München, 
Germany & Department of Clinical Research, Faculty of Health, University of Southern Denmark, 
Odense, Denmark

Background: The main aim of the RIGAB study is to find behavioural and cognitive differ-
ences between online gamblers with and without gambling disorder (GD). One focus of our 
study are differences in gambling behaviour between these two groups of sports bettors. There 
is a vast pool of literature suggesting cognitive and behavioural differences, albeit none of 
these studies has yet linked survey data with transaction data. The study has been preregistered 
under https://osf.io/k6c23/ Method: The authors have received anonymised accumulated gam-
bling transaction data from an international provider of online sports betting to recruit partici-
pants. Of the 6.568 online sports bettors that were invited to take part in the survey, 613 filled 
in our online survey and their information were valid to be included in the analyses. We then 
compared the behavioural transaction data between sports bettors with and without GD taking 
into account information provided in the survey. Results: We have preregistered 22 hypotheses 
concerning gambling behaviour and assume i.e., that online sports bettors with GD are multi-
players, play more frequently, at higher stakes, with a higher number of bets, and a higher vari-
ability of stakes and odds, place higher amounts of their net income as stakes, or deposit and 
withdraw more money. Conclusions: Depending on our results, it will be possible to suggest 
improved prevention measures for online sports betting or online gambling as a whole. These 
indicated measures can specifically target gambling behaviour of at risk gamblers.
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S-4D1

Current developments in research on problematic social networks use: 
Affective and cognitive mechanisms

ELISA WEGMANN, SILKE M. MÜLLER (chairs)

University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
E-mail: elisa.wegmann@uni-due.de, silke.m.mueller@uni-due.de

Symposium summary: Addictive behaviors are assumed to result from specific cognitive pro-
cesses triggered by situational cues as well as individual predisposing factors. In addition, 
theoretical models outline the relevance of cognitive processes interacting with affective 
components such as cue-reactivity and craving as key mechanisms of an addictive behav-
ior. Research from substance-use disorders and disorders due to addictive behaviors, e.g., 
gaming disorder and gambling disorder, already show that cognitive processing is especial-
ly biased when being confronted with addiction-related cues. Attentional biases as well as 
cue-reactivity and craving foster addictive behavior in terms of showing a specific behavior 
repeatedly despite experiencing negative consequences. This behavior has further been as-
sociated with increased risk-taking when making decisions. Researchers suggest that similar 
processes should be investigated in the problematic use of social-networking sites and online 
communication applications addressing the research question whether similar mechanisms 
are involved in this potential addictive behavior. The current symposium presents the results 
from empirical studies that investigated cue-reactivity and craving, attentional bias, and de-
cision making in the context of problematic social-networks use. Additionally, findings on 
protective mechanisms such as temporary abstinence to reduce problematic engagement with 
social media are presented. The findings are discussed against the background of potential 
deficits that may impair affective and cognitive responses as well as inhibitory control in the 
development and maintenance of problematic social networks use.

Keywords: cue-reactivity, decision making, attentional bias, digital detox, social-networks use

S-4D2

Cue reactivity in individuals with problematic use of social media: 
an event-related potential study

TANIA MORETTA, GIULIA BUODO

Department of General Psychology, University of Padova

Background: It has been argued that similar to addictive behaviors, problematic use of social 
media (PSMU) is characterized by sensitized reward processing, craving, and cue-reactivity. 
However, no study to our knowledge has yet investigated the neural correlates of cue-reac-
tivity in PSMU. The present study aims at investigating cue-reactivity to social media (i.e., 
Facebook)-related visual cues and craving for using Facebook in individuals identified as 
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problematic vs. non-problematic Facebook users by the Problematic Facebook Use Scale. 
Method: The Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) were recorded during the passive viewing of 
Facebook-related, pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral pictures in 27 problematic and 26 non-
problematic users. Moreover, craving for Facebook usage was assessed using a Likert scale. 
Results: Despite problematic users were more likely to endorse higher craving than non-
problematic ones, Facebook-related cues elicited larger ERP positivity (400–600 ms) than 
neutral, and comparable to unpleasant stimuli, in all Facebook users. Only in problematic 
users we found larger positivity (600–800 ms) to pleasant than unpleasant cues and higher 
craving to be related with lower later positivity (800–1,000 ms) to pleasant and unpleasant 
cues. Conclusion: Regardless of whether Facebook usage is problematic or non-problematic, 
Facebook-related cues seem to be motivationally relevant stimuli that capture attentional re-
sources in the earlier stages of “motivated” attentional allocation. Moreover, our results sup-
port the view that in higher-craving problematic users, reduced abilities to experience emo-
tions would be the result of defective emotion regulation processes that allow craving states 
to capture more motivational/attentional resources at the expense of other emotional states.

S-4D3

Investigating the attentional bias hallmark of addictive behaviour in 
social media users

DAVID J. ROBERTSON, SIMON C. HUNTER, STEPHEN H. BUTLER, KATIE THOMSON

School of Psychological Sciences and Health, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK

Background. There is a growing debate within the literature as to whether there should be a 
move towards the classification of excessive social media use as a clinically defined addic-
tion. One prominent characteristic of addictive behaviour is the presence of an attentional 
bias towards addiction related stimuli. In this study, we investigated whether an attentional 
bias to social media stimuli (platform icons) was present in a group of social media users. 
Method. 100 participants completed a selective attention task that required the detection of a 
target icon (camera/siri), presented within mock iPhone displays, while ignoring non-target 
distractor icons. On some trials, one of the non-target distractors was a social media icon 
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat) paired with or without a red notification symbol. 
Our measure of attentional bias was the extent to which target RTs slowed in the presence 
of social media distractor icons. Results. Our findings did not provide evidence for a social 
media specific attentional bias. While there was a large range of individual differences in our 
measures of social media use, engagement, and ‘addictive’ severity, these were not associ-
ated with individual differences in the level of attentional capture by the social media icons. 
Conclusions. If excessive social media use is to be placed within traditional addiction frame-
works, further research is required to assess ‘addiction’ related changes in users’ attention.
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S-4D4

The interplay of cue-reactivity, craving, and decision making:  
Empirical findings regarding the development and maintenance of 
a problematic use of social networks

ELISA WEGMANN1, SILKE M. MÜLLER1, PATRICK TROTZKE2, MATTHIAS BRAND1

1General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR), University 
of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg, Germany
2IU – International University of Applied Sciences, Erfurt, Germany

Background: Problematic use of social networks is discussed as a disorder potentially be-
longing to the ICD-11 category “other specified disorder due to addictive behaviors”. Cue 
reactivity, craving, and decision making are assumed to be relevant key mechanisms. The 
current study aimed at investigating if cue-induced craving and symptoms of social-net-
works-use disorder interfere with decision-making behavior. Method: Participants played the 
Iowa Gambling Task assessing decision making under ambiguous risk modified with social-
networks-related cues either on the advantageous decks or on the disadvantageous decks 
(between-subjects design). Questionnaires before and after a cue-reactivity paradigm were 
used to assess cue reactivity and craving. Symptom severity of social-networks-use disorder 
was measured with a modified version of the short Internet Addiction Test. Results: Overall, 
decks with neutral cues were preferred to those with social-networks-related cues, even if 
it was disadvantageous. There was a significant interaction between decision-making per-
formance and Iowa Gambling Task condition in predicting symptom severity. It shows that 
individuals who had a preference for decks with social-networks-related cues even if it was 
disadvantageous in the long-run had highest tendencies towards a problematic use of social 
networks. Conclusion: The results highlight the relevance of cue reactivity, decision making, 
and their interaction as potential mechanisms explaining problematic social-networks use. 
Further empirical findings on the ability to make advantageous decision are considered. The 
findings demonstrate similarities with other addictive behaviors and substance-use disorders.
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S-4D5

Decision making under risk in problematic social-networks-use and 
other specific Internet-use disorders

SILKE M. MÜLLER1, ELISA WEGMANN1, MARÍA GARCÍA ARIAS2,  
ELENA BERNABÉU BROTÓNS2, CARLOS MARCHENA GIRÁLDEZ2,  
MATTHIAS BRAND1

1General Psychology: Cognition and Center for Behavioral Addiction Research (CeBAR),  
University of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg, Germany
2Faculty of Education and Psychology, University Francisco de Vitoria, Madrid, Spain

Background: Addictive behaviors such as gaming disorder are associated with impaired 
decision-making performance. Some studies report similar results for problematic social-
networks use, however, findings are mixed. We investigated differences between individuals 
with problematic social-networks use and non-problematic users regarding decision-making 
performance, executive functions, impulsivity, and other traits. Method: Data were collected 
in Germany and Spain. We used the Cards and Lottery Task (CLT) measuring decision mak-
ing under risk in situations with conflicting short- and long-term consequences, the Modified 
Card Sorting Test (MCST), and surveys assessing facets of for example, trait impulsivity, and 
psychopathology. Additionally, we screened for other potentially problematic Internet-use 
behaviors including gaming and online buying-shopping. Results: Individuals with a risky 
use of social networks showed impairments in executive functions, heightened impulsiv-
ity, and higher depression and anxiety symptoms as compared to non-problematic users. 
Decision-making performance did not differ between the two groups. Similar results emerge 
when looking at (aggregated) other specific Internet-use disorders. Conclusion: The results 
underline the importance of executive functions and impulsivity in problematic social-net-
works use. The findings indicate that deficits in attention-related domains can be consid-
ered risk factors for developing specific Internet-use disorders. The general decision-making 
tendency to prefer short-term rewards by neglecting long-term risks does not appear to be 
primarily relevant. The role of specific subcomponents of decision-making and executive 
functions should be considered in more detail.
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S-4E1

Perseverative cognitive focus and difficulties in reflective functioning 
in work addiction: Findings from a nationally representative study

BERNADETTE KUN1*, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1,2, KATALIN FELVINCZI1,  
BORBÁLA PAKSI3

1Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
2Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
3Institute of Education, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
*E-mail: kun.bernadette@ppk.elte.hu

Work addiction is a behavioral addiction characterized by obsessive overwork that results 
in physical, mental, and social disturbances. Although the personality correlates of work 
addiction have already been investigated thoroughly, we still have poor knowledge of the 
cognitive factors of work addiction. Since individuals with work addiction show obsessive 
patterns, rigid thinking, and negative affects we have presumed that perseverative cogni-
tive focus (rumination) and difficulties in reflective functioning (mentalizing) would predict 
work addiction. Our aim was to explore the contribution of cognitive factors to work addic-
tion, in addition to personality and health-related indicators. The study was carried out on a 
nationally representative sample of the Hungarian adult population (N=1385). In addition to 
sociodemographic variables, the following measurements were applied: Bergen Work Addic-
tion Scale, Barratt Impulsiveness Scale, Brief Sensation Seeking Scale, Well-Being Inven-
tory, Penn-State Worry Questionnaire, Patient Health Questionnaire, Ruminative Response 
Scale, and Reflective Functioning Questionnaire. 7% of the adult population currently having 
a job has been classified to be at-risk for work addiction. Binary logistic regression analysis 
showed that somatic symptoms, sensation seeking, uncertainty about mental states, and rumi-
nation predicted work addiction. The prevalence of work addiction is the same in Hungary as 
in Norway (7%), however, much less than in South Korea (39%). Our results highlight that 
individuals affected by work addiction show difficulties in controlling negative thinking and 
in mentalizing, therefore, more future studies should investigate the cognitive mechanisms 
behind work addiction. Funding: The study was supported by the Hungarian National Re-
search, Development, and Innovation Office (FK134807, KKP126835).

Keywords: work addiction, rumination, mentalization, nationally representative, epidemiology
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S-4E2

Women and work addiction: Work motivations

ZSUZSA KALÓ1*, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1,2, BERNADETTE KUN1

1ELTE Eötvös Loránd Univrsity, Hungary
2University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
*E-mail: kalo.zsuzsa@ppk.elte.hu

Background and aims: Existing literature of work addiction and gender linkages is limited 
theoretically and empirically by not studying a wider range of gender-diverse samples in 
specified contexts. Studies have shown that women progress in the addiction faster, they have 
more severe withdrawal symptoms, and their mental health is more at risk. The aim of the 
current study was to explore and analyse the associations of work motivations in women’s 
life with high risk of work addiction in Hungary. Methods: In our previous study, applying 
a valid work addiction measure, we have identified a group of individuals who showed a 
high risk of work addiction and we asked them to participate in the current study. Finally, 
14 women have been asked by a semi-structured interview. Topics were: career orientation, 
working habits, work motivations, experiences of work addiction, and physical and mental 
health. The texts of the interviews were analysed by qualitative content analysis. We applied 
the six steps of thematic analysis. Results: Women with a high risk of work addiction have 
reported intrinsic motivations for the work and the feedback was associated with the feeling 
of competency and the stability of their self-esteem. They considered their work as passion 
thus enhancing the involvement in it. They were more sensitive to changes in their work life. 
Conclusion: Our results have indicated that women work motivations with a high risk of 
work addiction in Hungary are mainly intrinsic. Considering our results women work addic-
tion can have different consequences on their mental health.

Keywords: women, gender, work addiction, work motivations
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S-4E3

Teaching Addiction – Addiction with benefits to the individual & the 
society

IRIT HOF-NAHOR*, SHAI SHAFIR

Oranim Academic College of Education, Israel
*E-mail: irit_h@oranim.ac.il

Teaching Addiction is an innovative area of research, categorized in the field of behav-
ioral addictions and hasn’t been studied so far in the academic literature. While aspects of 
work addiction and employee satisfaction in the workplace have been largely studied in an 
economic-business context, the issue of teaching addiction hasn't yet been explored in the 
academic field. The study was conducted using a sample of 162 teachers and lecturers who 
teach in elementary schools, middle-schools, high-schools and the academia in Israel. For 
the purpose of the study, an original quantitative questionnaire was developed and validated. 
The questionnaire incorporates demographic characteristics; aspects regarding the level of 
investment and satisfaction of the teacher and lecturer; and an assessment of the extent of the 
teacher's self-injury in the framework of teaching. The results indicate a significant positive 
relationship between the degree of the teacher's investment in the teaching profession and the 
degree of harm to himself and his personal life (Pearson correlation (161) =0.599, p<0.001). 
There was also a significant difference in the level of injury between teachers depending on 
the different levels of investment in teaching (Chi-Square (4) = 33.696, p <0.001). The per-
sonal and professional characteristics that addicted teachers and lecturers share may serve as 
milestones for reference to the teaching professions, which should be taken into account in 
the professional development of teachers in the education system and as a tool for developing 
self-awareness of teaching investment.

Keywords: Teaching-Addiction, education, beneficial-effect, school, academy
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S-4F1

Behavioral addictions in young people and adolescents

NEREA ETXABURU1, HIBAI LÓPEZ-GONZÁLEZ2, LAURA MACIA1, ANA ESTÉVEZ1, 
MARTA SANCHO3 (chairs)
1University of Deusto, Spain
2Universitat de Barcelona
3Addictive Behaviors Unit, Department of Psychiatry, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau
E-mail: nerea.etxaburu@opendeusto.es; hibailopez@ub.edu, lauramacia@deusto.es,  
aestevez@deusto.es, msanchona@santpau.cat 

Symposium summary: In recent years, there has been an increase in the prevalence of gam-
bling addiction at all ages, being of special importance in young people and adolescents. The 
sports betting sector, in its online mode, increased its gaming margin. On the other hand, 
treatment centers warn of an increase in profiles of multiproblematic players. This sympo-
sium tries to delve into the factors of cognitive emotional vulnerability associated with gam-
bling disorder and compulsive buying in order to know some of the predictive, protective and 
predisposing factors that serve to establish effective prevention programs. It will also include 
analysis according to sex and gender. Therefore, studies of variables of emotional and cogni-
tive processes have been chosen, as well as underlying psychological variables that could be 
at the base and be explanatory of the processing difficulties. Likewise, variables of comorbid 
dysfunctional symptomatology of both emotional disorders and other addictive behaviors 
have been included.

Keywords: problematic gambling, compulsive buying, emotional dependence, adolescence, women

S-4F2

Compulsive buying, emotional dependence and attachment in 
adolescents

NEREA ETXABURU1, ANA ESTÉVEZ1, JANIRE MOMEÑE1, LETICIA OLAVE2, 
MACARENA CHÁVEZ3, ICIAR IRUARRIZAGA2

1University of Deusto
2University Complutense of Madrid
3Universidad Técnica de Manabí

Compulsive buying, despite not being included in the DSM-5 and ICD-11 manuals as a type 
of non-substance addiction, is considered a behavioural addiction by several experts. This 
problem has been linked to impulsivity, which is related to emotional dependence and attach-
ment styles. Differences in the prevalence of compulsive buying between men and women 
have generated much interest, but findings do not always point in the same direction. Aims: 
this study aims to analyse the differences in attachment, emotional dependence, impulsivity 
and compulsive buying between men and women; to analyse the model by which all these 
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variables are related; and to test whether or not this model is different for men and women. 
Method: a non-clinical sample of 1,500 adolescents, half male and half female, living in 
South America was collected. After informed consent was given to the parents and/or legal 
guardians of the adolescents, the participants filled in the questionnaires in paper format. 
Results: the model initially proposed was confirmed. Despite finding differences between 
males and females in terms of levels of emotional dependence, impulsivity, compulsive buy-
ing and attachment, the way these variables interact does not change depending on gender. 
Conclusions: these results are very useful to implement better treatments aimed at mitigating 
or coping with compulsive buying, as well as to prevent this problem.

S-4F3

Adolescents watching sport, drinking alcohol, eating junk food,  
seeing betting ads, and gambling: The aggregate risk of in-play betting

HIBAI LÓPEZ-GONZÁLEZ

Universitat de Barcelona

Background: The penetration of in-play betting forms (i.e., placing bets during a sport event) 
has drawn the researchers’ interest concerning its negative impact on public health. In-play 
betting is believed to be a more impulsive, less planned way of gambling, and therefore, one 
involving greater risks. The present study examined the association between in-play betting 
and problem gambling (PG). In particular, the paper studied: (i) how motives for consuming 
sport could translate into PG; (ii) whether watching live sport content was associated with 
PG; (iii) if other risk behaviours simultaneous to in-play betting and sport consumption such 
as drinking alcohol and eating junk food were associated with PG; (iv) if PG severity was as-
sociated with a greater knowledge of betting brands and similarity to story characters usually 
portrayed in live sport broadcasting. Method: A sample comprising 659 young sports bettors 
from Spain was collected. An online survey questionnaire was designed. Results: The study 
found that compared to participants not engaging in in-play betting, in-play bettors reported 
(i) higher PG severity, (ii) higher sport watching involvement, (iii) higher consumption of 
sport to escape from everyday preoccupations, (iv) higher consumption of junk food and/or 
alcohol while watching sport, (v) greater knowledge of betting brands, (vi) felt more similar 
to the story characters depicted in advertisements.Conclusion: In-play betting is an instan-
taneous form of gambling that seems to contribute on its own, as a structural characteristic, 
to creating a riskier gambling environment that sits at the intersection of sport fandom and 
gambling. 

Keywords: in-play betting, gambling, advertising
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S-4F4

Problematic gambling in youth and adolescents

ANA ESTÉVEZ, PAULA JAUREGUI, LAURA MACIA

University of Deusto

Background: This study explores the role of attachment and alexithymia in gambling disor-
der. The aim of the present study was to explore the differences between problem and non-
problem gamblers in severity of gambling, spending, video gaming, alcohol and drug use, 
attachment and alexithymia, as well as the interaction between these variables. Method: The 
sample consisted of youth and adolescent samples and the groups were divided according 
to SOGS-RA scores. Results: Some of the main findings, among others, have shown that 
problem gamblers scored significantly higher on all substance and non-substance addictive 
behaviours and alexithymia; as well as significantly lower scores on the mother and father 
attachment scales. Conclusion: This study showed that adolescent and young adult problem 
gamblers show higher levels of comorbid addictions than non-problem gamblers, as well as 
higher levels of alexithymia and poorer parental attachment.

S-4F5

Addictive behaviours in adolescent women

LAURA MACIA, PAULA JAUREGUI, ANA ESTEVEZ

University of Deusto

Background: A growing body of research seeks to understand the aetiology and risk factors 
associated with addictive behaviours in adolescents, but research examining the profile of 
adolescent women is extremely limited. The main objective of this study was to analyse the 
relationship between gambling disorder, comorbid addictive behaviours (drugs, spending, al-
cohol and video games), positive and negative affect, attachment, and gambling motives (so-
cial, enhancement and coping) in female adolescents with- and without- gambling problems. 
Method: The sample was composed of young women and adolescents, who were divided into 
two groups according to the score obtained in the SOGS-RA. The results revealed that wom-
en with gambling problems have higher scores in the aforementioned variables compared to 
those who do not show gambling problems. Furthermore, analyses showed that the predictive 
value of the variables varies according to each addiction. Conclusion: Consequently, the need 
for integrated health- and social- care programmes are suggested in terms of age and gender.
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S-4F6

Attachment, trauma and behavioural addictions in a young clinical 
sample

MARTA SANCHO, SILVIA COSTA, JOANA BAUZÀ, SANTIAGO DURAN-SINDREU, 
JOAN TRUJOLS

Addictive Behaviors Unit, Department of Psychiatry, Hospital de la Santa Creu i Sant Pau

Background: Difficulties in emotion regulation (ER) have been proposed as a transdiagnostic 
risk factor of a wide range of mental health disorders, among these behavioural addictions. 
However, these impairments in ER are usually a consequence of traumatic experiences previ-
ously lived throughout life. The main experiences that configure the way in which the person 
relates to their internal and external word depends on the experiences lived during child-
hood. In this sense, insecure attachment and trauma are closely related with the onset and the 
maintenance of addictions. Method: The aim of our study was to explore the prevalence of 
insecure attachment and traumatic events in a young clinical sample with gambling disorder. 
Results: Results could be in line with the previous literature in which insecure attachments as 
well as trauma are more prevalent in this population compared to general population. Conclu-
sion: Furthermore, these results could be useful to design treatment approaches that include 
not only classical psychotherapeutic interventions based on top-down processing but also 
psychotherapeutic interventions based on bottom-up processing.
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S-4G1

Recovery from addictive behaviors

BELLE GAVRIEL-FRIED1, SHANE KRAUS2 (chairs)
1Tel Aviv University, Israel
2University of Las Vegas, USA
E-mail: bellegav@tauex.tau.ac.il, shane.kraus@unlv.edu 

Symposium summary: Historically addictive behaviors were studied through the lens of ill-
ness and pathology, while recovery and the factors that lead to and promote it received much 
less attention. The current session will shed light on recovery from addictive behaviors from 
several points of view. The first will present a scoping review probing the state of the art on 
recovery from gaming disorder in the empirical literature. Specifically, it looks at how this 
concept is defined and how it is measured in gaming studies. The second presentation ex-
plores the role of mothering as a factor that motivates recovery from gambling disorder in a 
sample of 211 women (mothers and non-mothers) who received cognitive-behavioral therapy 
in a hospital clinic in Barcelona. The third presentation introduces a new scale that measures 
recovery capital in gambling disorder. The fourth presentation explores the views of 133 in-
dividuals diagnosed as having a life-time gambling disorder (recovered and non-recovered) 
on the importance of gender in the recovery process.

Keywords: recovery, addictive behaviors, treatment

S-4G2

What do we know about recovery from gaming disorder?  
A scoping review

BELLE GAVRIEL-FRIED1, MEYTAL SERRY1, DANA KATZ2, DOROTTYA HIDVEGI2, 
ZSOLT DEMETROVICS3, ORSOLYA KIRÁLY2

1Tel Aviv University, Israel
2ELTE University, Budapest, Hungary
3University of Gibraltar

Background and aims: Recovery from mental health disorders is a standard organizing para-
digm underlying mental health care. Classic definitions of recovery relate to it as a reduction 
in symptoms whereas current definitions see it as a process in which individuals improve 
their health and wellness and other life domains. The inclusion of gaming disorder (GD) in 
the 11th International Classification of Diseases in 2019 prompted growing interest in GD. 
However, relatively little is known about recovery from GD, and there is scant literature 
describing or assessing its course. This scoping review aims to explore the state of the art 
on recovery in GD (e.g., types of studies, recovery definitions and measurements, nature of 
the findings). Methods: The literature on GD was searched and critically reviewed according 
to PRISMA guidelines. Results: A total of 63 out of 632 studies met the inclusion criteria. 
The findings showed that most studies were conducted in Asian countries, using quantita-
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tive methods in the past four years. Recovery is measured mainly by symptom reduction/
improvement on various scales (e.g., IGD, YIAS, GASIAT). The majority of these studies 
discuss treatment methods to improve clinical symptoms. Conclusion: Most studies do not 
address recovery from GD directly and tend to focus on mediating maladaptive gaming. Re-
searchers should reach a consensus on the way recovery is defined and measured.

S-4G3

The Holistic Recovery Capital Scale

BELLE GAVRIEL-FRIED1, SHANE W. KRAUS2

1Tel Aviv University
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background and aims: Recovery capital is a conceptual framework covering the positive 
resources and obstacles to recovery. To date, no scale has measured both positive and nega-
tive RC items in the gambling field. Based on the RC conceptual framework adapted to 
gambling disorder a The Holistic Recovery Capital in Gambling Disorder (HRC-GD) scale 
was developed and validated. Method: One hundred and sixty four individuals with a lifetime 
DSM-5 GD (n=164) completed the 40-item HRC-GD scale, the DSM-5 gambling disorder 
diagnostic criteria, a Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-4) measuring depression and anxi-
ety, and a brief measure of subjective happiness. Results: Item analysis resulted in over half 
of the items being eliminated due to skewness, kurtosis, and poor inter-item correlations, 
while the remaining positive and negative recovery items were then subjected to a principal 
component analysis (Oblimin rotation) to be further refined into a unidimensional scale. The 
HRC-GD demonstrated good internal consistency as well as construct and criterion valid-
ity. Specifically, the HRC-GD scale was significantly negatively related with measures of 
psychopathology and significantly positively associated with recovery status from gambling 
disorder. Conclusions: This unidimensional scale presents a holistic perspective to measure 
recovery capital in gambling disorder and may enable therapists and stakeholders to better 
support individuals with CSBD throughout recovery.
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S-4G4

Does mothering constitute a protective factor for recovery?

BELLE GAVRIEL-FRIED1, GEMMA MESTRE-BACH2, ROSER GRANERO3,4,  
FERNANDO FERNÁNDEZ-ARANDA4,5, SUSANA JIMENEZ-MURCIA4,5

1Tel Aviv University
2Universidad Internacional de la Rioja
3Departament de Psicobiologia i Metodologia de les Ciències de la Salut, Universitat Autònoma de 
Barcelona 
4CIBERobn Group-ISCIII, Barcelona
5Department of Psychiatry, University Hospital of Bellvitge-IDIBELL 

Background and aims: Being a mother is a key gender role. Women with a gambling disorder 
(GD) suffer from dual social stigma as a gambler and as a woman who has betrayed her tra-
ditional gender role as a mother. In trying to overcome addictive disorders women may avoid 
applying for the treatment out of shame and the fear of losing custody of their children. On 
the other hand, children may be a powerful motivator on the road to recovery. This longitu-
dinal study had two aims: (1) compare the sociodemographic and clinical profile of women 
with GD who are mothers with those who are childless; (2) determine whether motherhood 
has a positive or negative impact on the treatment response of these women, by assessing 
dropout, relapse, and therapy compliance rates. Methods: The sample was composed of 211 
women with a diagnosis of GD (n=146 mothers) who received cognitive-behavioral therapy 
for 16 weeks. Results: The group of mothers reported older age and later age of onset of GD. 
Moreover, this group showed better CBT outcomes, specifically lower risk of relapse, and 
less money spent during relapses. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) showed an inverse 
relationship between motherhood and risk of relapse. Conclusions: Being a mother is a mo-
tivating factor that may enhance treatment and recovery. Treatment providers should empha-
size this role during therapy and engage in gender-sensitive therapy.

S-4G5

Does gender matter in recovery from gambling disorder? –  
Perspectives of Recovered Gamblers

BELLE GAVRIEL-FRIED, NOA VANA

Tel Aviv University, Israel

Background and aims: Gender is an important component of the recovery process given the 
different challenges faced by each gender. This study explored whether gender affiliation is 
perceived by men and women diagnosed as having a life-time gambling disorder as a factor 
that contributes or hinders their recovery process, and which recovery domains are perceived 
as assets or liabilities in terms of gender. Methods: Face to face interviews were conducted 
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with 133 individuals (39 women) recovered and non-recovered from gambling disorder. The 
participants were asked to describe the factors that either helped or hindered their recovery as 
related to them as males or females. Results: Content analyses (using MAXQDA software) 
revealed that 41.42% of the participants perceived recovery as an individual but genderless 
process. Slightly more than half (58.58%) thought that the fact that they are women or men 
made their recovery process different (easier or more difficult) from the other gender. Four 
main categories emerged: stereotyped gender characteristics, traditional gender roles, Gam-
blers Anonymous as a patriarchal arena, and having sex for money to be able to gamble. Con-
clusions: The findings reflect a broad social discourse internalized by the participants which 
is manifested in the recovery process. The results expose the complexity of recovery when 
gender is added to the equation, and point to the need for treatment providers to develop 
gender-sensitive programs for both men and women.
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S-5A1

Women and Behavioural Addiction – New paths in research and 
treatment

FULVIA PREVER1, ANA ISABEL ESTEVEZ GUTIERREZ2 (chairs)
1Psychotherapist, Scientific Director of Women& Gambling Project SUN(N)COOP – Italy AISDiCo 
(Italian Academy of Sciences of Behavioural Addictions); ALEA (Association for Gambling Studies 
and Risky Behaviour) President of Varenna Foundation (for youth me)
2Professor, Universidad de Deusto Bilbao, Spain
E-mail: fulvia.prever@gmail.com, aestevez@deusto.es

Symposium summary: It becomes more and more obvious that a gendered approach to re-
search, prevention and treatment is highly relevant to gain a better understanding of and be 
more responsive to female-specific aspects of behavioural addiction. Literature and stud-
ies on Women and Gambling Disorder and other Behavioural Addiction are scarce, both in 
Europe and all over the world. Moreover, the existing data are not specific to women but 
inferred from mostly male samples. Nevertheless, more and more women are affected by 
pathological gambling and other non-substance related addictions. Obviously, women have 
a crucial role in family and society, and their gambling or other addictive behaviours, which 
are often underestimated, may have a deep impact on their social and personal life. One 
key issue is that women often experience great difficulty in finding appropriate treatment 
services. Most health clinics are not “female friendly”, and treatment programs very rarely 
offer female-specific treatment approaches. In 2020 a pandemic struck all over the world. It 
deeply affected our lives and existence, our physical and mental health, in many ways. B.A. 
played an important role in women’s life during the various COVID-19 lockdowns. Women 
paid high costs in this period and taking care of their health is now even more important. It’s 
crucial to learn from your experiences as researchers and clinicians and to gather data from 
all over the world to enrich our shared understanding of these issues, to compare, discuss and 
improve research and treatment for the women on whose behalf we are working on.

Keywords: gender, female, behavioral addiction, treatment, research
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S-5A2

Prevention for female users: Exploring gender issues of online 
addictions

OLATZ LOPEZ-FERNANDEZ1, ANNE-MARIE HASTRUP KRISTENSES2, DARIA J. KUSS3

1Researcher as Psychologist at Fundación Jiménez Díaz University Hospital Health Research Institute
2Assistant researcher Psychology, Københavns Universitet
3Associate Professor in Psychology, Cyberpsychology Research Group Lead, Nottingham Trent 
University

Internet use-related addiction is increasingly being recognised on a European scale due to 
the inclusion of Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) in the appendix of the fifth Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders in 2013, and the inclusion of Gaming Disorder in the 
eleventh International Classification of Diseases in 2018. However, findings on the extent 
of these current problems extracted by reviews, one inside the European Union (EU) and 
the other outside the EU, support some insight about female online uses, a target to which 
not much attention has been paid. The authors, therefore, have reviewed scientific and grey 
literature regarding women online uses worldwide and discuss early detection, diagnosis, 
treatment, and prevention in paying respect to gender issues.

S-5A3

Risk factors associated with gambling and gaming addiction in girls

ANA ESTÉVEZ1, PAULA JAUREGUI2, LAURA MACÍA2, CRISTINA MARTIN2

1Professor in University of Deusto, Spain
2University of Deusto, Spain

Introduction: The existence of gender differences in gambling and videogaming has been 
consistently reported (Baggio et al., 2018). Gender differences have also been found in emo-
tional experience and management and relational links associated with greater severity of 
addictive behaviors (Sancho et al., 2019). These factors may constitute significant predictors 
of gambling and videogaming in adolescent (Estevez et al., 2017). The aim of this study was 
to analyze gender differences in risk factors associated with gambling and gaming addiction. 
Method: 1208 adolescents participated in this study. Screening measures for at-risk gambling 
and gaming, affective states, alexithymia, emotion regulation, resilience, stressful life events 
and, finally, attachment to parents and friends. Results: Female participants did not show any 
association between the gambling and the psychological measures. However, they showed 
higher scores at the gaming associated with higher catastrophizing strategy in the emotion 
regulation questionnaire, lower maternal attachment, lower resilience, and higher difficulty at 
describing feelings in the alexithymia scale. Conclusions: These results suggest the existence 
of gender differences in the risk factors associated with addictive behaviors.
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S-5A4

Family Life Space in a pilot gender study: Shadows and lights in female 
gambling experience

MADDALENA BORSANI1, MONICA MINCI2, FULVIA PREVER3

1SUN(N)COOP; ALEA (Association for Gambling Studies and Risky Behaviour)
2SUN(N)COOP; ALEA (Association for Gambling Studies and Risky Behaviour) – Italy; Gambling 
Therapy - Gordon Moody – UK
3SUN(N)COOP; Psychotherapist – NHS Addiction Clinic – Milan; ALEA (Association for Gambling 
Studies and Risky Behaviour); AISDiCo (Italian Academy of Sciences of Behavioural Addictions); 
President of Varenna Foundation for youth mental health support

Research evidence shows that gambling represents a way for women to express sufferings re-
lated to dysfunctional relationships within the family as well as the deep effect of lack of fam-
ily on women’s demand for treatment, retention and outcome (Brandt, Wöhr, Prever,2014). 
The aim of this study is to explore how gambling can represent an active subject within the 
system (Prever&Locati,2017) and to evaluate the effectiveness of the “Family Life Space” 
as a tool to investigate both family dynamics and the role of gambling, to improve clinical 
assessment and treatment. The present pilot study includes four Italian women gamblers 
joining Azzardo&Donne group and two of their significant relatives. The FLS test (Most-
win,1974) was administered with clinical interview. Circular questions were crucial steps 
of therapeutic process and enabled the presentification of third party when the family mem-
ber couldn’t be present (Boscolo&Bertrando,1996). Results indicate that FLS is effective 
to describe communication and facilitate interaction among family members. In particular, 
the results highlighted: a) how difficult it is for women to have support and b) confirm FLS 
as prediction tool to support women seeking for help in addition and to evaluate adherence 
to treatment. Study results show clearly where Gambling is placed within the family and 
how it affects relationships, evolving over the time. Study limitation is mainly related to 
qualitative case investigation, not representative for the entire female gambling population. 
Nevertheless, according to literature, this confirms the value of deep interviews for a better 
understanding of women shadows and light in gambling experience.
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S-5A5

Women, Eating Disorders, Gambling Disorder and Food Addiction: 
Exploring their relationship

SUSANA JIMÉNEZ-MURCIA

Behavioral Addictions Unit, Department of Psychiatry, Bellvitge University Hospital-IDIBELL, 
University of Barcelona, CIBERobn, ISCIII (Barcelona, Spain)

Introduction: The food addiction (FA) concept has been explored as a potential risk factor 
in the development and prognosis of mental health conditions, including eating disorders 
(ED), obesity (OBE) and behavioral addictions such as gambling disorder (GD). Objectives: 
a) To analyze the differences in clinical presentation of patients with ED, OBE, GD and FA 
comorbidity when assessing by different variables such as gender; b) To provide a better 
phenotypic characterization of the FA construct by conducting a clustering analysis of FA in 
two conditions (ED and OBE). Method: The clinical sample included patients diagnosed with 
these mental disorders attending a specialized eating disorders and behavioral addictions 
units. Results: A worse psychopathological state was found in patients with FA, who obtained 
higher scores in harm avoidance and lower in self-directness when assessing personality 
traits. Patients with FA comorbidity were characterized by having a higher BMI in both 
genders. Moreover, among women with FA a longer GD duration was found. Three clusters 
of FA participants were identified. Cluster 1 (dysfunctional) was characterized by the high-
est ED severity and emotional distress, and more dysfunctional personality traits. Cluster 2 
(moderate) showed moderate levels of ED symptomatology. Finally, cluster 3 (adaptive) was 
characterized by low levels of ED symptomatology, and more functional personality traits. 
Conclusion: The assessment of FA condition in patients with several mental disorders may 
be helpful to optimize preventive and therapeutic approaches. Future studies should address 
whether these three food addiction phenotypes are related to prognosis and therapy outcome.

S-5A6

Buying-shopping disorder – a female-specific mental health problem?

ASTRID MÜLLER

Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy, Hannover Medical School, Hanover, 
Germany

Background: The key features of compulsive buying-shopping disorder (CBSD) are the di-
minished control over buying/shopping of consumer goods that are not needed, resulting in 
substantial negative consequences such as clinically significant distress and impairment in 
important areas of functioning (e.g., financial problems, familial conflicts, fraud). Popula-
tion-based studies suggest that about 5% of adults are at-risk for BSD, whereas the major-
ity of surveys have found that there are higher prevalence rates among women. Treatment-
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seeking samples with BSD consistently comprise more female than male patients. The talk 
will be addressing phenomenological aspects and underlying mechanisms associated with 
BSD in women. Methods: A sample of 90 female patients was investigated by using clinical 
interviews to assess BSD. Standardized questionnaires were used to assess symptom severity 
of BSD and comorbid mental disorders, e.g., anxiety, depressive, somatoform and hoarding 
disorder. Results: The “mixed” form of buying/shopping, which includes offline and online 
buying/shopping, was the most common CBSD subtype in the present female sample. Cloth-
ing and cosmetics were reported as the preferred product categories. About one fourth of 
the sample met the questionnaire threshold for major depression, and more than half of the 
sample met the thresholds for hoarding disorder, somatoform disorder, or generalized anxiety 
disorder. Conclusions: The preferred product categories are in line with other studies. The 
findings confirm previous reports concerning the comorbidity of CBSD with other mental 
disorders, indicating a high level of distress associated with BSD in women.

S-5A7

Identifying patterns of sexual functioning of women seeking treatment 
for compulsive sexual behavior

EWELINA KOWALEWSKA1, KATARZYNA OBARSKA2, MAGDALENA TELEGA3

1Centre of Postgraduate Medical Education, Warsaw, Poland
2Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw
33University of Finance and Management, Warsaw, Poland

Background: Despite the body of research regarding compulsive sexual behavior (CSB), 
there are little data on these behaviors among women. The current study aims to gather 
knowledge about the frequency of various forms of CSB among women, and their broader 
clinical picture (e.g., psychological role of certain behaviors, impact on family or romantic 
relationship and sexual functioning). Methods: Qualitative semi-structured interviews were 
undertaken with 25 Polish women (aged 22-44) seeking treatment for CSB. Self-reported 
instruments measuring CBS symptoms, anxiety, depression, and impulsivity, were also per-
formed. Results: The most common problematic sexual behavior was engaging in casual sex, 
following by masturbation, preoccupation with sexual thoughts, and pornography use. 15 
out of 25 women (60%) reported the occurrence of pornography and masturbation binges. In 
most cases, engaging in sexual activity was associated with excitement, high sexual arousal, 
and “disconnection” from reality. Women reported engaging in sexual behavior aimed at 
gaining acceptance, closeness, and validation. A significant proportion of women were ex-
posed to negative life events in the past, such as separation of parents, family conflicts, physi-
cal, emotional, or/and sexual abuse. Sexual activity often occurred after the consumption of 
alcohol or other psychoactive substances. Conclusions: Our results will inform future studies 
on interventions targeting women with CSB by addressing individual and cultural factors 
experienced by with women seeking treatment for CSB. 
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S-5A8

The female gamer concept: Insights from a qualitative exploration of 
female gamers from different countries

DARIA J. KUSS1, A. JESS WILLIAMS2, ANNE-MARIE HASTRUP KRISTENSES3,  
OLATZ LOPEZ-FERNANDEZ4

1Associate Professor in Psychology, Associate Course Leader MSc Cyberpsychology – Nottingham 
Trent University
2Institute for Mental Health, University of Birmingham
3Assistant researcher Psychology, Københavns Universitet
4Researcher as Psychologist at Fundación Jiménez Díaz University Hospital Health Research Institute

Within gaming culture, female gamers have historically been excluded, objectified and stig-
matised. Given their increasing presence in popular online games and some engaging in 
excessive and problematic play, it is surprising that research including female gamer samples 
is scarce. There is limited knowledge available as to who they are, how, and why they play. In 
order to fill this gap in knowledge, the present study aimed to explore the female gamer con-
cept from an international perspective using a qualitative interview methodology. The sample 
for this study were recruited by an invite to interview using contact information they left at 
the end of a related survey. To take part in both studies, participants needed to play video 
games, be able to communicate in English and identify as a woman. Participants were 20 
women, ranging in age from 21 to 39 years (M=26.06, SD=4.63). Eighty percent (n=16) were 
from Europe, primarily the U.K. (n=14), Spain (n=1), Norway (n=1), the remaining number 
were from the USA (n=3) and Canada (n=1). Fifty percent of participants selected to take 
part in a written interview. After transcription and full anonymization of all interviews was 
complete, thematic analysis was utilised to analyse the data following the guidelines offered 
by Braun and Clarke (2006). Results revealed the following themes: (i) “gamer” identity, (ii) 
social skills, (iii) escape, (iv) other considerations regarding gender. Implications and future 
directions are discussed.
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S-5B1

Biological mechanisms underlying problematic pornography use and 
compulsive sexual behaviors

JUSSI JOKINEN1, MARC POTENZA2, MATTHIAS BRAND3 (chairs)
1Umeå University, Sweden
2Yale University School of Medicine, USA
3University Duisburg-Essen. Germany
E-mail: jussi.jokinen@umu.se, marc.potenza@yale.edu, matthias.brand@uni-due.de

Symposium summary: The symposium will address biological and electrophysiological cor-
relates of problematic pornography use and compulsive sexual behaviors. The first talk will 
examine epigenetic aspects of compulsive sexual behaviors using genome wide methylation 
pattern analysis and will report indicators of genetic variations, which are likely involved 
in oxytocin signaling pathways. Oxytocin will also be addressed in the second talk, which 
will report a hyperactive oxytocin system in men with compulsive sexual behavior disorder, 
which can be reduced in the course of cognitive behavioral therapy. The third talk will show a 
dysregulation of the hypothalamus-pituitarygonadal-axis with higher levels of the luteinizing 
hormone in men with compulsive sexual behaviors but no differences in the levels of testos-
terone. The fourth talk will present a study on electrophysiological correlates of problematic 
pornography use. After the experimental induction of negative mood, individuals with a ten-
dency towards problematic pornography use show higher late positive potential amplitudes 
in a cue-reactivity task indicating an enhanced attention to pornographic stimuli. In summary, 
the talks of this symposium will demonstrate that biological and electrophysiological mecha-
nisms are likely involved in compulsive sexual behaviors and problematic pornography use, 
which may be targeted by clinical interventions.

Keywords: genetics, oxytocin, pornography, compulsive sexual behavior disorder
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S-5B2

Hypermethylation-associated downregulation of microRNA-4456 in 
hypersexual disorder with putative influence on oxytocin signalling: 
A DNA methylation analysis of miRNA genes

ADRIAN BOSTRÖM1, ANDREAS CHATZITTOFIS2, JOHN FLANAGAN3,  
KATARINA GÖRTS-ÖBERG4, STEFAN ARVER4, HELGI SCHIÖTH5, JUSSI JOKINEN1

1Umeå Univeristy
2Medical School, University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus
3Karolinska Institutet
4ANOVA, Andrology, Sexual Medicine and Transmedicine, Karolinska University Hospital, 
Stockholm, Sweden
5Department of Neuroscience, Functional Pharmacology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Background: Hypersexual disorder (HD) (DSM-5 proposal) and the Compulsive Sexual Be-
havior Disorder included as an impulse-control disorder in ICD-11 incorporate impulsivity, 
compulsivity, sexual desire dysregulation and sexual addiction. No previous study investi-
gated HD in a methylation analysis limited to microRNA (miRNA) associated CpG-sites. 
Methods: The genome wide methylation pattern was measured in whole blood from 60 sub-
jects with HD and 33 healthy volunteers using the Illumina EPIC BeadChip. 8,852 miRNA 
associated CpG-sites were investigated in multiple linear regression analyses of methylation 
M-values to a binary independent variable of disease state (HD or healthy volunteer), adjust-
ing for optimally determined covariates. Expression levels of candidate miRNAs were inves-
tigated in the same individuals for differential expression analysis. Candidate methylation 
loci were further studied for an association with alcohol dependence in an independent cohort 
of 107 subjects. Results: Two CpG-sites were borderline significant in HD - cg18222192 
(MIR708)(p < 10E-05,pFDR = 5.81E-02) and cg01299774 (MIR4456)(p < 10E-06, pFDR = 
5.81E-02). MIR4456 was significantly lower expressed in HD in univariate (p < 0.0001) and 
multivariate (p < 0.05) analyses. Cg01299774 methylation levels were inversely correlated 
with expression levels of MIR4456 (p < 0.01) and were also differentially methylated in 
alcohol dependence (p = 0.026). Gene target prediction and pathway analysis revealed that 
MIR4456 putatively targets genes expressed in brain involved in major neuronal molecular 
mechanisms thought to be relevant for HD, e.g., the oxytocin signalling pathway. Conclu-
sions: these findings implicate a potential contribution of MIR4456 in the pathophysiology 
of HD by putatively influencing oxytocin signalling.
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S-5B3

High plasma oxytocin levels in men with hypersexual disorder

JOHN FLANAGAN1, ANDREAS CHATZITTOFIS2, ADRIAN BOSTRÖM3,  
KATARINA GÖRTS-ÖBERG4, STEFAN ARVER4, JUSSI JOKINEN3

1Karolinska Institutet
2Medical School, University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus
3Umeå Univeristy
4ANOVA, Andrology, Sexual Medicine and Transmedicine, Karolinska University Hospital, 
Stockholm, Sweden

Background: Hypersexual disorder (HD) integrates pathophysiological aspects such as sexual 
desire deregulation, sexual addiction, impulsivity and compulsivity (DSM-5 proposal). Com-
pulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder is included as an impulse-control disorder in ICD-11. Re-
cent study showed a potential contribution of microRNA4456 in the pathophysiology of HD 
by putatively influencing oxytocin signalling. No studies have assessed OXT levels in patients 
with HD. Whether CBT treatment for HD symptoms has an effect on OXT levels has not been 
investigated. Methods: We examined plasma OXT levels in 64 male patients with HD and 
38 male age-matched healthy volunteers. Further, we examined correlations between plasma 
OXT levels and dimensional symptoms of HD using the rating scales measuring hypersexu-
al behaviour: Hypersexual disorder screening inventory (HDSI) and Hypersexual Disorder: 
Current Assessment Scale (HD: CAS). A part of the patients (N=30) completed the manual-
based group-administered CBT program for HD and had a secondary measurement of OXT at 
post-treatment. OXT was measured with Radioimmunoassay. Results: Patients with HD had 
significantly higher OXT (Mean 31.0 ± SD 9.9 pM) levels compared to healthy volunteers 
(Mean 16.9 ± SD 3.9 pM) (p < 0.001). Patients who completed CBT treatment had significant 
reduction of OXT levels from pre-treatment (30.5±10.1pM) to post-treatment (20.2±8.0pM) 
(p < 0.001). Patients with HD had a significant positive correlation of their changes in HD: 
CAS with plasma oxytocin level before and after CBT(r=0.388, p value= 0.0344) Conclu-
sions: The results suggest hyperactive oxytonergic system in male patients with hypersexual 
disorder. CBT group therapy may have effect on hyperactive oxytonergic system.

S-5B4

The impact of negative mood on event-related potentials when viewing 
pornographic pictures

CHARLOTTE MARKERT, RUDOLF STARK, ANDREAS M BARANOWSKI, SANJA KLEIN, 
CONSTANTIN WERTHER, SIMON KOCH, JANA STRAHLER

Justus-Liebig Universität Gießen

Background: Pornography is often used to reduce negative affect. Experimental studies have 
shown that both the craving for drugs and the consumption of drugs are increased during 
negative affect. The aim of this study was to investigate whether healthy participants with 
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negative affect show alterations in cue reactivity (operationalized as event-related potentials) 
to pornographic stimuli. Method: In this ongoing study, 46 men have been examined to date. 
Negative feedback on a performance task was used to induce negative affect in the experimen-
tal group (EG, n=25) while the control group (n=21) received a neutral feedback. Afterwards, 
the participants performed a cue reactivity paradigm by looking at pornographic and neutral 
pictures. Meanwhile, event-related potentials were recorded. The tendency towards pornog-
raphy addiction was measured with the short Internet Addiction Test adapted to online sexual 
activities. Results: The EG reported a more negative affect after the performance task. In 
participants reporting a high tendency towards pornography addiction, the EG showed higher 
late positive potential (LPP) amplitudes to pornographic stimuli and lower LPP amplitudes 
to neutral stimuli. This effect was not seen in participants with no tendency towards pornog-
raphy addiction. Conclusions: In this experimental study, negative mood in participants with 
a high tendency towards pornography addiction was accompanied by higher LPP amplitudes 
indicating an enhanced attention to pornographic stimuli. Identifying the neuropsychological 
mechanisms underlying addictive pornography consumption will help to develop effective 
tailored interventions for those suffering from compulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD).

S-5B5

Higher LH plasma levels but normal testosterone in men with 
hypersexual disorder

ANDREAS CHATZITTOFIS1, KATARINA GÖRTS-ÖBERG2, JOHN FLANAGAN3,  
STEFAN ARVER2

1Medical School, University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus
2ANOVA, Andrology, Sexual Medicine and Transmedicine, Karolinska University Hospital, 
Stockholm, Sweden
3Karolinska Institutet

Background: Hypersexual disorder as suggested to be included in the DSM-5 integrates as-
pects of sexual desire deregulation, impulsivity and compulsivity. However, it is unknown 
how it affects gonadal activity and the function of Hypothalamus Pituitary Gonadal (HPG) 
axis. Aim: The aim of this study was to investigate testosterone and luteinizing hormone 
(LH) plasma levels in hypersexual men compared to healthy controls. Methods: Basal morn-
ing plasma levels of testosterone, LH and Sex Hormone-Binding Globulin (SHBG) were as-
sessed in 67 hypersexual men (mean age 39.2) compared to 39 age matched healthy controls 
(mean age 37.5). The Sexual Compulsivity scale (SCS) and the Hypersexual disorder current 
assessment scale (HD:CAS) were used for assessing hypersexual behavior, the Montgomery-
Åsberg Depression Scale-self rating (MADRS-S) for depression severity and the Childhood 
Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) for assessing history of childhood adversity. Results: LH plas-
ma levels were significantly higher in hypersexual patients compared to healthy volunteers. 
No significant differences in plasma testosterone, FSH, prolactin and SHBG levels were 
found between the groups Conclusions: Subtle dysregulation of the HPG axis, with increased 
LH plasma levels but no difference in testosterone levels may be present in hypersexual men.
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S-5C1

Broadening our horizons: Exploring sports betting behaviors, gambling 
motives, barriers to care for help seeking, and cultural considerations 
for diverse populations

SHANE W KRAUS1, JOSHUA B GRUBBS2 (chairs)
1University of Nevada, Las Vegas, United States of America
2Bowling Green State University
E-mail: shane.kraus@unlv.edu, grubbsj@bgsu.edu

Symposium summary: Sports betting continues to grow in popularity in the United States and 
around the world, due to recent legal changes and technological advances that have increased 
access for millions of players around the world. Despite the popularity and frequency of 
sports betting and gambling more generally, gaps remain around the frequency of sports bet-
ting and other gambling behaviors among gender and ethnically diverse groups; barriers to 
help seeking for those wishing to reduce or abstain from problematic gambling remain poorly 
understood. The present symposium presents innovative work on these topics employing a 
range of methodologies to address knowledge gaps. Repairer Etuk will present results from a 
systematic review that examines whether sports betting behaviors differ among and between 
sports bettors in different countries. Jennifer Grant will present results from a United States 
sample to identify motives for help seeking among individuals wishing to reduce their gam-
bling behaviors. Shanti James will report findings from a systematic review study that ex-
amines problem gambling in women. Christopher Floyd will present United States data that 
examines the interaction between socio-economic status and gambling motives—particularly 
financial motives—in predicting problem gambling behaviors. Joshua Grubbs will present 
United States data that evaluates the relationships between motivations for sports betting be-
haviors, gambling related cognitions, and problem gambling symptoms. Collectively, these 
works present innovative research employing a variety of methods to explore sports betting/
wagering and other gambling behaviors, gambling motives, psychopathology, and barriers 
for help seeking, particularly as it relates to women and diverse cultural populations.

Keywords: gambling, sports betting, women, help seeking, gambling motives
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S-5C2

Sports betting around the world: A systematic review

REPAIRER ETUK1, TIANGE XU1, BRETT ABARBANEL1, MARC POTENZA2,  
SHANE W KRAUS1

1University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2Yale School of Medicine

Background and aims: This systematic review assessed whether sports betting behaviors dif-
fer among and between sports bettors in different countries, evaluates psychosocial problems 
related to sports betting behaviors and how problems may differ by country, and summarizes 
the current regulatory guidelines for sports betting in different countries. Methods: We fol-
lowed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines 
and included peer reviewed articles from PubMed and PsycINFO for this systematic review. 
Studies on sports betting behavior were included if they were: (1) published in English or 
Chinese and (2) published between January 1, 2010, and September 12th, 2021. Regulatory 
information was also gathered by examining peer-reviewed articles, legal acts, and relevant 
websites. Results: Marketing and promotion of sports betting may be more prominent for 
sports betting in Australia and the United Kingdom. Psychosocial problems do not appear 
to differ greatly by country, and generally sports betting appears to be associated with high 
levels of problem gambling. Countries frequently differ in their regulatory frameworks for 
sports betting, including restrictions on access and the types of sports betting they allow. 
Discussion and Conclusions: Currently, sports betting is easy to access, normalized, and con-
tains many attractive features for sports bettors. Psychoeducation about the potential risks of 
sports betting and encouragement of responsible gaming strategies (e.g., limit setting) could 
help lessen risky sports-betting behaviors, though cross-cultural adaptions of responsible 
gaming strategies should be explored.

S-5C3

Why get help? Anticipated reasons for future help-seeking for addictive 
behavior in a U.S. nationally representative sample of adults

JENNIFER WEINANDY1, SHANE W KRAUS2, JOSHUA B GRUBBS1

1Bowling Green State University
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: Prior research surrounding help-seeking for gambling problems has focused 
on motives for engagement or abstinence and barriers to treatment in those with Gambling 
Disorder or seeking help. In contrast, little is known about what those who engage in gam-
bling look for as warning signs in themselves that they need treatment in the future. Method: 
In March, 2022, a weighted, nationally representative sample of adults (N = 2,500) and a 
sample of adults who have recently bet on sports (N = 1,500) in the United States will be 
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collected. Alongside a variety of measures of gambling behavior, motives, and problems, we 
will assess the factors that might lead a non-problematic gambler to seek help for gambling in 
the future using quantitative and qualitative methods. Specifically, we will investigate what 
reasons motivate individuals to seek professional help in reducing their gambling behaviors 
if problems occur. Results: Using a variety of statistical methods, the present work will ex-
amine how a sample of largely non-problematic gamblers evaluate their own behaviors and 
likelihood to seek out help in the future. Conclusions: The results of the present work will 
allow us to draw inferences about the types of warning signs that members of the public 
might use to determine if and when they seek help for addictive behavior patterns. From these 
findings, we will seek to draw inferences regarding the processes that people engage in when 
evaluating their own behaviors and discuss potential implications for future public education 
campaigns around addictive behaviors.

S-5C4

Problem gambling in women: A systematic review and call for research

A. SHANTI JAMES, JOSHUA B GRUBBS

Bowling Green State University

Background: Gambling disorder remains the most researched of the behavioral addictions, 
with hundreds of studies on the topic having been published over the past 50 years. However, 
despite its status as the best-understood of the behavioral addictions, there are still noticeable 
deficits in our current understanding of gambling-related problems, particularly in under-
studied populations. The purpose of the present work is to systematically address one such 
deficit: gambling in women. Method: A systematic review of gambling behaviors in women, 
with a focus on gambling related motives, beliefs/cognitions, problem gambling symptoms, 
and gambling related outcomes was conducted. Key word searches will be conducted using 
a variety of databases (e.g., PubMed, Psyc Info, Academic Search Complete). Results that 
report quantitative analysis of gender differences or effects in gambling related cognitions, 
motives, situations, or problems will be retained for the final review. Results: Preliminary 
key-word searches revealed over 1,500 works for further review. Using specified exclusion 
criteria, early results suggest a sizeable portion of papers that empirically examined dif-
ferences between men and women in key clinically relevant gambling related outcomes. 
These results will be compiled, synthesized, and summarized to reveal established findings 
regarding gambling behaviors in women and clear deficits in our current understanding. Con-
clusions: Present results suggest that gambling among women, though widely researched, 
has been poorly synthesized; and unique gender-related associates of gambling disorder and 
problem gambling behaviors have not yet been adequately studied in current literature. There 
remains a need for a more systematic evaluation of gambling behaviors in women.
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S-5C5

Means, Motives, and Opportunities: Examining interactions between 
gambling motives, socio-economic status, and gambling outcomes

CHRISTOPHER G FLOYD1, SHANE W KRAUS2, JOSHUA B GRUBBS1

1Bowling Green State University
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: Research regarding how socio-economic status (SES) interacts with motiva-
tions for gambling is scarce. Given the association between SES and problematic gambling, 
it is worth examining how the interrelationships between gambling motives and SES impact 
gambling frequency and severity, and how SES interacts with motives to predict more con-
cerning outcomes. Method: In March, 2022, a weighted, nationally representative sample 
of adults in the United States will be collected (N = 2,500), as well as a sample of adults in 
the U.S. who have recently bet on sports (N = 1,500). Household income will be assessed, 
alongside a range of other socio-demographic variables. Gambling motives will be measured 
by the Gambling Motives Questionnaire-Financial. Gambling outcomes will be measured 
both in terms of frequency and problems (as measured by the Problem Gambling Severity 
Index). Results: The present work will evaluate the interaction between SES and gambling 
motives—particularly financial motives—in predicting problem gambling behaviors. Specif-
ically, we will seek to test whether or not financial motives for gambling are more prevalent 
among lower-income individuals and if financial motives for gambling predict greater levels 
of gambling related problems among lower-income individuals. Conclusions: The results of 
the present work will allow us to draw inferences about the risks that gambling motives might 
play for future gambling problems, particularly as those motives interact with other demo-
graphic factors (e.g., gender, race/ethnicity). Collectively, these findings will help to identify 
clear risk factors for and comorbidities of problem gambling behavior.

S5C6
Sports wagering in the U.S.: Results from a recent nationally 
representative sample

JOSHUA B GRUBBS1, SHANE W KRAUS2

1Bowling Green State University
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: Sports wagering is a common recreational activity in the United States, with 
recent legal changes and technological advances likely leading to increases in that popularity. 
Even so, despite this popularity, among gambling behaviors, sports wagering remains poorly 
understood by the mental health community. The present work seeks to address this deficit in 
current literature by examining sports wagering in a population-level sample recruited from 
the United States. Method: In March, 2022, a weighted, nationally representative sample of 
adults in the United States will be collected (N = 2,500) and a national sample of sports-wa-
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gering individuals will also be collected (N = 1,500). Sports wagering behaviors will be as-
sessed using a variety of measures. We will particularly focus on application-and-web-based 
sports-wagering behaviors, including fantasy sports play. Motivations for gambling behavior, 
gambling related cognitions, and problem gambling symptoms will also be assessed. Results: 
Data will be analyzed using a variety of statistical techniques to determine how, when, and 
why participants are likely to report sports-wagering and the specific behaviors they report. 
We will also analyze the environmental factors that lead participants to engage in sports 
wagering and any indicators that demonstrate sports wagering might lead to problematic be-
haviors Conclusions: The results of the present work will allow us to draw inferences about 
the prevalence of sports-wagering in the United States and identify clear risk and protective 
factors for problematic play, as well as comorbidities of such problematic play.
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S-5D1

Prevention and treatment of internet-related problems

ALESSIO VIENO1, MARGOT PEETERS2 (chairs)
1University Of Padua, Department of Developmental Psychology and Socialisation, Veneto, Italy
2Utrecht University, Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: Youth Studies, Utrecht, The Netherlands
E-mail: alessio.vieno@unipd.it; m.peeters1@uu.nl

Symposium summary: Digital media use has become an integral part of young people's daily 
lives. Besides its evident benefits, digital media can also have serious disadvantages and may 
– when used excessively - increase the risk of problematic gaming and problematic use of 
social media/ smartphone. In this symposium we will present our latest findings on the pre-
vention and treatment of these internet-related disorders in youths. The first presentation will 
address the influence of social (parents and peers) and individual factors on the development 
of risky and problematic social media use in adolescents. In the second presentation, we will 
further elaborate on parental behaviors, i.e., general and internet-specific parenting practices, 
that may help to prevent adolescents’ risky and problematic social media use. In the third 
presentation, we will present the results of a Clustered Randomized Trial to test the effective-
ness of an online intervention to reduce young adults’ problematic smartphone use. The two 
final presentations will focus on prevention and treatment of problematic gaming. First, data 
will be presented on the interplay between in-game rewards and personal vulnerabilities in 
relation to adolescents’ problematic gaming. Then, in the last presentation, treatment registry 
data from youths who received addiction treatment for problematic gaming will be evaluated 
to obtain more insight into clinical characteristics that may warrant specific treatment strate-
gies. This symposium will provide a comprehensive overview of the challenges adolescents 
face with digital media use and will provide leverage points for adolescents, parents and ad-
diction care professionals to prevent and treat problematic digital media use.

Keywords: problematic gaming, problematic social media use, prevention, treatment
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S-5D2

The influence of parents and peers on adolescents’ problematic social 
media use revealed

INA KONING, MEREL LEIJSE, REGINA VAN DEN EIJNDEN

Utrecht University, Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: Youth Studies, Utrecht, the Netherlands

Background: Nowadays, parents, caretakers, teachers and researchers have an increasing 
interest in the development and consequences of problematic social media use, especially 
among adolescents. A growing body of research investigates factors that may influence the 
development of problematic social media use. This study examined the role of the broad-
er context of parental (time spent with parents and family support) and peer (peer support 
and peer pressure) and individual factors (perceived self- control) in the development of an 
individual’s risky and problematic social media use (ref=normative), and the moderating 
role of self-control in a longitudinal design. Method: Adolescents (N= 1384) aged 11 to 19 
years (Mage= 14.1, SD= 1.03) were included and completed a self-report questionnaire twice 
(6-month interval). Results: A Multinomial Logistic Regression showed that parent and peer 
factors predicted risky social media use, but not problematic use of social media. Adoles-
cents’ level of self-control did not modify these relationships. However, lower self-control 
did increase the odds of developing risky or problematic social media use. Conclusions: This 
study has demonstrated that general parent and peer factors can help to prevent risky social 
media use, but not problematic use of social media. For the latter, the individual factor self-
control, however, seems to play a role. 

Keywords: Problematic social media use, adolescence, time spent with parents, family support, peer 
support, peer pressure and self-control.

S-5D3

Rules, role models or overall climate at home? Relative associations of 
different family aspects with adolescents’ problematic social media use

SUZANNE GEURTS, INA KONING, HELEN VOSSEN, REGINA VAN DEN EIJNDEN

Utrecht University, Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: Youth Studies, Utrecht, the Netherlands

Background: This study aimed to enhance knowledge on which aspects of the family context 
are most important in relation to adolescents’ at-risk/problematic social media use (SMU). 
Therefore, we examined the relative contribution to adolescents’ at-risk/problematic SMU 
of general and Internet-specific family factors related to three different family (sub)systems: 
parent-child (Internet-specific rule-setting, reactive restrictions towards Internet use, co-use, 
adolescents’ involvement in rule-setting and positive parenting), parent (parental screen time, 
phubbing, stress, anxiety and depression) and family (family functioning, family intactness 
and SES) (sub)system. Method: Questionnaire data came from 403 adolescents (M = 13.51, 
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SD = 2.15) and 396 parents (M = 46.59, SD = 5.29) who participated in wave 1 of the Dutch 
‘Digital Family project’. Results: Logistic regression analyses showed that only factors re-
lated to the parent-child subsystem remained significant in predicting at risk/problematic 
SMU when examining predictors related to the parent-child, parent and family (sub)system 
simultaneously. Specifically, general and Internet-specific parenting practices contributed to 
the prediction of adolescents’ at-risk/problematic SMU above and beyond each other. Posi-
tive parenting and Internet-specific rule-setting seem protective, while parental reactive re-
strictions towards Internet use could be a risk factor. Conclusion: The results suggest that 
parental behaviors directed towards the child should be a focus of attention in research on 
prevention of adolescents’ problematic SMU. In addition, our findings highlight the impor-
tance of untangling restrictive mediation (impulsive, in the moment, attempts to limit SMU 
versus communicating clear rules in advance) when examining its effects. 

Keywords: adolescent problematic social media use, family context, parent-child subsystem, parent 
subsystem, family system

S-5D4

How effective is the online intervention ‘Master your Smartphone’ in 
preventing problematic smartphone use among students?

REGINA VAN DEN EIJNDEN1, YING CHUCK2, INA KONING1

1Utrecht University, Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: Youth Studies, Utrecht, the Netherlands
2Erasmus University, Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Background: Although there is increasing evidence for the negative impact of problematic 
smartphone use on students’ academic achievements, there are hardly any intervention pro-
grams aiming at the prevention of problematic smartphone use among students. The online 
intervention ‘Master your smartphone’, developed by Utrecht University, aims to reduce 
problematic smartphone use and smartphone use that is interfering with academic tasks in 
university students. Method: A Clustered Randomized Trial was conducted to investigate if 
the online module is effective in reducing problematic smartphone use and smartphone use 
during academic tasks. Twelve classes of first-year university students (N = 248; M = 18.8, 
SD = 1.41) were randomly assigned to either the experimental or the control condition. In 
the experimental condition, students followed the intervention module ‘Master your smart-
phone’, in the control condition students followed a general time management module. Data 
were collected at three time points, 1 month before the intervention (pre-test), during the 
intervention, and 3 months after the intervention (post-test). Results: The intervention was 
effective in decreasing symptoms of problematic smartphone use among students, but there 
was no evidence that the intervention limited smartphone use during academic tasks. Ad-
ditional analyses indicated that the impact of the intervention on symptoms of problematic 
use was moderated by treatment integrity, i.e., students who scored higher on intervention 
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responsiveness were more likely to benefit from the intervention than students who scored 
low. Conclusion: The online intervention ‘Master your smartphone’ seems an effective tool 
to prevent smartphone addiction symptoms in students. 

Keywords: Smartphone addiction, online module, intervention, prevention

S-5D5

Problematic gaming in young adolescence: The role of in-game rewards 
and individual vulnerabilities

DAVIDE PIRRONE, REGINA VAN DEN EIJNDEN, MARGOT PEETERS

Utrecht University, Interdisciplinary Social Sciences: Youth Studies, Utrecht, the Netherlands

Background: Rewarding characteristics in games may amplify the transition from recreation-
al to more problematic gaming behavior. This research explored the association between 
typical rewarding game elements and adolescents’ problematic gaming behaviors and evalu-
ated the interacting nature of individual vulnerabilities within this relationship. Method: In 
a two-cohort-design the impact of rewarding elements (e.g., random rewards, contingencies 
rewards, social rewards, and meta-achievements) on adolescents’ problematic gaming was 
investigated. Participants were 2708 (53.9% male, mean age 13.9 SD=1.20) and 2073 sec-
ondary school students in respectively in the first and second cohort (52.1% male, mean age 
14.3 SD=1.49). Results: Results revealed that random rewards, social rewards, and contin-
gencies rewards, were predictors of adolescents’ problematic gaming in both cohorts. Games 
including such type of rewards increased the risk for problematic game play. Regarding in-
teractions with individual vulnerabilities, results indicated that for adolescents with attention 
deficit hyperactivity symptoms, the impact of contingencies rewards on problematic gaming 
behavior was amplified, while for adolescents with social problems the impact of social re-
wards on problematic gaming was amplified. Conclusion: The findings illustrate that certain 
rewarding elements in games can increase problematic gaming behavior, particularly among 
adolescents with individual vulnerabilities. Prevention strategies can benefit from integrating 
this knowledge in education and intervention strategies may be tailored towards those with 
attention-deficit hyperactivity symptoms and social problems as these adolescents are at the 
greatest risk for being affected by the rewarding elements in games. 

Keywords: Problematic Gaming, Game Rewards, ADHD, Social Competence, Adolescents
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S-5D6

Problematic gamers in youth addiction treatment:  
Clinical characteristics, diagnosis and problem recognition

RENSKE SPIJKERMAN1, EVELIEN VAN DER SCHEE1, LEONTIEN LOS2,  
VINCENT HENDRIKS1

1Parnassia Addiction Research Centre (PARC), Parnassia Group Academy, Brijder Youth Addiction 
Care, the Hague, the Netherlands
2Brijder Youth Addiction Care, i-psy PsyQ Brijder, Leiden, the Netherlands

Background: In the past decade, Dutch addiction care facilities have witnessed an increased 
treatment demand for problematic gaming, particularly among adolescents and young adults. 
In this presentation we will examine characteristics of youths who received addiction treat-
ment for problematic gaming. Method: We analysed treatment registry data of a youth addic-
tion treatment facility in the Netherlands. Data about clinical characteristics were obtained 
from 701 patients (12-22 years). Results: For 129 patients gaming was the primary problem 
for entering treatment. Most patients were male and relatively young. About 63% met crite-
ria for Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) and the mean quantity-frequency of gaming was 22 
days (SD= 9.0) and 5 hours p/day (SD=3.0). Therapists indicated that 45% of these patients 
did not regard their gaming as problematic. This lack of problem recognition was higher 
in gamers than in patients with other types of addictions. Except for signs of autism spec-
trum disorder, education problems, and bullying victimisation, problematic gamers generally 
showed less comorbid problems than patients with other addictions. Conclusion: A consider-
able proportion of problematic gamers in youth addiction treatment do not meet criteria for 
IGD and do not regard their gaming as problematic. Problematic gamers generally showed 
less psychiatric comorbidity than patients with other types of addictions. However, autism 
spectrum disorder, education problems and bullying victimisation were more prevalent in 
this patient group.
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S-5E1

Frequencies and predictors of problematic online behaviours in an 
Australian sample

VLADAN STARCEVIC1,2*, DAVID BERLE3, GUY ESLICK1, KIRUPAMANI VISWASAM2, 
JOËL BILLIEUX4

1University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
2Nepean Hospital, Penrith, Australia
3University of Technology Sydney, Sydney, Australia
4University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland
*E-mail: vladan.starcevic@sydney.edu.au

Background: This study aimed to ascertain the frequencies and predictors of several prob-
lematic online behaviours (POBs) in an Australian community sample. Method: The survey 
was administered to 1626 Australians aged 16 to 60. Participants were asked to complete the 
instruments assessing levels of anxiety, depression and attention deficit/hyperactivity disor-
der (ADHD), as well as 6 POBs: gaming, cyberchondria, cybersex, online shopping, use of 
social networking sites and gambling. Each POB was presumed to be present based on the 
scores on the corresponding self-report instrument and at least one self-reported indicator of 
interference with functioning. Generalized Linear Models analyses were used to ascertain the 
predictors of each POB. Results: The most common POB in the total sample was shopping 
(12.2%), followed by gambling (11.4%), use of social networking sites (6.0%), cybersex 
(5.3%), gaming (5.2%) and cyberchondria (4.1%). Except for cyberchondria, the rates of all 
POBs were the highest in the age group 27-36. The intensity of ADHD symptoms predicted 
all POBs, male gender predicted problematic online gaming and cybersex and younger age 
was a significant predictor of all POBs except for problematic cybersex and online gam-
bling. Other demographic variables predicted only some POBs, whereas levels of anxiety 
and depression predicted no POB. Conclusions: The frequencies of the specific POBs in the 
community appear to vary markedly between different age groups. Although the direction of 
causality, if any, cannot be inferred, a strong relationship between ADHD symptoms and all 
POBs may reflect a role of online environments in soothing ADHD-related distress.

Keywords: problematic online behaviours, problematic Internet use, ADHD, community
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S-5E2

The psychiatric comorbidity of gaming disorder and hazardous gaming 
based on ICD-11

CHIH-HUNG KO1*, JU-YU YEN2

1Kaohsiung Municipal Siaogang Hospital, Kaohsiung Medical University, Taiwan
2Kaohsiung Municipal Ta-Tung Hospital, Kaohsiung Medical University
*E-mail: chihhungko@gmail.com

Aim: Psychiatric comorbidity is an essential issue in treating individuals with gaming disor-
der (GD). However, the prevalence of psychiatric comorbidity in gaming disorder by ICD-11 
criteria had not been well established. This presentation aimed to evaluate the psychiatric 
comorbidity of GD or hazardous gaming (HG) according to ICD-11 criteria. Methods: We 
recruited participants with GD, HG, and controls according to the diagnostic criteria of ICD-
11. A total of 60 participants with IGD, 45 ones with HG, and 120 controls were recruited in 
the diagnostic interviewing study. Attention-deficit/ hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depres-
sive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and social anxiety disorder (SAD) were 
diagnosed by psychiatrist based DSM-5 criteria and MINI. Results: The chi-square analysis 
demonstrated that the GD group had a higher comorbid rate of ADHD, GAD, depressive 
disorder, and SAD than controls. ADHD and depressive disorder were the most associated 
comorbid disorder based on logistic regression. On the other hand, HG had a higher comor-
bid rate of ADHD and GAD than controls. ADHD was the most associated comorbid disorder 
of HG. Conclusion: This presenting study demonstrated that ADHD, depressive disorder, 
GAD, and SAD are associated with GD based on ICD-11 criteria. Further, the HG was asso-
ciated with GAD and ADHD. This study suggested that psychiatric comorbidity, particularly 
ADHD and depressive disorder, should be well assessed and intervened among individuals 
with GD or HG.

Keywords: IGD, HG, ADHD, GAD, SAD, depressive disorder
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S-5E3

Common predictors of problematic gaming, social media, and 
pornography use

DANA KATZ1, MÓNIKA KOÓS1,2, BEÁTA BŐTHE3, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1,4,  
ORSOLYA KIRÁLY1*

1Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
2Doctoral School of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
3Département de Psychologie, Université de Montréal, Montreal, Canada
4Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
*E-mail: orsolya.papay@gmail.com

Introduction: Problematic gaming, social media, and pornography use have all been con-
ceptualized as potential behavioral addictions, sharing similar etiological and neurological 
mechanisms. Nevertheless, majority of the research to date has investigated these behaviors 
separately or explored their co-occurrence. The present study aimed to investigate how an 
identical set of predictors relates to each problematic behavior, exploring the similarities 
and differences between them. Methods: Data was collected during the first wave of the 
 COVID-19 pandemic with an online survey among a convenience sample of Hungarians. 
Three linear regression models with the three different problematic behaviors as outcomes 
were conducted (problematic social media use/pornography use/gaming N = 332/396/217; 
gender = 62.2/66.0/69.9% males; mean age = 38.6/39.9/37.6 years; SD = 10.7/11.0/10.0). 
Results: Findings revealed that depression symptoms were significantly and positively re-
lated to all three problem behaviors. Problematic pornography use was associated with male 
gender, while problematic social media use was associated with female gender. Time spent 
on each activity was positively correlated with the problematic use of the same activity. Re-
markably, playing time was also positively associated with problematic social media use and 
problematic pornography use. Moreover, loneliness was significantly and positively associ-
ated with problematic pornography use. Conclusion: The results indicate that problematic 
gamers, social media, and pornography users all may experience depression symptoms and 
that excessive use may result in adverse consequences in all these activities. The current find-
ings extend the knowledge regarding the psychological features of problematic use of games, 
pornography, and social media, highlighting the need to focus on their common underlying 
etiological processes.

Keywords: problematic gaming, problematic social media use, problematic pornography use
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S-5E4

Problematic gaming is associated with frequent substance use:  
A survey among Italian young adults

GIOVANNI MARTINOTTI1, FRANCESCO DI CARLO1*, MARIA CHIARA ALESSI1, 
ANTONELLA SOCIALI1, ARIANNA IDA ALTOMARE2, CHIARA DI NATALE1, 
GIANFRANCO STIGLIANO1, ANDREA MIULI1, ALISEO LALLI1, MAURO 
PETTORRUSO1, STEFANIA CHIAPPINI3, HERIETTA BOWDEN-JONES4,  
MARK D GRIFFITHS5, MASSIMO DI GIANNANTONIO1

1University of Chieti-Pescara, Italy
2University of Florence, Italy
3University of Hertfordshire, UK
4National Centre for Behavioural Addictions, UK
5Nottingham Trent University, UK
*E-mail: francesco.dic@hotmail.it

Background: problematic gaming is an emerging condition within the field of behavioural 
addictions. Problematic gaming has been demonstrated to be highly comorbid with many 
other mental disorders. Among these, substance use has been associated with problematic 
gaming, and there are underlying similarities between behavioural addictions and substance 
use disorders (SUDs). The aim of the present study was to investigate the association be-
tween problematic gaming and substance use among young adults drawn from the general 
Italian population. Psychopathological correlates of problematic gaming were also explored. 
Methods: lifetime substance use, type of substances consumed, and frequency of use were 
investigated through an online survey in a sample of 913 adults aged 18-40 years. Prob-
lematic gaming was assessed using the ten-item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10). 
Psychopathology was assessed using the Revised 90-item Symptom Checklist (SCL-90-R). 
Results: problematic gaming prevalence rate was 4.4%. Problematic gamers scored higher 
on all dimensions of psychopathology, confirming the association between problematic gam-
ing and psychiatric distress. Regarding substance use, problematic gamers were more com-
monly polysubstance users and more commonly made use of psychodysleptic substances. 
Problematic gamers were frequent substance users more commonly than non-problematic 
gamers, and 32.5% of problematic gamers used or had used psychoactive substances often 
or everyday throughout their lives.Conclusions: The findings reinforce the concept of a com-
mon neurobiological vulnerability for both problematic gaming and substance use. There is 
the need for more research to examine the phenomenology of problematic gaming and its in-
terplay with substance use to help develop effective interventions and prevention strategies.

Keywords: problematic gaming, substance use, addiction, psychopathology, psychoactive substances
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S-5E5

Common networks predicting craving for cocaine use and gambling

STEPHANIE ANTONS1,2*, SARAH W. YIP3,4, CHERYL M. LACADIE5,  
JAVID DADASHKARIMI6, DUSTIN SCHEINOST5, MATTHIAS BRAND1,2,  
MARC N. POTENZA3,4,7,8,9

1University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
2Erwin L. Hahn Institute for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Essen, Germany
3Department of Psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, USA
4Child Study Center, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, USA
5Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, USA
6Department of Computer Science, Yale University, New Haven, USA
7Department of Neuroscience, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, USA
8Connecticut Council on Problem Gambling, Wethersfield, USA
9Connecticut Mental Health Center, New Haven, USA
*E-mail: stephanie.antons@uni-due.de

Background: Craving, typically characterized by intense and urgent desires to engage in be-
haviors often with addictive potential, is one core characteristic of addictive behaviors. Mul-
tiple studies implicate executive control, reward, and salience as involved in craving in both 
behavioral and substance addictions. However, no prior study has identified common neural 
networks that reliably predict craving across addictive behaviors, which was the aim of the 
present study. Method: We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and connec-
tome based predictive modeling (CPM) in a sample of individuals with cocaine-use disorder 
and gambling disorder. CPM is a data-driven method for generating brain-behavioral models 
from functional connectivity data. During fMRI participants saw videos depicting cocaine 
and gambling scenarios to induce craving. Networks were identified that: (1) differ between 
groups; and, (2) statistically predict craving across both addictive behaviors. Results: Groups 
differed in connectivity within visual cortices and between visual and visual association cor-
tices. Despite these group differences, a common network predicting craving was identified. 
The networks demonstrated decreased connectivity of the fronto-parietal network with the 
visual association cortex and default mode network. Furthermore, decreased connectivity be-
tween the motor cortex and salience network as well as between the motor cortex and visual 
association network also predicted craving. Conclusions: This is the first identification of a 
common network predicting craving across substance and behavioral addictions. The identi-
fied networks overlapped with previously identified networks predicting cocaine abstinence 
(albeit in different directionalities), raising the possibility that similar networks linked to 
craving may be targeted for promoting abstinence.

Keywords: neural networks, craving, gambling disorder
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S-5F1

How coping styles, cognitive distortions, and attachment predict 
problem gambling among adolescents and young adults?

FILIPA CALADO1*, JOANA ALEXANDRE2, MARK D. GRIFFITHS1

1Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
2ISCTE, Lisbon University Institute, Portugal
*E-mail: filipa.dacostaricocalado@ntu.ac.uk

Background and aims: Recent research suggests that youth problem gambling is associated 
with several factors, but little is known how these factors might influence or interact each 
other in predicting this behavior. Consequently, this is the first study to examine the media-
tion effect of coping styles in the relationship between attachment to parental figures and 
problem gambling. Methods: A total of 988 adolescents and emerging adults were recruited 
to participate. The first set of analyses tested the adequacy of a model comprising biologi-
cal, cognitive, and family variables in predicting youth problem gambling. The second set 
of analyses explored the relationship between family and individual variables in problem 
gambling behavior. Results: The results of the first set of analyses demonstrated that the indi-
vidual factors of gender, cognitive distortions, and coping styles showed a significant predic-
tive effect on youth problematic gambling, and the family factors of attachment and family 
structure did not reveal a significant influence on this behavior. The results of the second set 
of analyses demonstrated that the attachment dimension of angry distress exerted a more 
indirect influence on problematic gambling, through emotion-focused coping style. Discus-
sion: This study revealed that some family variables can have a more indirect effect on youth 
gambling behavior and provided some insights in how some factors interact in predicting 
problem gambling. Conclusion: These findings suggest that youth gambling is a multifaceted 
phenomenon, and that the indirect effects of family variables are important in estimating the 
complex social forces that might influence adolescent decisions to gamble. 

Keywords: youth gambling, coping styles, attachment
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S-5F2

How gambling motives are associated with socio-demographics and 
gambling behavior – A Finnish population study

HELI HAGFORS1*, SARI CASTRÉN2,3,4, ANNE SALONEN2,5

1Tampere University, Finland
2Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
3University of Turku, Department of Psychology and Speech Language Pathology, Finland
4University of Helsinki, Faculty of Medicine, Finland
5University of Eastern Finland, Faculty of Health Sciences, Finland
*E-mail: heli.hagfors@tuni.fi

Background: The aims were to examine how socio-demographics and gambling behavior 
relate to both primary and additional gambling motives, and whether the gambling motives 
change during a one-year-period. Methods: The Finnish Gambling Harms Survey data was 
used. Gambling motives were measured with a categorical question. Gambling severity was 
measured using the Problem and Pathological Gambling Measure (PPGM). Using the first-
wave data including only past-year gamblers (n=5,684), five logistic regression models were 
utilized to explore the associations of gambling motives with socio-demographics and gam-
bling behavior. The stability of gambling motives was assessed with McNemar’s test us-
ing longitudinal data (n=2,078). Results: Gambling for positive feeling was associated with 
younger age, high income, high gambling involvement and at-risk gambling. Monetary mo-
tive was associated with female gender, high gambling involvement, online or mixed-mode 
and at-risk gambling. Supporting worthy causes was associated with older age, monthly and 
weekly gambling, and land-based gambling. Socializing was associated with younger age 
and gambling occasionally on land-based venues with multiple game types. Finally, the mo-
tive to escape was intensified among 25–34-year-olds, homemakers, and those with high 
gambling involvement and at-risk or problem gambling. Gambling motives remained rela-
tively stable for one year. Discussion & conclusions: Gender and age profiles varied in differ-
ent motives. Positive feeling, socializing and escape motive was heightened among younger 
respondents while supporting worthy causes was heightened among the oldest. Women gam-
bled for money more often than men. Escape motive was associated with problem gambling. 
Longer follow-up is needed to confirm the longitudinal results.

Keywords: gambling motives, gambling behavior, population study
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S-5F3

Motivation to gamble, boredom proneness and the severity of gambling 
problems as predictors of online gambling beginning during the 
COVID-19 pandemics among gamblers: Results of a longitudinal study 
in Poland

BERNADETA LELONEK-KULETA, RAFAŁ PIOTR BARTCZUK*

The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
*E-mail: bartczuk@kul.pl

The present study aimed to look for predictors of gamblers' engaging in online gambling 
during the COVID-19 epidemic. Motivation to gamble, boredom proneness and the severity 
of gambling problems were treated as potential predictors. Polish offline gamblers (N = 610) 
were studied employing an online survey. Changes in online and offline gambling trajectory 
during the epidemic and the severity of gambling problems were assessed in 3 waves of the 
longitudinal study. Gamblers who started playing online during the outbreak had a lower 
coping, enhancement, and social motivation to gamble as well as lower severity of gambling 
problems than pre-pandemic online gamblers. However, they were more prone to boredom 
and were driven by higher financial and social gambling motives than players who had not 
started playing online during the epidemic.

Keywords: online gambling, gambling, motivation to gamble, boredom proneness, problem gambling, 
COVID-19 pandemics

S-5F4

Gambling among young people? How does religion and religiosity play 
a role?

FILIPA CALADO1*, MIKE VERNON1, FILIP NUYENS1, JOANA ALEXANDRE2,  
MARK D. GRIFFITHS1

1Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
2ISCTE, Lisbon University Institute, Portugal
*E-mail: filipa.dacostaricocalado@ntu.ac.uk

Background: Religion can provide core guidelines for individuals to find a course in their 
lives, and has a central role in human behavior (e.g., believers will cope with stress and un-
certainty better). Furthermore, a growing body of research indicated that religion holds a pro-
tective effect on diverse risky behaviors among young people. However, very little is known 
about the effect of religion in gambling, especially in youth problem gambling. A strong 
moral belief regarding gambling may prevent adolescents and young adults to engage in 
problematic gambling. Nevertheless, some evidence suggests that religion might have an 
influence on gambling cognitive distortions (e.g., religious beliefs influence the conceptions 
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of chance and encourage the development of certain views about luck), which may contribute 
to an increase in gambling participation. The present study aimed to further our knowledge 
of the different effects that religion can have on gambling behaviour, in two different cul-
tural contexts (i.e., Portugal and England). Methods: A sample composed by Portuguese and 
English youth were recruited. Results: Firstly, this study showed that the Portuguese youth 
was more religious than their English counterparts, with a greater affiliation to the Catho-
lic religion. Moreover, religiosity reduced the engagement in gambling behaviour in both 
samples. Further mediation analyses were also conducted to analyse the role of religiosity on 
cognitive distortions. Conclusion: This study suggests that religion can have a protective role 
on gambling behaviours, however it warrants the need for further research that explores the 
interactive role of religion and cognitive distortions.

Keywords: religion, religiosity, youth gambling

S-5F5

Psychiatric comorbidity and economic hardship as risk factors for 
intentional self-harm in gambling disorder—A nationwide register 
study
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1Department of Clinical Sciences Lund, Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine, Lund University, Lund, 
Sweden
2Department of Pediatrics, Skåne University Hospital, Malmö, Sweden
3Faculty of Social Sciences, School of Social Work, Lund University, Lund, Sweden
4Clinical Studies Sweden – Forum South, Skåne University Hospital, Lund, Sweden
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*E-mail: anna.karlsson.5043@med.lu.se

Background: There is an increased risk of suicidality in gambling disorder (GD) and eco-
nomic hardship is common in the population. This study aims to explore the risk of intention-
al self-harm in GD utilizing social welfare payment (SWP) as a proxy for economic hardship 
and exploring how economic hardship, gender, criminality, socioeconomic-, and psychiatric 
risk factors might contribute to intentional self-harm in GD. Methods: This is a nationwide 
register-based study of 848 individuals diagnosed with GD in the Swedish healthcare system 
during the years of 2011–2014. Pearson’s Chi-square analyses were carried out for compari-
sons regarding psychiatric comorbidity and intentional self-harm with regards to gender and 
SWPs. Cox regression were utilized to analyse risk factors for intentional self-harm. Results: 
A large part of the study population received SWPs and psychiatric disorders were more 
common in these individuals (p < 0.001). Conviction for crime in general (p < 0.001) as well 
as intentional self-harm (p = 0.025) were also more common amongst recipients of SWPs. 
In the stepwise regression, substance-related diagnoses as well as anxiety, depressive, and 
personality disorders remained risk factors for intentional self-harm and no significant results 
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were found with regards to gender, criminal history, or SWPs. Conclusions: SWP was com-
mon among GD patients and intentional self-harm was more common amongst recipients. 
SWP were however not a significant risk factor for intentional self-harm. In accordance with 
previous studies, comorbid psychiatric disorders such as anxiety, depression, substance use, 
and personality disorders increased the risk of intentional self-harm.

Keywords: gambling disorder (GD), suicide attempt, self-harm, social welfare payments, comorbidity
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S-5G1

Psychosocial risk factors of technostress among Generation Z: 
The mediation of internet addiction

RUQIA SAFDAR BAJWA1,2*, HASLINDA BINTI ABDULLAH1,  
WAN MUNIRA WAN JAAFAR1, ASNARULKHADI ABU SAMAH1

1University Putra Malaysia, Malaysia
2Bahauddin Zakariya University, Multan, Pakistan
*E-mail:  ruqiasafdar@bzu.edu.pk

The expansion and ubiquity of information and communication technology increase stress 
among individuals. Academic research, popular media, and anecdotes advocate working pro-
fessionals relate to technostress. Some researchers examine the prevalence of technostress 
among students. The current study explores the relationships between psychosocial factors 
related to technology use (fear of missing out, loneliness, social anxiety, and social com-
parison) and technostress and the mediating role of internet addiction among generation Z. 
A sample of 794 university students participated in the study. They are regular ICT users. 
The researcher uses a multistage cluster sampling technique to recruit students from two 
(2) large public universities in South Punjab, Pakistan. The researcher chooses valid and 
reliable instruments from the previous studies. The measurements encompass the Fear of 
Missing Out Scale, Three-Item Loneliness Scale, Mini - Social Phobia Inventory, Scale for 
Social Comparison Orientation, Problematic Internet Use Questionnaire, and Technostress 
Questionnaire. It measures fear of missing out, loneliness, social anxiety, social comparison, 
internet addiction, and technostress. The results show psychosocial factors, directly and indi-
rectly, induce technostress, and internet addiction serves as a mediator. Fear of missing out, 
loneliness, and social anxiety induce technostress. Internet addiction partially mediated the 
relationship between fear of missing out, loneliness, and technostress and fully mediated the 
relationships between social comparison and technostress. However, internet addiction does 
not mediate the relationship between social anxiety and technostress. Technostress is evident 
among students. The current study contributes theoretical implications and relevant manage-
ment in reducing dependence and technostress among internet users.

Keywords: FOMO, loneliness, social anxiety/phobia, social comparison
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S-5G2

Criminology and gambling: A qualitative investigation of neutralization 
techniques

MAURO CROCE1, RAFFAELE BIANCHETTI2, FULVIA PREVER3*

1Psychologist & Criminologist, Contract Professor “Psychology of Deviance and Crime”, Université 
de la Vallée d’Aoste
2Jurist, Specialist in Clinical Criminology, Honorary Magistrate at the Judicial Offices of Milan;  
Co-editor of the DPU scientific journal “Criminal Law and Human Condition”
3Psychologist, Scientific Director Gambling Project SUNNCOOP; President of Varenna Foundation 
Italy
*E-mail: fulvia.prever@gmail.com

Connecting criminology and gambling can reveal multiple aspects a) interests of criminal 
organizations in the realm of gambling (e.g., management of illegal gaming and development 
of gambling activities aiming at ‘launder dirty money’); b) an increased chance in commit-
ting or participate in crimes, like robbery, kidnapping and extorsion, when the gambler can 
be described as pathologic/problematic. Pathologic gamers tend to get involved in criminal 
organizations in the way they are subjects which can be easily and inexpensively recruited; 
c) high legal exposure of gamblers and their families (e.g., judicial proceedings for embezzle-
ment, misappropriation, contract and employment infringements); d) pathologic gamblers 
present a personal vulnerability, from which other take advantage of, and an ability to trigger 
victimization’s processes within the familiar circle (usury and over indebtedness); e) dif-
ficulty in concretely evaluate criminal imputability and its social threat. Within this study 
the authors employ qualitative methodologies to investigate the main “neutralization’s tech-
niques” (Sykes,Matza,1957) of individuals affected by gambling disorder, such as: 1) denial 
of responsibility; 2) minimizing of damage; 3) crime’s self-denial; 4) condemnation of who 
is condemning; 5) calling higher ideals; 6) deprecation of their behaviors’ significance; 7) 
moral justificationism; 8) feeling of being victim of external predicaments.

Keywords: criminology, gambling
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S-5G3

#MeTooLittle: Social rejection affects addictive behaviors associated 
with mobile phone use

MAAYAN NAGAR1,2*, JAN BENNET HUEBBE2, MAX GERING2, AARON BRENTWOOD2, 
MICHELLE BARR-MEYER2, NILI BLOCK2

1Ariel University, Israel
2The Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Hertzliya
*E-mail: maayanna@gmail.com

Background and aims: Social rejection has been previously associated with an increase in 
negative affect, distress, and aggression. Few studies have shown that social rejection is 
related to increased alcohol use. No studies to date have examined the effects of social exclu-
sion on behavioral addictions. The current studies examined the effects of social exclusion 
on implicit biases towards mobile phones and mobile-phone seeking behaviors. Methods: In 
study 1, participants (N=40) were randomly assigned to be primed with social acceptance or 
social rejection of phone use. Then we examined attentional bias using the visual-probe task. 
In study 2, participants (N=33) completed a short game of Cyberball and were randomly as-
signed either to be rejected or accepted in the virtual ball-toss game, while having their phone 
taken away or not. Following the manipulation, participants' mobile phones were placed 
on the table, then we measured the time passed until they reached for their phone to use. 
Results: Study 1 showed greater attentional bias towards mobile phones when primed with 
social acceptance as compared with social rejection. Study 2, showed a significant interaction 
between social rejection/acceptance and phone removal, such that rejected participants that 
had their phone taken away during the experiment, took less time to reach for their phones as 
compared to those that were accepted. No significant effects were found among participants 
that got to keep their phones. Conclusions: social rejection seems to affect addictive behav-
iors related to mobile phone use, however, these effects are context-dependent. Theoretical 
implications are discussed.

Keywords: mobile phone addiction, social rejection, addictive behaviors
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S-5G4

Factors of outlook rejuvenation addiction in women

TATIANA KRYUKOVA*, ANNA OSMININA

Kostroma State University, Russian Federation
*E-mail: tat.krukova44@gmail.com

Background and aims: Unwanted signs of aging cause appearance concerns and stress in 
middle-aged women (Rumsey & Harcourt, 2014; Trekels & Eggermont, 2017; Labunskaya, 
2018). To cope with stress of negative self-perception women try to use caring manipula-
tions. Midlife women affected by appearance concerns form the outlook rejuvenation ad-
diction. The study is identifying its factors. Methods: The sample – 52 women (aged 40–60) 
concerning outlook age changes. They undergo rejuvenation facial-body procedures in the 
aesthetic medicine centre. Interview and customers` statistical analysis are used to confirm 
addictive behavior in a longitudinal study. Results: Statistics show continuance and regular-
ity in undergoing manipulations to transform appearance – the willing to improve a face (get 
rid of wrinkles), skin elasticity, face and body contours, etc. 40% of women visit the centre 
for more than 12 years, the frequency says that 48% (25 women) use aesthetic services (not 
surgical) from 4-5 to 11 times a month becoming their addicts. Among the factors of behav-
ioral addiction there are self-appearance discontent, high level of outlook significance and 
value in studied women (in a control group members place less emphasis on the importance 
of physical appearance); stress and discomfort caused by loss of attractiveness with age, 
by their subjective evaluation. Regular undergoing of aesthetic services to look younger is 
women`s coping to reduce stress and fear of the future, to develop better interpersonal re-
lationships, to improve the emotional background - the emergence of positive emotions, a 
sense of security and satisfaction. Funding: The study is supported by RFBR, 18-013-01005

Keywords: female outlook, age changes, addiction as coping
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S-5G5

State boredom and behavioral addictions: Evidence of psychometric 
adequacy for the Short Form of the Multidimensional State Boredom 
Scale with young adults

MARIA ANNA DONATI1*, GIACOMO CIOCCA2, LILYBETH FONTANESI3,  
EMMANUELE A. JANNINI4, CAROLA BECCARI1, CATERINA PRIMI1

1Neurofarba Department, University of Florence, Italy
2Department of Dynamic and Clinical Psychology, and Health Studies, Sapienza, University of Rome, 
Italy
3Department of Psychological, Health and Territorial Sciences, University G. D’Annunzio of Chieti-
Pescara, Chieti, Italy
4Department of Systems Medicine, University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy
*E-mail: mariaanna.donati@unifi.it

The hypothesis that State boredom (SB) – the experience of boredom in the moment – can 
be considered as one of the risk factors for engaging in addictive behaviors has been further 
supported by the studies conducted during the COVID-19 related lockdown. Moreover, the 
issue of gender-related differences and similarities in SB is in debate. However, to deeply 
assess SB, it is fundamental having sound measurement instruments. One of the mostly used 
and brief instruments employed internationally to assess SB is the Short Form of the Multidi-
mensional State Boredom Scale (MSBS-SF), but evidence regarding its psychometric prop-
erties among young adults, who are particularly at-risk for the development of behavioral 
addictions, is lacking. In particular, the functioning of the scale across genders is unknown 
in this age group. As a result, we used item response theory (IRT) to investigate psychomet-
ric functioning, with a specific focus on gender invariance, of the MSBS-SF among young 
adults. Eight hundred and twenty five Italian young adults (73% female; Mage = 25.61, 
SD = 4.53) were recruited. A confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated the unidimensional-
ity of the scale, and IRT analyses indicated that the scale was sufficiently informative. Differ-
ential item functioning (DIF) across genders showed that items had an equivalent functioning 
across male and female respondents. Additionally, significant and positive relationships with 
hypersexual behavior were found. Overall, this study offers evidence that the MSBS-SF is a 
valuable and useful scale for measuring SB among male and female young adults.

Keywords: state boredom, MSBS-SF, item response theory, hypersexuality, young adults
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S-6A1

The psychopathology of compulsive online searches for health 
information and the relationship between cyberchondria and 
hypochondriasis

VLADAN STARCEVIC1,2*, YASSER KHAZAAL3

1University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
2Nepean Hospital, Penrith, Australia
3University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland
*E-mail: vladan.starcevic@sydney.edu.au

Background: The aim of this presentation is to re-examine the relationship between cyber-
chondria and hypochondriasis. Method: Literature review and conceptual synthesis. Results: 
The notion of hypochondriasis has always presented challenges. Its position between the psy-
chological and somatic domains has been puzzling and it never sat comfortably among other 
neuroses at the time when the concept of neurosis was in vogue. More recently, hypochon-
driasis was expelled from DSM-5 and replaced by two presumably distinct diagnostic cat-
egories, while ICD-11 has retained hypochondriasis as one of the obsessive-compulsive and 
related disorders. Cyberchondria has been defined in two distinct ways: 1) as repeated and/
or excessive online health searches associated with increasing levels of health anxiety and 
2) as a syndrome that encompasses repetitious and time-consuming online health searches, 
negative emotional states or distress associated with these searches, the consequent interrup-
tion of other activities and consultation of a physician as a result of increased anxiety. Recent 
studies suggest that cyberchondria may be related to both hypochondriasis/health anxiety and 
problematic Internet use (PIU) and that one of its key features is compulsivity – persistence 
of online health searches despite their negative consequences. Conclusions: A suggestion that 
cyberchondria is just a 21st century counterpart to hypochondriasis is simplistic. Although 
there is a substantial overlap between the two constructs, cyberchondria is more closely re-
lated to hypochondriasis/health anxiety and the associated reassurance-seeking behaviour in 
some clinical scenarios, whereas in others it may be better conceptualised as a form of PIU. 
These different aspects of cyberchondria have important treatment implications.

Keywords: hypochondriasis, cyberchondria, online health searches, problematic Internet use, compul-
sivity
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S-6A2

Unravelling the web of addictions: A network analysis approach

VASILEIOS STAVROPOULOS*, DANIEL ZARATE

Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia
*E-mail: vasileios.stavropoulos@vu.edu.au

Background: Common elements across different forms of addictive behaviors have been 
implicated with their comorbidities, as well as the transition/replacement of one form of 
addiction with another. Despite network analysis presenting as an innovative and promising 
statistical method of examining the behavioral commonalities/ interrelations, such as those 
assumed to occur between the different forms of addictions, there has been no relevant study 
to date. Methods: To address this gap, an online community sample of 937 adult participants 
(33.6% women, 66.4% men) completed self-rating questionnaires covering a range of addic-
tive symptoms including alcohol, drugs, tobacco, sex, online gambling, internet use, internet 
gaming, social media use, shopping, and exercise. Their responses were examined with regu-
larized partial correlation network analysis (EBICglasso) and triangulated maximally filtered 
graph (TMFG) to identify: (a) specific links between neighboring forms of addiction; and (b) 
clustering of symptoms of addiction. Results: Findings showed positive network connections 
across different forms of addiction, with gambling showing the highest centrality, sequen-
tially followed by internet use, internet gaming, alcohol, shopping, social media use, drugs, 
sex, smoking, and exercise addictive symptoms. Interestingly, different network structures 
were observed for males and females. Conclusion: Clinical implications for the assessment 
and treatment of addiction comorbidities and the replacement of one form of addiction with 
another are discussed in the light of the emerging literature. 

Keywords: network analysis of addictive behaviours
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S-6A3

Identifying the psychological processes delineating non-problematic 
versus problematic binge-watching: A machine learning analytical 
approach

MAÈVA FLAYELLE1*, JON ELHAI2, PIERRE MAURAGE3, CLAUS VÖGELE4,  
DAMIEN BREVERS3, STÉPHANIE BAGGIO5, JOËL BILLIEUX1

1University of Lausanne, Switzerland
2University of Toledo, United States
3UCLouvain, Belgium
4University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg
5Geneva University Hospitals, Switzerland
*E-mail: maeva.flayelle@unil.ch

Background: With the expansion of on-demand viewing technology, binge-watching (i.e., 
watching multiple episodes of TV series back-to-back) has become widespread practice, 
thereby attracting growing research interest, especially to explore its potential harmfulness. 
Initial studies on this topic, however, have underlined the need to promote a balanced and 
sensible approach in exploring this phenomenon by distinguishing between high but healthy 
and problematic involvement in binge-watching. As part of this effort, this study investigates 
the distinct psychological predictors of these two behavioral patterns, by using a machine 
learning analytical approach. Method: A total of 4275 TV series viewers completed an online 
survey assessing sociodemographics, binge-watching engagement, and a set of relevant pre-
dictor variables, namely TV series watching motivations, impulsivity traits, and affect. Two 
regression models were computed, one for each dependent variable (i.e., high and problem-
atic involvement in binge-watching), applying machine learning analyses. Results: Among 
the best performing algorithms (i.e., lasso, ridge, elastic net regressions), which validated 
well to the test sample, emotional enhancement motivation, followed by enrichment and 
social motivations, were the most important variables in modeling intensive but healthy in-
volvement, while coping/escapism motivations, followed by urgency and lack of persever-
ance (two impulsivity traits), demonstrated the largest contribution in predicting problematic 
involvement. Conclusions: The present findings indicate that non-problematic and problem-
atic engagement in binge-watching are underlined by distinct motivational and dispositional 
psychological dimensions. Specifically, high but healthy involvement is driven by positive 
reinforcement triggered by TV series watching, whereas problematic involvement is charac-
terized by negative reinforcement motives and impulsivity markers.

Keywords: binge-watching, engagement, machine learning
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S-6A4

Development of Affective Buying Motives Scale and subtyping of 
compulsive buyers based on coping and enhancement motives

SUNGHWAN YI1*, ROISIN O’CONNOR2

1University of Guelph, Canada
2Concordia University, Canada
*E-mail: syi@uoguelph.ca

The literature on compulsive buying indicates the predominance of mood repair as a motive 
of uncontrolled buying. However, in addition to coping motive, the motive of enhancing 
positive affect and/or seeking pleasure from material acquisition has also received empirical 
support. Thus, the literature points to both coping and enhancement motives as potential risk 
factors for compulsive buying. However, without a specific measure of buying motives, these 
risk pathways remain untested. The first aim of the research was to develop and validate a 
measure of coping and enhancement buying motives. We hypothesized that coping and en-
hancement motives would be positive but unique predictors of compulsive buying, although 
we expected that coping motives would be more strongly associated with compulsive buy-
ing than enhancement motives. The second aim of the current study was to use the affective 
buying motives scale to identify clusters of compulsive buyers.), We hypothesized that cop-
ing buyers are likely to experience more severe problems due to buying and to have more 
depressive symptoms as well as covert narcissism than other cluster of buyers. In contrast, 
we hypothesized that enhancement buyers are likely to have stronger materialistic value than 
other clusters of buyers. Affective Buying Motive Questionnaire (ABMQ) was developed 
and validated with two online survey samples (N=869 and 1157). The final 7-item scale con-
sisted of items for coping motive and enhancement motive. The three hypotheses received 
support. We will discuss theoretical and practical implications in our presentation.

Keywords: compulsive buying, buying motives, coping motive, enhancement motive
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S-6A5

Food addiction and alcohol use in individuals with morbid obesity

TOBIAS A. THOMAS1*, MELANIE POMMNITZ1, KATJA TILK1, GÜNTHER MEYER2, 
THOMAS P. HÜTTL3, MARTINA DE ZWAAN1, ASTRID MÜLLER1

1Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy, Hannover Medical School, Germany
2Allgemein-, Visceral- und Adipositaschirurgie, AMC-WolfartKlinik, Gräfeling, Germany
3Viszeral- und minimalinvasive Chirurgie, Dr. Lubos Kliniken Bogenhausen, München, Germany
*E-mail: thomas.tobias@mh-hannover.de

Background: The aim was to investigate whether food addiction (FA) is associated with al-
cohol consumption in individuals prior to bariatric surgery. In addition, weight-related qual-
ity of life and psychopathological variables were assessed in relation to FA. Methods: The 
sample studied consisted of 419 individuals with predominantly morbid obesity. FA, alcohol 
consumption, weight-related quality of life, eating disorder, anxiety, and depression symp-
tomatology were assessed with validated questionnaires. Their association as well as differ-
ences between individuals with/without FA were examined using nonparametric methods. 
Results: The extent of psychological comorbidity in the sample was high (38% FA, 79% eat-
ing disorder, 11% current risky alcohol use, and 5% alcohol-related disorder). There were no 
differences between individuals with/without FA in past and current risky alcohol use or fre-
quency of an alcohol-related disorder. As expected, there were associations of FA symptom 
severity with global eating disorder pathology, depression and anxiety symptomatology, but 
not with weight-related quality of life or alcohol use. Conclusion: Results confirm previous 
findings of a lack of association of FA with alcohol use in people with obesity prior to bariat-
ric surgery and an association of FA with eating disorder, anxiety, and depressive symptoms. 
Longitudinal studies with large samples and follow-ups should examine a potential cross ad-
diction transfer from FA to substance use after bariatric surgery and potential dissimulation 
of alcohol use as a possible confounding variable.

Keywords: Food Addiction, obesity, alcohol use
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S-6B1

Psychological and neuroscientific findings related to problematic 
pornography use

MATTHIAS BRAND1, MARC N. POTENZA2 (chairs)
1University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
2Yale University School of Medicine, USA
E-mail: matthias.brand@uni-due.de, marc.potenza@yale.edu 

Symposium summary: The first presentation will demonstrate that acute stress interacting 
with craving for pornography are main predictors of problematic pornography use. The role 
of oxytocin in combination with empathy in individuals reporting problematic pornography 
use will be addressed in the second talk emphasizing that the relationship between oxytocin 
and pornography-related problems is mediated by diminished empathy. In the third talk, an 
fMRI study will be presented showing that activities in ventral and dorsal striatal regions ac-
companied by orbitofrontal activities while viewing visual sexual stimuli are correlated with 
subjective arousal and self-reported problems related to pornography use. Finally, the fourth 
presentation will summarize current knowledge about potential neurobiological mechanisms 
involved in problematic pornography use and relate it to neuroscientific theories of addictive 
behaviors.

Keywords: compulsive sexual behaviors, craving, oxytocin, neuroimaging

S-6B2

The interaction of inhibitory control, stress and craving in pornography 
use disorder

KJELL BÜSCHE, MATTHIAS BRAND, STEPHANIE ANTONS

University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany

Background: Similar to other behavioral addictions, pornography use disorder (PUD) is char-
acterized by a diminished control over the behavior’s continuation despite negative conse-
quences. The Interaction of Person-Affect-Cognition-Execution (I-PACE) model suggests 
that a confrontation with certain internal or external triggers (e.g. stress) may trigger craving 
which, moderated by inhibitory control, might lead to the execution of the addictive behavior. 
Method: A total of 96 heterosexual male participants who regularly consumed pornography 
were included in this study. After an induction of acute stress, participants completed a modi-
fied stop-signal task with certain and uncertain go trials in order to measure inhibitory control. 
Acute stress levels as well as self-reported craving and emotion regulation strategies were as-
sessed in order to predict severity of PUD symptoms via multiple regression analysis. Results: 
Inhibitory control, acute stress and craving were all correlated with symptom severity, while no 
association between emotion regulation strategies and severity of PUD symptoms was found. 
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When considering the interaction of craving, stress and inhibitory control, the highest symptom 
severity was found in participants with high stress, high craving and good inhibitory control. 
Craving was the only predictor that meaningfully contributed on its own to predicting symp-
tom severity. Conclusions: Results indicate a complex interaction between craving, stress and 
inhibitory control. Especially the results concerning inhibitory control are ambiguous as both 
the highest and the lowest symptom severity occurred in participants with good inhibitory con-
trol. Further research is required to identify mediating or further moderating factors.

S-6B3

Individual subjective reward value of visual sexual stimuli is coded in 
striatum and orbitofrontal cortex

SANJA KLEIN1, ONNO KRUSE1, CHARLOTTE MARKERT1, ISABELL TAPIA LEÓN2, 
JANA STRAHLER3, RUDOLF STARK1

1Justus-Liebig-University Giessen, Germany
2University of Siegen, Germany
34University of Freiburg, Germany

Background: In the human brain, different rewards are appraised in a common neural net-
work including the striatum and orbitofrontal cortex. As opposed to other reward domains, 
there is little research on the neural representation of subjective reward values of visual 
sexual stimuli (VSS) and on their role in the development of pathological pornography use 
(PPU). Method: We investigate the connection between neural reactivity to VSS and in-
dividual preference using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). 72 men viewed 
different VSS film clips in the MRI scanner. Ratings regarding valence and sexual arousal 
were obtained and used to construct parametric modulators in the fMRI analysis. Subjects 
also filled out questionnaires on self-reported symptoms of PPU. Results: Neural activity 
during VSS viewing in the nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus and orbitofrontal cortex was 
positively associated with subjective ratings of the respective VSS. The association of neu-
ral reactivity with sexual arousal ratings was positively correlated with self-reported PPU. 
Conclusions: The results suggest a precise valuation of VSS according to individual prefer-
ences in relevant reward regions. A stronger relationship between rating and activation in 
PPU individuals indicate a steeper tuning of preference in these individuals. This effect may 
function as a vulnerability factor by signaling addiction-relevant information, and boosting 
motivation to respond to these stimuli.
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S-6B4

Unleashed desire: Diminished resting state functional connectivity 
in CSBD in the sex@brain study

JANNIS ENGEL, CHRISTOPHER SINKE, MARIA VEIT, JONAS KNEER,  
UWE HARTMANN, TILLMANN H. C. KRUGER

Hannover Medical School, Germany

Background: Problems arising from compulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD) are often 
seen in clinical settings. In the sex@brain study we aimed to extend the knowledge about the 
clinical characteristics and the underlying neurobiology of individuals with CSBD. Methods: 
We used a seed-based resting state fMRI approach investigating state functional connectivity 
in CSBD. A group of men with CSBD (n = 39) was compared to a group of healthy controls 
(n = 33). Groups were matched for age and educational level. The focus of this investigation 
lies on frontal and limbic regions highly relevant for emotional processing and behavioral 
control. Results: Initial results showed decreased connectivity between the left amygdala and 
left frontal pole as well as right posterior cingulate cortex in men with CSBD compared to 
healthy controls. Moreover, attenuated connectivity between putamen and anterior cingulate 
cortex was found in men with CSBD when compared to healthy controls. Conclusion & rec-
ommendations: With the top-down inhibitory control of the frontal cortex over limbic regions 
taken into account, the results highlight the importance of a strong functional connectivity 
between prefrontal areas and limbic areas. In addition, a diminished connectivity between 
striatum and anterior cingulate cortex suggests a reduced communication between behavioral 
inhibition and the brain’s reward system. Further research is needed for the understanding 
of the interplay between emotional and behavioral control and may contribute to a better un-
derstanding of sexual compulsive behavior and may lead to more differentiated and effective 
diagnostics and treatment.
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S-6B5

Neurobiology of problematic pornography use:  
What we know, and what we do not know

MATTHIAS BRAND1, MARC N. POTENZA2

1University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
2Yale University School of Medicine, USA

Background: Problematic pornography use may be considered as a subcomponent of com-
pulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD), which has been included in the ICD-11. Many 
authors, however, see parallels between the specific problems in controlling the use of por-
nography and addictive behaviors. Method: A narrative review will be presented that ex-
amines the current state of research on neurobiological mechanisms potentially involved in 
pornography-use disorder (PUD). Results: Cue reactivity and craving can be demonstrated in 
PUD, and neuroimaging studies have implicated the ventral striatum and other components 
of fronto-striatal loops as correlates of cue reactivity and craving in PUD. Habitual effects 
have been evidenced in PUD, which may be represented neurally by involvement of the 
dorsal striatum Conclusions: Fronto-striatal loops involving both the ventral and the dorsal 
striatum may represent neural correlates of PUD. There is, however, ongoing debate about 
whether studies using pornographic pictures to induce cue reactivity and craving are compa-
rable to studies addressing other behavioral addictions, given that pornographic pictures may 
be considered as naturally rewarding and therefore may not represent cues. Studies compar-
ing brain responses to pornographic stimuli with those to pornography-related but not explic-
it sexual material are needed. In addition, studies investigating different stages of PUD may 
contribute to a better understanding of the neurobiological underpinnings of PUD, e.g. by 
examining potential shifts from ventral to dorsal striatal involvement in the course of PUD.
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S-6C1

Examining the convergence between gaming and gambling through 
a network analysis framework

LAURA MALDONADO-MURCIANO1,2*, HALLEY M. PONTES3, GEORGINA GUILERA1,2

1Faculty of Psychology, University of Barcelona
2Institute of Neurosciences, University of Barcelona
3Department of Organizational Psychology, Birkbeck, University of London
*E-mail: lmaldonado@ub.edu

Gaming and gambling are two different activities presenting specific overlaps due to the 
way in which these activities are currently being designed. These overlaps have led schol-
ars to suggest a potential convergence between them due to in-game microtransactions that 
present with gambling-like features (e.g., loot boxes). Since both gaming and gambling can 
develop into behavioural addictions through excessive engagement leading to Gaming Dis-
order (GD) and Gambling Disorder (GBD), it is paramount to investigate their potential 
empirical convergence. To achieve this goal, a network analysis study was conducted using 
the Gaming Disorder Test (GDT) and the four items of the Short Version of Internet Addic-
tion Test (s-IAT), assessing disordered online gambling in a sample of 553 participants (mean 
age = 21.56 years, 12.2% female). The network model used was Gaussian graphical model 
(GGM). The results of this study showed good stability and centrality indices of the network 
and an association between “preoccupation” in gambling disorder and “loss of control” in 
disordered gaming. However, this association was not robust enough to corroborate the ‘con-
vergence hypotheses’ between these disorders. Future research should test if this hypothesis 
is related to online or offline gambling and gaming activities in a disordered usage context.

Keywords: gambling disorder, gaming disorder, network analysis, symptoms, behavioral addiction

S-6C2

Loot boxes, gaming, and gambling: A path model explaining the link 
between loot boxes and gambling in adolescents

CATERINA PRIMI*, FRANCESCO SANSON, MARIA ANNA DONATI

NEUROFARBA, University of Florence, Italy
*E-mail: caterina.primi@unifi.it

In recent years, the boundaries between videogaming and gambling have become increasing-
ly blurred. In this scenario, loot boxes (LBs) may represent an activity that foster gambling 
behaviour because LBs are gambling-like activities embedded within videogames. Although 
young video gamers showed to be familiar with them, most of the studies on the relation-
ships between LBs and gambling have been conducted with adults. To fill this gap, the aim 
of the present study was twofold: i) to analyze adolescents’ behaviour and severity with 
respect to LBs, videogaming, and gambling; ii) to develop and test a path model explaining 
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the link between LBs use, videogaming, and gambling. We hypothesized that videogaming 
would mediate the relationship between LBs use and problem gambling. Participants were 
1204 Italian adolescents (57% males, mean age = 15.56, SD = .57) attending high school. 
Results showed that 54% of them encountered at least one LB playing videogames, and 10% 
purchased at least one LB in the last month. Video gamers and gamblers were respectively 
90% and 60%. The hypothesized path model was adequate (CFI = .994, TLI = .97, RMSEA 
= 0.06). In detail, LBs use had a significant and positive indirect effect on problem gambling 
through videogaming frequency and problem gaming. The results showed that involvement 
in videogaming can be taken into consideration in explaining a possible pathway from LBs 
to problem gambling in youth.

Keywords: gaming, gambling, loot boxes, adolescents, path analysis

S-6C3

Individual differences in problematic videogaming, gambling and 
reward reactivity to loot box cues between loot box purchasers and loot 
box ‘earners’ in Overwatch

CHANEL J. LARCHE1,3*, KATRINA CHINI2,3, MIKE J. DIXON3

1University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar (United Kingdom)
2University of Toronto (Canada)
3University of Waterloo (Canada)
*E-mail: chanel.larche@unigib.edu.gi

Video-game loot boxes are a popular form of microtransaction that have been widely criti-
cized for their structural similarities to gambling. Recent research linking loot box expen-
diture to gambling activity has illuminated potential harms associated with loot box use. 
Whether harms related to gambling, gaming and further loot box use differ between earning 
loot boxes through gameplay (i.e., earners or 'grinders') versus acquiring loot boxes through 
purchasing remains understudied. This pre-registered study explores gambling, gaming and 
loot box-related harms between loot box purchasers and earners in the scope of the game 
Overwatch. This study also examined differences between the two types of loot box users in 
reward and emotional reactivity to Overwatch loot box cues. Compared to earners, we found 
that loot box purchasers reported greater video-game harms related specifically to expendi-
ture. Purchasers also reported greater risky loot box use and less problem gambling tied to 
games outside the context of Overwatch than earners. Loot box purchasers and earners did 
not differ in problematic videogaming generally. Interestingly, loot box purchasers displayed 
greater impulsivity and reward reactivity than loot box earners, as indexed by heightened 
arousal to loot box cues and greater motivation to open more loot boxes. Our results suggest 
that potential harms tied to loot box engagement should be assessed on a game-by-game basis 
in order to better understand the potentially problematic nature of loot box use.

Keywords: loot boxes, videogaming, gambling, individual differences, impulsivity
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S-6C4

Money used in gaming is associated with problem gambling:  
Results of the ESPAD 2019 Finland

SARI CASTRÉN1,2,3,3*, JOHANNA JÄRVINEN-TASSOPOULOS1,4,  
KIRSIMARJA RAITASALO1,5

1Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
2University of Helsinki, Department of Medicine, Helsinki, Finland
3University of Turku, Social Sciences Department of Psychology and Speech-Language Pathology, 
Turku, Finland
4University of Helsinki, Faculty of Social Sciences, Social and public policy, Helsinki, Finland.
5University of Eastern Finland, Department of Social Sciences, Kuopio, Finland.
*E-mail: sari.castren@thl.fi

Background and aims: The convergence of gaming and gambling may pose a risk for adoles-
cents. Thus, it is important to find out how these behaviours are associated with other addic-
tive behaviours in order to develop efficient preventive measures for youth. The aim of this 
study examined 1) whether problematic gaming and money used for gaming activities was 
a risk factor for gambling, and 2) what kind of impact adolescents’ substance use along with 
other factors related to friends and parents had on this association. Methods: The European 
School Survey Project on Alcohol and Other Drugs data, 2019 of Finnish adolescents aged 
15 to 16 (N =4595). Cross-tabulations with Rao-Scott’s chi square tests were applied to study 
the associations of the background factors with gambling in the past 12 months. A multino-
mial logistic regression model was fitted for the outcome variable (gambling in the past 12 
months) adjusted for all independent and background variables. Results: Problematic gaming 
alone was not associated with gambling participation, whereas using money for digital games 
increased the risk of gambling. Boys gamble more than girls. The use of alcohol and drugs 
increased the risk of gambling. Parental monitoring reduced the risk of gambling, whereas 
hanging around weekly with friends increased the risk. Discussion and conclusions: Using 
money on gaming sites may put some adolescents at risk of developing problems with either 
gaming or gambling. The link between using money in digital games and gambling participa-
tion calls for preventive measures, intervention and regulatory acts.

Keywords: gambling, gaming, money used in gaming, youth, substance use
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S-6C5

Basic psychological needs in gambling and gaming problems

ILKKA VUORINEN*, IINA SAVOLAINEN, HELI HAGFORS, ATTE OKSANEN

Tampere University, Finland
*E-mail: ilkka.vuorinen@tuni.fi

Background and aims: Studies on Self-Determination Theory (SDT) have placed satisfaction 
of basic psychological needs (autonomy, relatedness, and competence) at the core of wellbe-
ing, whereas frustration of these needs result in multiple potentially unhealthy mental and 
behavioural patterns. In this paper, we analyse whether and how need satisfaction and frustra-
tion relate to the severity of gambling and gaming problems. Methods: A survey study with 
18–75-year-old Finnish participants (N=1530; 50.33% male) was conducted in April 2021. 
Basic psychological needs were measured with the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction 
and Frustration Scale, mental health issues with the five-item Mental Health Inventory, gam-
bling problems with the Problem Gambling Severity Index, and gaming problems with the 
Internet Gaming Disorder Test. Zero-inflated negative binomial analyses were conducted to 
examine how satisfaction and frustration of basic psychological needs, together with mental 
health issues, associate with gaming and gambling problems. Results: Mental health issues 
were associated with both gambling and gaming problems, but this association became non-
significant after the addition of basic psychological needs into the model. However, better 
mental health still predicted the absence of gaming problems. While need satisfaction had 
no association to the absence of gaming or gambling problems, need frustration predicted 
increases in the severity of both gaming and gambling problems. Discussion and conclu-
sions: Frustration of basic psychological needs is associated with both gambling and gaming 
problems and should be considered when these kinds of problems emerge.

Keywords: Gambling problems, gaming problems, basic psychological needs, mental health
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S-6D1

Problematic use of social media and smartphone in eastern and western 
contexts

MARC N POTENZA1, TANIA MORETTA2, SHUBAO CHEN3 (chairs)
1Yale University School of Medicine, USA
2University of Padova, Italy
3Central South University, China
E-mail: marc.potenza@yale.edu, tania.moretta.1@unipd.it, yisem@126.com 

Symposium summary: Background: Smartphone and social media (SM) usage has increased 
over time and currently the usage of both is prevalent across countries and among people of 
varying ages. Usage may differ according to many factors including different jurisdictions 
that may have different policies and cultures. Method: This symposium considers data from 
western and eastern cultures with a focus on SNS and smartphone usage. Results: Similari-
ties and differences across studies will be discussed. Dr. Moretta will discuss relationships 
between preferences for online social interaction, mood and self-regulation, and negative 
outcomes related to SNS usage in an Italian sample, and Dr. Chen will discuss these relation-
ships in a Chinese sample. Dr. Canale will discuss three factors (addictive pattern, antisocial 
and risky patterns of use) as they relate to problematic smartphone use in an Italian sam-
ple. Dr. Bhang will discuss how stress factors associate with SM use differentially based on 
smartphone addiction status in youth from South Korea. Dr. Beatrix Koronczai will discuss 
results from a meta-analysis on the association between problematic internet or social media 
use and body image, referring to studies from several cultural contexts. Conclusion: More re-
search into factors that may influence smartphone and SNS usage is needed. Future research 
should use similar methodologies across countries and assessments of specific policy and 
cultural measures to better understand smartphone and SM usage and their correlates.

Keywords: problematic use of media; problematic use of smartphone use; mood regulation
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S-6D2

Modeling problematic use of social media in a western culture: 
an Italian study

TANIA MORETTA1, GIULIA BUODO1, SHUBAO CHEN2, LIU TIEQIAO2,  
MARC N POTENZA3

1Department of General Psychology, University of Padova, Padova, Italy,
2Department of Psychiatry, The Second Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, 
China,
3Department of Psychiatry, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA

Background: The cross-cultural generalization of a theoretical model of problematic use of 
social media (PUSM) is currently lacking in the literature. The cognitive-behavioral model 
of generalized Pathological Internet Use (GPIU) proposed by Caplan (2010) may provide a 
conceptual basis for understanding the problematic use of social media (SMs). The present 
study is a part of a larger international research project aimed to examine whether the factor 
structure of the Problematic Social Network Sites Use Scale (PSNSUS; an adaptation to SM 
use of the Generalized Problematic Internet Use Scale 2; Caplan, 2010) and the relation-
ships among constructs are similar across multiple cultures and geographic regions glob-
ally. Thus, this study aimed to test the factor structure of PSNSUS and the feasibility of the 
model of GPIU in the context of PUSM in Italy. Method: The Italian version of the PSNSUS 
(including five subscales, i.e., preference for online social interaction - POSI, mood regula-
tion, cognitive preoccupation, compulsive use, and negative outcomes) was administered to 
706 Italian participants. A Confirmatory Factor Analysis and a Structural Equation Modeling 
analysis were used to test the theoretical model. Results: The POSI domain positively pre-
dicted SM use for mood regulation and poor self-regulation; using SMs for mood regulation 
positively predicted poor self-regulation; and poor self-regulation positively predicted nega-
tive outcomes of SM use. Conclusion: Our findings support the feasibility of the model and 
the hypothesized relationships among the latent constructs in the context of PUSM in Italy.
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S-6D3

Modeling problematic use of social media in an eastern culture: 
a Chinese study

SHUBAO CHEN1, YUZHU HAO1, LIU TIEQIAO1, TANIA MORETTA2, GIULIA BUODO2, 
MARC N POTENZA3

1Department of Psychiatry, The Second Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, Changsha, China
2Department of General Psychology, University of Padova, Padova, Italy
3Department of Psychiatry, Yale School of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA

Background: Despite the advantages of social media (SMs), SM usage may become prob-
lematic. A theoretical model of problematic use of social media (PUSM) across different 
cultural contexts is currently lacking. We conducted a large cross-cultural study, adapting the 
Generalized Problematic Internet Use Scale 2 (GPIUS2) into Problematic Social Network 
Sites Use Scale (PSNSUS), to examine the factor structure of PSNSUS and the feasibility 
of the model of generalized PIU in the context of PUSM across multiple cultures. Here we 
present the study from China. Methods: A convenience sample of 1392 individuals (aged 
18-50 years) completed a self-reported online survey, including their demographics and a 
15-items PSNSUS. A confirmatory factor analysis and structural equation modeling was used 
to test the theoretical model. Results: The Chinese version of the PSNSUS (including five 
subscales, i.e., preference for online social interaction - POSI, mood regulation, cognitive 
preoccupation, compulsive use, and negative outcomes) showed good fit indices and inter-
nal consistency. The POSI factor positively predicted SM use for mood regulation and poor 
self-regulation; using SMs for mood regulation positively predicted poor self-regulation; and 
poor self-regulation positively predicted negative outcomes of SMs use. Conclusions: The 
results suggest that generalized PIU should be considered in the context of PUSM, and the 
Chinese version of the PSNSUS may serve as a valuable tool in understanding SM use in 
China.

S-6D4

A test of the pathway model of problematic smartphone use

NATALE CANALE1, TANIA MORETTA2, LUCA PANCANI3, GIULIA BUODO2,  
ALESSIO VIENO1, MARIO DALMASO1, JOEL BILLIEUX4

1Department of Developmental and Social Psychology, University of Padova, Padova, Italy
2Department of General Psychology, University of Padova, Padova, Italy
3Department of Psychology, University of Milano-Bicocca, Milan, Italy
4Institute of Psychology, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

Background and aims: Problematic smartphone use (PSU) has been described as a growing 
public health issue. In the current study, we aimed to provide a unique and comprehensive 
test of the pathway model of PSU. This model posits three distinct developmental pathways 
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leading to PSU: (1) the excessive reassurance pathway, (2) the impulsive pathway and (3) the 
extraversion pathway. Methods: Undergraduate students (n = 795, 69.8% female, mean age 
= 23.80 years, sd = 3.02) completed online self-report measures of PSU (addictive use, anti-
social use and dangerous use) and the psychological features (personality traits and psycho-
pathological symptoms) underlying the three pathways. Results: Bayesian analyses revealed 
that addictive use is mainly driven by the excessive reassurance pathway and the impulsive 
pathway, for which candidate etiopathological factors include heightened negative urgency, 
a hyperactive behavioural inhibition system, and symptoms of social anxiety. Dangerous and 
antisocial use are mainly driven by the impulsive pathway and the extraversion pathway, for 
which candidate etiopathological factors include specific impulsivity components (lack of 
premeditation and sensation seeking) and primary psychopathy (inclination to lie, lack of 
remorse, callousness, and manipulativeness). Discussion and conclusions: The present study 
constitutes the first comprehensive test of the pathway model of PSU. We provide robust and 
original results regarding the psychological dimensions associated with each of the postu-
lated pathways of PSU, which should be taken into account when considering regulation of 
smartphone use or tailoring prevention protocols to reduce problematic usage patterns.

S-6D5

Stress factors associated with social network sites usages in adolescents 
with Internet addiction/smartphone addiction

SOO-YOUNG BHANG1, JI-YOUNG SEO2, CHEOL-SOON LEE2, YOUNG-JI LEE3, 
DONGYUN LEE3

1Department of Psychiatry, Eulji University School of Medicine, Eulji University Hospital, Seoul, 
Republic of Korea
2Department of Psychiatry, Gyeongsang National University Changwon Hospital, Changwon, 
Republic of Korea
3Department of Psychiatry, Gyeongsang National University Changwon Hospital, Changwon, Korea

Objective: This study investigated the stress factors that are associated with social network 
site (SNS) use in adolescents with IA/SA (Internet addiction or smartphone addiction) com-
pared with adolescents without IA/SA in Korea. Methods: Data from 2,997 Internet and 
smartphone users who participated in a survey about the actual use of smart digital media in 
Korea were included. The measurements included SNS use, stress factor scale, Internet Gam-
ing Use-Elicited Symptom Screen (IGUESS), and Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale 
(SMAPS). The subjects were divided into an Internet addiction and smartphone dependence 
risk group and a control group (IA/SA group: ≥10 on IGUESS or ≥ 23 on SMAPS). For each 
of the two groups, binary logistic regression analyses (enter method) were performed to as-
sess the stress factors associated with SNS use. Results: The stress factors associated with 
SNS use between the IA/SA and control groups were different. The stress factors in adoles-
cents with IA/SA were sibling rivalry and physical health (B =0.358, S.E.=0.080, p<0.001, 
OR=1.431; B=1.216, S.E.=0.289, p<0.001, OR=3.375). In the control group, SNS use was 
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negatively associated with stress, including appearance and heterosexual relationships 
(B=0.358, S.E.=0.080, p<0.001, OR=1.431; B=1.216, S.E.=0.289, p<0.001, OR=3.375, B=-
1.082, S.E.=0.307, p<0.001). Conclusion: This study indicates that there is a need to provide 
personalized stress management for IA/SA adolescents experiencing stress about SNS use, 
which is different from that experienced by adolescents without IA/SA.

S-6D6

Meta-analysis on association between problematic internet or social 
media use and body image

BEATRIX KORONCZAI1, RÉKA KASSAI2, ZSOLT DEMETROVICS1, ZSOFIA TAKACS3

1Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
2Doctoral School of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
3School of Health in Social Sciences, University of Edinburgh

Background and aim: Based on the literature on the impact of mass media on body image, 
we assumed that problematic internet (PIU) or social media use (PSMU) is linked to negative 
body image. Consequently, the present meta-analysis was conducted to systematically inves-
tigate the association between PIU or PSMU and body image. Methods: A systematic litera-
ture search was performed in 4 databases (EBSCO, PubMed, Web of Science and Proquest) 
and in the reference lists of the identified publications and relevant reviews. We included all 
(1) original empirical studies that (2) provided correlational data or data from group com-
parisons. A total of 13 studies met these two criteria including the data of 7194 participants 
(68% females). Results: A weak, negative association (r=-.23, p<.001) was found between 
PIU/PSMU and body image: the more problematic social media or internet use was associ-
ated with the more negative body image. The correlation coefficient was higher among males 
(r=-.26, p<.001), among elder participants (r=-.33, p<.001) and in clinical samples (r=-.44, 
p<.001). After performing meta-regression, the year of publication and the age of participants 
significantly predicted the association between PIU and PSMU and body image. As for the 
year of publication, the more recently the study was published, the stronger the correlation 
was found to be. Conclusions: The factors which enhance the association between PIU or 
PSMU and negative body image are being a male, being adult, and being patient with mental 
disorders. The question may arise however, whether this association is decreasing with time.
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S-6E1

Parental and family risk and protective factors associated with 
problematic gaming in adolescents

PHILIP NIELSEN1, HENK RIGTER2*

1Department of Psychology, University of Geneva, Switzerland
2Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, University of Leiden, the Netherlands
*E-mail: rigter.h@kpnmail.nl

Our clinical work with adolescents with gaming disorder is based on the assumption that a 
treatment should address risk and protective factors of both intrapersonal (characteristics of 
the youth) and interpersonal nature. We assessed the importance of both types of factors for 
the development and persistence of problematic gaming (PG) in adolescents. To this end, 
we performed a systematic literature review adhering to CONSORT guidelines. As regards 
interpersonal factors we especially focused on parental and family (PF) features. From four 
databases, we selected all PG publications meeting preset methodology standards. Six cat-
egories of risk and protective PF were distinguished, i.e., problems faced by the parents (e.g., 
anxiety, depression, addiction), child abuse, co-parental teamwork, parenting style (risk: au-
thoritarian, neglectful, permissive; protective: authoritative), family attachment, and family 
functioning (including communication between family members). In most studies sampled, 
risk factors from all these six categories were associated with increased rates of PG, and 
protective factors with lowered rates. The association between these factors and PG became 
even more clear when collapsing the six categories into two classes of risk (negative parent-
ing and negative family dynamics) and of protective factors (positive parenting, positive 
family dynamics). Most effect sizes were statistically significant though often small. We also 
assessed the impact of intrapersonal risk and protective factors. Intrapersonal features found 
to be linked to PG concerned self-esteem, social competence, self-control, emotion regula-
tion skills, and comorbidity (ADHD). The results confirm the importance of both intra- and 
inpersonal factors in PG. This should be reflected in treatment development.

Keywords: problematic gaming, adolescents, risk factors, protective factors, family
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S-6E2

Loneliness, family harmony, and gaming disorder in gamers before and 
during the COVID-19 pandemic

DMITRI ROZGONJUK1,2*, HALLEY M PONTES3, BRUNO SCHIVINSKI4,  
CHRISTIAN MONTAG1

1Department of Molecular Psychology, Institute of Psychology and Education, Ulm University, 
Germany
2Institute of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia
3Department of Organizational Psychology, Birkbeck, University of London, London,  
United Kingdom
4School of Media and Communication, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia
*E-mail: dmroz@ut.ee

Gaming disorder has been associated with increased loneliness as well as poorer family rela-
tionships. Additionally, loneliness as well as dysfunctional family relations may have exac-
erbated during the COVID-19 pandemic. The aim of the current work was to investigate (1) 
how loneliness, family relations, and gaming disorder are associated in a sample of gamers, 
and (2) if there are group differences between these associations in gamers who responded 
to the survey before and during the pandemic years. The effective sample comprised 47819 
people (age M = 25.76; SD = 7.42; 90.3% men, 9.7% women) who responded to an English-
language online survey regarding gaming and other variables of relevance. Respondents took 
part in the cross-sectional study between 2019-2021, that is, some people responded be-
fore and some during the pandemic years. Bivariate correlation analysis results showed that 
higher gaming disorder scores were associated with experiencing more loneliness and less 
harmony in family relationships. The results of analysis of variance tests showed that people 
who took part in the survey in 2019 scored lower on the gaming disorder, loneliness, and 
family relations scales than participants who took part in the study during 2020 and 2021. 
This study provides empirical evidence that the COVID-19 pandemic might have affected 
the psychological health as well as social relations of gamers in a negative way.

Keywords: gaming disorder; Internet gaming disorder; loneliness; family harmony; COVID-19; pan-
demic
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S-6E3

Family involvement in treatment of adolescent Internet addiction

CAMILLA KIN MING LO*

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong S.A.R. (China)
*E-mail: camilla.lo@polyu.edu.hk

Previous research has shown that family-related factors such as family functioning, parenting 
style, and parental emotional support are associated with Internet addiction (IA) in adoles-
cents. There is also emerging evidence of the effectiveness of family-based interventions 
in reducing adolescent IA. However, little research has been done to study family involve-
ment in the IA treatment process from the practitioners’ perspective. This study employed 
a qualitative design to examine practitioners’ views on the roles and challenges of family 
participation in IA treatment. A total of 10 practitioners (social workers, counselors, and a 
psychologist) working with adolescents with IA in Hong Kong were interviewed. Thematic 
analysis was used to analyze the transcribed interviews. The three themes were derived from 
the interviews include: 1) family involvement in IA intervention is challenging yet important; 
2) shifting the focus from the adolescent to the relationship; and 3) provision of individual-
ized services and intervention to address the heterogeneous nature of cases. While the results 
support family participation in IA treatment, caution regarding family dynamics is required 
when considering whether family involvement is appropriate. Clinical implications of the 
study’s findings will be discussed

Keywords: Internet addiction, qualitative study, treatment, family involvement

S-6E4

Family therapy decreases Internet Gaming Disorder in adolescents

HENK RIGTER1*, PHILIP NIELSEN2

1Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, University of Leiden, Netherlands, The; 
2Department of Psychology, University of Geneva, Switzerland
*E-mail: rigter.h@kpnmail.nl

A treatment for Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) in adolescents should target both intraper-
sonal risk and protective factors and interpersonal ones, especially parental and family fac-
tors., as is done in multidimensional family therapy (MDFT). We conducted a randomised 
controlled trial comparing MDFT with family therapy as usual (FTAU). Participants were 42 
treatment seeking adolescents from Geneva who presented with IGD. The treatment comple-
tion rate was higher for MDFT than for FTAU: 100% versus 70%. Follow-up assessments 
were scheduled at 6 and 12 months after baseline. Both MDFT and FTAU decreased the 
prevalence of IGD and lowered the number of IGD criteria met. MDFT outperformed FTAU 
in reducing the number of IGD criteria endorsed. Both treatments improved the adolescents’ 
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quality of life in relation to gaming and reduced mental comorbidity. The parents rated the 
gaming problems of their children as being more severe than as perceived by the adolescents 
themselves. The discrepancy in how parents and adolescents viewed the youth’s gaming be-
haviour, grew smaller during treatment and across time. The results of this trial suggest that 
one should not impose gaming restriction rules on a youth with IGD without first bridging 
the parent-child gap in perception and appreciation of the nature and severity of the gaming 
and other problems the adolescent may have. Put more broadly, resolving family disharmony 
is a precondition of treatment success.

Keywords: Internet Gaming Disorder, adolescents, family therapy, randomised controlled trial

S-6E5

The current status of parenting practices affecting children and 
adolescents’ problematic media use

NIKO MÄNNIKKÖ1,2*, FAM JIA YUIN3, MARIA KÄÄRIÄINEN1,4, JUHARI RUMAYA5

1School of Health and Social Care, Oulu University of Applied Sciences, Finland
2Research Unit of Nursing Science and Health Management, University of Oulu, Finland
3Faculty of Behavioral Sciences, Education, and Languages, HELP University Subang 2, Malaysia
4Oulu University Hospital, Medical Research Center Oulu, Finland
5Faculty of Human Ecology, Universiti Putra Malaysia
*E-mail: niko.mannikko@oamk.fi

Background: Over the last three decades, digital media solutions have increasingly played 
a significant role in children’s and adolescents’ lives. The increased use of new game and 
social media platforms has created concern about the possible adverse health consequences 
for young people, which requires much more attention from parents or caregivers. The aim of 
this study was to explore the associations between parenting practices including restrictive, 
active, and co-using mediation with problematic media use (problematic gaming, and social 
media behaviors) among children and adolescents. Method: A systematic review with meta-
analysis of quantitative studies was conducted, and English language studies were identified 
from three online databases (Web of Science, Scopus, and EBSCO/CINAHL) of articles pub-
lished before August 2019. Results: In total, 41 studies that met the inclusion criteria were 
included in the review. Overall, the results will contain a summary on the links between dif-
ferent parenting practices and problematic media use patterns. Additional subgroup analyses 
of types of problematic media use, age, assessment of problematic media use and parental 
mediation will be presented. Conclusions: The practical relevance of the results alongside the 
need for advancement of methodological issues and a parental mediation concept within the 
literature are discussed.

Keywords: parenting practices, adolescents, media use
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S-6F1

The data business model behind social media platforms and its 
detrimental aspects

CHRISTIAN MONTAG*

Ulm University, Germany
*E-mail: christian.montag@uni-ulm.de

The recent years have seen a dramatic rise in studies inferring psychological traits from 
digital traces as left on social media platforms or the smartphone. In the present talk I dem-
onstrate that psychological traits and technological use disorder tendencies are associated to 
some extent with real world app usage. Such associations also underline growing privacy 
problems for the users of digital platforms. Beyond that I provide an overview on economical 
and psychological theories of relevance to understand social media platform design and I also 
explain how different design elements might impact on the time spent on the online platforms 
(and thereby putatively also fostering addictive behaviors in the social media realm). At the 
moment of writing, application programming interfaces (APIs) of the social media platforms 
such as Facebook are closed for independent scientists. Therefore, I will make a case for 
opening such APIs to shed light on what is actually happening on social media platforms – 
also regarding addictive usage patterns.

Keywords: digital phenotyping, mobile sensing, data business model, social media, corporate respon-
sibility

S-6F2

The design of social media platforms – Initial evidence on relations 
between personality, susceptibility to design element-driven increased 
social media use, and problematic social media use

CORNELIA SINDERMANN1,2*, CHRISTIAN MONTAG1, JON D. ELHAI2

1Ulm University, Ulm, Germany
2University of Toledo, Toledo, OH, USA
*E-mail: cornelia.sindermann@uni-ulm.de

Background: Experts criticize social media companies for driving their users to spend more 
and more time on their platforms. Specifically, certain design elements of social media plat-
forms are suspected to lure users into spending increasing time on the platforms and into 
problematic use of social media, accordingly. Thus far, however, no study provides empirical 
data on i) whether there are individual differences driving susceptibility to design element-
driven increased social media use (e.g., spending more time on social media than intended 
because one cannot stop “scrolling down” to see new content), and ii) whether this suscepti-
bility is related to problematic use of social media. Method: Individuals from the US (current 
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N=84, final N=500; data collection in progress) participating in the present study complete 
scales on socio-demographics, the Big Five of personality, and problematic social media use. 
Additionally, participants complete a questionnaire on how often they spend more time on 
social media than intended due to various design elements of social media. Results: Prelimi-
nary results indicate that Neuroticism, susceptibility to design element-driven increased so-
cial media use, and problematic social media use are positively correlated. Additionally, the 
results point toward a mediation of the relation between Neuroticism and problematic use via 
the susceptibility to design element-driven increased social media use. Conclusions: These 
results indicate that individuals scoring high in Neuroticism tend to be more susceptible to 
design element-driven increased social media use, which seems to explain (part of) the rela-
tion between Neuroticism and problematic social media use.

Keywords: problematic social media use, social media design, personality

S-6F3

Why do women and men engage in problematic digital media usage? 
The mediating role of media multitasking

AGATA BŁACHNIO*, ANDRZEJ CUDO, ANETA PRZEPIÓRKA

The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
*E-mail: gatta@kul.pl

More and more people are accessing different digital media using different devices. Besides 
the benefits of information sharing and quick contact with other people, the use of multiple 
media can lead to negative consequences such as problematic use. In this context, media mul-
titasking, defined as switching from one media to another, can play an important role in un-
derstanding the mechanism of problematic digital media usage development. Consequently, 
the main aim of the study is to investigate media multitasking as a mediator between impul-
sivity, depression, anxiety, and problematic digital media usage. In the study 492 participants 
(251 female) took part (mean age M = 22.73 years; SD = 2.75). We used Media Multitasking 
Scale, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, The Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS 11), Prob-
lematic Facebook use Scale, Problematic Internet use Scale, and Problematic smartphone use 
scale. We showed that anxiety was positively associated with problematic Internet use among 
male users. Additionally, attentional impulsivity was positively related to problematic smart-
phone use among both groups. The attentional impulsivity was also positively associated 
with problematic Internet use, and problematic Facebook use among male users. There was 
a negative relationship between non-planning impulsivity and PSU among male users. The 
findings also showed that multitasking mediated the relationship between motor impulsivity 
and problematic digital media usage among male users. The results may indicate that media 
multitasking may be important factor in understanding the mechanism of problematic digital 
media usage development, especially in the male users group.

Keywords: media multitasking, depression, anxiety, impulsivity, problematic digital media usage
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S-6F4

Screen time and COVID-19: Observations from among the college 
students in India

YATAN PAL SINGH BALHARA*, RACHNA BHARGAVA

AIIMS, India
*E-mail: ypsbalhara@gmail.com

Objectives: The current study aimed to assess the pattern of digital media use and screen time 
among students during lockdown. It also aimed to explore possible correlates of problematic 
digital media use and screen-time among students. Methodology: It was a prospective obser-
vational study. Students pursuing undergraduate courses in Public and Private State Univer-
sities constituted the study universe. The study used a survey approach for data collection. 
Besides the screen time, the mental well being of the study participants was assessed by the 
WHO Well-being Index and the personality was assessed using the Big Five Inventory (BFI)-
10. Results: A total of 731 responses were included in the analysis. Around 93% self-reported 
an increase in daily screen time during COVID-19. A small but significant negative correla-
tion between increased screen time and QoL (rs = -0.154, p < .001) was found. Increased 
screen time due to the use of social media for non-communication purposes was associated 
with poorer QoL (U = 32947.50; p = .02) and greater COVID stress (U = 32381.50; p = .01). 
Out of total of 202 students who shared the screenshot of the phone ST function, 145 (71.8%) 
underestimated their daily smartphone ST, whereas 56 (27.7%) overestimated ST. In the re-
gression analysis the predicted odds of poor mental well- being were 1.430 times greater for 
subjects with higher neuroticism scores for the overall sample.

Keywords: screentime, students, COVID-19

S-6F5

‘Digital detox’: The effect of social media abstinence on usage,  
habits and wellbeing

TIM VAN TIMMEREN1,2*, SUHAAVI KOCHHAR3, MARIEK VANDEN ABEELE4,  
SANNE DE WIT1,2

1University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2Amsterdam Brain and Cognition, The Netherlands
3Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands
4Ghent University, Belgium
*E-mail: t.vantimmeren@uva.nl

Many people spend 3 or more hours daily on social media and almost half of users indicate 
they want to reduce their usage. An increasingly popular intervention to regain control is a 
period of abstinence or ‘digital detox’. However, evidence for the effectiveness of detox-
interventions is limited, and the underlying mechanisms are largely unknown. In this study, 
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we investigated the effects of a digital detox on social media use, mental wellbeing, and 
experienced automaticity and craving. A total of 120 young adults motivated to reduce usage 
were randomly assigned to either an experimental or waiting-list condition. After a one-week 
baseline measurement, participants in the experimental group removed all social media apps 
for one week (i.e. detox), followed by three weeks of follow-up measurements. Using a com-
bination of ecological momentary assessment, smartphone usage logging data and weekly 
questionnaires, we found that the detox significantly reduced social media use, automaticity 
and craving up to three weeks post-detox, while improving mental wellbeing, sleep quality 
and experienced social media use problems. Our findings suggest that social media is driven 
by both automatic habits and craving, and that detoxing is an effective way to reduce social 
media habits for those who want to cut back.

Keywords: social media, detox, automaticity, habit, craving

S-6F6

Phubbing: Features of addictive behavior of the russian youth

ALEKSANDR MAKSIMENKO1*, OLGA DEYNEKA2

1National Research University Higher school of Economics, Russian Federation
2Saint Petersburg University
*E-mail: Maximenko.Al@gmail.com

The problem of smartphone addiction is becoming relevant to the youth (Servidio, 2014; 
Karadağ, 2015; Chotpitayasunondh, 2016; Zhou, 2016; Kayis, 2016; Cizmaci, 2017; T’ng, 
2018). This problem is currently understudied in Russia. The purpose of this research was 
to investigate addiction aspects among the youth of the central part of Russia (Kostroma). 
Method: 525 people participated in the research, 72,4% male, 27,6% female (aged 17 – 29). 
We used the Phubbing Scale (Karadağ, 2015) as the most popular instrument of addiction 
investigation, together with Generic Scale of Phubbing (GSP), the Generic Scale of Being 
Phubbed (GSBP) (Chotpitayasunondh, 2016). Results: Age and gender differences in the 
intensity of addiction to smartphones were revealed. The younger respondents showed more 
signs of addiction. They feel more inferior without their smartphones (p<0,01), though they 
realize that ‘the time allocated to social, personal or professional activities decreases because 
of my mobile’ (p<0,001). They also show more sensitivity to being phubbed by others – ‘oth-
ers would rather pay their attention to their phones than talking to me’ (at p<0,001). Young 
females, rather than males, reported their addiction to smartphones – ‘when I wake up in 
the morning, I first check the messages on my phone’ (p<0,001). Other researchers also got 
similar results (e.g. Karadag, 2015). The data received from GSP and GSBP questionnaires 
proved gadgets to be a demonstration of their dominance in the relationships for the males, 
where as for the females, the addiction to smartphones is caused by the lack of self-control 
(p<0,001) and anxiety.

Keywords: phubbing, smartphone addiction, partner neglect, addictive behavior, victim of phubbing
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S-6G1

Round table: Women and Behavioral Addiction –  
New paths in research and treatment

FULVIA PREVER1, ANA ISABEL ESTEVEZ GUTIERREZ2 (chairs)
1SUN(N)COOP; Psychotherapist – NHS Addiction Clinic – Milan; ALEA (Association for Gambling 
Studies and Risky Behaviour); AISDiCo (Italian Academy of Sciences of Behavioural Addictions); 
President of Varenna Foundation for Youth Mental Health Support
2Professor, Universidad de Deusto Bilbao, Spain
E-mail: fulvia.prever@gmail.com, aestevez@deusto.es

Symposium summary: It becomes more and more obvious that a gendered approach to re-
search, prevention and treatment is highly relevant to gain a better understanding of and be 
more responsive to female-specific aspects of behavioural addiction. Literature and stud-
ies on Women and Gambling Disorder and other Behavioural Addiction are scarce, both in 
Europe and all over the world. Moreover, the existing data are not specific to women but 
inferred from mostly male samples. Nevertheless, more and more women are affected by 
pathological gambling and other non-substance related addictions. Obviously, women have 
a crucial role in family and society, and their gambling or other addictive behaviours, which 
are often underestimated, may have a deep impact on their social and personal life. One 
key issue is that women often experience great difficulty in finding appropriate treatment 
services. Most health clinics are not “female friendly”, and treatment programs very rarely 
offer female-specific treatment approaches. In 2020 a pandemic struck all over the world. It 
deeply affected our lives and existence, our physical and mental health, in many ways. B.A. 
played an important role in women’s life during the various COVID-19 lockdowns. Women 
paid high costs in this period and taking care of their health is now even more important. It’s 
crucial to learn from your experiences as researchers and clinicians and to gather data from 
all over the world to enrich our shared understanding of these issues, to compare, discuss and 
improve research and treatment for the women on whose behalf we are working on.

Keywords: women, gender, addiction, treatment, research

S-6G2

Focus groups with young women – Gendered risk perceptions and 
values about gambling

HEATHER WARDLE

Assistant Professor, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine Project grant funded by 
Wellcome

Repeated surveys have shown differences between male and female gambling behaviours, 
with men being more likely to experience problems and engage in certain activities. This too 
is evident among younger people too. However, few studies have examined how and why 
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different perceptions and behaviours among men and women exist. Drawing on focus groups 
with young people aged 14-16, this presentation will explore gendered constructs of risk and 
attitudes to gambling and how this manifests in different perceptions of gambling. Among 
boys, gendered notions of masculinity and competition were important themes in their views 
of gambling whereas for girls views about gambling were situated within broader narratives 
of risk, safety and sensibility, co-constructed within familial settings. These themes will be 
explored with reference to their impact on what this may mean for prevention activities 
among young men and women.

S-6G3

Dealing with gender bias in treatment demands regarding  
Internet-related disorders

SOPHIA ACHAB

MD, PhD, lecturer PD; Responsible of Specialized facility in addictive behaviors, University 
Hospitals of Geneva, CH; Responsible of WHO Collaborating Center in Training and Research in 
Mental Health (Addiction), Faculty of Medicine, University of Geneva, Switzerland

Internet-related disorders are increasing motives for treatment demands worldwide. Ade-
quate treatment coverage is a big challenge for health systems, since it consists in availability 
of sufficient dedicated facilities, of well-trained health professionals, of increased awareness 
of public audience about alarming symptoms in favor of treatment need and of continuous 
treatment facilities’ agility to adapt to emerging and changing treatment needs. In a daily 
basis, treatment facilities that are being sought by patients and receiving referrals by rela-
tives, are facing several gender biases regarding Internet-related disorders. A first one is that 
these demands are mostly coming from males and women are under-represented in treatment 
settings, although prevalence rates in general population are quite comparable. A second 
gender bias is that of concerns and referrals coming from parents or health professionals are 
mostly for Gaming disorders in male and for social network and smartphone use disorders 
for female. A third gender bias is that of relatives triggering the treatment seeking and being 
active in daily support during treatment process are mostly mothers and female partners. To 
achieve gender equity in access to treatment and support, health systems will have to address 
these gender biases and health professionals will have to tackle it and to adapt to gender 
specificities regarding increasing Internet related disorders’ treatment demands. Discussing 
these issues in a round table with international experts could be a first step toward increased 
visibility of these phenomenon and collecting transcultural opinions on its resolution tracks.
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S-6G4
Online gambling: Comparison of women vs men

ANAÏS SAILLARD1, MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC2, MORGANE ROUSSELET2,  
ELSA THIABAUD1, JULIETTE LEBOUCHER1, JULIE CAILLON2,  
GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU2

1CHU Nantes, Addictology and Psychiatry Department, Nantes, France
2Nantes University, Tours University, INSERM, SPHERE U1246 "MethodS in Patients-centered 
outcomes and HEalth ResEarch", Nantes, France

Background. In France, the prevalence of online gambling has largely increased over the 
last decade, and women represent a third of problem gamblers. Objective. Our study aimed 
to compare gambling habits between women and men among 450 non-problematic and at-
risk online gamblers. Method. Participants completed a structured interview exploring their 
gambling habits, gambling-related motives and negative consequences. Results. Women 
were more likely than men to mention spending money as the main negative consequence, 
although they had a lower self-imposed budget per week dedicated to gambling. Discussion. 
Our results raise the question of control and guilt over money that women can experience 
regarding online gambling.

S-6G5

Measuring female gaming: Insights from an international quantitative 
exploration of female gamers

OLATZ LOPEZ-FERNANDEZ1, JESS WILLIAMS2, DARIA J. KUSS3

1Researcher as Psychologist at Fundación Jiménez Díaz University Hospital Health Research Institute
2Nottingham Trent University
3Associate Profession in Psychology – Nottingham Trent University

Research investigating female gaming is relatively scarce, especially using a quantitative 
approach. However, there is evidence suggesting clinicians are increasingly treating problem 
gaming as a behavioural addiction. The objective of this presentation is to measure the female 
gamer phenomenon to establish an international profile, to determine predictors associated 
with perceived Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD), and to identify those who are potentially at 
risk of developing gaming disorder. An online survey was applied through international gam-
ing forums (N = 625) assessing sociodemographic, gaming devices, play genres, and scales 
on gaming, gender issues, and psychological outcomes. Female gamers reported the use of 
video games, especially popular online games using computers and consoles. The proportion 
of gamers with IGD was very low (1%). Several risk factors were identified for IGD high 
scores (i.e., achievement and social motivations, embodied presence and identification with 
the avatar, hostility and social phobia together with negative body image, playing Multiplay-
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er Online Battle Arena games, Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games, and First-
Person-Shooter games). Findings highlight the profile of those who are at risk of problematic 
gaming which will be discussed to support gender issues related to gaming appropriately.

S-6G6

Emotional intelligence as a coping resource of co-dependent women

SVETLANA KHAZOVA, TATIANA ADEEVA, INNA TIKHONOVA

Kostroma State University

Background and aims: Dependence in a family creates a personally significant difficult situa-
tion for co-dependents. They become susceptible to an addict’s mood and behavior and stress 
caused by anxiety for their life and their struggle to recover. They cope with stress in a certain 
way. The research aim is to study female co-dependents’ coping behavior and its correlation 
with their emotional intelligence. Methods: Mayer–Salovey–Caruso Emotional Intelligence 
Test (1998), Ways of Coping Questionnaire (Folkman &Lazarus, 1988). The study involves 
of 30 women aged from 32 to 55 in close relationships with a substance addict. Results: 
Female co-dependents prefer such coping strategies as positive reappraisal, self-control, 
seeking social support, planful problem solving. Accepting responsibility, distancing, con-
frontative coping, and escape-avoidance coping strategies are less preferable in the group. 
The emotional intelligence data indicate a lower level of one’s emotional regulation, a vague 
awareness of one’s emotions, a low ability to interpret emotional information and use it to 
solve life problems. The correlation between individual Emotional Intelligence characteris-
tics and coping strategies is identified (p≤0.001): if co-dependents` ability to identify their 
own and others’ emotions and maintain their emotional state enhances, they are less likely 
to choose distancing; if the ability to identify emotions and use to solve problems improves, 
the respondents prefer positive reappraisal. It stimulates the process of ”facing" with a real 
life situation, changes one’s perception of it, and creates a resource for further coping efforts. 
Funding: The study was funded by RFBR (research project № 20-013-00435а).

S-6G7

Factors of outlook rejuvenation addiction in women

TATIANA KRYUKOVA, ANNA OSMININA

Kostroma State University, Russian Federation

Background and aims: Unwanted signs of aging cause appearance concerns and stress in 
middle-aged women (Rumsey & Harcourt, 2014; Trekels & Eggermont, 2017; Labunskaya, 
2018). To cope with stress of negative self-perception women try to use caring manipula-
tions. Midlife women affected by appearance concerns form the outlook rejuvenation ad-
diction. The study is identifying its factors. Methods: The sample - 52 women (aged 40-60) 
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concerning outlook age changes. They undergo rejuvenation facial-body procedures in the 
aesthetic medicine centre. Interview and customers` statistical analysis are used to confirm 
addictive behavior in a longitudinal study. Results: Statistics show continuance and regular-
ity in undergoing manipulations to transform appearance – the willing to improve a face (get 
rid of wrinkles), skin elasticity, face and body contours, etc. 40% of women visit the cen-
tre for more than 12 years, the frequency says that 48% (25 women) use aesthetic services 
(not surgical) from 4-5 to 11 times a month becoming their addicts. Among the factors of 
B.Addictions there are self-appearance discontent, high level of outlook significance and val-
ue in studied women (in a control group members place less emphasis on the importance of 
physical appearance); stress and discomfort caused by loss of attractiveness with age, by their 
subjective evaluation. Regular undergoing of aesthetic services to look younger is women`s 
coping to reduce stress and fear of the future, to develop better interpersonal relationships, to 
improve the emotional background - the emergence of positive emotions, a sense of security 
and satisfaction. Funding: The study is supported by RFBR, 18-013-01005.

S-6G8

Comparison of males and females in a sample of adult ADHD patients: 
clinical profile, comorbidity and behavioral addictions

CHIARA CECCHELLI, ANNA RAPICAVOLI, LUISA VIGNOZZI

Braincenter, Firenze, Italy

Background: Sex differences in the prevalence of ADHD are well documented in the litera-
ture, like others neurodevelopemental disorders, it is more prevalent in males, with a males 
to females ratio of 7-8:1 in clinical settings and 3-4:1 in community samples. The discrep-
ancy in sex ratio between clinic and community samples highlights that a large number of 
females remain unidentified and untreated. There is increasing recognition that females with 
ADHD show a modified set of behaviors, symptoms and comorbidities, when compared with 
ADHD males. Methods: 60 ADHD outpatients (30 males and 30 females), recruited at the 
Brain Center Firenze, were evaluated collecting demographic variables, using psychometric 
instruments and neuropsychological tests, in order to highlight gender differences in clini-
cal presentation. Results: Preliminary results show a trend towards a higher education and 
employment rates in females compared to males, despite higher scores at the Barkley Adult 
ADHD Rating Scale-IV (a clinical scale for assessment of ADHD symptoms) and similar 
scores at the Symptoms of Depression Questionnaire (SDQ). With regard to Behavioral Ad-
dictions, females show more food addiction, shopping addiction and internet addiction while 
males show higher score at the scales for sex addiction and gambling. Conclusion: In the 
present study, females tend to show a better functioning in spite of higher score in the scale 
for assessment of ADHD symptoms.
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S-7A1

Context matters: Exploring relationships between Compulsive Sexual 
Behavior and morality

JOSHUA B. GRUBBS (chair)

Bowling Green State University, United States of America
E-mail: grubbsj@bgsu.edu

Symposium summary: With the inclusion of Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder in the 
ICD-11, there is increasing interest in the role that religious values and morality play in 
the experience and expression of CSBD and problematic pornography use. A body of past 
work suggests that conservative morality and religion may make people interpret normal 
sexual behavior as pathological. However, many questions remain unanswered. The present 
symposium presents cutting edge examinations of these topics using a range of quantitative 
and qualitative methodologies. Todd Jennings will present a systematic review of all prior 
research examining the interface of religion, morality, and compulsive sexual behavior. K. 
Camille Hoagland and A. Shanti James will use qualitative methods in a U.S. nationally 
representative sample of adults to explore women's experience of moral disapproval of por-
nography. Kaelyn Griffin will discuss recent efforts to understand how religious experiences 
beyond moral incongruence influence interpretations of sexual behavior. Neil Gleason will 
report results from a quantitative study that examines if moral incongruence extends beyond 
pornography use. Dr. Beáta Bőthe will present results of a large, multi-national (N > 100,000) 
machine-learning study that examines the best empirical predictors of problematic pornog-
raphy use, including moral incongruence. Collectively, these works present cutting edge re-
search employing a variety of methods to explore the importance of religion and morality in 
understanding problematic pornography use and compulsive sexual behavior.

Keywords: moral incongruence; religion; sexual addiction; cultural context; women's pornography use
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S-7A2

Compulsive Sexual Behavior, religiosity, and spirituality:  
A systematic review

TODD L. JENNINGS1, NEIL GLEASON2, TAYLER LYNG3, ITOR FINOTELLI JR4,  
BAILEY M. WAY1, KAELYN R. GRIFFIN1, SHANE W. KRAUS1, JESSICA HABASHY1, 
REPAIRER ETUK1, MICHAEL MINER4, ELI COLEMAN4

1University of Nevada, Las Vegas
2University of Washington
3Minnesota State University, Mankato
4Institute for Gender and Sexual Health, University of Minnesota

Background: The relationship between compulsive sexual behavior (CSB), religiosity, and 
spirituality is receiving considerable research attention. This presentation reviews research 
evaluating the relationship religiosity and spirituality have with CSB to inform clinical as-
sessment and treatment of this syndrome. Method: Using the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guidelines, we review research published 
through August 1st, 2021. The present work only reviewed quantitative analyses. Results: 
The systematic review identified fifty-nine studies examining the relationship between CSB 
and religiosity or spirituality. Studies predominately consisted of heterosexual White men 
and women. A wide variety of assessment measures were used, though the most commonly 
measured constructs included religious participation, belief salience, and problematic por-
nography use (PPU). In general, small to moderate positive relationships between religiosity 
and CSB were identified. However, recent studies examining moral disapproval as a me-
diator or moderator produced stronger indirect relationships between religiosity and PPU. 
Only seven studies evaluated the relationship between CSB and spirituality. These studies 
often reported positive relationships between indicators of spiritual struggles and CSB or 
a negative relationship between aspects of spiritual well-being and CSB. Conclusions: Re-
search examining the association between CSB and religiosity is flourishing. Although moral 
incongruence produces strong indirect relationships between religiosity and PPU, further 
investigation into other religiosity or spirituality constructs and their link to various manifes-
tations of CSB is needed. Future research should attempt to understand these relationships in 
minoritized groups such as sexual and gender diverse populations.
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S-7A3

Moral disapproval of pornography among women:  
A qualitative analysis in a nationally representative sample

K. CAMILLE HOAGLAND, A. SHANTI JAMES, JOSHUA B. GRUBBS

Bowling Green State University

Background: Prior research exploring pornography related problems typically focuses on 
men, primarily because women often report using less pornography than men. Recent work 
has shown that moral disapproval is often a robust predictor of pornography-related distress. 
However, very little work has been done to explore why people actually morally disapprove 
of pornography. Taken together, these observations regarding past literature suggest that we 
know very little about reasons for moral disapproval of pornography among women and how 
such disapproval predicts symptoms of pathology. Method: In August of 2019, a nationally 
representative sample of adults in the United States was collected. Participants were asked to 
report on a sliding scale the extent to which they found pornography use to be morally objec-
tionable or morally acceptable. Participants who reported moral disapproval of pornography 
were asked to qualitatively describe their reasons for moral disapproval. These qualitative 
responses were analyzed and coded for content. These coded responses were then analyzed 
to explore reasons for moral disapproval as they relate to other key constructs. Results: Re-
sults revealed 14 categories of reported reasons for moral disapproval of pornography use, 
with some evidence that men and women’s opposition to pornography use may vary slightly. 
Conclusions: These reasons bear important implications for the understanding of moral dis-
approval of pornography in general and also for the conceptualization of problematic pornog-
raphy use among women, both in research and clinical practice.

S-7A4

Strange bedfellows: Religion, problematic pornography use, and purity 
culture 

KAELYN R. GRIFFIN, BAILEY M. WAY, TODD L. JENNINGS, JESSICA HABASHY, 
REPAIRER ETUK, SHANE W. KRAUS

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: Religious abuse and trauma remain understudied despite the personal and cultural 
significance of religion. The current study examined the relationships between religious trau-
ma, internalization of purity culture beliefs, problematic pornography use (PPU), religiosity, 
and psychopathology in a sample of university students. Method: Data were collected through 
an anonymous, online, self-report survey of a diverse undergraduate student population in the 
United States. Religious trauma was measured with the Spiritual Abuse Questionnaire (SAQ), 
religiosity with the Duke University Religion Index (DUREL), PPU assessed with the Brief 
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Pornography Screen (BPS), and DSM-5 cross cutting utilized for assessment of anxiety and 
depression. Results: Pearson Product correlations revealed that SAQ scores were unrelated 
with PPU (r=0.08, p=.06), religiosity (r=-0.04, p=.26) or purity culture beliefs (r=0.02, p=.59), 
but positive relationships were found between SAQ scores and depression (r=0.17, p<.001) 
and anxiety (r=0.17, p<.001). Purity cultural beliefs were positively related to PPU (r=0.21, 
p<.001) and religiosity (r=0.52, p<.001), but negatively correlated with depression (r=-0.16, 
p<.001) and anxiety (r=-0.16, p<.001). Conclusions: The current study demonstrates there are 
relationships present between religious trauma and psychopathology, but not with PPU. Purity 
cultural beliefs were positively related to psychopathology. Additional research is needed to 
tease apart the relationships between religious trauma, purity cultural, religiosity, PPU and 
psychopathology to inform treatment approaches for distress help seeking clients.

S-7A5

Expanding the Moral Incongruence Model beyond Problematic 
Pornography Use

NEIL GLEASON1, TODD JENNINGS2, SOPHIA TAYLOR1, ITOR FINOTELLI JR.3, 
MICHAEL H. MINER3, ELI COLEMAN3

1University of Washington
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas
3Institute for Gender and Sexual Health, University of Minnesota

Background: The Moral Incongruence Model of Problematic Pornography Use (PPU) states 
that self-perceived PPU may result from a conflict between pornography use and moral 
disapproval (MD) of pornography, with PPU showing a stronger positive relationship with 
pornography use frequency at high levels of MD. This study aims to replicate and expand 
this model beyond PPU to other forms of compulsive sexual behavior (CSB) and to inves-
tigate the potential contributing role of positive and negative emotional reactions to sexual 
stimuli (i.e. erotophobia/erotophilia). Method: N=879 American participants (49.8% male, 
85.7% heterosexual) were recruited to complete an online survey via Amazon’s Mechanical-
Turk. Participants completed measures assessing CSB (Compulsive Sexual Behavior Inven-
tory-13), erotophobia/erotophilia (Sexual Liberalism Scale), and frequency and MD of vari-
ous sexual behaviors. Results: CSB was significantly positively associated with frequency 
of pornography use, masturbation, sexual fantasy, and number of sex partners in the past 3 
months. Partly consistent with the moral incongruence model, increased MD made this asso-
ciation stronger for all behaviors except masturbation. Erotophilia was positively associated 
with sexual frequency and CSB, and adding erotophilia to the moral incongruence model 
significantly increased variance of CSB explained. Erotophilia was also a significant mod-
erating variable, with high levels of erotophilia leading CSB to be more strongly positively 
associated with masturbation MD and number of sexual partners. Conclusions: The moral 
incongruence model was replicated and appears applicable to some aspects of CSB beyond 
PPU. In addition, erotophilia was found to significantly contribute to the model as a direct 
and interactive factor.
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S-7A6

Predicting problematic pornography use: A large-scale machine 
learning study across 70+ cross-sectional and longitudinal samples

BEÁTA BŐTHE1, MARIE-PIER VAILLANCOURT-MOREL2, SOPHIE BERGERON1, 
KRISZTIÁN IVASKEVICS3, ZSOMBOR HERMANN3, SHANE KRAUS4,  
JOSHUA B. GRUBBS5

1Département de Psychologie, Université de Montréal
2Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières
3Doctoral School of Law Enforcement, Faculty of Law Enforcement, National University of Public 
Service of Nevada, Las Vegas
5Bowling Green State University

Background: Although research related to problematic pornography use (PPU) has prolifer-
ated in the past two decades, most prior studies were characterized by homogenous, rela-
tively small samples, a lack of substantive theory or integration, and a lack of large-scale, col-
laborative studies between research laboratories, resulting in crucial knowledge gaps (e.g., 
role of moral incongruence in PPU in different cultures). This study aims to combine several 
independent laboratories’ already existing cross-sectional and longitudinal datasets to iden-
tify which risk factors can best predict PPU and changes in PPU over time. Method: We con-
tacted 98 researchers and laboratories to provide available PPU datasets for the study. Data 
analysis will take place in the fall and winter of 2021. We will use random forest models on 
each dataset to examine how different sociodemographic and psychological characteristics 
predict PPU and changes in PPU over time. Then, we will combine the results of all datas-
ets using random-effects meta-analysis with meta-analytic moderators (e.g., community vs. 
treatment-seeking samples). Expected results: By the fall of 2021, we had received 74 cross-
sectional and longitudinal PPU datasets, including 100,000+ participants from 17 countries, 
with a pool of 700+ potential predictors of PPU. As the present study is exploratory in nature 
and machine learning is a data-driven method, we do not have a priori expectations about 
the findings Conclusions: This work will contribute to a better understanding of PPU’s onset 
and maintenance and may provide key insights for developing more efficient prevention and 
intervention programs targeting PPU.
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S-7B1

Understanding compulsive sexual behavior in women

EWELINA KOWALEWSKA1, ATERET GEWIRTZ-MEYDAN2 (chairs)
1Centre of Postgraduate Medical Education, Warsaw, Poland
2University Of Haifa, Israel
E: mail: ewelina.kowalewska@cmkp.edu.pl; ateret.meydan@gmail.com 

Symposium summary: Backgrounds: To date, most studies on compulsive sexual behavior 
(CSB) have been carried out in men. The lack of adequate knowledge about the mechanisms 
of CSB in women and the commonly prevailing stereotypes may diminish help-seeking 
among women with this condition. Further, clinical approaches tailored to meet women’s 
unique medical and mental health needs regarding CSB have also not been fully explored. 
Due to the recent inclusion of CSBD in ICD-11 and the insufficient knowledge of this prob-
lem among women, greater research is needed to establish accurate prevalence rates of 
CSBD among women and explore clinical patterns of sexual functioning of women reporting 
issues for CSB. Methods: In this symposium, we will provide current research findings on 
CSB among women, and discuss directions for future investigations. Results: Recent find-
ings provide a deeper insight into the prevalence of CSB in women, its clinical picture, and 
comorbidity with other conditions, such as substance use disorder or disordered eating symp-
toms. Problematic pornography use (PPU) has been found to be linked with elevated rates of 
psychopathology, higher frequency of engagement in sexual activities, such as pornography 
use, dyadic sexual intercourse, and masturbation. As it turned out, women who are anxiously 
attached to a romantic partner may be more liable for the influence of pornography consump-
tion on their body image self-consciousness. Conclusions: Current findings highlight the 
importance of further exploration of CSB in women, with the special focus on developing 
effective treatments for CSB tailored to women.

Keywords: women, compulsive sexual behavior, pornography
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S-7B2

Comparison of Compulsive Sexual Behavior (CSB) and sexual activity 
between a group of women seeking treatment for CSB and women from 
a community sample in Poland.

EWELINA KOWALEWSKA1, SHANE W. KRAUS2, MICHAŁ LEW-STAROWICZ1, 
MATEUSZ GOLA3

1Centre of Postgraduate Medical Education, Warsaw, Poland
2University of Nevada, Las Vegas, USA
3Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland; University of California, Sand Diego, USA

Background: One of the missing gaps in the literature on compulsive sexual behavior (CSB) 
pertains to the lack of scientific investigation on CSB among women. Little is known about 
the prevalence of CSB and patterns of sexual functioning in this group. The present study ex-
amined the prevalence and severity of CSB symptoms, problematic pornography use (PPU), 
and sexual activity in two samples of Polish women – treatment-seekers and community-
based. Methods: The samples comprised of 661 Polish women seeking treatment for CSB 
and 679 Polish women from the community. Women completed an anonymous online-based 
survey assessing their demographics, sexual activity, and CSB. CSB symptoms severity was 
measured by the SAST-R (cutoff score of 6), and PPU was measured by the BPS (cutoff 
score of 4). Results: 65.5% of treatment-seekers and 24.9% of a community sample meet 
the SAST-R cutoff. 41.3% of treatment-seekers and 13% of a community sample met the 
BPS cutoff. Furthermore, treatment-seeking women (as compared to community women) 
reported younger ages of first pornography use and first sexual intercourse, had more past 
week sexual intercourse and last year partners, spent more time on watching pornography 
during past week, and masturbated more frequently in the past week. In addition, 63.3% of 
treatment-seekers who meet the SAST-R cutoff were not seeking treatment for sexual behav-
ior in the past. Conclusions: Our findings reflect a need for further exploration of the CSB 
among women, particularly the role of pornography consumption, and the possible barriers 
in seeking treatment.
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S-7B3

Attachment insecurities and body image self-consciousness among 
women: The mediating role of pornography use

ATERET GEWIRTZ-MEYDAN1, KIMBERLY J. MITCHELL2, ZOHAR SPIVAK-LAVI3, 
SHANE W. KRAUS4

1University of Haifa, Israel
2University of New Hampshire, USA
3Max Stern Yezreel Valley College, Emek Yezreel, Israel
4University of Nevada, Las Vegas, USA

Background: The present study examined the mediating role of pornography use between at-
tachment insecurities and body image self-consciousness in a large sample of women. We hy-
pothesized that pornography use would mediate the relationship between insecure attachment 
orientations and body image self-consciousness. Method: We recruited a convenient sample 
of 1001 Israeli women who completed measures assessing attachment orientation, body self-
consciousness, and pornography use frequency. We employed structural equation modeling 
with maximum likelihood estimation method to examine the direct pathways between attach-
ment and body image self-consciousness, as well as the indirect, or mediational, pathways 
through pornography use. Results: Pairwise correlations indicated that all the main study 
constructs were significantly correlated with one another. Among women not currently in a 
relationship, the association between attachment and body image self-consciousness was not 
mediated by pornography use. Neither avoidant attachment (β=0.27, p<0.001) nor anxious 
attachment (β=0.29, p<0.001) were significantly related to pornography use. Pornography 
use, in turn, was not significantly related to body image self-consciousness. For women cur-
rently in a relationship, a full model with significant direct and indirect effects was revealed. 
Avoidant attachment (β=0.03) was not significantly related to pornography use, but anxious 
attachment (β=0.09, p=0.02) was significantly related to pornography use. Pornography use 
was significantly related to body image self-consciousness (β=0.07, p=0.05). Conclusions: 
Our results suggest women may be more susceptible to the influence of pornography use on 
their body image self-consciousness when they are anxiously attached to a romantic partner. 
Implications for clinical practice and future directions are discussed.
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S-7B4

Compulsive sexual behavior disorder and risky sexual behavior among 
young women with substance use disorder

YANIV EFRATI1, KEREN GOLDMAN2, KATYA LEVIN3, PAULA ROSCA4

1Bar Ilan University, Faculty of Education, Israel
2Department for the Treatment of Substance Abuse, Mental Health Services, Israeli Ministry of 
Health, Israel
3Department for the Treatment of Substance Abuse, Mental Health Services, Israeli Ministry of 
Health, Israel; Rotem center, The Israeli center for sex therapy, Israel
4Department for the Treatment of Substance Abuse, Mental Health Services, Israeli Ministry of 
Health, Israel; Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

Background and aims: There is abundance of research on various addictions from substance 
use disorders to gambling and compulsive sexual behavior disorder (CSBD). We know sig-
nificant less on whether there is a common disposition for substance and behavioral addic-
tions, especially among women. In the current presentation, we will report the results of our 
research that for the first time examines this question by investigating whether women with 
substance use disorder (SUD) also suffer from high co-morbidity of behavioral addictions in 
the form of CSBD and risky sexual behavior. Methods: The sample comprised 135 women of 
whom 65 with substance use disorder (drugs or alcohol) [aged 24.32 on average, SD=6.07] 
and 70 healthy controls [aged 23.65 on average, SD=2.61]. Each participant completed a bat-
tery of self-report measures of drug abuse and alcoholism, CSBD and risky sexual behavior 
as well as early-life trauma and negative and positive life events. Results: Results indicate 
that young women who suffer from substance use disorder show higher CSBD symptoms 
and more prevalent risky sexual behavior than controls. CSBD was also found to mediate 
the association between substance use and risky sexual behavior. In addition, all addictive 
behaviors were linked with emotional abuse during childhood but not with other types of 
abuse. Conversely, negative life events in adulthood were only linked with CSBD and not 
with substance use. Conclusions: The findings provide deeper insights into the comorbid-
ity of addictive behaviors and an opportunity for developing more effective treatments for 
women who suffer from these addictions.
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S-7B5

Left out: Examining Compulsive Sexual Behavior and Problematic 
Pornography Use in women college students

BAILEY M. WAY, TODD L. JENNINGS, KAELYN GRIFFIN, JESSICA HABASHY,  
SHANE W. KRAUS

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: Compulsive Sexual Behavior (CSB) is a persistent pattern of failure to control 
intense and repetitive sexual impulses or urges, resulting in repetitive sexual behavior that 
causes marked distress or impairment in an individual’s functioning. Problematic Pornogra-
phy Use (PPU) is the most common form of CSB among men; however, little is known about 
CSB and PPU in women. As rates of pornography viewing among women continue to rise, 
further research is needed to investigate CSB and pornography for women college students. 
Method: Using an anonymous online self-report survey, 887 female college participants 
completed questionnaires assessing their demographics, pornography use, sexual history, and 
psychopathology. We used the Brief Pornography Screen (cutoff score=4) to assess for PPU, 
the DSM-5 Cross-Cutting Symptom Measure for psychopathology, and the Compulsive Sex-
ual Behavior Inventory-13 (CSBI-13; cutoff score=35) for CSB. Participants were at least 18 
years of age and endorsed using pornography in the last 12 months. Results: The prevalence 
of PPU among women surveyed was 20.6%. Women with PPU were more likely to meet the 
CSBI-13 cutoff, to view pornography both more frequently and for a longer duration of time 
compared to women without PPU. Lastly, women that screened positive for PPU were more 
likely to screen positive for anxiety, mania, sleep issues, and suicidal ideation. Conclusions: 
PPU is prevalent in women college students and is associated with elevated rates of psycho-
pathology. Results highlight the importance of further research examining PPU and CSB in 
women given the possibility of sexual health disparities.

S-7B6

Double trouble? Examining the overlap between problematic 
pornography use and disordered eating symptoms in college women

JESSICA HABASHY, BAILEY M. WAY, REPAIRER ETUK, TODD L. JENNINGS,  
KAELYN GRIFFIN, SHANE W. KRAUS

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Background: Problematic pornography use (PPU) is a behavioral addiction that may co-
occur with eating disorder pathology. The exposure to nontraditional media such as pornog-
raphy contains idealized appearances that has been suggested to promote the development 
of disordered eating symptoms. While extant research suggests more frequent PPU in men, 
the rate of pornography use among women is rising, highlighting a need to examine the 
co-occurrence of PPU and disordered eating in order to understand what may drive these 
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behaviors. The current study examined to what extent PPU is associated with disordered 
eating in young women. Method: Participants included an ethnically diverse sample of 887 
undergraduate women from the Southeast and Southwest regions of the United States. The 
Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire 6.0 (EDEQ 6.0) was used to assess overall dis-
ordered eating symptoms (cutoff > 4). The Brief Pornography Screen (BPS) was used to 
assess for PPU (cutoff = 4). Results: Chi square tests were conducted to evaluate prevalence 
rates of PPU and disordered eating symptoms. The prevalence of disordered eating among 
women in our sample was 16% and approximately 20% for PPU. Women with elevated 
levels of disordered eating symptoms also screened positive for PPU with a prevalence of 
33.6% Conclusions: Current findings underscore a need for greater research examining the 
co-occurrence of PPU and disordered eating symptoms in women. Considering the harmful 
and enduring nature of both PPU and disordered eating symptoms, it is essential to properly 
screen for them to increase the likelihood of a successful recovery.
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S-7C1

Profiling Gaming Disorder: Cross-addictive comorbidities, 
identification, prevention and treatment

MICHELLE COLDER CARRAS1, VASILEIOS STAVROPOULOS2 (chairs)
1Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, United States
2Victoria University, Australia
E-mail: mcarras@jh.edu; vasileios.stavropoulos@vu.edu.au 

Symposium summary: The present symposium integrates novel findings from Australia, Can-
ada, Germany, the UK and the US in a broad look at measurement, prevention, and help-seek-
ing for gaming disorder in the context of other addictions and the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
empirical evidence presented is based on survey, epidemiological, and clinical data and aims 
to enhance the understanding of: a) the positioning of gaming disorder (GD) in relation to 
other addictive behaviors; b) the utility of machine learning approaches on analyzing electro-
encephalography (EEG) data to identify GD; c) the effectiveness of a CBT-based intervention 
in preventing GD and; d) the links between addiction help seeking and lockdowns during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The first presentation presents the results of the registered trial from Ger-
many and examines the effectiveness of school-based, 4-session cognitive behavioral therapy 
prevention intervention (PROTECT) for GD. The second contribution uses advanced growth 
modelling on call data from an addictions helpline in the province of Ontario, Canada to il-
lustrate the temporal associations between GD- and Internet-related help-seeking requests and 
lockdowns during the COVID-19 pandemic. The third presentation is from the UK and uses 
machine learning to generate the EEG footprint of GD and contrast this with recreational gam-
ing. Finally, the fourth and fifth contributions from Australia and the USA use variable-and 
person-centered approaches to highlight the positioning of GD in relation to other addictions 
and to introduce novel profiles of cross-addictive comorbidities. Findings will be discussed in 
the light of the emerging GD literature around identification, prevention, and treatment for GD.

Keywords: gaming disorder, internet addiction, substance addiction, treatment, prevention

S-7C2

Effectiveness of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to prevent gaming 
disorder and unspecified Internet use disorder in adolescents:  
A cluster randomized clinical trial

KATAJUN LINDENBERG1, SOPHIE KINDT1, CAROLIN SZÁSZ-JANOCHA2

1Institute for Psychology, Goethe-University Frankfurt, Germany
2Institute for Psychology, Heidelberg University, Germany

Background: Behavioral addictions were introduced as novel mental disorders in the ICD-
11, based on evidence that human behavior itself can become addictive, analogously to 
substance-related addictions. To prevent gaming disorder (GD) and unspecified Internet use 
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disorders (IUD), we developed a CBT-based intervention (PROTECT) which follows the 
APA-guidelines for prevention in psychology. This theory-driven, school-based, indicated, 
4-session preventive intervention targets addictive reward processing and pathological cog-
nitive mechanisms. Methods: N=422 at-risk adolescents from 33 schools in Germany (mean 
age [SD] =15.11 [2.01] years) who did not meet IGD criteria were randomly assigned to the 
PROTECT intervention group (52.7% female) or the assessment-only control group (55.3% 
female). Students met for 90 minutes in 24 groups of 3-11 adolescents every week for four 
weeks. Two group leaders delivered a manualized treatment based on cognitive behavioral 
therapy that is intended to promote knowledge on addictive reward processing, adaptive cog-
nitions and alternative coping (behavioral and emotional). Primary outcomes were symptom 
severity as measured by the adapted videogame dependency scale and incidence rates as 
measured by structured clinical interviews after 12 months. Results: The PROTECT inter-
vention group showed a significantly stronger reduction in GD and unspecified IUD severity 
(γ11= -0.128, p=.032, 95% CI [-.246; -.011]) and a significantly stronger reduction in pro-
crastination (γ11= -0.458, p <.001, 95% CI [-.735; -.180]). Differences in incidence rates did 
not reach significance. Discussion & Conclusions: PROTECT effectively reduces GD and 
unspecified symptoms over 12 months. Larger samples are needed to confirm a reduction in 
incidence rates. ClinicalTrials.gov registration: NCT02907658

S-7C3

Impact of COVID-19 on helpline calls for activities related to 
technology overuse in Ontario, Canada

JING SHI1, DANIEL ZARATE2, MICHELLE COLDER CARRAS3, VASILEIOS 
STAVROPOULOS4, NIGEL TURNER5

1Singapore Institute of Technology
2Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia
3Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, United States
4Victoria University, Australia
5Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, Toronto, Canada

Background: Video gaming revenues have increased dramatically during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Trending social games and hyper-casual games are attracting new audiences that 
require further study. While engaging in video games and Internet-related behaviors inher-
ently may help promote social connection and alleviate stress during the pandemic, a small 
proportion of individuals develop problematic habits that interfere with daily functioning. 
Therefore, the aim of this study is to examine the impact of COVID-19 lockdowns on the 
number of helpline calls for gaming disorder and problematic Internet use in the province of 
Ontario, Canada. Methods: Helpline calls were collected from a provincial mental health & 
addiction treatment service hotline from January 2019 to December 2021. This free and con-
fidential service is for people who experience problems with alcohol, drugs, mental illness, 
and behavioral disorders. Growth modeling will be employed to examine the links between 
the number of calls received, the number of COVID-19 cases reported province-wide and the 
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accumulated lockdown days across the different months. Results: The associations between 
the linear, quadratic and cubic growth/change curve factors of the number of calls received 
in relation to the progress of the pandemic will be reported for time variant, time-invariant 
and parallel growth moderators. Conclusions: Helpline calls are expected to increase during 
lockdowns and decrease when restrictions are lifted. This study serves to inform preventive 
measures that should be considered with the implementation of lockdown during a pandemic 
to prevent problematic forms of gaming or Internet use.

S-7C4

Utilizing a Brain Inspired Spiking Neural Network to better predict and 
identify Gaming Disorder using EEG data

TYRONE L. BURLEIGH1, MARK D. GRIFFITHS1, ALEX SUMICH2, ZOHREH 
DOBORJEH3, DARIA J. KUSS1

1International Gaming Research Unit, Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
2Department of Psychology, Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
3Faculty of Medical and Health Science, School of Population Health, The University of Auckland

Background: The wide range of negative consequences associated with gaming points to the 
importance of accurately differentiate problematic or disordered gaming from recreational 
gaming. Artificial Intelligence (AI), specifically the use of Machine Learning (ML) such as 
Spiking Neural Networks (SNN), has shown promise in this area. The computational model-
ing of electroencephalography (EEG) data is based on the framework of SNN architecture, 
NeuCube, which has been utilized within this study for the mapping, learning, visualising, 
and classifying of brain activity patterns related to problematic gaming and recreational gam-
ing. The NeuCube SNN model has been previously applied to resting state EEG data to 
understand personal differences in mindfulness success within depression and may be used 
to examine variables that predict gaming disorder. Methods: EEG data were collected un-
der strict monitoring with 2 mins. eyes open state and 2 mins. eyes closed. Following this, 
data were cleaned and prepared for use with the NeuCube SNN architecture. Results: Find-
ings suggest a discriminative pattern of spatiotemporal connections in the SNN models as a 
function of group characteristics (problematic gaming and recreational gaming group) and 
revealed information about the contribution of particular brain regions that can be used to 
identify and predict problematic/disordered gaming in individuals. Discussion & Conclu-
sions: The findings indicate that the designed SNN-based methodology can be potentially 
explored and used in the future to predict problematic gaming. and for early detection and 
intervention plans; which will benefit in social functionality and maximizing mental health 
outcomes for individuals experiencing problematic/disordered gaming.
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S-7C5

Factor structure of ten psychoactive substance addictions and 
behavioral addictions

VASILEIOS STAVROPOULOS1, RAPSON GOMEZ2, TAYLOR BROWN1,  
MARK D. GRIFFITHS3

1Victoria University, Australia
2Federation University, Ballarat, Australia
3International Gaming Research Unit, Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom

Background: Over the past two decades, many problematic excessive behaviors have in-
creasingly been conceptualized as addictions due to their similarity with more traditional 
psychoactive substance addictions. The primary aim of the present study was to simultane-
ously examine the factor structure of three psychoactive substance addictions (alcohol use, 
cigarette smoking, and illicit drug use) and seven behavioral addictions (sex, social media 
use, shopping, exercise, gambling, internet gaming, and internet use). Methods: A total of 
968 participants completed an online survey including ten psychometric scales assessing 
the ten different potentially addictive behaviours. Their responses were analysed using ex-
ploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Results: EFA sup-
ported a two-factor solution, with different factors for the psychoactive substance and most 
behavioural addictions. CFA supported the two-factor model in a separate sample. There 
was good support for the external validities of the CFA latent factors and for the reliability 
of the behavioural latent factor in the two-factor CFA model. There was insufficient support 
for the reliability of the psychoactive substance latent factor in this model. Conclusions: The 
taxonomic, theoretical, and clinical implications of the findings are discussed in the light of 
the evolving addictions literature.
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S-7C6

Cross-addiction risk typologies and their connection with  
COVID-19 anxiety: A latent class profiling approach

MICHELLE COLDER CARRAS1, BRENDAN DOWD2, LEE DYMAND-KANNIS3, 
VASILEIOS STAVROPOULOS2

1Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore, United States
2Victoria University, Melbourne, Australia,
3University of the Sunshine Coast, Queensland, Australia

Background: "Cross-addiction" involves a person substituting one form of addictive behav-
iour for another. While various cross-addiction presentations have been described through-
out the literature (drugs to alcohol, alcohol to smoking, gambling to sex), minimal research 
has explored whether different types of cross-addiction risk exist. We examined the co-oc-
currence of substance and behavioral addictions and whether addiction profiles differed in 
COVID-19-related anxiety. Methods: We recruited 968 participants through social media and 
online forums in the latter half of 2020. We assessed 10 addictive behaviours and COVID-
19-related anxiety with validated instruments. We used Latent Class/Profiling analyses with 
mean scores on addictive behavior scales to identify different risk profiles and compared 
proportions who met cut-off scores for each disorder between classes. We conducted t-tests 
to examine differences in COVID-19 anxiety between classes. Results: Two distinct risk 
profiles were identified, “Cross-Addiction Low-Risk” (57.4%) and “Cross-Addiction High-
Risk” (42.6%), with the high-risk profile having higher average scores across all addictive 
behaviours and more participants who met the diagnostic cut-off for multiple addictions. No 
individuals in the low-risk profile met cut-off scores for alcohol, drug, or gambling disorders. 
T-test showed significantly higher levels of COVID-19 anxiety in the high-risk compared to 
the low-risk profile Discussion & Conclusions: Profiles of those at-risk for addictions do not 
distinguish between type of addiction so much as severity of multiple addictions and addic-
tions having more severe health impacts. Identification of individuals at risk for multiple ad-
dictions has important implications for targeting prevention, treatment, and further research.
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S-7D1

Psychometric properties of screening instruments for social networks 
use disorder: A systematic review

SAMANTHA SCHLOSSAREK1*, HANNAH SCHMIDT1,2, ANJA BISCHOF1,  
GALLUS BISCHOF1, DOMINIQUE BRANDT1, STEFAN BORGWARDT1,  
DILLON T. BROWNE3, DIMITRI CHRISTAKIS4, PAMELA HURST-DELLA PIETRA5, 
ZSOLT DEMETROVICS6,7, HANS-JÜRGEN RUMPF1

1Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University of Lübeck, Lübeck, Germany
2Department of Pediatric and Adolescent Medicine, University of Lübeck Lübeck, Germany
3Psychology, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
4School of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA
5Renaissance School of Medicine, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, New York, USA
6Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar, Gibraltar
7Institute of Psychology, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
*E-mail: samantha.schlossarek@uksh.de

Background: Children and adolescents spend a lot of time on the internet, including so-
cial networking sites such as Instagram or Facebook, which makes them a highly vulner-
able group for the development of social networks use disorder (SNUD). Although various 
screening instruments have already been developed and validated, recommendations for an 
optimal scale assessing problematic social network use (PSNU) and SNUD in younger age 
groups are still lacking. Method: To identify instruments on PSNU and SNUD in children and 
adolescents, we conducted a systematic literature search in the databases PsycInfo, PubMed, 
Web of Science, PsycArticles, and Scopus. The final research took place in September 2021. 
In consideration of the psychometric properties and further assessment criteria recommenda-
tions for suitable instruments were derived. Results: The study selection process of 5,581 
publications identified by our database searches resulted in a final inclusion of 26 studies 
revealing validation evidence for a total of 18 tools on PSNU and SNUD. With regard to vali-
dation frequency, three tools exhibited the largest evidence base: Bergen Social Media Ad-
diction Scale (BSMAS), and the short versions of the Social Media Disorder Scale (SMDS) 
and Bergen Facebook Addiction Scale (BFAS). Conlusions: When taking the psychometric 
properties, the existence of a cut-off value, and the theoretical foundation as further criteria 
into account the SMDS-SF and BSMAS turned out to be the most appropriate screening mea-
sures for SNUD by achieving the highest score. Advantages of the SMDS are the availability 
of an economic short version and the possibility of a parental rating (SMDS-P).

Keywords: social media addiction, assessment, psychometric properties
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S-7D2

New assessment of problematic use of social networks

COVADONGA GONZÁLEZ-NUEVO1*, MARCELINO CUESTA1, JOSÉ MUÑIZ2, 
EDUARDO GARCÍA-CUETO1, ÁLVARO POSTIGO1, JAIME GARCÍA-FERNÁNDEZ1, 
ÁLVARO MENÉNDEZ-ALLER1, DARIA KUSS3

1University of Oviedo, Spain
2University of Nebrija, Spain
3Nottingham Trent University, Spain
*E-mail: covadongagonz@gmail.com

Background: Problematic use of Social Networking Sites (SNS) is an online behaviour that 
requires accurate and appropriate measurement. Several scales have been developed to mea-
sure addiction to using SNS. However, the present paper includes a component of utmost 
interest that has not been previously measured: social and physical comparison in SNS. This 
study aims to carry out a comprehensive assessment of problematic SNS use, taking into 
account not only addictive use, but also comparative use of SNS. Method: Two scales of 
problematic SNS use were developed with two different samples, (i) a sample of 500 women, 
where an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was performed to develop the appearance con-
cern questionnaire (CONAPP), and (ii) another sample of 1,003 participants where an EFA 
and a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) were performed to develop the Problematic Use 
of Social Networks (UPS) questionnaire. Results: Both questionnaires have adequate psycho-
metric properties. The CONAPP questionnaire was found to be unidimensional, and the UPS 
questionnaire bidimensional (comprising the factor "addictive consequences" and a second 
factor “negative social comparison”). Conclusions: Two questionnaires have been developed 
for a comprehensive assessment of problematic SNS use. These results have implications for 
the improvement of the assessment of problematic SNS use and possible prevention plans.

Keywords: problematic social network use, social networking, assessment
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S-7D3

Psychometric evaluation of the Instagram Motives Questionnaire 
(IMQ) and the Instagram Usage Patterns Questionnaire across three 
languages

SILVANA MELISSA ROMERO SALETTI1*, STEPHAN VAN DEN BROUCKE1,  
JOSÉ MANUEL RIVERA ESPEJO2

1UCLouvain, Belgium
2Universiteit Antwerpen, Belgium
*E-mail:  silvana.romero@uclouvain.be

In view of the growing interest regarding problematic Instagram use and the unavailability of 
valid and reliable instruments to measure the different motives and patterns of use involved, 
two measures were developed and validated through confirmatory factor analysis, the Insta-
gram Motives Questionnaire (IMQ – 32 items) and the Instagram Usage Patterns Question-
naire (IUPQ – 37 items). In order to promote international cross-cultural research, the IMQ 
and IUPQ were disseminated online in nine countries and three languages (Spanish, English, 
and French). Other measures were taken as well: self-esteem, compulsive internet use, stress, 
anxiety and depression, comparison orientation, etc. The final sample was composed of 6284 
participants for the IMQ and 5115 participants for the IUPQ. Confirmatory factor analysis, an 
analysis of measurement invariance across language and gender, and correlational analysis 
were performed to establish structural and construct validity. Alpha and Omega Reliability 
coefficients were also computed. Both questionnaires have good psychometric properties 
and fit each language properly. Equivalence across languages was supported but not across 
gender. Correlation patterns between the IMQ and IUPQ factors with the rest of the variables 
support the validity and usefulness of both scales. Implications of the findings are discussed.

Keywords: Instagram use, motives, psychometrics, CFA, cross-cultural research

S-7D4

A comparative, corpus-driven analysis of problematic social networking 
use

JANELLE KOLAS*

University of Warwick, United Kingdom
*E-mail: janelle.kolas@warwick.ac.uk

Social networking site (SNS) addiction is not a formally recognised disorder, but it is increas-
ingly discussed online and in academic research. By applying corpus linguistic methods, this 
study takes a quantitative, exploratory approach to determine whether problematic social net-
working use is presented like established addictions by the affected discourse community. In 
doing so, it also addresses how well existing measurements of SNS addiction fit the discourse 
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surrounding this emerging disorder. Four collections of naturally-occurring language (cor-
pora) concerning addiction were created for this study: a corpus on SNS addiction and three 
corpora concerning alcohol use disorder, tobacco use disorder and internet gaming disorder. 
All corpora were comprised of user-generated content found on Reddit, with the English Web 
Corpus used as a reference corpus. From these addiction corpora, keywords were identified, 
collocates and concordances were explored, and themes were determined and compared. 
Findings show that all of the dominant themes shared between corpora of established addic-
tions are also found in the SNS addiction corpus. However, some shared linguistic features 
may demonstrate confirmation bias rather than shared experience. Recognisable language 
features associated with addiction are, in some instances, appropriated by individuals dis-
cussing SNS addiction, which is more telling of experiences of addiction-related language 
than experiences of addiction. When these interdiscursive references are taken into account, 
broad similarities remain evident between corpora, and support is shown for measurements 
of SNS addiction that apply the components model of addiction.

Keywords: SNS addiction, corpus linguistics, comparative keywords analysis

S-7D5

DEBA-Internet: A new screening test for Internet Addiction

NADINE BLANCHETTE-MARTIN1*, JOËL TREMBLAY2, MAGALI DUFOUR3,  
FRANCINE FERLAND1, MATHIEU GOYETTE3, STÉPHANE TURCOTTE4,  
YASSER KHAZAAL5, NATHACHA BRUNELLE2, SYLVIE R. GAGNON6,  
CLAUDELLE STÉPHANIE TÉTRAULT-BEAUDOIN3, ROSALIE GENOIS7,  
ANDRÉE-ANNE LÉGARÉ7

1CIUSSSCN/CISSSCA, Canada
2UQTR
3UQAM
4CISSSCA
5CHUV
6CISSSLAN
7Université de Sherbrooke
*E-mail: nadine.blanchette-martin@ssss.gouv.qc.ca

Context: The growing use of Internet is associated with an increase problematic use of screens. 
Another difficulty reported by clinicians concerns the variety of Internet activities: gambling, 
social networking, video visioning, information and streaming, etc. Clinicians from all hori-
zons (schools, work place, health and psychosocial services, etc.) and working with youth and 
adults, need a screening tool adapted to the diversity of these situations. Objectives: Develop 
and validate a screening tool adapted for youths and adults, integrating all types of Internet ac-
tivities. Method: Interviews with teenagers and young adults (n=89, 15-25 years old, m=19.7, 
sd=1,6) divided between a problematic (n=52) and non-problematic use (n=37) based on the 
diagnosis interview WebAddict v1.0. Experimental questions covered eight domains: time 
spent, use of screens to deal with negative emotions, over preoccupation, craving, self-control 
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and negatives consequences, and auto- and family/friends assessment of severity. Discriminant 
function analysis and ROC analysis were used to select items with high classification power. 
Selected items were weighted based on coefficients from logistic regression. The cutoff was 
selected according to the Youden Index. Results: Six items were finally selected: weekly time 
spent (weighted 0-1 hour = 0; 91+ hours = 40); 2 items on the domain of control, i.e., continu-
ing despite fatigue and a general lack of control; 2 items on use of screens to deal with negative 
emotions; and opinion from friends or lover about difficulties with screens (X2). A cutoff at 
39+ (total from 0 to 100) provides a sensitivity of .82 and a specificity of .88.

Keywords: Internet use, Internet Addiction, gaming, screening, test, screens use
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S-7E1

Development and validation of a prediction model for online gambling 
problems based on players’ account data

BASTIEN PERROT1,2*, JEAN-BENOIT HARDOUIN1,2, ELSA THIABAUD2,  
ANAÏS SAILLARD2, MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC1,2, GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU1,2

1University of Nantes, France
2CHU Nantes, France
*E-mail: bastien.perrot@univ-nantes.fr

Background: Online gambling is a risk factor for the development of gambling problems 
compared to land-based activity. At the same time, online gambling provides interesting op-
portunities to study actual gambling behavior by using operators’ routinely collected data. 
We used players’ account-based gambling data to develop a prediction model for the screen-
ing of online problem gambling. Methods: A random sample of French online gamblers of 
poker, horse race betting and sports betting (n=8172) answered an online survey including 
the administration of the Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI). We retrospectively col-
lected gambling tracking data gathered from the French national authority. We applied ma-
chine learning algorithms to predict the PGSI categories with gambling tracking data. The 
prediction model was validated in a leave-out test sample. We assessed the importance of 
each gambling indicator in the detection of gamblers at-risk for gambling problems. Results: 
The prediction model built with the random forest algorithm showed good predictive perfor-
mance. In particular, the area under the ROC curve for the screening of PGSI 8+ gamblers 
was 0.85 [95% CI: 0.81–0.89]. The model correctly identified 75% of PGSI 8+ gamblers 
and 80% of PGSI 8- gamblers. The analysis of variables’ importance suggested that money-
wagered-related indicators were useful for identifying gamblers with low to moderate risk of 
gambling problems, whereas deposit-related indicators were helpful for identifying individu-
als with excessive gambling. Conclusion: We developed an algorithm for screening gamblers 
for their risk of gambling problems that could enable the setting of prevention measures for 
the most vulnerable gamblers.

Keywords: online gambling, prediction model, machine learning
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S-7E2

Effects of player protection measures in online gambling:  
A systematic review

TOBIAS HAYER1*, JENS KALKE2

1University of Bremen, Germany
2Centre of Interdisciplinary Addiction Research, University of Hamburg
*E-mail: tobha@uni-bremen.de

Background: With the increasing popularity of Internet-based gambling such as online casinos 
or in-play sports betting, the question arises as to what preventive measures should be imple-
mented to effectively counter the addictive risks associated with this trend. Aim: The aim of this 
overview is to gather empirical findings on the effectiveness of measures to protect gamblers 
in online gambling environments. Method: A systematic literature search was conducted in six 
electronic databases (including an accompanying manual search) for relevant evaluation stud-
ies published in the past 12 years (until the end of 2020). In sum, a total of 22 original articles 
met the pre-defined inclusion criteria. Results: The 22 primary studies provide information on 
the effectiveness of 26 individual measures. Most of the empirical findings relate to person-
alized feedback (8), pre-commitment systems (7), and self-exclusion (6). These intervention 
types are expected to have positive effects in terms of addiction prevention on several domains 
(i.e., knowledge, attitudes and behavior). However, low utilization rates (especially in the case 
of voluntary limit setting), moderate effect sizes and largely missing findings on effect sustain-
ability limit the validity of the studies. Conclusion: Based on the current state of knowledge, 
recommendations for the optimization of player protection measures in online gambling as well 
as research gaps that need to be considered with priority in future are derived.

Keywords: gambling disorder, prevention, harm minimization, online gambling, systematic review

S-7E3

Elite professional online poker players: Factors predicting success in 
a gambling game usually associated with financial loss and harm

PHILIP NEWALL*

CQUniversity, United Kingdom
*E-mail: pnewall561@gmail.com

Background: Disordered gambling is thought to comprise elements of behavioural addiction 
and harm, and a large literature lists a number of risk factors for disordered gambling, such 
as young age, male gender, the presence of a big early win, impulsiveness, irrational cogni-
tions about chance, spending a lot of time gambling, and engagement with multiple gam-
bling formats. However, very little is known about elite professional gamblers, who might 
gamble a lot and yet not experience harm due to their ability to win often substantial amounts 
of money over time. Study of this group may provide a unique angle on harm reduction 
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in gambling and the psychology of gambling. This study investigates responses from elite 
former online poker professionals along dimensions uncovered by the disordered gambling 
literature. Method: Qualitative interviews with expert online poker professionals, each with a 
sustained track record of success (N=19). Results: Participants each spent significant periods 
of their lives showing signs of behavioural addiction to gambling, and yet self-reported no 
or little harm, and many had retired from active play without showing cravings to return. 
Participants generally reported having a long-term decision-making focus, having no irra-
tional cognitions, and often rarely gambled outside of their poker specialism(s). Participants 
were open-minded and reflective about their skill level in poker and related domains such as 
investing. Conclusions: The further study of the psychology of professional gamblers may 
aide understanding of harm reduction in gambling.

Keywords: gambling disorder, skilled gambling, gambling harm

S-7E4

Impact of wagering inducements on the gambling behaviors of on-line 
gamblers: A longitudinal study based on gambling tracking data

MARIANNE BALEM1*, BASTIEN PERROT1,2, JEAN-BENOIT HARDOUIN1,2,  
ELSA THIABAUD3, ANAÏS SAILLARD3, MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC1,3,  
GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU1,3

1UMR 1246 SPHERE (MethodS in Patients centered outcomes and HEalth ResEarch), Nantes 
University, Tours University, INSERM, Nantes, France
2Biostatistics and Methodology Unit, Department of Clinical Research and Innovation, CHU Nantes, 
Nantes, France
3Addictology and Psychiatry Department, CHU Nantes, Nantes, France
*E-mail: marianne.balem@chu-nantes.fr

Introduction: Some on-line gambling operators offer wagering inducements to gamblers to 
increase gambling activity. They could lead to an increase in gambling behaviors and eventu-
ally represent an addictive risk factor. This study aimed to estimate the impact of wagering 
inducements on the gambling behaviors of on-line gamblers and to describe this temporal re-
lation. Methods: This study is part of the EDEIN research program, which includes gambling 
tracking data from the French national on-line gambling authority (poker, horse race and 
sports betting) and the French national lottery (lotteries and scratch games). They included 
weekly gambling intensity (wagers, deposits), gambling frequency (number of gambling 
days), proxies of at-risk gambling behaviors (chasing and breadth of involvement) and use of 
wagering inducements. The Problem Gambling Severity Index was used to determine the sta-
tus of the gamblers (at-risk or not). Cross-correlations were estimated to visualize the impact 
of wagering inducement on different lags in the time. Then, generalized linear mixed models 
and two-part mixed models were performed to quantify the effect of wagering inducement on 
gambling activity. Results: The use of wagering inducements was associated with a moder-
ate increase in gambling intensity and gambling frequency but was strongly associated with 
at-risk gambling behaviors (odds-ratio between 1.32 [1.16; 1.50] and 4.82 [4.61; 5.05] ac-
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cording to gambling type). These effects occurred mainly in the same week the inducement 
was used and was stronger for at-risk gamblers. Conclusion: Wagering inducements may 
represent a risk factor for developing or exacerbating gambling problems.

Keywords: cross-correlations, gambling disorder, gambling tracking data, generalized linear mixed 
models, on-line gambling, wagering inducements

S-7E5

Tackling naturally occurring gambling craving among problem 
gamblers with interference

AURÉLIEN CORNIL1,2,3*, PHILIPPE DE TIMARY4, YASSER KHAZAAL3,  
PIERRE MAURAGE2, LUCIEN ROCHAT5, OLIVIER SIMON3,  
MARTA WALENTYNOWICZ2, CORALIE ZUMWALD3, JOËL BILLIEUX3,6

1Réhabilitation, Hôpital Psychiatrique du Beau Vallon, Saint-Servais, Belgium
2Psychological Sciences Research Institute, Université catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, 
Belgium
3Department of Addiction Medicine, Lausanne University Hospital, Lausanne, Switzerland
4Department of Adult Psychiatry, Saint-Luc University Hospital, Brussels, Belgium
5Clinical Developmental Psychology Unit, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
6Institute of Psychology, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland
*E-mail: aurelien.cornil@uclouvain.be

Background: Gambling craving is an important factor of maintenance and relapse of gam-
bling disorder. A growing body of literature tested interventions targeting substance-related 
craving and, to a lesser extent, gambling-related craving. Among those methods, interfer-
ence-based techniques aim at moving resources allocated to the elaboration of craving-
related thoughts to a competing task recruiting similar cognitive resources, thus reducing 
the vividness and overwhelming nature of craving. Despite promising results in laboratory 
experiments, few studies investigate the relevance of such techniques in real clinical set-
tings. This pilot study aims to test the efficacy of interference-based techniques on gambling 
craving in a realistic clinical setting. A multiple single case design, easily implementable in 
treatment, will be used to test interference-based intervention among a small number of adult 
outpatients with a gambling disorder recruited by clinicians at the Center for Excessive Gam-
bling in Lausanne, Switzerland. Methods: A web-app specifically designed for the study will 
allow for the assessment of naturally occurring gambling craving and the administration of 
the techniques through three consecutive phases (one week each): baseline, intervention, and 
three-month follow-up. Potentially confounding variables will also be measured (e.g. cogni-
tive distortions, impulsivity traits). Results: Data collection has not started. The data analytic 
strategy will include both visual analyses and inferential tests. Non-overlap of all pairs and 
slope and level change will be used to estimate the effect-size, and Cohen’s d will be used to 
summarize treatment effects in each patient. Conclusions: Preliminary results, and efficacy 
and effectiveness of interference-based treatment will be discussed

Keywords: gambling, single case, craving, intervention, treatment
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S-7F1

The Trajectory of Cyber Addictions: Current Postulations and 
New Avenues of Interest in the Behavioral Addiction Framework

KRISTIANA SISTE1, JOHN B. SAUNDERS2, HIRONOBU FUJIWARA3,  
JOËL BILLIEUX4 (chairs)
1Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital – Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia
2National Centre for Youth Substance Use Research, The University of Queensland, Brisbane,  
Qld 4072, Australia
3Department Of Neuropsychiatry, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University, 54 Shogoin-
Kawaharacho, Sakyo-Ku, Kyoto, 606-8507, Japan
4Institute of Psychology, University of Lausanne, Switzerland
E-mail: kristiana.siste@ui.ac.id, mail@jbsaunders.net, hirofuji@kuhp.kyoto-u.ac.jp,  
joel.billieux@unil.ch 

Symposium summary: The influence of the internet is undeniably leading individuals toward 
instant opportunities in the cyber world. Created by a globalized space, the daily online time 
spent of the international population is instantly increasing. Growing evidence showed the 
prevalence of online gaming were arising these last decades. International population studies 
confirm that cyber addiction is becoming more common and spreading rapidly around the 
world. The increase in the number of online gaming spaces and their legalization by govern-
ments and private gaming industries constitute strengthened the development of cyber ad-
diction. The internet opened up possibilities for online game playing, gambling, shopping, 
watching pornography and connecting people virtually through social networking sites, and 
led some individuals to get addicted to it, which is one of behavioural addiction. Internet ad-
diction is one kind of addiction that can produce short-term rewards, leading to diminished 
control over the behaviour despite adverse consequences. This behaviour itself then becomes 
the source of addiction rather than a psychoactive substance. Behavioural addictions resem-
ble substance use disorders in terms of phenomenology, natural history, and neurobiology. 
Therefore, the symposium will highlight the current postulations and new avenues of interest 
in the behavioural addiction framework as the trajectory of cyber addiction. This symposium 
will provide updates on behavioural addiction about the guidelines for disorders due to addic-
tive behaviours in ICD-11, problematic use of the internet and mental health among medical 
residents, national actions on the prevention of gaming disorder, and Cognitive Behavioral 
Training (CBT) as the effective treatment for youth with gaming disorder.

Keywords: gaming disorder, internet addiction, behavioral addiction, CBT, national prevention, ICD-
11, medical residents, self-esteem, problematic use of internet
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S-7F2

Guidelines for disorders due to addictive behaviours in ICD-11

JOHN B. SAUNDERS

National Centre for Youth Substance Use Research, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD 
4072, Australia.

Background: The Eleventh Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) 
published in January 2022, includes for the first-time “Disorders due to Addictive Behav-
iours”. Two disorders are specified and have diagnostic guidelines; they are Gaming Disorder 
and Gambling Disorder. There are also diagnostic definitions available for Hazardous Gam-
ing and Hazardous Gambling, which are defined as health risk conditions. There is provision 
for other behavioural addictions to be diagnosed but no other disorders are specified in ICD-
11. This presentation will explore the grounds for accepting other behavioural addictions in 
ICD-11. Method and Results: Reviews of proposed approaches to accepting disorders as be-
havioural addictions (including Brand et al., 2020; Gullo et al., 2021) have been undertaken. 
In addition to candidate behavioural addictions manifesting the key addictive features of (1) 
impaired control over the activity, (2) increasing priority of the behaviour over other activi-
ties and responsibilities, and (iii) continued involvement despite harm, we argue that there 
should be (1) clear clinical relevance, namely functional impairment, (2) alignment with 
other addiction phenomenology, (3) sharing underlying theory, and (4) taxonomic plausibil-
ity including associations with comorbid disorders and vulnerabilities. Conclusion: No other 
behavioural addictions are currently recognised in ICD-11, but these guidelines provide a 
benchmark for gauging whether a repetitive behaviour conforms to a behavioural addiction. 
Importantly, this provides a guard against the overinflation of diagnoses and the trivialisation 
of the concept of behavioural addictions.

S-7F3

Problematic use of Internet and mental health among medical residents 
in Japan

HIRONOBU FUJIWARA

Department of Neuropsychiatry, Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto University, 54 Shogoin-
Kawaharacho, Sakyo-Ku, Kyoto, 606-8507, Japan

Backgrounds: Mental health problems (MHP) among medical residents are often found in 
clinical settings and potentially lead to professional lapses. Evidence suggests that.problem-
atic use of the internet (PUI) is associated with MHP particularly in the younger population. 
We investigated the MHP of medical residents (depression, anxiety, and self-esteem) and 
their association with Internet use. Methods: Participants were 208 residents. The General 
Health Questionnaire (GHQ), Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ), and the Rosenberg Self-
Esteem Scale (RSES) were used to assess anxiety, depression, and self-esteem. The General-
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ized Problematic Internet Use Scale 2 (GPIUS2) was used to measure Internet use. Data were 
obtained twice, at baseline and 3 months later when the risk of MHP in residency is the high-
est. Results: Residents with MHP (N = 36) had higher GHQ scores compared to those with-
out MHP (N = 172) at follow-up in 3 months. Residents with MHP had higher depression and 
lower self-esteem compared to those without MHP at baseline and follow-up. GPIUS2 total 
scores, and scores on the subscale preference for online social communication (POSI), were 
higher in residents with MHP. POSI at follow-up was positively correlated with depression at 
baseline and follow-up and negatively correlated with self-esteem at follow-up. Conclusions: 
Depression and self-esteem may predict PUI when the risk of MHP is the greatest for resi-
dents, indicating potential risks of PUI or Internet use as a compensatory coping behaviour. 
Together with depression and self-esteem assessment, Internet use may be a useful index of 
mental health management.

S-7F4

The effectivity of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy on Gaming Disorder 
patients in an outpatient setting: Experience of a developing country

KRISTIANA SISTE

Dr. Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital – Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has led to an increase in the use of the internet in 
the community, especially online games, increasing the risk of addiction. According to our 
research, the prevalence of internet addiction in Indonesian adolescents and adults was 19% 
and 15% in 2020. 30% of teenagers who started as regular online gamers were developing to 
be addicts. Currently, there are no specific regulations for online games in Indonesia while 
parents seek professional help. Therefore, Indonesia's national referral hospital has devel-
oped a behavioural addiction clinic based on CBT modalities and family therapy. Studies 
on the effectiveness of CBT for adolescents with gaming disorders are strongly needed to 
standardize internet gaming disorder management. Methods: This research is an experimen-
tal study that followed 20 patients given CBT for six months. The CBT was in a modified 
module adapted to Indonesian culture and performed for 12 sessions. On the sixth month of 
follow-up, the data analysis found decreased online games addiction scores and duration of 
online game usage, improvement of psychopathology, family relationships, self-image, and 
parenting styles. Results: There was a significant change (p<0.05) in the duration of online 
games usage, online games addiction scores, relationships with family, parenting styles, self-
image, and psychopathology. This modified CBT modality can be used as a national guide-
line in Indonesia Conclusion: Modified CBT is effective for gaming disorder treatment for 
adolescents and young adults in Indonesia. This modality could be used as a treatment model 
for national management in Indonesia's various mental health service centres.
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S-7G1

Coping strategies during the COVID-19 lockdown:  
A multicultural study on self-related risks

ORNELLA CORAZZA1, ARTEMISA R DORES2 (chairs)
1University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom
2School of Health, Polytechnic of Porto, Portugal
E-mail: o.corazza@herts.ac.uk, artemisa@ess.ipp.pt

Symposium summary: The current COVID-19 pandemic has been affecting the body im-
age of individuals as well as their practice of physical exercise and their consumption of 
image- and performance-enhancing drugs (IPEDs) in an attempt to boost their appearance. 
This symposium will present the results of various cross-sectional studies that are part of 
an overarching global project aimed to study fitness habits during the COVID-19 lockdown 
which was carried out in eight countries (UK, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Hungary, Lithuania, 
Brazil, and Japan). These studies focus on: (1) Assessing the perception of body image during 
self-isolation; (2) Exploring the practice of exercising and related habits during self-isolation 
(e.g., using fitness apps or spending more time in social media); (3) Understanding whether 
exercise can help to cope with self-isolation; and (4) Exploring any potential use of IPEDs 
during self-isolation as a way to boost physical appearance. Findings have contributed to a 
better understanding of the effects of self-isolation on body image and the identification of 
related risky behaviours in the attempt to boost physical appearance, while contributing to 
the development of practices targeting mental and physical wellbeing in challenging times 
for humanity. Funding: This work has been supported by the Cost Action (CA) 16207 https://
www.cost.eu/actions/CA16207/

Keywords: fitspiration; appearance anxiety; physical exercise; COVID-19 lockdown
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S-7G2

The role of anxiety about appearance on the practice of physical 
exercise and use of image- and performance-enhancing drugs (IPEDs) 
during the COVID-19 lockdown: A multicultural study

ARTEMISA R DORES1, IRENE P CARVALHO2, JULIUS BURKAUSKAS3,  
FERNANDO BARBOSA4, ORNELLA CORAZZA5

1School of Health, Polytechnic of Porto,
2Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health Department and CINTESIS, School of Medicine, Porto, 
Portugal
3Neuroscience Institute, Laboratory of Behavioral Medicine, Lithuanian University of Health 
Sciences, Lithuania
4Laboratory of Neuropsychophysiology, Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences, University of 
Porto, Porto, Portugal
5University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, United Kingdom

Background: The literature has been showing evidence about the impact of restrictive mea-
sures during the COVID-19 pandemic on different psychological variables and behaviours. 
This study aims to assess the contribution of anxiety about appearance on the practice of 
physical exercise and use of image- and performance-enhancing drugs (IPEDs) during the 
COVID-19 lockdown. Method: An online survey was carried out comprising the Exercise 
Addiction Inventory, and the Appearance Anxiety Inventory in addition to questions on 
the use of IPEDs. Results: The sample consisted of 3.161 (65% female) adults from seven 
countries (Italy, Spain, the United Kingdom [UK], Lithuania, Portugal, Japan and Hungary). 
Mean age was 35.05 years (SD = 12.10). Overall, 4.3% of the participants were found to 
engage in excessive or problematic exercise during the COVID-19 lockdown with peaks 
registered in the UK and Spain. Participants across all countries also reported the use of drugs 
and medicines to boost image and performance, and this use was maintained or started during 
the lockdown. Significant appearance anxiety levels were found across the sample. Logistic 
regression models revealed that anxiety about appearance was a non-significant predictor of 
engaging in physical exercise but increased the probability of using IPEDs significantly. This 
was despite the strong association found between physical exercise and IPEDs use. Conclu-
sions: This study identified risks of appearance anxiety associated with the unsupervised use 
of IPEDs among the general population during the COVID-19 lockdown period across all the 
participating countries. The risks of appearance anxiety associated with excessive physical 
exercising were non-significant.
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S-7G3

Excessive exercise and IPED use among sport disciplines

MAMI SHIBATA1, HIRONOBU FUJIWARA2

1Department of Neuropsychiatry, Graduate School of Medicine, University of Kyoto, Kyoto, Japan,
2Artificial Intelligence Ethics and Society Team, RIKEN Center for Advanced Intelligence Project, 
Saitama, Japan

Background: Physical distancing under the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic 
had a significant impact on lifestyles, including exercise routines. In this study, we examined 
the difference of tendency of addictive behaviors, such as excessive exercise and the usage 
of the image and performance-enhancing drug (IPED) across 12 sport disciplines Method: 
A large cross-sectional sample of the adult population (N= 2,295) was surveyed. The use of 
IPED was assessed in conjunction with psychometric measures such as the Exercise Addic-
tion Inventory (EAI) and the Appearance Anxiety Inventory (AAI). The participants were 
grouped into activity group (AG) and non-activity group (NAG) according to the presence or 
absence of their exercise habits. The results were compared between these groups, as well as 
across sport disciplines. Results: The frequency of IPEDs use was higher among AG (34.6%) 
than NAG (14.6%). The logistic regression analysis revealed that scores equal to or above 
cutoff points, in both the EAI and AAI, predicted the IPED use. Regarding the differences 
across the various sports disciplines, those who were involved in practicing Weight Lifting 
and Cross-Fit were found to be more at risk of excessive exercising and more inclined to use 
a wide range of IPED. Conversely, those who were engaged in walking is low EAI as well 
as a low rate of IPED use. Conclusions: These results may indicate that excessive exercise is 
associated with the risk of cross-addiction with substance intake, particularly in disciplines 
that demand high-intensity functional training.
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S-7G4

Fitspiration on social media: Body-image and other psychopathological 
risks among young adults

ILLARIA CATALDO1, ILARIA DE LUCA2, VALENTINA GIORGETTI3,  
DOROTEA CICCONCELLI3, FRANCESCO SAVERIO BERSANI4,  
CLAUDIO IMPERATORI5, SAMIRA ABDI2, ATTILIO NEGRI2, GIANLUCA ESPOSITO6, 
ORNELLA CORAZZA7

1Department of Psychology and Cognitive Science, University of Trento, Italy
2Department of Clinical and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK
3Department of Clinical and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK; 
Department of Human Sciences, European University of Rome, Rome, Italy
4Department of Human Neurosciences, Sapienza University of Rome, Rome, Italy
5Department of Human Sciences, European University of Rome, Rome, Italy
6Department of Psychology and Cognitive Science, University of Trento, Italy; Psychology Program, 
School of Social Sciences, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, Singapore; Lee Kong 
Chian School of Medicine, Nanyang Technological Univ, Singapore
7Department of Psychology and Cognitive Science, University of Trento, Italy; Department of 
Clinical and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK

Background: The use of social media is popular in the health and the beauty industry, with 
an increasing number of brands using web platforms to promote their products. Among the 
recently-emerged trends, “fitspiration” (also abbreviated as “fitspo”) has raised health con-
cerns. Evidence suggested that fitspiration contents, although originally conceived to pro-
mote a healthier lifestyle, often portray distressful themes that can lead to unhealthy thoughts 
and behaviours (e.g., body image and eating disturbances, excessive exercising, misuse of 
supplements). Despite its popularity, the knowledge on this trend is limited, and relatively 
few studies explored its psychological impact on young people below 25-year-old. Methods: 
A narrative literature search was conducted in order to provide an overview of the evidence 
linking fitspiration trends on social media to mental health disturbances. Results: Various 
factors related to psychopathological risks have been associated with the exposure to fitspira-
tion contents, which we have clustered in the following main topics: (i) exercise addiction 
and compulsive exercise; (ii) body dissatisfaction and objectification; (iii) appearance-related 
anxiety and depressive symptoms, self-esteem; (iv) excessive control of eating habits; (v) use 
of enhancing drugs; (vi) quality of life. Conclusion: A wide range of negative psychologi-
cal effects associated with fitspiration content on social media were identified. Additional 
research is required to further elucidate the phenomenon, to determine the extent of the harm 
for young people, and to develop preventive mental health strategies.
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S-7G5

Problematic internet use during COVID-19 pandemic

JULIUS BURKAUSKAS1, ARTEMISA R DORES2, IRENE P CARVALHO3,  
ORNELLA CORAZZA4

1Neuroscience Institute, Laboratory of Behavioral Medicine, Lithuanian University of Health 
Sciences, Lithuania
2School of Health, Polytechnic of Porto
3Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health Department and CINTESIS, School of Medicine, Porto, 
Portugal
4Department of Psychology and Cognitive Science, University of Trento, Italy; Department of 
Clinical and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK

Background: Experts in the field raised concerns about the rise of the Problematic Usage of 
the Internet (PUI) during the Coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19), however, specific online 
behaviours and how they are presented cross-culturally were explored to a lesser extent. In 
this study, we aimed to explore the cross-cultural manifestation of specific online behaviours 
and their associations with self-compassion, appearance anxiety, image and performance en-
hancing drugs (IPEDs) use, and specific online behaviours. Methods: An international survey 
was conducted in eight countries including Italy, Lithuania, Portugal, Spain, Japan, United 
Kingdom, Brazil and Hungary comprising in total 2223 individuals with a mean age of 33±11 
years old. Participants were surveyed for specific type of Internet use severity (the Internet 
Activities Scale from the Internet Severity and Activities Addiction Questionnaire), self-
compassion (the Self-Compassion Scale, SCS), appearance anxiety (the Appearance Anxiety 
Inventory, AAI), and IPEDs use. Results: After adjustment for demographic factors, hours 
online, and country, self-compassion remained associated with higher levels of skill games 
and time wasters (β=-.073; p<.002), streaming (β=-.053; p=.018), digital hoarding (β=-.065; 
p=.006) and cyberchondria (β=-.153; p<.001). Appearance was associated with general surf-
ing (β=.136; p<.001), online shopping (β=.137; p<.001), online gambling (β=.067; p=.003), 
social networking (β=.131; p<.001), pornography use (β=.102; p<.001), digital hoarding 
(β=.079; p<.001) and cyberchondria (β=.120; p<.001). IPEDs use also remained associated 
with various online behaviours during the COVID-19 pandemic Conclusions: Our explorato-
ry study demonstrates that self-compassion, appearance anxiety, and IPEDS use contribute 
to various forms of PUI.
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S-8A1

In its own dilemma: The adverse functioning of desire thinking among 
specific online activities

ANNIKA BRANDTNER1*, MATTHIAS BRAND1,2

1University of Duisburg-Essen, Germany
2Erwin L. Hahn Institute for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Essen, Germany
*E-mail: annika.brandtner@uni-due.de

Background: Desire thinking describes the voluntary elaboration of a target of desire on an 
imaginal and verbal level. It may be a pleasurable, yet torturing state as put forward in the 
Elaborated Intrusion Theory of Desire (EIT) and although not per se problematic, it can be-
come dysfunctional as stated in the Self-Regulatory Execution Function (S-REF) model of 
alcohol consumption. The purpose of this project is to investigate the role of desire thinking 
among specific online activities according to these models. Method: Theoretical assump-
tions of the S-REF and EIT and empirical findings on desire thinking were integrated into 
the Interaction of Person-Affect-Cognition-Execution (I-PACE) model. A structural equation 
model was derived from this integration where the relation between negative emotional re-
activity and craving is mediated by desire thinking, which was tested in a sample of N = 925 
internet users. Results: A theoretical integration of desire thinking into the I-PACE model 
emphasizes its relations to craving and its role when initiated as a reaction to negative mood. 
Accordingly, results of the structural equation model showed that higher negative emotional 
reactivity significantly predicted higher desire thinking, which in turn significantly predicted 
higher craving for online activities. Conclusion: According to the findings, desire thinking 
is likely initiated as a reaction to negative emotional states, depicting it as a possible coping 
mechanism. The resulting craving response is a possible indicator for its dysfunctional char-
acter since craving reactions can become hard to resist and are thus highly related to actual 
and potentially unwanted online behaviors.

Keywords: desire thinking, emotional reactivity, craving, Internet use
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S-8A2

Emotional Face Expression Recognition in Internet Use Disorder:  
task-based fMRI study

ÁKOS ARATÓ1*, ANNA SZENTE1, SZILVIA ANETT NAGY2,3,4,5,6, GÁBOR PERLAKI1,2,3, 
GERGELY ORSI2,3,4, ESZTER ÁFRA7, TAMÁS DÓCZI2,3,4, GERGELY DARNAI1,2,7,  
JÓZSEF JANSZKY1,2

1University of Pécs, Hungary
2MTA-PTE Clinical Neuroscience MR Research Group, Pécs, Hungary
3Pécs Diagnostic Centre, Pécs, Hungary
4Department of Neurosurgery, University of Pécs, Medical School, Pécs, Hungary
5Neurobiology of Stress Research Group, Szentágothai Research Centre, University of Pécs, Pécs, 
Hungary
6Department of Laboratory Medicine, Medical School, University of Pécs, Pécs, Hungary
7Department of Behavioural Sciences, University of Pécs, Medical School, Pécs, Hungary
*E-mail: arato.akos@pte.hu

Introduction: Growing literature indicates that Internet use disorder (IUD) is associated with 
the breakdown of functional brain networks. The effect of IUD on emotional face expres-
sion (EFE) recognition is not well understood, however behavioural investigations and fMRI 
studies of different addiction forms indicated the involvement of this function. Methods: The 
Emotional Face Assessment Task was used to probe cortico-limbic responses during EFE 
recognition. Blood-oxygen-level-dependent analysis and psychophysiological analysis were 
implemented to measure EFE-related functional brain changes in IUD. Self-reported ques-
tionnaires were used to assess IUD and social interaction anxiety (SIA) which is a frequent 
symptom in IUD. Results: Positive associations were found between the extent of IUD, SIA 
and functional connections related to attentional processes, emotional cognitive control and 
social cognitive functions. In addition, SIA plays a mediating role in the relationship between 
social cognitive processes and IUD. Discussion: Our findings highlight the involvement of 
social functioning, especially EFE recognition in IUD. Therefore, we emphasize that besides 
the brain’s executive and reward systems, the social brain network might be the next candi-
date to be involved in the pathogenesis of IUD.

Keywords: Internet use disorder, social interaction anxiety, emotional face expression recognition, 
functional brain networks
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S-8A3

Personality traits in association with problematic internet use

LASSE DAVID SCHMIDT*, NORA NIEKE, DOMINIQUE BRANDT, ANJA BISCHOF, 
GALLUS BISCHOF, ANIKA TRACHTE, SVENJA ORLOWSKI, BETTINA BESSER,  
HANS-JÜRGEN RUMPF

University of Lübeck, Germany
*E-mail: lassedavid.schmidt@uksh.de

Background: Some of the factors described in the big five approach have been found to be 
associated with Internet Use Disorders (IUD). Furthermore, other personality-related con-
structs such as high impulsivity or low self-esteem have been found as risk-factors as well. 
Aim of this study was to investigate the interplay of these variables. Methods: The study 
is based on data collected via pro-active screening in vocational schools (n = 8.230) us-
ing the Compulsive Internet Use Scale (CIUS) with a low cut-off (21). Screening positive 
cases underwent a diagnostic telephone interview using a fully structured interview based on 
the DSM-5 criteria for Internet Gaming Disorder. Personality traits were assessed using the 
Big-Five-Inventory-10, Rosenburg Self-esteem Scale and Barratt Impulsiveness Scale-15. 
Results: The final sample consisted of 889 participants aged 16 to 29 years. Results of the 
univariate analysis confirm a significant negative association of conscientiousness and self-
esteem as well as positive association with neuroticism, and impulsivity on the likelihood of 
problematic Internet use. In the multivariate regression model, the association of self-esteem, 
impulsivity and neuroticism proved significance, with neuroticism having the strongest asso-
ciation (OR = 1.282), whereas conscientiousness showed no significant relationship. Conclu-
sions: Neuroticism proved as a stable factor in this sample, while conscientiousness might be 
better explained by low levels of impulsivity. Self-esteem might be a relatively independent 
factor besides other personality characteristics or mental comorbidities as shown in previous 
studies.

Keywords: big five, impulsivity, self-esteem
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S-8A4

Exploring the role of interoceptive awareness and alexithymia in 
problematic usage of the internet

FRANCESCO DI CARLO1*, MARIA CHIARA VICINELLI1,  
GIACOMO D'ANDREA1, DEBORA LUCIANI1, LUISA DE RISIO2,  
MAURO PETTORRUSO1, GIOVANNI MARTINOTTI1, MASSIMO DI GIANNANTONIO1

1University of Chieti-Pescara, Italy
2Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Rome, Italy 
*E-mail: francesco.dic@hotmail.it

Background: Interoceptive awareness (IA) is the ability of mapping bodily modifications 
elicited by external or internal inputs, influencing emotions and behaviors. IA plays a central 
role in eliciting craving in patients with substance use disorders. Deficits in IA is linked to 
alexithymia, the difficulty in understanding emotions and discriminating them from bodily 
sensations. Until nowadays few studies have been done to investigate the role of IA and alexi-
thymia in problematic usage of the internet (PUI). The aim of the present study was to explore 
these constructs in a population of adults, to find possible associations with PUI. Methods: 
The Internet Addiction Test (IAT), the Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20) and the Mul-
tidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness (MAIA) were administered through 
an online survey in a sample of 1057 adults aged 18-65 years. Logistic regression analysis 
was performed to study associations with PUI. Results: All the three internal constructs of 
TAS-20 scored higher among the participants with PUI (p<0.001). Some internal dimen-
sions of MAIA scored lower in the group with PUI: “noticing” (p=0.029), “not-worrying” 
(p<0.001), “attention regulation” (p=0.001) and “trusting” (p=0.001). At regression analysis, 
younger age (p<0.001), a higher TAS-20 “difficult identifying feelings” score (p<0.001) and 
a lower MAIA “not-worrying” score (p=0.004) resulted significantly associated with PUI. 
Conclusions: The present study highlights the possible role of IA in PUI and strengthen the 
hypothesis that internet could be overused by those who have difficulty in identifying and 
expressing emotions. Longitudinal studies are needed to better understand the significance 
of thee constructs in PUI.

Keywords: problematic usage of the internet, interoceptive awareness, alexithymia
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S-8A5

Treating internet use disorder via the internet?  
A two-armed randomized controlled trial

KARINA BERNSTEIN*

Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
*E-mail: karina.bernstein@fau.de

Background and Aims: Internet Use Disorder is emerging as an increasing societal con-
cern because it is associated with reduced quality of life and mental health comorbidities. 
However, evidence-based treatment options are scarce due to the novelty of the diagnosis. 
Internet-based interventions may be an effective means to deliver psychological treatment 
to individuals with IUD as they address affected individuals in their online setting. The aim 
of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of a newly developed, guided internet intervention 
for Internet Use Disorder compared to a wait-list control group (WCG). Methods: In a two-
armed randomized controlled trial, N = 130 individuals showing problematic internet use 
(Internet Addiction Test [IAT] ≥ 49) were randomly allocated to the internet intervention 
group (IG; n = 65) or a WCG (n = 65). The intervention consisted of 7 sessions. Participants 
received feedback on completed sessions. Assessments took place at baseline and 7 weeks 
after randomization. The primary outcome was internet addiction symptom severity mea-
sured via the IAT at post treatment. Secondary outcomes included quality of life, depressive 
symptoms, anxiety, and other psychosocial variables associated with Internet Use Disorder. 
Results: Participants in the IG (n = 65) showed significantly less internet addiction symptoms 
(IAT) than the WCG (n = 65) at post-treatment. Significantly less compulsive internet use 
was also found in the IG compared to the WCG participants. Conclusions: This is the first 
study to evaluate an Internet Intervention for Internet Use Disorder, which could be a promis-
ing first step to reduce individuals’ disease burden.

Keywords: Internet- and mobile-based intervention, internet use disorder, randomized controlled trial, 
cognitive behavioral therapy for IUD, online CBT, guided self-help
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S-8B1

The use of online methodologies in studying rare paraphilias:  
The cases of dacryphilia, eproctophilia and salirophilia

MARK GRIFFITHS*

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
*E-mail: mark.griffiths@ntu.ac.uk

Background: Back in 2012, I outlined the advantages, disadvantages, and other implications 
of using the internet to collect data from those people displaying sexually paraphilic behavior 
(Griffiths, M.D. [2012]. The use of online methodologies in studying paraphilias: A review. 
Journal of Behavioral Addictions, 1, 143–150.). Method: Using qualitative methodologies, 
this paper briefly outlines a number of case studies I have published featuring paraphilias that 
have never been recorded in the peer-reviewed literature previously including dacryphilia 
(sexual arousal from crying), eproctophilia (sexual arousal from flatulence), and salirophilia 
(sexual arousal from soiling or dishevelling their object of desire). Results: The findings 
demonstrate that even within what are probably rare sexual behaviours, sub-types are com-
mon. For instance, interviews with eight dacryphiles showed the existence of at least three 
sub-types of dacryphila. Findings also show that these behaviours sometimes appear to have 
compulsive and/or addictive elements but that seeking treatment for such behaviours is rare. 
Conclusions: The studies highlight the importance of online methods in the recruitment of 
individuals and the collection of data with sexually paraphilic behavior for academic study. 
It is concluded that there are many useful and practical advantages of using online research 
methodologies to examine sexually paraphilic behaviour particularly among very rare or 
niche non-normative sexual interests.

Keywords: sexual paraphilias, eproctophila, dacryphilia, salirophilia

S-8B2

Female cybersex users: What characteristics of sexual motivations and 
personality traits?

FARAH BEN BRAHIM1,2*, ROBERT COURTOIS1, YASSER KHAZAAL2

1Univerty of Tours, France
2University of Lausanne, Switzerland
*E-mail: farah-ben-brahim@outlook.fr

Cybersex includes all observable sexual activities, practiced on the Internet and dedicated to 
sexual gratification. It includes sex chats, online sex games, pornography consumption, etc. 
Cybersex could shift towards a compulsive use that would impact the quality and satisfaction 
of life of its followers. The aim of this research is to explore the profile of female cybersex 
users in the general population through their sexual motivations, their personality traits, and 
their quality and satisfaction of life. We recruited 293 women with a mean age of 23.60 
(75.73% were heterosexual, 2.20% were homosexual, and 22.05% were bisexual). The ma-
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jority were in a relationship. The questionnaire included the Compulsive Internet Use Scale 
adapted to cybersex, the Sexual Functions Scale, the Big Five Inventory-10-Fr, the Gen-
eral Health Questionnaire and the Life Satisfaction Scale. We used k-means cluster analysis, 
ANOVA, Bravais-Pearson simple correlations, and Pearson chi-squares. We distinguished 
(a) a cluster with women having low cybersex use, low scores in psychiatric disorders and 
better life satisfaction, and (b) a cluster with women with high cybersex use, high scores in 
psychiatric disorders and lower life satisfaction. Women with high cybersex use appear to 
be characterized by sexual motivations of novelty, dominance, recognition, and conformity, 
lower extraversion and conscientiousness traits, and greater neuroticism. The characteris-
tics of female cybersex users remain poorly investigated. We provided results that allow the 
understanding of their profiles in terms of sexual motivations and personality traits. Further 
studies should be considered to complete our findings.

Keywords: female cybersex, compulsive cybersex, sexual motivations, personality traits

S-8B3

Validation of family functioning scales in sexually compulsive patients 
in Brazil

MARCO DE TUBINO SCANAVINO*, LUCAS YONGSOO PARK

USP Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil
*E-mail:  scanavino@gmail.com

Background: Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale (FACES), Beavers-Tim-
berlawn (BT), Global Assessment of Relational Functioning Scale (GARF) were conduct-
ed for the first time in sexually compulsive people to investigate the internal consistency, 
discriminant and convergent validity. Methods: 270 individuals (251 men and 19 women, 
mean age = 36, 67% Caucasian) responded to Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview 
(MINI), Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ), FACES, BT, GARF. It was performed 
factor analysis on BT. The internal consistency was evaluated using Cronbach’s Alpha coef-
ficient. Convergent validity was evaluated using Spearman (Sp) correlations. Discriminant 
validity was denoted by depressions, suicide risk, humor, hypersexuality, abuses and neg-
ligence records through Mann Whitney test. Results: BT´s internal consistency was high 
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.88). BT Factor 1 (investigates Affection) showed moderate correlation 
with BT Factor 2 (investigates Relationship) and FACES Cohesion (Sp>0.5), weak correla-
tion with FACES Adaptability (Sp>0.3) and strong with GARF (Sp>0.7). BT Factor 2 dis-
played weak correlation with FACES Cohesion (Sp>0.3) and moderate with GARF (Sp>0.5). 
FACES Cohesion showed weak correlation with FACES Adaptability (Sp>0.3) and moderate 
with GARF (Sp>0.5). BT Factor 1, BT Factor 2 and GARF showed properly discriminant 
validity on Suicide risk, Physic Abuse, Emotional Abuse, Sexual Abuse, Emotional Neg-
ligence and Physic Negligence (all p ≤ 0.05). FACES Cohesion presented significance on 
Hypersexuality, Physic Abuse, Emotional Abuse, Sexual Abuse, Emotional Negligence and 
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Physic Negligence. FACES Adaptability showed no significant validity. Conclusions: With 
the exception of FACES adaptability; the FACES cohesion, BT and GARF showed good 
properties to investigate family functioning in sexually compulsive patients.

Keywords: compulsive sexual behavior, psychometry, family functioning

S-8B4

Love addiction, sex addiction and perceived social support:  
A research on a group of love addicts

LORENZO BORRELLO2*, PAOLO ANTONELLI3,1, GIOELE SALVATORI1,  
DAVIDE DÈTTORE3

1Integrated Center of Clinical Sexology “Il Ponte”, Florence, Italy
2University of Florence, School of Psychology, Florence, Italy
3University of Florence, Department of Health Sciences, Florence, Italy
*E-mail: lorenzo.borrello@stud.unifi.it

Background: Love addiction is increasingly gaining attention in academic literature, but so 
far has not been fully recognized as an independent nosological entity. Rather, it is often 
bundled with other conditions, above all sex addiction, despite the lack of data supporting 
such a clinical choice. Our study aimed to examine the relationship between love addiction 
and sex addiction, also considering the degree in which they are influenced by perceived 
social support. Method: Our study involved a clinical group comprising 497 participants 
undergoing psychotherapy for love addiction, and a 409-people control group. Participants 
were asked to complete an online questionnaire which, besides questions asking for several 
socio-demographic information, consisted of three tools: the Love Addiction Inventory, the 
Hypersexual Behaviour Inventory and of the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social 
Support. Results: The clinical group scored significantly higher on every LAI and HBI scale 
and lower on each MSPSS scale. All correlations between LAI and HBI scales resulted sig-
nificant, although those displaying moderate effect sizes were more numerous in the control 
group. MSPSS correlated with LAI scales in both groups and with HBI in the control group 
only. Conclusions: The significance of our results lays in the fact that they help gaining 
a deeper understanding of the dynamics underlying love addiction and sex addiction. Al-
though, in part, they resulted significantly correlated, they are to a larger extent independent 
one from the other, and the relationship between them appears to be influenced by several 
factors, among which is perceived social support.

Keywords: love addiction, sex addiction, social support
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S-8B5

Emotional dysregulation and attachment styles:  
An empirical research on a group of love addicts

ALICE SALANI1, PAOLO ANTONELLI1,2, GIOELE SALVATORI1*,  
MARIA CHIARA GRITTI3, ROSSANO BISCIGLIA1, FRANCESCA MASCHERINI1, 
DAVIDE DÈTTORE2

1Integrated Center of Clinical Sexology “Il Ponte”, Italy
2University of Florence, Department of Health Sciences, Florence, Italy
3“Dipendiamo” New Addiction Treatment Center
*E-mail: gioele.salvatori@gmail.com

Background: “Love Addiction” is a behavioral addiction characterized by an obsessive need 
and a persistent search for closeness towards an object of love, perceived as indispensable 
for one's existence (Reynaud et al., 2010). Although in the literature it is often suggested that 
attachment issues and emotional dysregulation are at the root of this condition, no empirical 
research seems to have been conducted to confirm it (Antonelli et al., 2021). We aim to close 
this gap, through a study examining the relationship between love addiction, adult and child-
hood attachment, and emotional dysregulation. Method: Our research involved a clinical 
group of 155 women undergoing psychotherapy for love addiction and a 189-women control 
group. Participants were asked to complete an online questionnaire which, besides questions 
asking for several socio-demographic information, consisted of four tools: The Difficulties in 
Emotion Regulation Scale (DERS), The Toronto Alexithymia Scale (TAS-20), the Parental 
Bonding Instruments (PBI), and the Relationship Questionnaire (RQ). Results: The clini-
cal group reported significantly higher levels of emotional dysregulation and alexithymia, 
parental control, and preoccupied attachment, and lower levels of parental care. Many differ-
ent patterns of correlation, as well as eight causal models, among the several measures were 
observed in the two groups. Conclusions: The results seem to suggest that the development 
of love addiction is conditioned by negative experiences of childhood and adult attachment, 
as well as by the mediating role of emotional dysregulation and alexithymia.

Keywords: love addiction, emotional dysregulation, attachment styles
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S-8C1

The relevance of Game Transfer Phenomena in the context of Gaming 
Disorder

ANGELICA B. ORTIZ DE GORTARI (chair)

University of Bergen
University of Liège
E-mail: angelica.ortizdegortari@uib.no

Symposium summary: Background: Problematic video game playing can be addressed from 
two perspectives: gaming disorder (GD), focusing on excessive, dysfunctional/uncontrol-
lable playing, or Game Transfer Phenomena (GTP), targeting how playing impacts players’ 
perceptions, cognition and behaviours. Unlike GD, GTP are common among non-clinical 
players and usually do not provoke dysfunction. However, negative consequences occur 
when GTP manifests recurrently, under certain circumstances and with specific content. The 
relevance of examining GTP in the GD context is clear via i) the potential to identify fac-
tors that contribute to the maintenance of GD symptoms and relapse, ii) the resemblance 
of certain forms of GTP with sensory disturbances as side effects of hallucinogens/alcohol 
withdrawal and iii) the evident failure to inhibit sensory/cognitive game content and impulses 
towards game-related stimuli in everyday life. Methods: Five studies collected quantitative 
and qualitative data via online questionnaires, digital diaries and clinical cases. Participants 
were males aged 10 to 45. Results: The studies covered i) associations and comparisons 
between GD and GTP, ii) GTP frequency and association with psychopathological factors, 
iii) the mediating role of GTP on the relationship between GD and self-control, and emotion 
regulation, iv) the mediating role of GTP on game features (e.g. rewards) and motivation for 
playing that may maintain problematic video game playing, and v) the benefits of assessing 
GTP in psychotherapy. Conclusions: The implications and contributions of the studies cov-
ered in the symposium will be discussed in the GD context.

Keywords: Game Transfer Phenomena, Gaming Disorder, psychopathological factors, inhibitory con-
trol failures, videogame features, emotion regulation
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S-8C2

Predictors of Gaming Disorder and Game Transfer Phenomena: 
Psychopathological factors and gaming habits

ANGELICA BEATRIZ ORTIZ DE GORTARI

University of Bergen
University of Liège

Background: Experiencing recurrent thoughts about playing and increases in cravings and 
brain activations when exposed to game-related stimuli are important underlying mechanisms 
of GD. Failures to inhibit thoughts, sensory perceptions, and impulses toward game-related 
stimuli when not playing have been reported by gamers. These phenomena are referred to 
as Game Transfer Phenomena (GTP). Methods: An online survey of 1,301 frequent gam-
ers was conducted (83.4% male, mean age = 28.14±7.40). Correlation and linear regression 
analyses were conducted to examine the relationship between GD and GTP, and to identify 
predictors associated with GD and GTP from psychopathological factors and gaming habits. 
GTP were assess via a multidimensional instrument which measured cognitions, perceptual 
distortions, hallucinations, and dissociations. The Internet Gaming Disorder Scale was used 
to assess GD. Results: Only 3.5% fulfilled the criteria for GD. Most reported GTP (95%), 
which was correlated with GD. The GTP dimensions ‘dissociations/mix-ups’ and ‘inner in-
trusions/misperceptions’ and daily hours of gaming emerged as predictors of GD. Having a 
clinical diagnosis, having used drugs, and GD predicted ‘inner intrusions/misperceptions’; 
having used drugs and GD predicted 'dissociations/mix-ups’; and GD predicted the GTP 
dimension 'outer intrusions/distortions'. Conclusions: The relationship between GD and GTP 
was confirmed, although not all dimensions of GTP predicted GD, while GD emerged as a 
predictor of all dimensions of GTP. Daily hours of playing was relevant for GD rather than 
for GTP. Psychopathological factors appear to be important only for some forms of GTP. The 
implications of the findings for GD are discussed.

S-8C3

Positive schizotypy and internet gaming addiction as predictors of 
Game Transfer Phenomena in daily life: A diary study

JULIO CÉSAR LLAMAS ALONSO1, LIA KVAVILASHIVILI1, GEORGE GEORGIOU1, 
ANGELICA BEATRIZ ORTIZ DE GORTARI2

1University of Hertfordshire
2University of Bergen; University of Liège

Background: Large-scale survey studies of the Game Transfer Phenomena (GTP) on more 
than 5,000 gamers have found that approximately 90% of participants reported having some 
GTP experiences in the previous 12 months. In addition, a positive relationship has been 
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reported between self-rated GTP frequency and gaming habits (e.g., playing frequency and 
session length), drug use, sleep disorder, and depression. However, the frequency of GTP in 
shorter time periods (e.g., 7 days) is not known as well as how it correlates with different 
indices of psychopathology (e.g., schizotypy) and other spontaneous phenomena (e.g., day 
dreaming, etc.). Method: A total of 38 gamers (32 males; mean age = 26.70, SD = 6.52) were 
asked to report GTP experiences by keeping a digital diary for 7 days. They also completed 
several questionnaires measuring the GTP frequency, internet gaming addiction, anxiety, 
stress, depression, schizotypal traits, as well as mind popping and day dreaming. Linear cor-
relation and regression analyses were conducted. Results: Most of the participants (82%) 
recorded at least one GTP experience during a 7-day period. GTP experiences were reported 
as being triggered by external stimuli, occurring during automatic activities, under low levels 
of concentration, and were perceived emotionally neutral. In addition, scores of internet gam-
ing addiction and positive schizotypal personality traits were significant predictors of GTP 
frequency when controlling for other variables.

S-8C4

Relationship between self-control dimensions, emotional regulation 
and problematic gaming: The mediating role of the Game Transfer 
Phenomena

ANDRZEJ CUDO1, NATALIA KOPIŚ-POSIEJ1,2, KATERYNA SHCHEHELSKA1

1The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
2Medical University of Lublin, Poland

Background: Findings from previous studies suggest that deficits in self-control and emo-
tional regulation contribute to the development of problematic gaming (PG). However, the 
relationship between these factors and players' gaming experience is not fully understood. 
In this context, an important factor related to PG is players' experiences associated with 
videogame experiences when not playing. Consequently, the study aimed to analyse the rela-
tionship between self-control dimensions, emotional regulation, and PG mediated by Game 
Transfer Phenomena (GTP). Method: The study comprised 358 video game players (179 
females; age range from 18 to 35 years; M=22.36, SD=3.00 years). The severity of PG was 
assessed using the IGDS9-SF, and self-control dimensions were assessed using the 50-item 
Self-Knowledge New Sheet. The emotional regulation was assessed using the Emotional 
Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ). Results: The results showed that the relationship between 
PG and self-control dimensions, such as inhibition and adjournment, proactive control, and 
goal maintenance, was mediated by GTP. Additionally, GTP mediated the relationship be-
tween PG and emotional regulation dimensions such as expressive suppression. There was 
a mediation effect between inhibition and adjournment and PG via expressive suppression 
and GTP. A similar mediation effect was observed between goal maintenance and PG. Con-
clusions: The study results suggest that deficits in self-control and emotion regulation may 
contribute to a higher prevalence of GTP and thus lead to greater absorption in playing video 
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games. More specifically, deficits in self-control may make it difficult to stop non-real-world 
gaming sensations and behaviours. Consequently, frequent GTP experiences may increase 
game craving.

S-8C5

Game Transfer Phenomena as a mediator between motives for gaming, 
game features and problematic videogame playing

EMILIA ZABIELSKA-MENDYK, ANDRZEJ CUDO

The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin

Background: Some of the important factors associated with the problematic videogame play-
ing (PVG) development are the motives for using games. Also, the game itself may have 
features that support greater engagement and, thus, increase the possibility of developing 
PVG. In this context, greater game engagement may manifest in transferring sensations from 
the game to the real world (i.e., Game Transfer Phenomena, GTP). Consequently, the study 
aimed to investigate the mediating role of GTP in the relationship between motives for play-
ing, game features, and PVG. Method: The study was carried out on a group of 675 video 
game players (340 female) aged from 15 to 45 years (M=31.74; SD=7.75). The IGDS9-SF 
was used to assess PVG. The transfer of game experiences was assessed with the GTP Scale. 
The importance of the video game features for the gamers was measured by a modified ver-
sion of the Video Game Feature Taxonomy (VGFT). Motives for playing was assessed by 
the Motives for Online Gaming Questionnaire (MOGQ). Results: The findings showed that 
GTP mediated the relationship between PVG and the importance of game features such as re-
wards, presentation, punishment, and social features. Additionally, the relationships between 
PVG and motives for playing such as fantasy, social, coping, skill development, recreation 
and social were mediated by GTP. Conclusions: The findings suggest that GTP may mediate 
the relationship between motives for playing, game features and PVG. Specifically, they can 
provide a background to explain the relationship between game features and PVG.
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S-8C6

Proposed methodology for assessing Game Transfer Phenomena in 
clinical contexts

ANGELICA BEATRIZ ORTIZ DE GORTARI1, ALEX BASCHE2

1University of Bergen; University of Liège
 2Private practice, Reset From Tech

Background: Players identified with gaming disorder tend to experience Game Transfer Phe-
nomena (GTP; e.g. intrusive thoughts, imagery and hallucination-like phenomena with game 
content, perceptual distortions, dissociations and impulsive behaviours towards game-related 
stimuli). However, GTP is usually not addressed in patients with gaming disorders, and dif-
ferential diagnoses are not considered GTP when dealing with psychotic symptoms involving 
videogame playing. Methods: Four clinical cases (males, 10−16 years old, playing time 6−10 
h/day) illustrated GTP in clinical populations and exemplified the procedure for assessing GTP 
in clinical contexts. Results: Motives for consultation included confusion between fantasy and 
reality and dysfunctional videogame playing. Patients showed hallucinations and delusion 
with game content, tantrums when unable to apply game abilities to real life and compulsive 
attempts to induce GTP for counteracting playing reduction. The primary clinical diagnoses of 
patients include gaming disorder, depressive disorder, general anxiety, paranoid schizophrenia 
and autism. The methodology proposed for assessing and applying the GTP framework in 
clinical practice includes three phases: the identification and periodic assessment of GTP via 
a validated scale, clinical interviews examining the interplay between symptomatology and 
GTP and cognitive−behavioural techniques complemented by psychopedagogic material on 
GTP to modify cognition/behaviours Conclusion: Excessive, impaired control over gaming is 
core to gaming disorder, and experiencing GTP can contribute to the maintenance of symp-
toms and relapse. Assessing GTP in clinical cases involving gaming disorder and psychosis 
can serve as a psychopedagogic tool and support differential diagnoses.
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S-8D1

Problematic cyberpornography use in men and women:  
The role of desire thinking and craving

CLAUDIA MARINO1,2*, FIORDALISA MELODIA1, ERIKA PIVETTA1,  
GABRIELE CASELLI3, GIOVANNI MANSUETO4, NATALE CANALE1,  
ALESSIO VIENO1, FRANCESCA CONTI1, MARCANTONIO SPADA2

1Department of Developmental and Social Psychology, University of Padova, Padova, Italy
2Division of Psychology, School of Applied Sciences, London South Bank University, London, UK
3Department of Psychology, Sigmund Freud University, Milan, Italy
4Department of Health Sciences, University of Florence, Florence, Italy
*E-mail: claudia.marino@unipd.it

Background: The present study aimed to investigate, in line with a recent adaptation of the 
I-PACE model, the relationship between the two components of desire thinking (DT), Ima-
ginal Prefiguration (IP) and Verbal Perseveration (VP), and pornography craving (PC) in 
predicting Problematic Cyberpornography Use (PCU). Moreover, the present study tested 
whether the underlying mechanism linking DT to PCU differs between men and women. 
Method: Data were collected through an online survey. The analyses were run on a sample 
of 414 participants (mean age = 27.55 years, SD = 6.13; age range= 18 – 58; 53.6% men). 
Path analysis and a multi-group approach were used to test the relationships among variables 
and to explore gender differences. Results: The path analysis on the whole sample revealed 
that DT-IP was associated to PC (β = .52, p <.001) which, in turn, was associated to DT-VP 
(β = .26, p <.001) as proximal antecedent of PCU (β = .46, p <.001), above and beyond the 
effect of age, relationship status, and problematic Internet use (PIU). Two paths significantly 
differed between men and women: the path between DT-VP and PCU (which for women 
was weaker and did not reach the significance; Wald 𝜒2(1) = 10.40, p = .001); and the path 
between PIU and PCU (not significant for women; Wald 𝜒2(1) = 9.60, p = .002). Conclu-
sions: The findings demonstrate the role of desire thinking in the mechanisms underpinning 
PCU in men and women and may aid the development of treatment and prevention strategies.

Keywords: problematic cyberpornography use; desire thinking; craving; gender differences
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S-8D2

The role of functional impairment in determining problematic 
pornography use: A latent profile analysis

JOSIP RAZUM1*, NATALIJA IGNJATOVIĆ2, RENATA GLAVAK TKALIĆ1

1Ivo Pilar Institute of Social Sciences, Croatia
2Faculty of Philosophy, University of Belgrade
*E-mail: josip.razum@pilar.hr

A recent study (Bőthe et al., 2020) has examined pornography use profiles, showing that 
high frequency pornography viewing is not necessarily a sign of problematic use. However, 
to better differentiate between engaged and problematic use, functional impairment should 
be considered. The present study aimed to determine profiles of pornography users based 
on problematic pornography use (PPU) items, pornography use frequency and functional 
impairment associated with pornography use. An online study was conducted on Croatian 
(N=681, female=49.7%) and Serbian (N=971, female=51.8%) community samples. PPU 
was measured by the 6-item Problematic Pornography Consumption Scale (Bőthe et al., 
2018), pornography frequency by one item (1=never, 7=several times per day), and func-
tional impairment by 3 items in the following domains: school/work, social life/free-time 
activities and family life/housework. Latent profile analysis was used to classify pornography 
users. Based on fit indicators and practical usefulness, a three-profile solution was selected in 
both Croatian and Serbian samples. The profiles were labelled as: non-problematic average 
frequency pornography use (80.7%/83.5%), non-problematic above average frequency por-
nography use (14.9%/13.7%), and problematic above-average frequency pornography use 
(4.4%/2.8%). Differences between the three profiles were found in terms of gender, religios-
ity, attachment anxiety and avoidance, as well as depression, anxiety, and stress. Functional 
impairment was the key differentiator between the profiles, which has implications for under-
standing and assessing PPU, as well as for clinical practice.

Keywords: problematic pornography use; latent profile analysis; functional impairment; PPCS
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S-8D3

Theory driven machine learning models for predicting symptoms of 
problematic pornography use and related psychological processes

ANDREAS OELKER1*, SILKE M. MÜLLER1,2, MATTHIAS BRAND1,2,  
STEPHANIE ANTONS1,2

1Department of General Psychology: Cognition & Center for Behavioral Addiction Research 
(CeBAR), University of Duisburg-Essen, Duisburg, Germany
2Erwin L. Hahn Institute for Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Essen, Germany
*E-mail: andreas.oelker@uni-due.de

Literature shows that craving in interaction with specific coping styles correlates with the 
frequency and time of pornography use and pornography-related problems. Unsupervised 
machine learning methods help understanding clusters of users based on empirical data. 
Supervised machine learning methods help creating prediction models for further testing 
theoretical models. Based on the I-Pace model, we aim to demonstrate the value of machine 
learning for understanding problematic pornography use. We used a recently published data-
set (N=1498, heterosexual males) containing data of using patterns of pornography, craving, 
symptom severity, and coping style. The unsupervised method was used to explore different 
clusters of pornography users. The supervised methods included multiple algorithms for re-
gression and classification. The clustering showed four different user types: 1. Pornography 
users with low craving, low functional coping, low symptom severity and low use time; 2. 
users with low use time and low symptom severity, medium craving and high functional cop-
ing; 3. users with high craving and high symptom severity, medium use time and medium 
functional coping; 4. users with high craving, high symptom severity, high use time, and 
low functional coping. The supervised methods created reliable and fast models for the re-
lationships between craving, use time, and symptom severity. The machine learning models 
are useful for data exploration and for identifying clusters of individuals based on specific 
combination of features. The theory-driven approaches are useful for validating theoretical 
models based on complex analyses. Resulting machine learning models are reliable for pre-
dicting central features.

Keywords: machine learning, pornography use, data exploration, pornography addiction, prediction
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S-8D4

Treating Sex Addiction in the Ultra-Orthodox religious Jewish 
community in Israel by strengthening intimate partner intimacy and 
trust

ZEEV CROMBIE*, SHARON RABINOVITZ

Haifa Univerity, Israel
*E-mail: zeev@crombie.com

Most addiction recovery programs in the world are based on the 12 Steps programs. How-
ever, these programs are not approved in the Ultra-Orthodox religious Jewish communities 
in Israel as some of the Steps contradict the religious beliefs of these communities. As about 
20% of the population of Israel belongs to the Ultra-Orthodox communities, there is a need 
for a different way of dealing with addictions amongst these communities. Therefor a new 
recovery program is suggested that is based on the “Addiction as an Attachment Disorder” 
hypothesis (Flores, 2001), “Addiction as Self-Medication Hypothesis” (Khantzian, 1997), 
and “Addiction as a self-regulation Faliure” (Sayette & Griffin, 2011). To test this suggested 
treatment, first, 22 ex-drug addicts were questioned in depth about their interpersonal rela-
tions, before, during and after their addiction. Results showed that lack of intimacy and trust 
with their intimate partners and family was very significant in their addiction period, and that 
establishing intimacy and trust was very significate in their recovery period. In the next stage 
a pilot program was issued in the city of Bney-Brak which is the center of the Ultra-Orthodox 
communities in Israel. 15 Ultra-Orthodox sex addicts were treated with their wives in couple 
therapy with an emphasis on strengthening intimacy and trust. The results show that this 
recovery program was effective in reducing or totally eliminating the problematic behavior. 
Limitations and future research will be discussed.

Keywords: Sex Addiction, tust, intimacy
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S-8D5

Approach tendencies towards erotic stimuli among heterosexual male 
and female young adults

SKYLER SKLENARIK1*, MARC POTENZA2, MATEUSZ GOLA3, ROBERT ASTUR1

1University of Connecticut, United States of America
2Yale School of Medicine, United States of America
3University of Quebec at Outaouais, Canada
*E-mail: skyler.sklenarik@uconn.edu

Background: Repeated engagement in addictive behaviors may lead to relatively automatic 
action tendencies whereby individuals approach rather than avoid addictive stimuli. These 
tendencies may contribute to the maintenance of addictive behaviors. Approach biases to 
erotic stimuli were examined among heterosexual undergraduates who use pornography. 
Method: Male (n = 72) and female (n = 121) heterosexual undergraduates completed an ap-
proach-avoidance task and were instructed to push or pull a joystick in response to images of 
erotic or neutral content. To simulate approach and avoidance, pulling the joystick enlarged 
the image (i.e., approach) and pushing shrunk the image (i.e., avoidance). Pornography use 
severity was assessed with the Problematic Pornography Use Scale (PPUS). Results: Males 
with pornography use demonstrated a significant approach bias of 81.81 ms for erotic stimuli 
compared to neutral stimuli. Females with pornography use demonstrated a significant ap-
proach bias of 24.81 ms. Approach bias scores were significantly positively correlated with 
PPUS scores among both males and females, indicating that as approach bias for erotic stim-
uli increases, pornography use severity increases. Males with problematic pornography use 
showed more than double the approach bias than did males without problematic pornography 
use. Approach bias scores among females were positively correlated with anhedonia levels, 
suggesting pornography use may be associated with negative psychological symptoms in 
women. Conclusions: Approach biases for erotic stimuli will be compared between females 
and males; specifically, we will examine how males and females react to identical erotic 
stimuli. Additionally, treatment implications will be discussed.

Keywords: pornography, approach, avoidance
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S-8E1

Dating apps’ use intensity and wellbeing: The mediating role of 
smartphone addiction and social media addiction in a cross-cultural 
sample

GABRIEL BONILLA ZORITA*, MARK D. GRIFFITHS, DARIA J. KUSS

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
*E-mail: gabriel.bonillazorita2018@my.ntu.ac.uk

Dating applications have become a global phenomenon with more active users every year 
worldwide. However, evidence on problematic use of online dating is still scarce, nor previ-
ous studies have included cross-cultural comparisons assessing wellbeing, media addictions, 
and online dating use intensity, given is a worldwide phenomenon. Therefore, the purpose of 
the present study was to investigate the role of media addictions (i.e., smartphone and social 
media) among wellbeing and online dating use intensity in a cross-cultural sample. A total 
of 1.099 active dating apps’ users participated from the UK, Poland, and Indonesia. Findings 
indicated that anxiety and relatedness frustration predict online dating use via smartphone 
addiction in the whole sample and UK sample. Path analysis found that online dating use is 
predicted by relatedness frustration in all samples. Results are discussed with existing litera-
ture and limitation/concluding comments have been included.

Keywords: Problematic online dating use

S-8E2

Association between psychosocial well-being and problematic social 
networking sites use among Finnish young adults: A cross-sectional 
study

KRISTA MARIA SELINA HYLKILÄ1*, NIKO MÄNNIKKÖ1,2, SARI CASTREN3,  
TERHI MUSTONEN4, JENNI KONTTILA1, MERJA MÄNNISTÖ2, MARIA KÄÄRIÄINEN1,5,6

1University of Oulu, Finland
2Oulu University of Applied Sciences, Finland
3Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
4Sosped Foundation
5Oulu University Hospital, Finland
6Medical Research Center
*E-mail: krista.hylkila@oulu.fi

Background: There are over 2 billion social networking sites users worldwide and the amount 
of the users are rising rapidly. (Baumgartner et al., 2017; Hussain & Starcevic, 2020.) In Fin-
land young adults are using SNS the most and are thus potentially more exposed to its effects 
(Baumgartner et al., 2017). For some people a pattern of problematic social networking sites 
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(PSNS) use can be developed (Hussain & Starcevic, 2020). More knowledge is needed about 
how PSNS use is associated to young adult’s well-being in psychosocial level and is there 
some background factors which are associated to PSNS use. Identifying those associations 
was the aim of the current study. Method: A cross-sectional study design was used. Data 
were collected with a national web-based survey from Finnish young adults (18-35 years 
old) (n=383) during autumn 2020. The questionnaire consisted of three areas: 1) background 
factors (e.g. gender, age, education), lifestyles, loneliness, quality of life; 2) use of digital 
technologies and SNS (e.g. frequency and volume of use of digital devices, problematic SNS, 
use of SNS during the COVID-19 pandemic); 3) psychosocial well-being (e.g. depression, 
social pressure). Results: The results will be announced in the conference. Conclusions: Con-
clusions will be announced in the conference. This research provides new information about 
PSNS use and its effects to young adults’ psychosocial well-being. The results can be used in 
student and occupational health care and the results will help to identify factors which would 
cause PSNS use and the resulting disadvantages.

Keywords: social networking sites, problematic social networking site use, young adults

S-8E3

Investigating the impact of Facebook activity, Time Spent on Facebook, 
Facebook addiction, and Emotional value on Life satisfaction

JOHAN HELLEMANS*, KIM WILLEMS, MALAIKA BRENGMAN

Vrije universiteit Brussel, Belgium
*E-mail: johan.hellemans@vub.be

Background: So far, research investigating the effect of Social network Sites (SNS) usage and 
addiction on life satisfaction has been inconclusive while the evidence on problematic use 
shows a negative effect. In the current study, we examine the effect of Facebook usage and 
duration on life satisfaction by introducing Facebook addiction (negative consequence of use) 
in concurrence with perceived emotional value (positive consequence of use) as mediators. 
Method: UK Facebook users (n=551, age M = 26.1, SD = 4.8, 51% Female), participated in a 
online survey about Facebook use scoring Facebook time spent (TS), Facebook Activity (FA), 
Facebook addiction (BFAS), Satisfaction with Life (SWLS), and perceived emotional value 
(PEV). Our PLS-model reveals an overall significant positive total effect of TS and FA on 
SWLS, whereas the effect of FA is mediated by the indirect paths than run via BFAS, PEV. The 
effect of TS is mediated by PEV and via FA itself. It shows that the direct significant negative 
effect of BFAS on SWLS is compensated by the direct significant positive effects of PEV on 
SWLS. Conclusions: Our finding supports the view that Facebook addiction resulting from 
Facebook usage influences well-being negatively, but that such an effect can be compensated 
by positive outcomes of Facebook usage like perceived emotional value.

Keywords: social media addiction, Facebook addiction, Facebook usage, Life satisfaction, perceived 
emotional value
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S-8E4

Instagram, Facebook and LINE, which one is highly related to Internet 
addiction?

KUNHUA LEE*

National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan
*E-mail: kunhualee@mx.nthu.edu.tw

Purpose: SNS addiction is an emerging issue recently, literature indicated SNS addiction 
should be focused on diverse aspects. Therefore, which usage of SNS could be highly related 
to SNS addiction? The purpose of the present study was to examine the relationships among 
Facebook, Instagram, LINE and Internet addiction. Methods: Cross-sectional study was con-
ducted by online survey. Two hundred and fifty nine eligible questionnaires were collected 
in this study. Each participant completed use of SNS use, FoMO scale and internet addiction 
scale. Four groups were classified by only Facebook users, only IG users, only LINE users and 
multiple users. Descriptive analysis, One-way ANOVA and LSD post-hoc test were to analyze 
the data. The significant level was set at 0.05. The results: 50.2% of participants reported to 
use Facebook, Instagram and LINE. 1.2% of participants only use Instagram; 6.6 % of them 
only use LINE; 2.3% of them only use Facebook. After several comparisons of One-way 
ANOVA, we found significant differences of Internet addiction among four groups, whereas 
no significant differences of FoMO. Post hoc test showed multiple users not only reported 
more severe IA than LINE users, but also than IG users. Unexpectedly, no significant differ-
ences of IA between Facebook users and multiple users. Discussion: multiple SNS user could 
be have higher risk for internet addiction than single users, besides, the possible mechanisms 
of single Facebook use, multiple SNS use and internet addiction should be examined in future.

Keywords: SNS use, Internet addiction, Facebook, Instagram, LINE

S-8E5

Less Facebook – More well-being and a healthier lifestyle? 
An experimental longitudinal study

JULIA BRAILOVSKAIA*, FABIENNE STRÖSE, HOLGER SCHILLACK, 
JÜRGEN MARGRAF

Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Germany
*E-mail: julia.brailovskaia@rub.de

Intensive Facebook use can negatively impact subjective well-being. It contributes to addictive 
tendencies and depression symptoms. The present study investigated whether an experimental 
reduction of daily time spent on Facebook can influence addictive Facebook use, well-being 
(life satisfaction, depression symptoms), and lifestyle (physical activity, smoking behavior). 
The investigation had a randomized controlled trial design with two groups: An experimental 
group (EG; N=140) and a control group (CG; N=146). The EG decreased its daily Facebook 
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time over a period of 14 days (=experimental manipulation) for 20 minutes; the CG maintained 
its Facebook time. Data were collected at five measurement time points via online surveys 
(1. Day prior to the manipulation beginning; 2. One week after its beginning; 3. Day after the 
manipulation; 4. One month after manipulation; 5. Three months after manipulation). Repeated 
measures analyses of variance revealed significant group differences. Only in the EG, life satis-
faction significantly increased, while addictive Facebook use and depression symptoms signifi-
cantly decreased. Furthermore, only in the EG, the frequency of physical activity (e.g., jogging, 
cycling) significantly increased, and the number of daily smoked cigarettes decreased. The 
current findings demonstrate that less time spent on Facebook can contribute to the reduction of 
addictive use tendencies. It fosters well-being (increase of life satisfaction, decrease of depres-
sion) and a healthier lifestyle (increase of physical activity, decrease of smoking behavior) over 
the period of at least three months. Thus, programs that aim to reduce addictive tendencies and 
to protect well-being should focus on a conscious reduction of online time.

Keywords: addictive Facebook use, well-being, lifestyle, experimental longitudinal study
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S-8F1

Gambling disorder under dopaminergic medication –  
A Swedish register study

MIRJAM WOLFSCHLAG1,2*, ANDERS HÅKANSSON1,2

1Department of Clinical Sciences, Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine, Lund University, Sweden
2Malmö Addiction Center, Clinical Research Unit, Malmö, Sweden
*E-mail: mirjam_katharina.wolfschlag@med.lu.se

The treatment with dopaminergic medication is a common approach in neurological diseases 
like Parkinson’s disease, restless legs syndrome, and fibromyalgia, but can also be indicated 
for pituitary adenomas and in psychotic disorders. Lately, there has been growing evidence 
for an association between these drugs and an increase in behavioural addictions and impulse 
control disorders. In a cross-sectional study based on data from nationwide Swedish patient 
registers, we investigated if the diagnosis gambling disorder was more common in patients 
treated with dopaminergic drugs. With a large study population of more than 11 000 individu-
als, we were able to obtain reliable results representative for the total population in Sweden. 
We could confirm that patients with a dopamine agonist prescription (pramipexole or ropini-
role) were more likely to be diagnosed with gambling disorder (odds ratio = 3.2). Similarly, 
a prescription for the dopamine modulator aripiprazole was associated with an increased risk 
for gambling disorder (odds ratio = 3.4). Given our results, we plan to examine the connec-
tion between impulse control and dopaminergic medication further. This will include for in-
stance a new register study focusing on a possible dose-dependent relationship or variations 
between patients with different primary diagnoses such as Parkinson’s disease or restless legs 
syndrome. Since impaired impulse control often results in major difficulties for the patients 
in daily life, it will be crucial to investigate a possible causal relationship to dopaminergic 
medication and eventually understand the molecular mechanism, perhaps located in reward-
related learning circuits in the ventral striatum.

Keywords: dopamine agonists, Parkinson’s disease, impulse control, register study

S-8F2

Understanding the phenomenology of gambling in the United Kingdom: 
A qualitative study on the experiences of gamblers’ families

FERID AZEMI1*, MERITA AVDYLI2

1Boston University & Kosovo Academy for Public Safety
2Successful Mothers CIO
*E-mail: feridazemi@gmail.com

This study focuses on understanding the experiences of family members of gamblers in the 
United Kingdom and the gambling consequences in their lives. This study aims to under-
stand the experiences of gamblers’ close family members and how they all experienced the 
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gambling consequences that gamblers had instigated. Qualitative research through in-depth 
interviews was employed. Thematic analysis was used to gain a deeper insight into gambling. 
Nine female participants were interviewed based on a semi-structured questionnaire. The 
results of this study indicated that close family members of problem gamblers had suffered 
not only financial devastation but also harsh psychological and mental health damages. Fur-
thermore, family members suffer from gamblers' abusive and violent behaviors. Addiction 
was a key factor of gamblers' habit; fear, anxiety, and depression were some of the health 
issues derived from gambling. Overall, gambling addiction leads to further addiction, crime, 
and also severe, family-relation sufferings. The study results suggest that the London Gam-
bling Commission and regulating authority should change gambling policy, reduce gambling 
points, and limit gambling slot machines in food markets and community areas. More sup-
port is needed for family members affected by gamblers’ addictive gambling behaviors.

Keywords: addiction, gambling problem, anxiety, stress, abusive behavior

S-8F3

Treatment for the concerned significant others of problem gamblers: 
A systematic review

SARI CASTRÉN1,2,3*, ROBERT EDGREN1, SUSANNA RAISAMO1, PIA PÖRTFORS1

1Finnish Institute for Health and Welfare, Finland
2University of Helsinki, Department of Medicine, Helsinki, Finland
3University of Turku, Social Sciences Department of Psychology and Speech-Language Pathology, 
Turku, Finland
*E-mail: sari.castren@thl.fi

Accumulating research recognizes the extent of harms experienced by concerned significant 
others (CSOs) of gamblers. We will report the results of a systematic review of treatment for 
concerned significant others of problem gamblers. T, evaluate their potential benefits, and 
thematically describe treatment process. The Stress-Strain-Coping-Support-model (SSCS) 
was used as the theoretical framework. Database searches: MEDLINE, CINAHL Complete, 
Web of Science Core Collection, Social Services Abstracts, Applied Social Science Index 
and Abstracts, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and APA PsycInfo (between 
01/Jan 2011-10/Jun 2021). Other search methods were also utilized. Inclusion criteria: inter-
ventions for CSOs with CSO specific outcomes. The Evidence Project Risk of Bias Tool was 
used for assessment. Results of the findings will be reported, and the clinical implications 
will be discussed.

Keywords: systematic review, gambling, treatment, concerned significant others, affected others
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S-8F4

The effects of forced breaks on online gambling behaviour:  
Results from The Timeout Effects on Spending, Stress and Arousal 
Project (TESSA)

JOHANNA KATHARINA LOY1*, LARISSA SCHWARZKOPF1, ANDREAS BICKL1, 
LUDWIG KRAUS1,2,3

1IFT Institut Für Therapieforschung, München
2Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
3Department of Public Health Sciences, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
*E-mail: loy@ift.de

Introduction: Responsible Gambling (RG) is a concept of various measures to prevent gam-
bling-related problems. This includes, for example, mandatory breaks from gambling. By 
interrupting the continuity of gambling, a spatial and mental distance to gambling as well as 
a reduction of physical and psychological tension is achieved. However, the evidence on the 
impact and effectiveness of mandatory gambling breaks is very limited particularly for online 
gambling. The randomized controlled study ’Timeout Effects on Spending, Stress Arousal 
(TESSA)’ investigates the effect of mandatory gambling breaks on stress, gambling behav-
iour and arousal in online-gambling. Methods: Randomised controlled experimental study. 
Participants without existing or past gambling problems are exposed to simulated online-
gambling in a laboratory setting. In the experimental group, the game will be interrupted at 
regular intervals, while gambling in the control group will not be interrupted. In addition to 
physiological parameters for measuring arousal, the subjectively perceived stress and craving 
will be examined. Data collection will commence in December 2021. Results: It is expected 
that the subjectively perceived stress, craving and arousal will be reduced during breaks from 
gambling. Conclusion: Online-gambling has a particularly high risk-potential implying the 
need for comprehensive gambler protection measures. These must go beyond the present 
regulations provided in most countries worldwide. If there is evidence of their effectiveness, 
the legal basis for mandatory breaks from online-gambling is warranted.

Keywords: stress, arousal, gambling, mandatory break, responsible gambling
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S-8G1

Hidden pandemic: Handling behavioral addiction during COVID-19 
chaos in Low Middle-Income Countries

KRISTIANA SISTE (chair)

Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital – Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia
E-mail: kristiana.siste@ui.ac.id 

Symposium summary: Over the last few decades, the medical concept of addiction disorders 
has undergone tremendous development. Addictive disorders are currently considered a mul-
tifactorial chronic disease and have become a significant cause of global health problems and 
other psychiatric disorders. Not only drug addiction but also the number of behavioral addic-
tion patients continues to increase. The outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
spread across the entire world has curtailed most individuals' daily activities and movements. 
In response, the COVID-19 pandemic lets individuals engage more with technology use, 
providing escapism to several activities (e.g., shopping, eating, gambling, gaming, doing 
physical exercise, watching pornography). These activities allow them to find some acute 
emotional relief, albeit pathologically. These behaviors happened by accessibility, availabil-
ity, and the absence of prevention and management programs for excess use. The COVID-19 
pandemic and the lockdown policies in several countries have created a new paradigm re-
garding the prevention of specific strategies for behavioral addiction, primarily due to the 
increase in internet use that leads to addiction. A standard is needed to manage behavioral 
addiction, both pharmacological and non-pharmacological, in a holistic and comprehensive 
manner. Besides, an instrument is needed to distinguish healthy gamers, problematic gam-
ers, and gaming disorders in order to prevent overdiagnosis. Notably, the symposium will 
highlight the emerging issue of behavioral addiction such as gambling, gaming, and pornog-
raphy in Low Middle-Income Countries during the pandemic, exploring global solutions to 
international problems in the field of addiction medicine. In this symposium, there will be 
one chair and four speakers.

Keywords: gambling, video games, pornography, addictive behaviors, internet addiction
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S-8G2

Gambling problems during the COVID-19 pandemic:  
The potential problems among youth

YENNY SINAMBELA

Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital – Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia

Background: The development of gambling addiction overgrows in line with technological 
advances and an increasingly widespread internet network so that online gambling reach-
es various islands in Indonesia. Internet use is increasing during the COVID-19 pandemic 
and has an impact on mental health, in which some people are gambling to relieve stress. 
The number of patients with Gambling Disorder (GD) has been increasing in clinical prac-
tice. Methods: We distributed The Indonesian version of the South Oaks Gambling Screen 
(SOGS) via google form nationwide through the internet and social media from April 18 to 
May 15, 2021, to subjects (n=5810, age 18 to 59 years) selected using non-probability sam-
pling and incidental sampling. We were looking for the prevalence of GD in Indonesia and 
divided subjects into two characteristics GD and non-GD. Results: GD prevalence was de-
termined using the Indonesian version of SOGS with a sample size of 5810 and obtained 57 
subjects with GD with a cut-off point of 8. The prevalence of GD in Indonesia was 1 %. Most 
of the subjects were male (73.2%), aged 18-25 years (53.3%). The most frequent gambling 
was betting on sporting events (16%). The most widely used devices for gambling practice 
are smartphones (67,4%). Conclusions: Internet use is increasing during the COVID-19 pan-
demic and has an impact on mental health. Some people were gambling to relieve stress. The 
prevalence of GD in Indonesia was 1%.
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S-8G3

Characteristics of gamers population among youth in Indonesia: 
The high sensitivity symptom using latent class analysis

KRISTIANA SISTE

Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital – Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia

Backgrounds: Internet gaming disorder (IGD) is a rising health concern. Studies in Indonesia 
found that the prevalence of internet addiction in adolescents was 19% and in young adults 
14% during the pandemic. Therefore, health workers need to recognize significant symptoms 
to diagnose; hence overdiagnosis does not occur. Methods: This is a cross-sectional study 
conducted from October to December 2020 in two universities in Indonesia using an online 
survey using the IGDT-10. The sociodemographic questionnaire is used to differentiate char-
acteristics of gamers population such as the age of first gaming, weekday gaming duration, 
weekend day gaming duration, gaming community, gaming platforms, the purpose of playing 
online games, game genres, and negative consequences. Data were analyzed using SPSS ver-
sion 22 and Linear Structure Relations version 8.8. Results: In total, 1265 respondents gave 
valid responses. The continuation and negative consequences were highly distinctive for a 
group of high risk of IGD. Deception and escape domain had the lowest sensitivity at 41.7% 
and specificity of 84.1%, respectively. The prevalence of IGD was 1.90% among youths. 
There were three groups with significantly different symptoms from this study: healthy gam-
ers, problematic gamers, and gaming disorder. There were also associations between IGD 
and the characteristics of gamers population. Conclusion: The adapted IGDT-10 would prove 
beneficial for screening internet gaming disorders in the general population and primary 
healthcare setting since it satisfies all criteria deemed significant by DSM-5 and ICD-11 with 
a cut-off point of 5. The detected IGD rate was comparable to the global range, preventing 
overdiagnosis.
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S-8G4

Benefits and threats of online group DBT skill training for behavioral 
addictions

ENJELINE HANAFI

Cipto Mangunkusumo General Hospital – Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia

Background: During pandemic, the prevalence of people with behavioral addiction related 
to internet use has increased tremendously. In order to ensure continuity of care, addiction 
treatment via telehealth is encouraged. As currently, there are also no guidelines on the man-
agement of internet addiction, we aim to determine the effectivity of online group Dialectical 
Behavioral Therapy (DBT), an adaptation from cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), skill 
training to treat patients with internet addiction. Methods: This was a quasi-experimental 
trial design without matching. The subjects were divided into two groups, the group receiv-
ing DBT skill group training intervention and the control group receiving individual psy-
chotherapy of CBT. An analysis of the results was carried out using the intention to treat 
analysis method, which was focused on the difference of IAT mean before and after treatment 
in each group (intervention or control) using an unpaired T-test. Results: There was a sig-
nificant reduction of IAT scores and durations of Internet use post-intervention compared to 
pre-intervention in the experimental and control group. The subjects in both group also have 
increased motivation to change with higher score in the experimental group. However, there 
was no significant difference comparing the IAT score reduction, durations of internet use, 
and URICA score between experimental and control Conclusions: Online group DBT skill 
training is as effective as brief individual CBT in treating patients with internet addiction.
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MINI TALKS

MT-1A1

An individual difference model of problematic buying:  
Testing the role of automatic processes

ROISIN M. O’CONNOR1*, MAYESHA KHAN1, CHARLOTTE CORRAN1, SUNGHWAN YI2

1Concordia University, Canada
2University of Guelph, Canada
*E-mail: roisin.oconnor@concordia.ca

Background: The joint subsystems hypothesis (Corr, 2002) suggests that behaviour is influ-
enced by the interactive effects of the behavioural inhibition (BIS; ‘stop’, conflict resolution) 
and behavioural approach (BAS; ‘go’, reward) systems. Dual-process models of addiction 
(Wiers et al., 2007) further point to the role of automatic processes (i.e., strength of cogni-
tive associations) as proximal determinants of behaviour. Extending this work to problem-
atic buying, we hypothesized that those with a strong BIS (high negative emotionality) and 
strong BAS (impulsive) would be at risk for elevated spending and that this effect would 
be  accounted for by strong positive (and conversely weak negative) shopping associations. 
Method: A non-clinical community sample of adults (N=116, 75% women) completed self-
reports and a lexical decision task (measure of automatic cognitive processes) in the lab. 
 Results: A mediated moderation model was tested. An indirect effect of BISXBAS on amount 
spent in past 7-days as mediated by strength of negative (but not positive) shopping associa-
tions was supported. Examination of simple slopes revealed that high BIS, when coupled 
with high BAS, was marginally associated with weak negative shopping associations, which 
in turn predicted increased spending. This suggests that those high in BIS and BAS (high 
negative emotionality/high impulsivity) may be at risk for problematic shopping because of 
limited access to negative shopping associations; that is, they are unlikely to automatically 
activate negative shopping associations in-the-moment. 
Conclusion: Recognizing the cognitive complexity of individual-level risk factors will allow 
us to refine models of aetiology and move us towards effective interventions.

Keywords: automatic cognitive processes; BIS/BAS; buying; shopping
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MT-1A2

Treatment outcome of an Outpatient Cognitive Behavioral Group 
Therapy on Buying-Shopping-Disorder: a pilot study

NICOLAS K. ERDAL1*, NORA M. LASKOWSKI1,2, TOBIAS A. THOMAS1,  
MARTINA DE ZWAAN1, ASTRID MÜLLER1

1Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, 
Germany
2Department of Clinical Psychology, Psychotherapy and Diagnostics, Institute of Psychology, 
Technische Universität Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany
*E-mail: erdal.nicolas@mh-hannover.de

Background: Controlled trials indicated that CBT may be effective in the treatment of buy-
ing-shopping disorder (BSD). This presentation aims at reporting preliminary outcomes of a 
12-session outpatient group CBT for BSD in a natural setting. Method: The sample consisted 
of 33 patients (age Mdn=42 years, range 20-69; 78.8% women) with BSD (primary diagnosis) 
and comorbid mental disorders: any anxiety disorder (27.2%, including PTSD), any depres-
sive disorder (81.8%), hoarding disorder (18.2%), any eating disorder (24.2%), any personal-
ity disorder (18.2%). Most patients reported less than 12 years of school education (72.7%). 
More than half of the patients were in a relationship (57.6%). Patients answered the Patholog-
ical Buying Screener (PBS) prior to (t1) and after treatment (t2) to measure changes in BSD 
symptomatology. Results: Prior to treatment, 93.9% of the sample scored above the PBS 
threshold for BSD, and after treatment 48.5%. Men were more likely to report PBS scores in 
the non-pathological range at t2 than women (85.7% vs. 42.3%, X2=4.16, p=0.04, φ=0.35). 
Paired sample t-test revealed a significant change in PBS score (Mt1=52.91, SDt1=9.10 vs. 
Mt2=31.48, SDt2=11.08; t(32)=9.76, p<0.001; d=1.70). Scoring below the PBS score at t2 
was not associated with age (t(31)=0.48, p=0.637, d=0.17) and school education, partnership 
status or the presence of specific comorbid mental disorders (all p.s≥0.119, all φ.s≤0.11). 
Conclusion: The group CBT was effective in improving BSD symptoms. However, the data 
are limited by the small sample size, which might have contributed to the lack of significant 
results regarding the associations between treatment success and other variables. 

Keywords: Buying-Shopping Disorder, Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy, predictors of treatment effec-
tiveness
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MT-1A3

Tanning dependence – a case report

OCTAVIAN VASILIU

Dr. Carol Davila University Emergency Central Military Hospital, Romania
E-mail: octavvasiliu@yahoo.com

Background: Defined as the physical and psychological dependence on sunbathing or on the 
use of ultraviolet (UV) tanning beds, this syndrome is still poorly defined in the literature, 
although case reports from dermatologists have been found in the electronic databases and 
some cases even had intense media exposure. Methods: A case report of a young woman, 25 
years old, is presented, as she was evaluated in the Emergency Room (ER) for skin burning 
related to excessive UV exposure in a tanning bed. Results: This patient presented to the ER 
with mild, diffuse burning on her upper limbs, thorax and abdomen, installed after excessive 
exposure of the skin to UV radiation during a series of tanning sessions. The patient admitted 
she is a frequent user of this type of activity, and that this was not her first time reaching for 
help as a consequence of prolonged UV exposure. Although she never experienced profound 
skin burning, she was warned by her GP about the risk of skin cancer. She was referred to 
an individual regimen of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) focused on cognitive distor-
tions about the way she perceived her body. Although she continued to use tanning beds, she 
gradually decreased the frequency of the sessions, and choose massage hours and structured 
physical exercised instead. Conclusions: CBT addressing body dysmorphic beliefs may be 
helpful in patients diagnosed with repeated skin burning after prolonged UV exposure in 
tanning beds.

Keywords: tanning addiction, psychotherapy, case presentation, dysmorphophobia

MT-1A4

A review of current data about physical exercise addiction

OCTAVIAN VASILIU

Dr. Carol Davila University Emergency Central Military Hospital, Romania
E-mail: octavvasiliu@yahoo.com

Background and objective: Although physical exercise is nowadays largely recommended 
by almost any health specialist to his or her patients, including psychiatrists for mitigation 
of metabolic adverse events of certain psychotropics or as an augmentative strategy for 
antidepressant treatment, cases of exercise addiction have been described in the literature. 
Methods: Data regarding exercise addiction were collected from the main medical electronic 
databases (PubMed, Cochrane, PsychInfo, Thomson Reuters/Web of Science), but also from 
the grey literature (main engines research, targeted websites, grey literature databases). All 
published papers between 2000 and 2021 were included in the primary selection, if they cor-
responded to the paradigm “exercise addiction”/ “exercise dependence”/ “physical exercise 
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abuse” and “treatment”/ “diagnosis”/ “epidemiology”/ “measurement”. Results: After filter-
ing out the results according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, only 15 papers were 
analyzed. Several models for defining exercise addiction have been suggested, based on the 
validated criteria for substance use disorders. A conservative estimation of the prevalence in 
the general population is about 3%. Two scales have been validated for this population. Only 
a few data about the utility of cognitive behavioral therapy have been found, but the inter-
ventions were poorly defined. Conclusions: There is still unclear how to best define exercise 
addiction without stigmatize certain professionals or patients who are supposed to exercise 
on a daily basis. Data about the treatment of this addiction is virtually lacking, only isolated 
reports being available. There are still two instruments that may be helpful for those who 
want to screen for this pathology in the general population.

Keywords: physical exercise addiction, epidemiology, standardized measurement, psychometric scales

MT-1A5

Are experiences of flow during gaming on smartphone associated with 
pathological profiles?

GUYONNE ROGIER2*, ROBERTA GABRIELLA CAVALLI1, PATRIZIA VELOTTI1

1Department of Dynamic and Clinical Psychology, Sapienza University of Rome, Roma, Italy
2Department of Educational Sciences, University of Genoa, Genova, Italy
*E-mail: robertagabriella.cavalli@uniroma1.it

Background: Flow has been pointed out as a relevant variable explaining gambling disor-
der. However, in other fields, flow has also been described as an adaptive psychological 
process. Research on the role of this psychological experience in gaming on smartphone 
devices is still nuclear. Methods: We administered to a sample of 236 Italian adults (M age 
= 27.80, SD= 11.72; 31.1% males) a battery of self-report questionnaires investigating the 
intensity of flow state during gaming on smartphone, the intensity of flow during immersion 
in natural contexts, mindfulness capacities and the frequency of gaming on smartphone and 
pathological dissociation. Results: Analyses showed that experiencing flow during gaming 
on smartphone was positively and significantly associated with experiencing flow during 
immersion in natural contexts and with the observing dimension of mindfulness capacity. In 
contrast, non significant association were observed between experiencing flow during gam-
ing on smartphone and frequency of gaming on smartphone and pathological dissociation. 
Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest that experiencing state of flow during gaming 
on smartphone not appears related with psychopathological functioning. Also, the data sup-
port the distinction between pathological dissociation and flow states. Results are discussed 
in light of the limitations of the study, including the lack of measurement of potential con-
founding variables as such as the types of game used on smartphone and levels of gaming 
and smartphone use addiction. 

Keywords: gaming, flow, smartphone
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MT-1B1

Risks & Challenges Program:  
Preventing behavioural addictions and dependencies

ARTEMISA R DORES1,2*, GIZELA RENDO3, CARLA ROCHA3

1School of Health, Polytechnic of Porto, Porto, Portugal
2Laboratory of Neuropsychophysiology, Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences, Porto, 
Portugal
3Division of Intervention on Addictive Behaviours and Dependencies (DICAD)
*E-mail: artemisa@ess.ipp.pt

Background: The literature supports the importance of prevention of psychoactive substanc-
es in college students, namely among first-year students. Although, few programs aim the 
intervention in behavioural addictions, such as gambling and gaming disorders. The purpose 
of this work is to present a Portuguese program, Risks & Challenges, and the experience 
of its implementation in the School of Health, Polytechnic of Porto. Method: The Risks & 
Challenges Program is an extracurricular, comprehensive, and multi-component competence 
enhancement-based preventive intervention and it is supported by solid theoretical bases. 
The program is aimed at students attending the first year of the university and is composed 
of eight two-hour weekly sessions, implemented in a group format. More recently, five ses-
sions were included, directed to the Problematic Use of the Internet. The program addresses 
emotional, behavioural cognitive, attitudinal, and social contents, such as communication, 
problem-solving and decision making, or emotional regulation. Methodologically involves 
different interactive techniques, such as group dynamics. The program has a handbook that 
provides all the material, but facilitators must attend a specific training program. The proces-
sual assessment was made by the students considering three dimensions, organized in dif-
ferent items, on a Likert scale of four or five points. Results: The three dimensions assessed 
(i.e., general evaluation of the program; facilitators and structure) presented excellent results. 
The program was considered by most of the students as very good and fully meeting their 
expectations. Conclusions: The findings support the suitability of the Risks & Challenges 
Program, reinforcing the relevance of using this program in this context.

Keywords: prevention; behavioural addictions; dependencies; undergraduate
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MT-1B2

Not only for kids: Responsible gaming among adult gamers in China

SHUGUANG ZHAO1, SHU {MOGU} YU2*

1School of Journalism and Communication, Renmin University of China, Beijing, China
2Centre of Excellence in Responsible Gaming, University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar
*E-mail: mogu.yu@unigib.edu.gi

Background: The population of online videogame users in China has reached 553.5 million, 
with the majority aged 18 years or above. However, previous studies on responsible gaming 
(RG) and current legislations implemented in China have focused mostly on minors rather 
than adult gamers. This study aims to fill the research gap by exploring RG practices and 
awareness among Chinese adult video gamers. Methods: 22 adult frequent gamers (8 fe-
males) were recruited from gamer group chats and voluntarily participated in virtual in-depth 
interviews. Key questions included in the interviews: (a) understanding of RG; (b) RG prac-
tices and their perceived effectiveness; and (c) perception of Gaming Disorder (GD) and help 
seeking. Thematic analysis was conducted on the orthographic transcript. Results: While all 
the participants perceived a high prevalence of GD among adult gamers, about 90% of them 
viewed RG as an issue exclusively for minors. Some participants adopted self-management 
RG practices (e.g., setting an alarm) and believed that some RG functions in the games 
designed for minor gamers could also help adult gamers, with personalized settings and tai-
lored messages. Moreover, while gamers perceived professional help for GD as an effective 
intervention, they found such services to be inaccessible. Conclusions: Our findings showed 
several discrepancies on RG and GD among adult gamers. Regulations of RG for game 
developers and harm-minimization strategies for adult gamers are called for. RG promotion 
should not only be implemented in games, but also in broader scope to the general public, 
focusing on both awareness and practices.

Keywords: Gaming Disorder, responsible gaming, adult gamers
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MT-1B3

Binge Gaming: A potential predictive concept for Internet gaming 
disorder

CATHERINE GATINEAU1, MAGALI DUFOUR1, JOËL TREMBLAY2,  
NADINE BLANCHETTE MARTIN3, FRANCINE FERLAND3

1University of Quebec in Montreal, Canada
2University of Quebec in Trois-Rivières, Canada
3CIUSSSCN/ CISSSCA
E-mail: catherine.gatineau@hotmail.com

Background: The binge concept has been used to guide preventive approaches, particularly 
for substance addictions. However, the relevance of this early indicator has not yet been 
explored for Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD). While approximately 18% of gamers (Dufour 
et al., 2016) are considered to be at risk for developing IGD, this study aims to validate and 
define what might constitute a binge gaming episode. Methods: Structured diagnostic inter-
views in adult clinical sample (n = 55) and in a community sample (n= 94) were performed 
to determine the optimal clinical cutoff points for the binge gaming concept.

Results: Two cutoff scores were determined using the receiver operating characteristics 
(ROC) curve to distinguish participants with IGD from those without problematic use. The 
first model suggested that a binge gaming episode length should be characterise by 9 hours of 
video game use during one sitting (specificity 94.1%, sensitivity 58.2%). On the other hand, 
when an individual spent more than 5 days per month doing a binge gaming episode of 5 hours 
or more, the potential risk of IGD were higher (specificity 90.4%, sensitivity 58.2%). The 
concomitant validity of these early binge thresholds was significant for a set of mental health 
outcomes. Conclusions: The binge gaming thresholds could be used as an early detection 
concept to discriminated the gamers at risk of IGD. This new indicator might also be used in 
epidemiological studies, and have potential utility in the prevention of gaming-related harm.

Keywords: binge gaming, Internet gaming disorder, indicator, prevention

MT-1B4

Digital Detox Retreat for young adults with problematic gaming and 
social media use tendencies

RAMI RADWAN, HELMI ELINA KORHONEN*, TERHI MUSTONEN

Sosped Found, Finland
*E-mail: helmi.korhonen@sosped.fi

Background: Digital gaming and social media use are common activities among young 
adults. Many of them also encounter problems associated with excessive use of these digital 
media, and are in need of support and concrete tools to control their online behavior and 
digital wellbeing. Method: A four-day Digital Detox Retreat provides a low-threshold in-
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tervention for young adults (18 to 29 years old) with problematic gaming behavior or social 
media use. The retreat is free-of-charge to the participants (max 12) who are selected based 
on their written applications. The program consists of lectures and psychoeducation (e.g., 
habits and addictive behaviors, goal setting and motivation), group assignments, supportive 
discussions, and outdoors/free-time activities (e.g., forest walks, escape room, mindfulness, 
sauna). Electronic devices are only allowed for 45 minutes per day, including night-time. 
Results: Based on the participants’ self-assessments and comments, Digital Detox Retreats 
(3) have provided them with: i) knowledge of the relation between excessive media use and 
wellbeing, ii) new means to control gaming behavior and social media use, observe trigger-
ing events and understand gravings, and iii) feelings of joy as a result of being able to discon-
nect from digital devices and spend time with new like-minded friends. Conclusions: Digital 
Detox Retreat is a promising early intervention for young adults who are concerned about 
their gaming behavior or social media use and show motivation for improving their digital 
and non-digital wellbeing.

Keywords: digital detox, social media, gaming

MT-1B5

A cognitive group therapy for patients in case of Gambling Disorder: 
The utility of the dual-process model

MARIA ANNA DONATI1*, ADRIANA IOZZI2, GINETTA FUSI2, GIULIA FRANCESCHINI2, 
SILVIA BONINI2, BIANCA PANANTI2, CATERINA PRIMI1

1Neurofarba Department, University of Florence, Italy
2UFC SerD C Zona 1 Firenze, Azienda USL Toscana Centro, Italy
*E-mail:  mariaanna.donati@unifi.it

With respect to other addictions, few persons with a diagnosis of Gambling Disorder (GD) 
access treatment and there are high rates of treatment dropout. Thus, it is important to de-
velop effective clinical interventions. In this study, we aimed at developing and verifying 
the efficacy of a cognitive therapy for patients with GD, in a group format. The dual-process 
model explaining GD was selected for developing the intervention, acting on protective cog-
nitive factors (i.e., probabilistic reasoning ability) and risk affective factors (i.e., superstitious 
thinking) for cognitive distortions related to gambling (GRCDs) (Toplak et al., 2007). We 
aimed at reducing patients’ GRCDs. Eight weekly, 2-h group sessions, conducted by psychol-
ogists and educators, were implemented at the National Health Drugs Services (Ser.D. C) 
of Florence (Zone 1). A pre- and post-test design was organized by administering the Gam-
bling Related Cognitions Scale. Thirty-nine patients (79% males, Mage = 48.23, SD = 12.89) 
participated. The majority (78%) were regular gamblers and the gambling activities most 
frequently engaged were Slot-Machines (81%). Non-parametric tests showed a significant 
reduction of GRCDs (p = .014). Findings suggest the utility of employing the dual-process 
model in clinical treatments for GD.

Keywords: cognitive therapy, gambling disorder, cognitive distortions, GRCS, dual-process model
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MT-1C1

Higher difficulty regulating emotions and less guilt are associated with 
stronger severity of gambling addiction among gamblers

SAMANTHA TESSIER1,*, LUCIA ROMO1, OULMANN ZERHOUNI2

1University Paris Nanterre, EA 4430 Clinique Psychanalyse Développement (Clipsyd)
2Université Paris-Nanterre, EA4386 Laboratoire Parisien de Psychologie Sociale (LAPPS)
*E-mail: samantha_419@hotmail.com

Background: Risky and problematic gambling behaviors have been related to maladaptive 
emotional strategies which may contribute to maintain addictive behaviors. Accordingly, 
problematic gamblers should be likely to use less efficient strategies, as gambling decrease 
the valence level of emotions and to fill a felt boredom. The aim of this study was test whether 
chronic difficulties in regulating emotion, and feelings of shame was associated with the se-
verity of gambling addiction. Method: We conducted an online with a final sample composed 
of 1520 participants which 68 % male, 32 % female, aged in mean of 51 years (SD = 14) 
who reported gambling at least once in the last 12 months. Typology of gamblers (CPGI), 
emotional regulation strategies (DERS-F), reflexive emotions (Tosca), self-efficacy (SEP) 
and socio-demographic were asked. Results: Compared with the group of low-risk gamblers, 
non-risk gamblers have less problems with emotional regulation, whereas risky gamblers and 
problematic gamblers reported having more difficulties to regulate negative emotions. Odds 
Ratio of feeling guilty was 17% higher in non-risk compared low-risk gamblers, while odds is 
43% lower in problematic gamblers. We did not find any effect of self-efficacy. Conclusions: 
The study confirms that a higher level of problematic gambling seems to be associated with 
difficulties on emotional regulation and less guilt. Future studies and replications should con-
firm and define more precisely the role of negative emotional valence in the determination of 
problematic gambling. These results will allow for intervention leads with problem gamblers.

Keywords: gambling addiction, emotional strategies, guilty

MT-1C2

Gambling Among LGBTQ Populations: A Scoping Review

MAGALY BRODEUR*, CYRIL DEVAULT-TOUSIGNANT, NICOLAS LAVOIE,  
SOPHIE AUDETTE-CHAPDELAINE, MÉLISSA CÔTÉ, JULIE-CHRISTINE COTTON

Université de Sherbrooke, Canada
*E-mail: magaly.brodeur@usherbrooke.ca

Background: LGBTQ individuals have traditionally a higher proportion of mental health dis-
orders than the general population. While we know a lot about their substance use, we know 
very little about their gambling habits. The objective of this study is to draw a portrait of the 
literature on gambling among LGBTQ populations.
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Method: This study is a scoping review using the framework developed by Arksey and 
O’Malley (2005) and refined by Levac et al. (2010). A specific search strategy using key-
words related to “gambling” and “sexual and gender minorities” was conducted in 10 scien-
tific databases: Academic Search Complete, CINAHL Plus with Full Text, Education Source, 
ERIC, MEDLINE with Full Text, APA PsycArticles, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences 
Collection, APA PsycInfo, Social Work Abstracts, and SocINDEX. To be included in the 
review studies had to both discuss specifically gambling among LGBTQ communities and 
be written in English.

Results: The preliminary search identified 403 articles. Screening and analysis are cur-
rently underway. Complete results will be presented at the 7th International Conference on 
Behavioral Addictions.

Conclusion: This scoping review will inform researchers and clinicians about gambling 
habits among LGBTQ populations and provide an in depth portrait of the literature published 
on the topic.

Keywords: gambling; LGTBQ; literature review
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Attentional social information processing in a population of recreational 
poker players

ELODIE HUREL1,2*, MARIE GRALL-BRONNEC1,2, ELSA THIABAUD1, JULIETTE 
LEBOUCHER1, MAXIME LEROY3, GAËLLE CHALLET-BOUJU1,2

1CHU Nantes, Addictology and Psychiatry Department, Nantes, France
2Nantes Université, Université de Tours, INSERM, SPHERE U1246 “methodS in Patient-centered 
outcomes and HEalth ResEarch”, Nantes, France
3CHU Nantes, Biostatistics and Methodology Unit, Department of Clinical Research and Innovation, 
Nantes, France
*E-mail: elodie.hurel@chu-nantes.fr

Background and aims: The PERHAPS research program aimed to characterize the cognitive 
profile of poker players. The present study, included in the PERHAPS program, aimed to 
explore social information processing, especially attention allocation toward social stimuli.

Methods: Participants underwent a Posner cueing task, including social cues (faces), to as-
sess attention allocation toward social stimuli. The study included two groups of participants: 
30 recreational regular poker players (gambling at least three times a week at Texas Hold’em 
poker for at least three months) and 30 control participants (no gambling or gambling less 
than once a month). Results: The group of regular poker players displayed an enhancement 
of inhibition of return during the Posner cueing task. This means that, in valid trials (cue 
on the same side as the target), regular poker players took longer to answer to the already 
processed localization in supraliminal conditions compared to controls. Moreover, they dis-
played a lower cost index (higher reaction times for surprised faces than neutral ones in 
non-valid trials), showing more time to disengage from surprised faces than controls. Discus-
sion and Conclusions: These results suggest that recreational regular poker players showed 
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particularities in their cognitive functioning, particularly an enhancement of the inhibition of 
return phenomenon that normally permits not to process an already processed localization. 
Additionally, regular poker players displayed more time to disengage from surprised faces. 
These results support the idea that poker practice may be linked with enhanced attentional 
processing of social stimuli.

Keywords: poker, social information processing, social cognition, facial processing, gambling
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Assessing illness perceptions regarding gambling and gaming disorders

ANISE M.S. WU1*, DANG LE1, JOSEPH T.F. LAU2

1University of Macau, Macau S.A.R., China 
2Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong S.A.R., China
*E-mail: anisewu@um.edu.mo

According to the common-sense model, illness perceptions influence one’s cognitive, af-
fective, and behavioral responses to the corresponding illness. However, there is a lack of 
validated assessment tool for illness perceptions of either gambling disorder (GD) or Inter-
net gaming disorder (IGD). This research project aims to address this gap by adapting of 
the Revised Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ-R) for GD and IGD and examining its 
psychometric properties in both cases. Two anonymous surveys were conducted: the GD 
questionnaire was applied to 690 university students (Mage=20), while a random sample of 
1051 adults (Mage=40) was recruited for evaluating the IGD questionnaire. Confirmatory 
factor analysis results supported the original 7-factor model (i.e., timeline-chronic, timeline-
cyclical, personal control, treatment control, illness-consequences, illness-coherence, and 
emotional representations) in IPQ-R for GD, but only 6-factor model (i.e., removal of time-
line-chronic factor) for IGD. Despite this difference, both questionnaires and their subscales 
showed satisfactory internal consistencies. Their criterion-related validity was supported 
by the significant correlations between the subscales (including illness-consequences and 
illness-coherence) and stigma toward people with these addictions. We also found that gam-
blers/gamers had higher scores on illness coherence and lower scores on illness consequenc-
es than non-gamblers/gamers. Our results have given empirical support for using IPQ-R to 
measure illness perceptions of both GD and IGD. These tools are useful for not only testing 
the effects of various illness perceptions on individuals’ responses (help-seeking behaviors) 
to GD and IGD but also evaluating preventive programs of these two behavioral addictions.

Keywords: illness representation, Illness Perception Questionnaire-Revised, online gaming, gambling, 
behavioral addiction
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MT-1C5

Cognitive factors that predict gambling fallacy endorsement and 
resistance

CARRIE ANN SHAW1*, V. TORIA VIOLO2, ROBERT J WILLIAMS3, ZSOLT 
DEMETROVICS1

1University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar, United Kingdom
2Mount Royal University
3University of Lethbridge, Lethbridge, Canada
*E-mail: carrie.shaw@unigib.edu.gi

Gambling fallacies (GF), a collection of erroneous beliefs about how gambling works, are 
one factor that contributes to the development and maintenance of gambling disorder. Large-
scale longitudinal studies have demonstrated a bi-directional relationship between GF and 
problematic gambling. While GF endorsement increases as a function of gambling severity, 
gambling engagement also contributes to greater GF endorsement. Given this association, 
many gambling disorder prevention and treatment initiatives include efforts to correct these 
erroneous beliefs. For interventions to be efficacious and enduring, however, an understand-
ing of the underlying factors that contribute to susceptibility is required. Yet, there is a rela-
tive dearth of research investigating what factors may contribute to GF susceptibility. To 
date, research has typically examined single cognitive constructs (e.g., cognitive style or 
probabilistic reasoning) in association with GF. Thus, the current study aimed to assess a 
broader spectrum of cognitive factors and the relative contribution of these factors on gam-
bling fallacy endorsement. A sample of n = 90 Australian undergraduate students completed 
an assessment of GF and a cognitive battery that included cognitive style, probabilistic rea-
soning, maths ability, intuitive response suppression ability, and general intelligence. Uni-
variate results indicate that GF endorsement was associated with lower probabilistic reason-
ing, lower affinity for rational cognitive style, inability to supress intuitive responses, and 
lower intelligence. Multivariate analysis indicated that resistance to GF was predicted by 
greater probabilistic reasoning, greater ability to suppress intuitive responses, and a rational 
cognitive style. Thus, education enhancing these targeted areas could substantially reduce 
susceptibility to gambling fallacies.

Keywords: gambling disorder, gambling fallacies, cognition, reasoning, probabilistic reasoning
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MT-1D1

ADHD and Social anxiety among gamers:  
Mediating role of motivations for playing and maladaptive  
gaming-related cognitions on internet gaming symptoms

EMELINE CHAUCHARD1*, STEVENS ROUZO1, AXELLE MOREAU2

1Nantes Université, Univ Angers, Laboratoire de psychologie des Pays de la Loire, LPPL, UR 4638, 
F-44000 Nantes, France
2Institut Universitaire sur les Dépendances, Montréal, Québec, Canada
*E-mail: emeline.chauchard@univ-nantes.fr

Context: Social anxiety (SA) and ADHD have to date not been conjointly study in a sample 
of online gamer. The first aim was to investigate the prevalence of SA and TDAH and the 
combination ADHD/SA among online gamers. The second objective was to consider the me-
diating role of motivation for playing and maladaptive cognitions in the relation between SA, 
ADHD and the severity of the Internet gaming disorder. Methods: 319 participants complet-
ed an online survey, mean age 26.2 (SD=0.4) and mostly male (n=215). The survey included 
the Internet Gaming Disorder Scale-SF (IGDS9-SF), the Motives for Online Gaming Ques-
tionnaire (MOGQ), the Maladaptive Gaming-Related Cognitions Scale (MGCS), the Adult 
ADHD Self𝜒Report Scale (ASRS), the Social Interaction Anxiety Scale (SIAS) and the So-
cial Phobia Scale Short Forms (SPS). Results and discussion: In the sample, 25.1% (n=80) of 
the participant reported a probable ADHD only, 10.7% (n=34) a probable SA only and 33.9% 
(108) a probable combination of ADHD and SA. Participants with a probable ADHD, SA or 
ADHD/SA reported significantly a higher IGDS9-SF score than gamers without disorders. 
The motivations fantasy, escapism and coping, and the four factors of MGCS (cognitive and 
behavioral salience, perfectionism and regret) partially mediated the relation between both 
SA, ADHD and IGD score. The role of motivations for playing and the maladaptive cogni-
tions among gamers with probable SA and ADHD will be discuss. Replications of the study 
is required and further study are needed to better understand the prevalence of ADHD and SA 
among online gamer population.

Keywords: Gaming, ADHD, Social Anxiety, Motivations, Maladaptive Gaming-Related Cognitions
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MT-1D2

Comorbidity in trichotillomania and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder

EVE K. CHESIVOIR*, STEPHANIE VALLE, JON E. GRANT

University of Chicago, United States of America
*E-mail: chesivoir@yoda.bsd.uchicago.edu

Background: Trichotillomania (TTM), a condition characterized by repetitive pulling out of 
one’s hair, has often been compared to ADHD, as both disorders show elements of impulsiv-
ity and frequently co-occur. Previous research has suggested that individuals with comor-
bid mental illnesses are at an elevated risk for developing more severe symptoms, greater 
distress, and higher levels of disability. This study aims to uncover the differences among 
individuals with TTM and individuals with TTM and co-occurring ADHD. Methods: 280 
adults diagnosed with TTM completed the Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (AASRS) and 
MINI to assess ADHD symptomatology. Participants also completed clinical measures re-
lated to TTM severity (MGH-HPS, CGI-S), impulsivity (BIS), quality of life (QoLI), and 
psychosocial dysfunction (SDS). A series of independent sample t-tests were used to calcu-
late differences in MGH-HPS, CGI-S, BIS, QoLI, and SDS scores among subjects with and 
without co-occurring ADHD. Results: Of the 280 participants, 48 met the clinical threshold 
for (17.14%). Participants with ADHD reported significantly higher scores in all first and 
second factor traits on the BIS: attentional impulsiveness, t(136)=-4.75, p=.000; motor im-
pulsiveness, t(137)=-3.28, p=.001; non-planning impulsiveness, t(135)==4.55, p=.000. In-
terestingly, participants with ADHD did not report significant differences in TTM severity, 
quality of life, or psychosocial impairment. Discussion: The data suggest that adults with 
co-occurring TTM and ADHD are significantly more impulsive than adults with only TTM; 
however, these differences do not appear to affect individuals’ quality of life, TTM severity, 
or functional impairment. Further research should aim should continue to explore comorbid-
ity across compulsive and impulsive disorders.

Keywords: trichotillomania, ADHD, comorbidity, impulsivity
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MT-1D3

Hoarding symptoms in adult patients with attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder

LUISA VIGNOZZI *, GIACOMO GRASSI, CHIARA CECCHELLI, ANNA RAPICAVOLI

Brain Center Firenze, Italy
*E-mail: luisa.vignozzi@braincenterfirenze.it

Object: Hoarding Disorder (HD) has been long investigated in Obsessive Compulsive Disor-
der (OCD) but we have less information about HD in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD). Several studies show the presence of hoarding symptoms in chil-dren with ADHD. 
Moreover, recent studies showed that inattention symptoms predict the severity of hoarding 
core dimension such as clutter, difficulty discarding, and acquiring. The aim of this study is to 
investigate the presence of hoarding symptoms in adult patients with ADHD. Methods: Fifty 
consecutive patients with a primary diagnosis of ADHD attending the Brain Center Florence 
and fifty patients with a primary diagnosis of OCD were included in the study. The assess-
ment for both groups consisted in collection of demographic varia-bles and administration 
of a series of tests to determine the presence of symptoms of the ADHD spectrum (Barkley 
Adult ADHD Rating Scale, BAARS-IV), a test for OCD symptoms (Yale-Brown Obsessive-
Compulsive Scale, Y-BOCS) and a test to investigate the presence of hoarding symptoms 
(Saving Inventory Revised, SI-R). Results: Preliminary analyses on the SI-R scale show 
that ADHD patients present a significant higher score than OCD patients. The re-sults with 
correlation analyses with ADHD symptoms and other clinical variables will be presented in 
subsequent final analyses. Conclusions: Adult patients with ADHD show greater problems 
in clutter, in difficulty of discarding and in acquisition respecting subjects with OCD. These 
preliminary data underscore the importance of considering accumulation symptoms as an 
important goal for the evaluation and treatment of adult patients with ADHD.

Keywords: ADHD, OCD, HD, Saving-Inventory Revised, Barkley Adult ADHD Scale IV, SPSS
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Parasomnias and sleep quality in adult patients with attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder

ANNA RAPICAVOLI*, LUISA VIGNOZZI, CHIARA CECCHELLI, GIACOMO GRASSI

Brain Center Firenze, Italy
*E-mail: anna.rapicavoli@braincenterfirenze.it

Background: Sleep disorder have been investigated in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD). Studies in children and adolescents show a greater frequency of altered circadian 
rhythms and presence of several parasomnias. Sleep alterations in adult subjects are less 
in-vestigated. The aim of the present study is to investigate the presence of parasomnias in 
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adult patients with ADHD and their impact on sleep quality and ADHD symptoms. Methods: 
Fifty consecutive patients with a primary diagnosis of ADHD attending the Brain Center 
Florence and fifty healthy controls (without history of psychiatric disorders) were included 
in the study. The assessment for both groups consisted in collection of demographic variables 
and administration of a series of tests to determine the presence of symptoms of the ADHD 
spectrum (Barkley Adult ADHD Rating Scale BAARS-IV), a test for the evaluation of sleep 
quality (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index PSQI) and an interview to investigate the current or 
previous presence of parasomnias (Munich Parasomnias Screening MUPS). Results: Prelim-
inary analyses show that ADHD patients present worse sleep quality than healthy controls; 
regarding parasomnias, ADHD patients show a significantly higher number of parasomnias 
than healthy controls. All the results with correlation analyses with ADHD symptoms and 
other clinical variables will be presented in subsequent analyses. Conclusions Adult patients 
with ADHD have significantly lower sleep quality and greater current and prior presence of 
parasomnias compared to neurotypical controls. These preliminary data underscore the im-
portance of considering sleep quality as an important target for the assessment and treatment 
of adult patients with ADHD.

Keywords: sleep quality, parasomnias 
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Psychological factors associated with ADHD in behavioral addiction 
outpatients

SARAH EL ARCHI1*, PAUL BRUNAULT1,2,3, NICOLAS BALLON2,3, DAMIEN MAUGÉ4, 
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1Qualipsy, EE 1901, Université de Tours, 37041 Tours, France
2CHRU de Tours, Service d’Addictologie Universitaire, Équipe de Liaison et de Soins en 
Addictologie, 37044 Tours, France
3UMR 1253, iBrain, Université de Tours, INSERM, 37032 Tours, France
4CHRU de Tours, Service d’Addictologie Universitaire, Centre de Soins d’Accompagnement et de 
Prévention en Addictologie d’Indre-et-Loire (CSAPA-37), Tours, France
5University of Paris, Laboratory of Psychopathology and Health Processes, F-92100, Boulogne-
Billancourt, France
*E-mail: sarah.elarchi@univ-tours.fr

Objective: To determine the prevalence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 
among outpatients consulting in an addiction treatment center for a behavioral addiction, and 
to compare the patients with versus without ADHD in terms of different psychopathological 
factors that may explain this association (i.e., difficulties in emotional regulation, impulsiv-
ity, anxiety, and depressive symptoms). Method: This multicentric study included 50 outpa-
tients seeking treatment for a behavioral addiction (gambling disorder, n=20; gaming disor-
der, n=12; sexual addiction, n=15; food addiction, n=13; compulsive buying, n= 11; others, 
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n=3) in one of the three following addiction centers (University Hospital of Tours, APLEAT 
Orléans, AAF Chateauroux). After confirmation of the behavioral addiction by a clinician, 
the participants were assessed for ADHD diagnosis (DIVA interview), and they also filled out 
self-administered questionnaires to assess emotional regulation difficulties (DERS-36), im-
pulsivity (UPPS-P), anxiety (HAD-A) and depression (BDI). We performed Mann-Whitney 
analyses on these variables to compare the individuals with versus without ADHD. Results: 
Adult ADHD prevalence was 24%. Behavioral addiction outpatients with ADHD had signifi-
cantly higher scores than those without ADHD on "DERS-Goal-directed behavior" (p=.016), 
"UPPS-Sensation seeking" (p=.002) and "HAD-Anxiety" (p=.023). Conclusions: These re-
sults confirm the high prevalence of ADHD in outpatients consulting for different behavioral 
addictions. It also encourage clinicians to take care of negative emotions and emotional regu-
lation difficulties for individuals with a co-occurring behavioral addiction and ADHD.

Keywords: ADHD; emotional dysregulation; impulsivity; anxiety; depression
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Dental anxiety as a risk factor for Facebook intrusion and substance 
abuse

MALGORZATA SOBOL1*, ALICJA SENEJKO2, AGATA BLACHNIO3,  
JOANNA CHWASZCZ3

1University of Warsaw, Poland
2Univeristy of Wroclaw, Poland
3Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
*E-mail: malgorzata.sobol@psych.uw.edu.pl

The aim of the study was to investigate the relationships between dental anxiety, Facebook 
intrusion, shame, and substance abuse. The sample consisted of 498 participants aged 16–69 
years. The following measures were used: the Modified Dental Anxiety Scale, the Facebook 
Intrusion Scale, the Shame scale from the Test of Self-Conscious Affect, and a list of 18 most 
frequently used psychoactive substances. The results showed positive associations of dental 
anxiety with Facebook intrusion and the use of drugs without medical reasons or in doses 
higher than recommended. There were also indirect effects of dental anxiety on Facebook 
intrusion and the use of drugs without medical reasons or in doses higher than recommended 
through shame. The results highlight the significance of the problem of dental anxiety in the 
context of addiction risk. The findings of the study may be applicable in addiction prevention 
and treatment, focused on help in coping with the anxiety related to doctors’ appointments.

Keywords: dental anxiety; Facebook intrusion; substance abuse; shame
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MT-1E1

The relation between BMI and inhibitory control in a context of 
anticipated reward

AFEWORK ABEBE1*, CUILING GUO1, GIJSBERT STOET2, RENATA CSERJÉSI3, 
GYÖNGYI KÖKÖNYEI3,4, ALEXANDER LOGEMANN3

1Doctoral School of Psychology, ELTE, Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
2Department of Psychology, University of Essex, UK
3Institute of Psychology, Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
4Department of Pharmacodynamics, Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary
*E-mail: tafeworkpsy@gmail.com

It has been suggested that obesity may be characterized by a deficit of inhibitory control. 
However, studies have shown inconsistent results. Importantly, results of a recent study indi-
cated that high Body Mass Index (BMI) is characterized by a deficit of inhibitory control in 
a food context. The main unresolved question we addressed was whether the BMI associated 
deficit of inhibitory control is specific to a food-context or whether it represent a deficit in 
a general reward-related context. In the current study, 46 participants (39% males and 61% 
females), filled out questionnaires and completed a go/no-go task measuring inhibitory con-
trol. The task consisted of three conditions that varied in terms of reward; a neutral condition 
(targets were colored-squares), a specific reward condition (targets were pictures of palatable 
food), and a general reward condition (money-related targets). We expected that higher BMI 
would be associated with poor inhibitory control for both reward conditions relative to the 
neutral condition. In contrast, results indicate that higher BMI was associated with poor in-
hibitory control in the food specific condition, but not in the money condition relative to the 
neutral condition. As money is a different type of reinforcer than food (learned, versus inher-
ent), we repeated the experiment with a different operationalization of general-reward. Spe-
cifically, in this second study general reward was operationalized as target pictures of attrac-
tive opposite sex individuals. Preliminary results of the latter study do not indicate that high 
BMI is associated with poor inhibitory control in such operationalization of general reward.

Keywords: inhibitory control, body mass index, reward
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Child-parent relationships as a factor in the emergence of food 
addiction in adolescents

CHINARA SHAKEEVA1*, SVETA BERDIBAYEVA2, SANDUGASH DUANAYEVA3,  
ARMAN NURMAKHANBETOV2, DMITRY IVANOV4

1Educational institution of the autonomous non- profit organization of higher education; Kyrgyz-
Russian Academy of Education; Bishkek city, Kyrgyzstan, Kyrgyz Republic
2Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty city, Republic of Kazakhstan
3M. Auezov South Kazakhstan State University, Shymkent city, Republic of Kazakhstan 4Samara 
State University of Social Sciences and Education, Samara city, Russian Federation
*E-mail: shakeeva99@bk.ru

The purpose of the study: to establish the influence of child-parent relationships on the occur-
rence of food addiction in adolescents. We proceeded from the assumption that disharmoni-
ous styles of family education contribute to the formation of food addictions in adolescents. 
Methods used: “Eating Behavior Rating Scale”, designed to identify eating disorders. The 
questionnaire for parents "Analysis of family relationships" allows you to identify the type of 
pathological education and establish the causes of these violations.

We have conducted a study of the eating behavior of adolescents and styles of family rela-
tionships in their families. According to the first method, the following results were obtained: 
Differences between adolescents with and without food addiction were found on the follow-
ing scales: the desire for thinness – 5.7 points for girls with addiction and 1.8 for adolescents 
without addiction. On a scale of bulimia – 4.2 points in girls with food addiction. In adoles-
cents without addiction, this indicator did not appear at all. According to the second method, 
it was found that disharmonious styles of family education are used in 34% of prosperous 
families. In the group with eating disorders, disharmonious styles were found. Thus, families 
of adolescents with eating disorders in our sample are characterized by a combination of 
parental overprotection, fear of mistakes, ignoring needs, and lack of emotional contact. This 
may mean that teenagers are under psychological pressure from their parents, and some of 
them try to unconsciously compensate for their feelings of dissatisfaction either by changing 
their body self.

Keywords: eating behavior, parent-child relationships, food addiction, food addictions in adolescents, 
disharmonious parenting styles
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MT-1E3

Therapeutic management of food addiction

OCTAVIAN VASILIU

Dr. Carol Davila University Emergency Central Military Hospital, Romania
E-mail: octavvasiliu@yahoo.com

Background and objective: The validity of the food addiction diagnosis is still a subject of de-
bate in the literature, even if a descriptive framework exists, a largely used scale- Yale Food 
Addiction Scale- has been associated with good clinical properties, and a neurobiological 
basis for this disorder has been conceptualised. Palatable food availability may be respon-
sable for changes in the mesolimbic dopamine system, as well as other substances or behav-
iors, previously associated with addictive properties. Methods: A narrative review focused 
on the available treatments for food addiction was performed through a search in the main 
electronic databases (PubMed, PsychInfo, Cochrane, EMBASE, Thomson Reuters) using 
the paradigm “food/eating disorder” or “food/eating dependence” or “food/eating addiction” 
and “treatment”. Papers published between January 2000 and August 2021 were selected. 
Results: A large number of papers regarding this topic were found (n=320), but after apply-
ing the inclusion and exclusion criteria, only 8 studies remained. These trials were conducted 
on patients diagnosed with binge eating disorder but they had enough criteria to suggest also 
the presence of a food addiction. Opioid antagonists, mainly naltrexone, lisdexamphetamine 
dimesylate, serotoninergic antidepressants and cognitive-behavioural therapy have been as-
sociated with favourable results. Conclusions: There are not enough data to support clear-cut 
recommendations for the treatment of food addiction, the majority of data being extrapolated 
from the BED trials. More efforts are needed for the validation of a set of diagnosis criteria 
for food addiction, that may stimulate the trials focused on this pathology.

Keywords: food addiction, eating disorders, psychotherapy, opioid antagonists
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MT-1E4

Psychological correction of self-attitude of boys and girls with eating 
disorders

SVETA BERDIBAYEVA1*, FARIDA SAKHIYEVA2, DMITRY IVANOV3, GULBAKHYT 
MENLIBEKOVA4, NURSULU ALGOZHAYEVA1

1Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty city, Republic of Kazakhstan
2M. Auezov South Kazakhstan State University, Shymkent city, Republic of Kazakhstan
3Samara State University of Social Sciences and Education, Russian Federation, Samara city
4L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Nursultan city, Republic of Kazakhstan
*E-mail: berdibayeva.sveta1@mail.ru

The purpose of the study: theoretical, methodological and experimental substantiation of 
the program of psychological correction of self-attitude in people with a tendency to eating 
disorders. Methods used: Dembo-Rubinshtein self-assessment diagnostics; "Questionnaire 
of self-attitude"; EAT-26 food attitude test; "Eating Behavior Rating Scale".

The results obtained determine the development of a program for the psychological cor-
rection of the self-attitude of people with eating disorders. According to the results of the 
Self-Attitude Questionnaire, the scores for the average level of self-attitude increased by 9% 
and began to amount to 61%, a high level increased by 13%, and a low level of self-attitude 
was not detected. According to the results of the Dembo-Rubinshtein method, the difference 
between the slices for a low level of self-esteem was optimized, the average level began to be 
48%, and a high level was detected in 26%. According to the results of the "Eating Behavior 
Assessment Scale" methodology, after the correction program, normal eating behavior is 
observed by 78%. Thus, we see that the indicator of normal eating behavior increased by 
39%. According to the results of the EAT-26 methodology, the test of attitude to food intake 
was revealed; a low level of propensity to eating disorders began to prevail, corresponding 
to 56%, which indicates a decrease in eating disorders. After psychological correction work, 
for higher reliability, we tested the relationship between the results of the first and second 
quizzes.The result of our study was a program of psychological correction of people's self-
attitude.

Keywords: eating behavior, tendency to eating disorders, psychological correction of self-attitude of 
boys and girls with eating disorders, development of positive self-attitude and increase in self-esteem, 
psychological correctional work
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MT-1E5

Research of creativity in the aspect of “socially acceptable” addictions

SVETA BERDIBAYEVA1*, MARYIA MUN2, CHYNARA SHAKEEVA3,  
ASSIYA KUKUBAYEVA4, ALIYA ALIMZHANOVA5

1Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty city, Republic of Kazakhstan
2Turan University, Almaty city, Republic of Kazakhstan
3Educational institution of the autonomous non-profit organization of higher education “Kyrgyz–
Russian Academy of Education” (Institute), Bishkek city, Republic of Kyrgyz
4A. Myrzakhmetov Kokchetau University, Kokchetau city, Republic of Kazakhstan
5T. Zhurgenov Kazakh National Academy of Arts, Almaty city, Republic of Kazakhstan 
*E-mail: berdibayeva.sveta1@mail.ru

The “socially acceptable” addictions include workaholism, sports addictions, relationship 
addictions, etc. It is hypothesized that practically any human activity can become an object 
of behavioral dependence under certain conditions. Perhaps the problem of “socially accept-
able” addiction as excessive immersion in creative activity can be studied precisely in this 
aspect.

In our experimental study we used WAIS, Stroop color–word-interference task, Question-
naire of the formal-dynamic properties of individuality by Rusalov V.M., and 15 heuristic 
tasks. The sample was 92 students; average age was 23.5 years. We identified the relation-
ship of creativity indicators (3 types of success in solving heuristic tasks: low (15–25 points, 
19 people), medium (25–35 points, 44 people), high (35–45 points, 29 people) with intel-
ligence indicators, flexibility/rigidity of cognitive control and “intellectual” temperamental 
properties: 1. Low creativity is associated with 2 temperamental properties: “intellectual 
ergicity” (–0.507), i.e. “low level of intellectual abilities, low involvement in the mental 
activity’sprocesses” and “intellectual emotionality” (0.645), i.e. “strong anxiety about the 
discrepancy between the expected and actual results of mental work”. 2. Average creativity is 
associated with indicators of intelligence (verbal 0.362, non-verbal 0.427, general 0.454) and 
verbal indicator (0.361). 3. High creativity is associated with intelligence indicators (verbal 
0.516, general 0.531). So, low success in solving problems is associated with temperamental 
properties, average - with indicators of intelligence and flexibility of thinking (verbal indica-
tor) and high - with indicators of intelligence. We cannot unequivocally state addiction at the 
level of high creativity, however, there is a gap between the “affective” and “intellectual” 
components.

Keywords: behavioral dependence, intellect, socially acceptable addiction, creativity.
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MT-1F1

Effects of problematic internet use and internet-based activities on 
brain structure

ANNA TÍMEA SZENTE1, ÁKOS ARATÓ1, ESZTER ÁFRA2, SZILVIA ANETT NAGY3,4,5, 
GERGELY ORSI3,4,5, GÁBOR PERLAKI1,3,4, GERGELY DARNAI1,2,4, JÓZSEF JANSZKY1,4

1Department of Neurology, University of Pécs, Pécs, Hungary
2Department of Behavioral Sciences, University of Pécs, Pécs, Hungary
3Pécs Diagnostic Centre, Pécs, Hungary
4MTA-PTE Clinical Neuroscience MR Research Group, Pécs, Hungary
5Department of Neurosurgery, University of Pécs, Medical School, Pécs, Hungary
E-mail: annaszente22@gmail.com

In the past few years, brain imaging techniques, such as MRI, have become an important 
method to study behavioral addictions. Problematic Internet Use (PIU) is considered as a 
behavioral addiction and many studies suggest that structural and functional alterations in the 
brain are possibly related to this phenomenon. In this current study, our aim was to identify 
structural changes accompanying PIU. 65 participants were recruited. Behavioral data was 
collected with the following questionnaires: Problematic Internet Use Questionnaire (PIUQ), 
Smartphone Application-Based Addiction Scale (SABAS), Screen Media Activity (SMA) 
and Social Networking Scores (SNS). MRI scans were performed and evaluated, linear re-
gression analysis and Benjamini-Hochberg analysis were used. Results suggest that such 
brain areas are affected that are part of large brain networks such as Default Mode Network, 
Visual Network or Language Network. These findings highlight structural alterations that 
are might be related to PIU. Since the affected structures are often involved in other forms 
of addiction, it indicates that behavioral and substance related addictions may share similar 
neurobiological features.

Keywords: problematic internet use, MRI, structural brain imaging
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MT-1F2

Investigating the Neurological Consequences of General Internet 
Addiction Using Resting State fMRI

ESZTER ÁFRA1*, ÁKOS ARATÓ2, ANNA SZENTE2, SZILVIA ANETT NAGY3,4,5,  
GÁBOR PERLAKI2,3,4, GERGELY ORSI3,4,5, GERGELY DARNAI1,2,3, JÓZSEF JANSZKY2,3

1Department of Behavioural Sciences, University of Pécs, Medical School, Pécs, Hungary
2Department of Neurology, University of Pécs, Medical School, Pécs, Hungary
3MTA-PTE Clinical Neuroscience MR Research Group, Pécs, Hungary
4Pécs Diagnostic Centre, Pécs, Hungary
5Department of Neurosurgery, University of Pécs, Medical School, Pécs, Hungary
*E-mail: eszter.afra@aok.pte.hu

Information and communication technologies (ICT) are becoming an increasing part of our 
daily life. But this limitless availability can lead to general Internet misuse and dependence. 
Currently, general Internet addiction, smartphone addiction and social media addiction are 
belonging to the most prevalent behavioural addictions. Recent neuroimaging studies have 
begun to investigate these emerging behavioural addictions with functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI), and reported significant changes of the resting state brain spontaneous 
low frequency fluctuation of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals in the intrinsic 
connectivity networks (ICN). We measured general Internet addiction, smartphone addic-
tion and social media addiction with self-reported questionnaires with 72 (36 males, Mean 
± SD: 24.69 ± 3.23) participants. Using group independent component analysis, we found 
six, previously identified resting-state networks that were examined for within-network and 
between-network differences in internet addicts and healthy control persons. Main differ-
ences were found in the language network, lateral visual network, medial visual network and 
occipital pole, the auditory network, sensorimotor network, and executive network. We also 
found functional connectivity differences with between network analysis in the occipital pole 
and auditory network. Compared to healthy participants, IA addicts showed negative associa-
tion in all of these resting-state networks. Among the previous studies we firstly found the 
dysfunction in the language network. In combination with the findings, our study suggests 
that the possibility of Internet-, smartphone-, and social media addiction can cause a dysfunc-
tion in sensory and information processing, and also in important parts which are responsible 
for higher cognitive functioning.

Keywords: general Internet addiction, fMRI, resting-state networks
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MT-1F3

The association between reinforcement sensitivity and substance use 
is mediated by individual differences in dispositional affectivity in 
adolescents

ALEXANDRA RÁDOSI1,2*, TÜNDE É. WELKER1,2, NÓRA BUNFORD1

1Developmental and Translational Neuroscience Research Group, Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience 
and Psychology, Research Centre for Natural Sciences, Hungary
2Semmelweis University, Doctoral School of Mental Health Sciences, Hungary
*E-mail: radosi.alexandra@ttk.hu

Adolescence marks the onset of substance use experimentation and adolescents are particu-
larly vulnerable to certain negative effects of substances. Reinforcement sensitivity is associ-
ated with substance use, though little is known about mechanisms underlying such associa-
tion. Aims were to examine, (1) associations between behavioral activation (BAS) and be-
havioral inhibition (BIS) system sensitivity, positive (PA) and negative affectivity (NA), and 
alcohol use as well as tobacco, and marijuana use, and whether (2) associations are mediated 
by PA or NA. Participants were a community sample of N=125 adolescents (Mage=15.67 
years; SD=0.93; 52% boys) who completed self-report measures. In mediation analyses, 
an association emerged between BIS sensitivity and alcohol use, mediated by NA (95%CIs 
[0.034; 0.390]); greater BIS sensitivity was associated with greater NA and greater NA was 
associated with greater alcohol use. An association also emerged between BAS sensitivity 
and marijuana use, mediated by PA (95%CIs [-0.296; -0.027]); greater BAS sensitivity was 
associated with greater PA and greater PA was associated with lower marijuana use. Finally, 
BIS sensitivity was associated with tobacco use through NA (95%CIs [0.023; 0.325]) and PA 
(95%CIs [0.004; 0.116]), with NA linked to greater, but PA linked to lower tobacco use. BAS 
sensitivity was also associated with tobacco use through PA (95%CIs [-0.395; -0.049]), with 
PA linked again to lower tobacco use. There are unique and shared effects of domains of rein-
forcement sensitivity on adolescent substance use and these vary with index of dispositional 
affectivity and type of substance considered.

Keywords: affectivity, reinforcement sensitivity, substance use, adolescence
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MT-1F4

Altered executive functions in work addiction

KRISZTINA BERTA1, ZSUZSANNA VIKTÓRIA PESTHY2, TEODÓRA VÉKONY3,  
DEZSŐ NÉMETH2,3,4, BERNADETTE KUN2*

1Institute of Applied Pedagogy and Psychology, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, 
Hungary
2Institute of Psychology, ELTE Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary
3Lyon Neuroscience Research Center (CRNL), Université Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Lyon, France
4Brain, Memory and Language Research Group, Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience and Psychology, 
Research Centre for Natural Sciences, Budapest, Hungary
*E-mail: kun.bernadette@ppk.elte.hu

Since work addiction can impair health and social functioning, understanding how work 
addiction is related to cognitive functions can be crucial. Behavioral addictions, such as 
gaming or gambling disorder, have been connected to weaker executive functions. Although 
many studies are investigating the cognitive mechanisms underlying these addictions, only 
a few research focus on work addiction. Previous studies using self-reported questionnaires 
showed rigidity, obsessiveness, and impulsiveness in the cognitive profile of work addic-
tion. This study aims to go beyond these findings using reaction time-based tasks to measure 
working memory and executive functions. Participants were divided into high-risk (HWA) 
and low-risk for work addiction (LWA) groups based on their scores on the Work Addiction 
Risk Test. We used N-back, Digit Span, Counting Span, Go/No-Go, Wisconsin Card Sorting 
Task (WCST), Alternate Serial Reaction Time Task to assess cognitive functions. We found 
that HWA group showed impaired strategy planning as they had more perseverative errors 
compared to the LWA group on WCST. The HWA group also performed weaker on Counting 
Span, N-back, measuring working memory. No significant differences were found in other 
cognitive functions. These results contribute to a better understanding of the cognitive profile 
of work addiction. The impairment of perseverative functioning in work addiction may un-
derlie the difficulty in disengaging from work.

Funding: The study was supported by the Hungarian National Research, Development, 
and Innovation Office (FK134807), and by the ÚNKP-21-1/ÚNKP-21-2 New National 
 Excellence Program of the Ministry for Innovation and Technology from the source of the 
National Research, Development and Innovation Fund.

Keywords: work addiction, executive functions, working memory, perseveration, reaction time-based 
tasks
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MT-1G1

Psychological study of the influence of internet addiction on the 
perception of musicians

AZIZA SYZDYKOVA1*, SVETA BERDIBAYEVA1, GULNAR ABDULLINA2,  
SHARIPBEK AMIRBEKOV3, AIDANA RAKYMZHАN1, SATYBALDY BERDIBAYEV4

1Al-Farabi Kazakh National University
2Kazakh Humanitarian Law Innovative University
3T. Zhurgenov Kazakh National Academy of Arts; 4L.N. Gumilyov Eurasian National University 
*E-mail: azizahanat@gmail.com

The aim is to study the psychological aspects of the influence of the Internet addiction on the 
perception of musicians. The study involved 55 music university students at the age of 17-24.
The following techniques were used Internet Addicted Behaviour Scale, Spielberg Anxiety 
Scale, Reisas Self-Confidence Scale.The experimental group was consisted of the students 
who suffered from the Internet addiction, the risk group was a borderline indicator and the 
control group were those who had no addiction to the Internet. During the studies it was ob-
served that 48 musicians out of the total number could not imagine their life without surfing 
the Internet, 23 respondents (41.82%) have the Internet addiction. 25 respondents (45.45%) 
have a borderline indicator. 7 respondents of the control group were neutral to the Internet 
and exploit it only for educational purposes. The level of personal anxiety was the highest 
in the experimental group with the scale of 48.2 points. Once the Internet addiction was de-
creased so did the level of anxiety. In the risk group the scale was 43.4 points which is also 
considered as high, however in the control group it was lowered with the 21 points.
The indices of the experimental group’s assertiveness depicted less than 30 points with the 
unsure answers of the participants. The score for a risk group was 48 points, which is high 
too, in which participants felt insecure rather than confident. The results of the control group 
were 92.3 points who felt self-confidence.

Keywords: Internet addiction, musicians, personal anxienty, assertiveness, influence of musicians
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MT-1G2

Can robots create emotional dependency in humans?  
A systematic review.

DOMINICA DÍEZ1,3,4*, ESTEFANIA NAVARRO2, JORDI VILARDELL2,  
ROSA TEJEDOR1,3,4, AUREA AUTET1,3,4, MERITXELL VILADRICH1,3,4,  
MCRUZ CRESPO1,3

1Behavioral Addictions Unit. Fundació Althaia, Xarxa Assistencial Universitària de Manresa, Spain
2Universitat Central de Catalunya UVIC-UCC, Spain 
3Grupo de Investigacion en Salud Mental e Innovación Social (SaMIS), Spain
4Drug Addiction Center. Fundació Althaia, Xarxa Assistencial Universitària de Mnaresa, Spain
*E-mail: ddiez@althaia.cat

Computer science and robotics have revolutionized the planet over the last century and have 
made possible the creation of artificial intelligence machines capable of simulating emo-
tional states. These developments have given rise to the idea that emotional and affective 
relationships can be established with these devices. The objective of this work is to analyze 
the literature on human-robot interactions and to explore whether humans may develop de-
pendency or addiction to robots. A Systematic review has been carried out based on a search 
of the ScienceDirect, PsycInfo and PubMed databases that yielded 21 publications. Robots 
are able to execute behaviors capable of provoking emotions, as well as decoding them; for 
their part, humans are able to interpret the emotions expressed by robots and to interact with 
them, generating positive social and affective relationships towards them and expressing 
empathy. The emotional and social relationship between humans and robots is influenced 
by characteristics of the robots themselves, such as their resemblance to human beings and 
the person’s age and length of exposure. At present, however, the evidence that humans can 
develop emotional dependency on robots is inconclusive.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, emotions, emotional dependency.

MT-1G3

Behavioral addictions and substance use disorders comorbidity- 
therapeutic challenges for physicians

OCTAVIAN VASILIU

Dr. Carol Davila University Emergency Central Military Hospital, Romania
E-mail: octavvasiliu@yahoo.com

Background: Behavioral addictions (BA) and substance use disorders (SUD) share common 
vulnerability factors and neuropathological mechanisms, which leads to a high degree of 
overlap between them. Even if the most visible entity is the SUD, the clinician should be 
advised to screen for BAs, which may be the trigger or just a comorbidity with the SUD.
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Methods: To formulate several good practice guidelines for the treatment of patients with 
BA and SUD dual diagnosis. Results: The detection of a specific SUD should lead to an 
active search using structured instruments for other SUDs and BAs. The same instruments 
should be used during the acute and maintenance phase of the treatment, in order to confirm 
remission and to detect early signs of relapse. Both psychological counseling or psycho-
therapy and pharmacological treatment should be recommended in patients with multiple 
drug- and behavioral addictions. SUD and BA should be addressed simultaneously, if pos-
sibble, in order to avoid the risk of therapeutic non-response or response delay. Other psy-
chiatric disorder may be found in this population, therefore the use of a structured clinical 
instrument for diagnosis (e.g., MINI+) is indicated. A careful evaluation of the vulnerability 
factors is also recommended as a first step for the therapeutic management in patients with 
SUD and BA. Conclusions: Patients with both SUD and BA should be carefully monitored, 
using structured instruments throughout the duration of the treatment. Both conditions are 
recommended to be treated simultaneously, and the vulnerability factors approached during 
the combined, psychotherapy and pharmacological treatment.

Keywords: dual diagnosis, alcohol dependence, vulnerability, psychotherapy

MT-1G4

Measuring problematic mobile phone use with adolescents:  
The psychometric characteristics of the Problematic Mobile Phone Use 
Scale-10

CATERINA PRIMI*, SARA GARUGLIERI, COSTANZA GORI, MARIA ANNA DONATI

NEUROFARBA – University of Florence, Italy
*E-mail: caterina.primi@unifi.it

Problematic mobile phone use (PMPU) may be the biggest non-drug addiction of the 21st 
century. This requires that sound - and possibly brief - measurement instruments are avail-
able, especially for adolescents, who are particularly at-risk of PMPU. One of the most wide-
ly used short instruments to assess PMPU is the brief version of the Mobile Phone Problem 
Use Scale (MPPUS-10; Foester et al., 2015). However, its dimensional structure is unclear, 
and the growth of PMPU among youth requires to deeply test the MMPUS-10 psychometric 
functioning with adolescents. The goal of the present study was to investigate the psycho-
metric proprieties of the MPPUS-10 in adolescents, by particularly focusing on dimension-
ality, and analysing reliability and validity. Participants were 686 adolescents (63% males, 
Mage = 17.08) attending high school in Italy. By referring to the unidimensional construct 
of behavioural addictions, through exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, the undi-
mensionality of the MPPUS-10 was supported (CFI = .94, RMSEA = .07), and corroborated 
by a multi-group cross-validation analysis. The internal consistency of the scale was good 
(Cronbach’s α = .82; McDonald’s ω = .82). As regards validity, the MPPUS-10 total score 
resulted to be significantly correlated with time spent on the mobile phone (r = .38) and risky 
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use of the mobile phone (r = .28), and also with Internet addiction (r = .54) and Gaming 
Disorder (r = .40) symptoms. Overall, findings provide support for the adequacy of using the 
MPPUS-10 in adolescents to assess PMPU.

Keywords: mobile phone addiction, MPPUS-10, dimensionality, reliability, validity
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Problematic smartphone use: exploring, predicting, and moving 
forward

ZAHEER HUSSAIN

Nottingham Trent University, United Kingdom
E-mail: zaheer.hussain@ntu.ac.uk

Smartphones and other internet-connected devices provide immense opportunities to inter-
act, collaborate, and connect. There are also immense opportunities for researchers to study 
smartphone behaviour and the underlying psychology of internet use. This talk will highlight 
what is already known about problematic smartphone use and where future research is poten-
tially heading. It is argued that the use of statistical models, pattern detection, and machine 
learning approaches might help to further our understanding of problematic smartphone use. 
This talk will argue that researchers must focus on new methods of research and collabora-
tion to improve our understanding of smartphone use.

Keywords: smartphone addiction, research methods, internet use, health
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Young, stressed, and blind-minded: An experimental investigation of 
the routes from loneliness to adolescent problem gambling
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MARIAGIULIA SACCO1, MARK GRIFFITHS2, MARINA COSENZA1

1Università degli Studi della Campania "Luigi Vanvitelli", Italy
2Nottingham Trent University
*E-mail: maria.ciccarelli@unicampania.it

Although loneliness, psychological distress, and mentalizing deficits have been identified 
as risk factors for problematic gambling involvement, to date, no studies has ever examined 
the interplay between these factors among adolescent gamblers. Moreover, the literature on 
the role of loneliness in adolescent gambling is scarce and no study has ever adopted the 
multidimensional model of loneliness that examines the construct in a more complex way. 
The present study assessed, for the first time, the role of negative affective states, mental-
izing, and loneliness in adolescent gambling. The sample comprised 379 Italian adolescents 
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aged between 16 and 19 years who completed the South Oaks Gambling Screen Revised for 
Adolescents (SOGS-RA), the Loneliness and Aloneness Scale for Children and Adolescents 
(LACA), the Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS-21), and the Reflective Functioning 
Questionnaire (RFQ-8). The results showed that male gender, low scores on the LACA affin-
ity for loneliness, and high scores on both the RFQ-8 Uncertainty about Mental States and the 
DASS-21 Stress subscales significantly predicted adolescent gambling severity. Based on the 
regression analysis results, data were submitted to path analysis. The path analysis showed 
that loneliness contributed to gambling severity directly, while stress contributed to gambling 
both directly and indirectly via hypomentalizing. The present study provides insight into the 
interrelationships between psychological distress, perceived loneliness, mentalization, and 
problematic gambling, demonstrating that an inaccurate mentalization has an important role 
in contributing to problematic gambling. The study also suggests that specific intervention on 
mentalizing could be effective in reducing problematic gambling among adolescents.

Keywords: gambling, adolescent gambling, loneliness, stress, mentalization
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MT-2A1

Think-aloud analysis of commonly used screening instruments for 
Internet use disorders: The CIUS, the IGDT-10, and the BSMAS

LISA HOHLS*, HANNAH SCHMIDT, DOMINIQUE BRANDT, ANJA BISCHOF,  
GALLUS BISCHOF, HANS-JÜRGEN RUMPF

University of Luebeck, Germany
*E-mail: lisa.hohls@uksh.de

Background: Despite growing interest of the Internet use disorders (IUD) and the constant 
publication of new screening instruments in the last years, the optimal assessment of prob-
lematic or pathological behavior on the Internet is still unclear. Existing screening instru-
ments of Internet use disorders often suffer from lacking conceptual or methodological back-
ground. Aim of this study was to investigate individuals’ cognitive processes when reporting 
and valuing their behavior on the Internet by responding common screening instruments. 
Method: Vocational students (n=30; 50% female, age M=22.4; SD=1.7) meeting an aver-
age of 2.9 diagnostic criteria (SD = 1.7; range: 0-7) for Internet use disorders according to 
DSM-5 took part in individual interviews which were based on the think-aloud approach. 
All participants answered the CIUS thinking out loud. Depending on the respective main 
usage activity, either the IGDT-10 or the BSMAS was answered. All interviews were audio-
recorded, verbatim transcribed and content-analyzed. Results: Discrepancies between the 
item developer's intention and participants' responses were identified. There were difficulties 
due to ambiguous instructions, unclear time-frames (BSMAS, IGDT-10) and no informa-
tion on the referring period (CIUS). As a result of misconceptions concerning the wording, 
participants often built mean values and conducted the assessments by referring to different 
Internet applications. Discussion: This study provides insights into young adults’ cognitive 
processes underlying responses to the CIUS, the IGDT-10, and the BSMAS. A revision and 
specification of the instructions and individual items appears necessary in order to avoid 
overpathologization.

Keywords: Internet use disorders, screening instruments, content validity
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MT-2A2

Impact research of resilience and features of the coping mechanism on 
the development of addictive behavior

RAKHILYA BERKINBAY*, SVETA BERDIBAYEVA, KALAMPYR ORAZYMBETOVA,  
ASSEL MOLBAYEVA

Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Kazakhstan
*E-mail: rahilya2310@gmail.com

Any socially acceptable behavior can become addictive under certain circumstances. At the 
same time, addiction can be a universal way of running away from real life.

We used The Ways of Coping Questionnaire method (cf. Folkman and Lazarus 1988), 13 
types of Dependencies test of Ms. G.Lozova, The Resilience Scale RS-25 of Gale M.Wagnild 
and Heather M.Young. The selection consisted of 35 students, with an average age of 19.5 
years. In the course of the research, the following results were obtained: the students showed 
an average level of the propensity for addictive behavior. The testees had high scores on the 
coping mechanism “runaway-escape” and scores below the average on the coping mecha-
nism of “problem-solving planning”. An interconnection was revealed by the indicator of 
moderate correlation (0.394) between the propensity for addictive behavior and the coping 
mechanism “runaway-escape”. An indicator of the resilience and stress of personality man-
agement between the coping mechanism “runaway-escape” and planning for solving prob-
lems, an interconnection was revealed by the indicator of high correlation (0.443 *): 1. Stu-
dents with a coping mechanism in the form of “runaway-escape” have a high probability of 
addictive behavior; 2. If a person in stress management has a low ability to problem-solve 
planning, then there is a high probability of avoiding problem-solving, which is an indicator 
of low resilience. Thus, it can be assumed that by developing resilience and forming effective 
coping mechanisms in personality stress management, it is possible to prevent the develop-
ment of addictive behavior.

Keywords: addictive behavior, socially acceptable, coping mechanism, resilience, stress management.
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Gambling Fallacies, problem gambling, and the role of pandemic 
specific factors

CARRIE ANN SHAW1*, ROBERT J. WILLIAMS2, DANIEL S MCGRATH3, ZSOLT 
DEMETROVICS1

1University of Gibraltar, Gibraltar (United Kingdom) 
2University of Lethbridge, Lethbridge, Canada
3University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada
*E-mail: carrie.shaw@unigib.edu.gi

Gambling Fallacies (GF) are a collection of gambling specific cognitive errors that lead to 
erroneous beliefs about how gambling works. While previous studies have demonstrated that 
gambling fallacies are one factor that contributes to the development and maintenance of gam-
bling disorder, longitudinal studies have demonstrated that endorsement of these fallacies can 
fluctuates across time. The factors that influence changes in level of GF are less understood. 
The current study examined levels of GF in a national cohort of adults, with two aims: 1) ex-
amining the associations between GF levels and type of gambler (non-gambler, non-problem 
gambler, low-risk gambler, moderate-risk gambler and problem gambler), and 2) identify-
ing the impact of COVID specific variables on GF endorsement. This sample (n = 2,790) 
was recruited from Leger Opinion’s registered online panellists. Respondents completed a 
survey of gambling involvement and individual difference variables at 6-months intervals: 
baseline (6-months before the pandemic); during the nation-wide lockdown in Canada; and 
6-months after the lockdown. The results of this study indicate that, while somewhat more 
prevalent among problem gamblers, GF are common among gamblers of all types. However, 
level of GF endorsement did vary significantly at each 6-month interval in this sample and 
multivariate analysis indicate that GF endorsement was a significant predictor of increased 
gambling severity category over time. Also, a bidirectional relationship was evidenced as 
problem gambling and greater gambling involvement were significant predictors of greater 
endorsement of GF. COVID specific changes in health and level of social interaction also 
significantly predicted greater GF endorsement.

Keywords: gambling disorder, gambling fallacies, gambling engagement, erroneous cognitions, 
 COVID
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Validation of the Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10) in a sample 
of Quebec French-speaking adolescents and young adults

ROXANNE HÉBERT-RATTÉ*, MAGALI DUFOUR, MARTINE HÉBERT

Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada
*E-mail: hebert-ratte.roxanne@courrier.uqam.ca

Background: The Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10; Kiraly et al., 2015) is a recent 
measure of gaming addiction using the proposed DSM-5 criteria. Given the lack of studies 
examining the validity of this instrument both with adolescents and young adults (specifi-
cally) and French Canadian samples, the current study aimed to document the psychometric 
properties of the French version of the questionnaire in a sample of Quebec adolescents. 
Method: A sample of 1851 adolescent and young adult online gamers (83.8% male) com-
pleted an online survey. A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted in order to confirm the 
unidimensional structure of the measure. Chi-square analyses and independent sample t-tests 
allowed to examine the relations between IGDT-10 scores and criterion measures includ-
ing trauma, post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms, psychological distress and resilience. 
Lastly, Pearson chi-square analyses were used to compare the endorsement of each of the 
IGDT-10 criteria among players who were classified as addicted and those who were not. 
Results: The French version of the IGDT-10 showed adequate internal consistency (alpha = 
.63, dichotomous items) and analyses confirmed the unidimensional structure of the measure. 
Results of the chi-square and t-test analyses were as expected considering past literature. 
Exploration of criteria endorsement revealed as expected, significant differences on all items 
between gamers classified as addicted and those who were not. Conclusions: Overall, the 
French version of the IGDT-10 appears to show good psychometric properties, and associa-
tions with criterion measures support its overall validity.

Keywords: gaming disorder, validation, trauma, resilience, Canadian youth
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The psychometric properties of the Gaming Addiction Scale in a sample 
of Portuguese college students

ARTEMISA R DORES1,2*, HELENA MARTINS3, ANDREIA GERALDO2,  
FERNANDO BARBOSA2

1School of Health, Polytechnic of Porto, Porto, Portugal
2Laboratory of Neuropsychophysiology, Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences, Porto, 
Portugal
3School of Business and Economics, Lusófona University, Lisbon, Portugal
*E-mail: artemisa@ess.ipp.pt

Background: The recent inclusion of the gaming disorder in the ICD-11 brought a huge 
interest in this disorder. However, the assessment of behavioural disorders is still largely de-
pendent on the instruments used. This study aims to describe the application of the Gaming 
Addiction Scale (GAS) to a sample of Portuguese college students and analyse its psycho-
metric characteristics. Method: The scale comprises a total of 21 items and seven dimen-
sions. Considering that this is a previously validated scale for the Portuguese adolescent’s 
population, we tested the comprehension of the existing version with 30 college students. No 
modifications were done. After that, the scale was administered to 1047 Portuguese college 
students (M = 22.09, SD = 5.44), 610 females (58.3%), from different universities. Results: 
The original dimensions were integrally proven to be valid in the present sample. The GAS 
global scale presented high levels of reliability, with α values of α=0.94, and the same occurs 
in the different dimensions: salience α= 0.83, tolerance α=0.82, mood modification α= 0.82, 
relapse α= 0.73, withdrawal α= 0.82, conflict α= 0.73, problems α= 0.81). All composite reli-
ability (CR) values are above the cut point value of 0.7 and all calculate average variance ex-
tracted values (AVE) are above the cut-point of 0.5. The confirmatory factor analysis showed 
that the single-factor model did not fit the data well, shunning common method variance 
concerns. Conclusions: The GAS revealed psychometric properties that indicate excellent 
validity and reliability in assessing gaming behaviours, among Portuguese young adults and 
adult college students.

Keywords: Gaming disorder; Gaming Addiction Scale; GAS
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Gaming Rage Scale (GRS): Development and Validation

AXELLE MOREAU1, EMELINE CHAUCHARD2*
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The Rage while gaming is describe by the gamers as a loss of control during the game, in-
volving a severe and impulsive reaction. On Internet website the rage is reported by many 
gamers. To date, few studies focus on the phenomenon of rage. The aim of this talk is to 
present the development and the validation of a scale designed to assess the manifestations of 
rage episodes and their frequencies. We created the 24 items of the GRS based on a qualita-
tive study. A sample of 454 online gamers was divided in two samples of 227 participants. 
They completed an online questionnaire including GRS items, UPPS, Clinical Anger Scale, 
IGDT-10. First, we process a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the half of the sample. 
The PCA determine a two factors solution. The first factor merges 5 items related to anger 
and irritation (Cronbach's α= 0.82), the second factors merges 5 items related to the reduction 
of the skills required in the game (Cronbach's α= 0.83). Then a Confirmatory Factor Analysis 
(CFA) was performed in the second part of the sample, the model fit is good. The two fac-
tors moderately correlate, and they both positively, weakly to moderately correlate with the 
scores of Internet Gaming Disorder, Clinical Anger Scale, positive and negative urgency and 
perseverance. This scale has demonstrate a good validity and reliability. The GRS could be 
an interesting in clinical and research area to assess rage episodes, and help to their manage-
ment in order to prevent Internet Gaming Disorder.

Keywords: gaming, rage, scale
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Verification of the linguistic validity and feasibility of the Japanese 
version of the Gaming Disorders Screening Scale

MAKOTO TOKUSHIGE1, KOKI ONO1, HIROKI ASAOKA1, YUKI MIYAMOTO1,  
MASARU TATENO2, AYUMI TAKANO3

1Graduate School of Medicine, The University of Tokyo, Japan
2Tokiwa Hospital, Japan
3Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Japan
*E-mail: child-mind@hotmail.co.jp

Background: For gaming disorders in young children, it is desirable to make assessments 
from both children and parents, but there is no parent-child pair screening scale in Japan. 
The purpose of this study is to clarify the linguistic validity and feasibility of paired gaming 
disorders screening scales. Method: We created Japanese versions of four (two pairs) gaming 
disorders screening scales (Gaming Disorder Scale for Adolescents (GADIS-A), Gaming 
Disorder Scale for Parents (GADIS-P), Internet Gaming Disorder Scale (IGDS), and Parental 
version of the Internet Gaming Disorder Scale (PIGDS)) according to the scale development 
guideline COSMIN. We conducted a questionnaire survey and an interview survey of 10 
pairs of children aged 9 to 11 who attend child psychiatry and their parents. And, we analyzed 
descriptive statistics and correlations between IGDS and GADIS. In the interview, we asked 
about items that were difficult to understand in the questionnaire survey. Result: 10 children 
and 9 parents answered. The parent group had higher scale scores and the positive rate of 
gaming addiction than the child group. There was a positive correlation between IGDS and 
GADIS-A scores. In GADIS-A, there was an opinion that the word “digital game” was dif-
ficult to understand. Conclusion: It was shown that there was no problem with linguistic 
validity and feasibility. There was no problem with the response time compared to the general 
questionnaire survey. We corrected the word “digital game” to “game”.

Keywords: gaming disorder, screening test, adolescent
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Is the screening for behavioral addictions important for general 
practitioners?

OCTAVIAN VASILIU*

Dr. Carol Davila University Emergency Central Military Hospital, Romania
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Background and objective: Screening for behavioral addictions (BA) is an important method 
to improve the prognosis of these patients by prevention of BA complications, decreasing 
personal and societal losses, and lowering the risk of these conditions to become chronic. 
General practitioners (GPs) may be involved in the effort of early detection and referral to a 
mental health specialist for treatment of these patients. Methods: To support the necessity of 
a policy that may improve the prognosis of BA patients by promoting the use of screening 
instruments by the GPs in populations with high risk for these disorders. Results: Data in the 
literature about screening policies for BA are sparse. However, when applied, these strategies 
detected high incidence of Internet addiction in students, for example, or for gaming addic-
tion in people using Internet on a daily basis. Cell phone addiction or buying disorders are 
also BA associated with high personal and/or societal negative impact, so they should be in-
cluded in the screening procedure. GPs are the in best position to initiate screening in targeted 
populations, because they have access to information from both patients and their relatives, 
and they interact with these potential patients on a regular basis. Conclusions: The impor-
tance of BA screening by the GPs cannot be overemphasized, due to its value to decrease the 
personal and societal costs by early detection and referral to a specialized intervention.

Keywords: screening, general practitioners, vulnerable populations, societal costs
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Towards robust methodology of online surveys targeting gamers: 
Identifying psychosocial differences between participants giving access 
to their in-game data and those who don’t

STEPHANE ROTHEN1, JOËL BILLIEUX2, YASSER KHAZAAL3, GABRIEL THORENS1, 
DANIELE ZULLINO1, SOPHIA ACHAB1

1Geneva University Hospitals, Switzerland
2University of Lausanne
3University Hospital of Lausanne
*E-mail: stephane.rothen@hcuge.ch

World of Warcraft (WoW) is a popular Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games 
(MMORPG) in which players create an avatar that evolves and interacts with other avatars in 
a persistent virtual world. In a previous study about motivations to play MMORPG, partici-
pants were asked whether they agree or not to have their avatar monitored on the long run. 
The main aim of this follow-up study is to compare the profiles (e.g., involvement in gaming, 
psychological characteristics) of participants who agreed to provide their avatar with those 
who did not. Differences found will inform on potential bias and lead to recommendations 
for such kind of studies. In total, 1601 participants started the survey and 1059 participants 
aged 18 or older completed the entire survey. Among them 690 participants (65.2%) agreed 
to provide the name of their avatar, while 369 (34.8%) did not. Group comparison (avatar 
vs. no avatar) were performed on the following variables: age, sex, employment status, mean 
number of hours devoted weekly to WoW, motivations to play in online games (MPOGQ), 
excessive internet use (IAT), impulsivity (UPPS), personality (BIFI-10), self-esteem (SISE), 
positive and negative affect (PANAS), personality (BIFI-10) and encoding styles (ESQ). No 
variables of interests appeared to be statistically associated to the fact of providing or not the 
participant’s avatar. This suggests, at least regarding those variables, that following on the 
long run the in-game behaviors of avatars is not biased comparing to the subjects who didn’t 
agree to provide their avatar’s name.

Keywords: online surveys, potential bias, gaming, World of Warcraft, avatar
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Relationships between different types of affective temperaments and 
instagram addiction
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4School of Medicine, University of Belgrade, Serbia
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*E-mail: jovic.jelena@gmail.com

Background: Studies indicate that certain types of affective temperaments (cyclothymic, ir-
ritable and anxious) can be a risk factor for substance addiction. The relationship between 
affective temperaments and behavioral addictions has received relatively little attention from 
researchers. Instagram is a social network with apparently greatest addictive potential and 
the number of its users has been growing the most. The aim of this study was to examine 
the relationships between Instagram addiction (IA) and different types of affective tempera-
ments. Method: The study sample included 332 students (61.9% female). Their mean age 
was 20.99±2.35 years. The Instagram Addiction Scale (IAS, Cronbach α = 0.88 in the pres-
ent study) and Temperament Evaluation of Memphis, Pisa, Paris and San Diego Autoques-
tionnaire (TEMPS-A, Cronbach α = 0.77 in the present study) were administered. Items of 
TEMPS-A were constructed on the basis of the criteria for affective temperaments (cyclothy-
mic, depressive, irritable, hyperthymic, anxious). Results: The mean score on the IAS was 
28.61±9.75, with scores in females and males not differing significantly. Hyperthymic tem-
perament was the only temperament that correlated negatively with IAS (rs = -0.12; p<0.05). 
Cyclothymic temperament correlated moderately with IAS (rs = 0.38; p<0.05), followed by 
anxious (rs = 0.26; p<0.05), depressive (rs = 0.23; p<0.05) and irritable temperaments (rs = 
0.11; p<0.05). Conclusions: IA is associated to affective temperaments positively except for 
negative association with hyperthymic temperament. This may have further scientific and 
preventive implications.

Keywords: Instagram addiction; Instagram Addiction Scale; TEMPS–A
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Social networking site stimuli elicit automatic approach reactions
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Background: Despite calls for compulsive social networking site (SNS) use to be recognised 
as a behavioural addiction, evidence for the addictive potential of SNSs is still widely con-
tested. Importantly, addictions do not only change motivation at a conscious level but also 
entail modifications of implicit (unconscious) reward processing. For example, implicit ap-
proach biases to addiction-related stimuli have been linked to addiction severity in a range 
of established addictions. Yet few studies have investigated automatic approach motivation 
to SNS stimuli, and the present study sought to scrutinise its relationship to problematic 
SNS use behaviours. Method: In an online experiment with 390 participants (aged 18-30), 
we measured reaction times to increasing (= approach) vs decreasing (= avoidance) SNS 
and control logos, using a modified version of the task developed by Rougier et al. (2018). 
Results: Compared to control stimuli, SNS stimuli elicited significantly faster approach reac-
tions within the whole sample. Furthermore, the difference between the approach RTs to SNS 
and control stimuli predicted self-reported SNS checking (β = -0.13) but was unrelated to 
SNS use duration and problematic SNS use scores. Conclusion: The observation of speeded 
approach reactions to SNS cues regardless of clinically relevant impairment (i.e., SNS addic-
tion) suggests that the implicit imbuement of SNS logos with reward has become pervasive 
among young adults. While faster SNS approach tendencies appear to be associated with 
more frequent SNS checking, more research investigating approach-avoidance reactions in 
SNS users is needed to establish whether such responses might serve as a marker of ‘SNS 
addiction’.

Keywords: Social networking site, approach motivation, implicit measure
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Instagram problematic use and personality traits: the mediating role of 
usage motives and fear of missing out

VIRGINIA PUPI*, ROBERTA BIOLCATI
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In recent years, Instagram has become hugely popular also among adults, but little is still 
known about the problematic Instagram use (PIU) affecting some members. According to 
the Uses and Gratifications theory, social networks users show different usage motives in 
selecting and joining in their virtual communities. Previous studies suggested that “Fear of 
Missing Out” (FoMO) plays a major role in developing problematic SNSs’ use. Moreover, 
personality traits were already associated with addictive tendencies to Instagram, as for other 
social media (e.g., Facebook). The objectives of the present study were to examine the rela-
tionships between personality traits, Instagram problematic use, motives for using Instagram 
and FoMO, as well as exploring the mediating role of FoMO and usage motives between 
personality traits and PIU. A total of 362 Instagram users (n = 261, 55.1 % females; Mage 
= 27.88 years, SD = 8.78) completed an online questionnaire comprising the Instagram Ad-
diction Scale (IAS), the Big Five Inventory (BFI-10), the Motivations for using Instagram 
and the FoMO scale. Findings highlighted that 50 (13.8%) participants showed a mild or 
moderate form of PIU. A mediation analysis pointed out that Consciousness has only a direct 
effect on PIU, whereas Emotional Stability was related to PIU when mediated by FoMO or 
Escapism motive. Results offer empirical evidences in the comprehension of Social network 
problematic use, suggesting that personality, specific usage motives and FoMO play a rel-
evant role in developing the Instagram problematic use.

Keywords: Instagram Problematic Use, usage motives, FoMO, personality traits
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Social Media Challenge: A one-week psychoeducation campaign to 
facilitate aware and controlled use of social media
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Background: Many people spend hours upon hours on various social media platforms every 
day. Social networking sites offer not only entertainment but also experiences of related-
ness and autonomy and a medium to show one’s competence. At the same time, excessive 
use of social media has been associated with feelings of anxiety and depression, isolation, 
procrastination and the fear of missing out. Psychoeducation and concrete means of support 
are needed to raise awareness about problematic social media use and help people get better 
control over their online behavior. Method: Social Media Challenge is a 7-day psychoeduca-
tion campaign that introduces six themes to improve controlled use of social media via daily 
email newsletters and social media posts. The themes are i) introduction to Social Media 
Challenge, ii) goal setting for a change in online behavior, iii) conscious observations of 
one’s social media use, iv) dark design patterns, v) passive versus active use of social media, 
vi) 24 h social media break, and vii) future goals for social media consumption. Each news-
letter also includes concrete exercises related to the specific theme. Results: The two Social 
Media Challenge campaigns carried out this far have reached over 150 subscribers each. Af-
ter the campaigns many of the subscribers continued engaging with an open-access self-help 
material website. Conclusions: Social Media Challenge provides an easy and promising way 
to share information on the risks of excessive social media use and help people minimize the 
negative effects of online activities on their everyday lives.

Keywords: social media, SNS addiction, prevention
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Anxiety and Compulsive Sexual Behaviour Disorder: A systematic 
review
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Background: The inclusion of the novel diagnosis of Compulsive Sexual Behaviour Disorder 
(CSBD) in the forthcoming 11th edition of the International Classification of Diseases has 
spurred increasing interest in the clinical profile of the disorder. Such attention has included 
a focus on potential comorbidities, risk factors, or symptoms related to such behaviours, 
including anxiety. This review aims to understand the relationship between anxiety and com-
pulsive sexual behaviour in adults and adolescents, based on available quantitative studies. 
Method: A search of PsycInfo and PubMed was conducted for studies which quantitatively 
assessed a relationship between a measure of anxiety and of CSBD, including dissertations 
and published articles using clinical and community samples. Rather than a meta-analysis, a 
qualitative synthesis of the studies was conducted due to the variety of methods used within 
these studies. Results: Overall, 36, primarily cross-sectional, studies were identified. Syn-
thesis of the studies resulted in a continued lack of clarity regarding the nature of the rela-
tionship between anxiety and CSBD, likely due to several factors, including inconsistent 
measurement of Compulsive Sexual Behaviour Disorder, a lack of gender diversity, and very 
little longitudinal data. Conclusions: A need for future research regarding the relationship 
between CSBD and anxiety continues to be apparent to allow clinicians, policy makers, and 
researchers to better understand how such presentations may interact. Future research must 
expand the use of longitudinal methods, increase the number of women and gender-diverse 
individuals sampled, and utilize a more comprehensive measure of CSBD to be able to fully 
understand this relationship.

Keywords: CSBD; anxiety; sex addiction
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Sexual addiction: a maladaptive strategy to regulate mood and anxiety 
symptoms?
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Introduction: Sexual addiction is a behavioral pattern characterized by excessive, increasing, 
and uncontrolled frequency of sexual behaviors that persists despite negative consequences 
for individuals concerned (Grubbs et al., 2020; Demily & Thibaut, 2016). The current re-
search aimed to study the relationship between emotional dysregulation, anxiety, depression, 
and sexual addiction. Methods: A total of 398 voluntary subjects (54% women, n= 215; 
46 % men, n= 183) with a mean age of 29.08 years (±11.30) were recruited online through 
specialized forums. The participants completed questionnaires including socio-demographic 
data, assessment of sexual addiction (SAST-Fr), anxiety and depression symptoms (HADs) 
and emotional dysregulation (DERS-F). Since our data did not show normal distribution 
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov test), we computed descriptive analysis and nonparametric statistical 
tests. Results: In our sample, 22.4% (n= 89) of participants had a sexual addiction. In this 
group, 69.7% were men (n=62) and 30.3% were women (n=27). Our results showed higher 
scores for both depression (z= 4.76; p<.001) and anxiety (z= 4.83; p<.001) among the ad-
diction group, compared to the non-addiction group. Furthermore, individuals with sexual 
addiction (versus without) showed significant higher scores in all emotional dysregulation 
factors. Finally, we found that SAST-Fr scores were correlated with anxiety, depression and 
emotional dysregulation. Conclusion: Despite the limitations of this study, particularly those 
related to the constitution of our sample, our results seemed to be consistent with previous 
literature on addictive disorders. Sexual addiction may be seen as a mean of regulating the 
emotional or mood and anxious symptoms. Finally, our research opens clinical and research 
perspectives.

Keywords: sexual addiction; emotion dysregulation; depression; anxiety
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Differential relationships between Compulsive Sexual Behavior 
Disorder symptoms and sexual health
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Background: Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder (CSBD) is defined as a persisting for 
at least six months pattern of repetitive intrusive sexual thoughts, desires, fantasies, or be-
haviors. Previous research on the relationship between CSBD and sexual dysfunction 
(e.g.erectile dysfunction or difficulties to reach orgasm) gives mixed results. One potential 
cause which could explain discrepancies between studies is taking into account only a gen-
eral level of CSBD symptoms' severity, rather than the effects of individual CSBD facets 
on sexual functioning. Method: We conducted two studies involving different samples: a 
convenience sample (n = 829) and a representative sample of the Polish adult population (n 
= 1541). In both studies, we assessed the severity of CSBD symptoms (Compulsive Sexual 
Behavior Disorder Scale, CSBD-19) and sexual functioning (Arizona Sexual Experience 
Scale, ASEX). Results: We have found that different symptoms of CSBD led to opposite 
effects on sexual functioning. Higher severity of negative consequences arising from one’s 
sexual behavior and engagement in sexual behavior despite deriving little or no satisfaction 
from it predicted hypofunction in the sexual domain (described as weaker sex drive, more 
difficulties in sexual arousal, greater difficulties in vaginal lubrication/penile erection, less 
ability to reach an orgasm and less satisfying orgasms). On the contrary, higher intensity of 
struggling to reduce sexual behavior and sexual activities being a central focus of one’s life 
predicted hyperfunction. Conclusions: Our results suggest that taking into account distinct 
CSBD symptoms rather than the general level of CSBD severity gives more insight into 
potential sexual dysfunction.

Keywords: compulsive sexual behavior disorder, sexual health, sexual dysfunction
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MT-2D4

Evaluating Links Between Symptoms of Compulsive Sexual  
Behavior Disorder, Substance Use, and Behavioral Addictions:  
Results from a U.S. Nationally Representative Sample

JENNIFER T. GRANT WEINANDY1*, K. CAMILLE HOAGLAND1,  
CHRISTOPHER G. FLOYD1, A. SHANTI JAMES1, SHANE W. KRAUS2,  
JOSHUA B. GRUBBS1

1Bowling Green State University, United States of America
2University of Nevada Las Vegas, United States of America
*E-mail: jtgrant@bgsu.edu

Background: The recent inclusion of Compulsive Sexual Behavior Disorder in the ICD-11 
has spurred a cascade of new research into out-of-control sexual behaviors. However, much 
remains to be discovered regarding the appropriate classification of CSBD and its relation-
ships with other disorders. The present work seeks to understand more fully one such set of 
relationships: namely, the relationships between CSBD and other addictive disorders. Meth-
od: In March, 2022, a weighted, nationally representative sample of adults (N = 2,500) in the 
United States will be collected. Alongside a variety of measures of compulsive sexual be-
havior and problematic pornography use, we will also assess substance use problems (using 
the NIDA-ASSIST-2), gambling disorder symptoms (using the PGSI), and gaming disorder 
symptoms (using the IGDT-10). Results: Using a variety of statistical methods, the present 
work will examine how symptoms of CSBD and PPU will relate to a variety of other addic-
tive behaviors at the population level. By extending this research to a weighted, nationally 
representative sample, we will be able to test the degree to which CSBD relates to a variety 
of recognized addictions. Conclusions: The results of the present work will allow us to draw 
inferences about the total clinical profile of CSBD. Though controversies regarding the na-
ture of CSBD (i.e., impulse control disorder vs. addictive disorder) are likely to continue for 
the foreseeable future, understanding how CSBD relates to other recognized addictions will 
provide greater insights into appropriate ways to understand CSBD both in research and in 
practice.

Keywords: CSBD; substance use; addiction
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MT-2E1

The use of mobile devices by children under 6 years old in Poland

MAGDALENA ROWICKA1*, MICHAŁ BUJALSKI2

1The Maria Grzegorzewska University, Poland
2Warsaw University, Poland
*E-mail: magda.rowicka@gmail.com

Background: The use of the Internet, smartphones, tablets, smartwatches by small children 
is under-investigated. However, some studies show that, if used excessively, it may have a 
negative impact on a child's development. The aim of this study was to investigate the use 
of mobile devices by children under 6 in Poland. Method: 2000 participants took part in the 
study - parents of children under 6 years old. The sample was representative with regard to 
age, sex and place of residence of children. Results: Over 50% of children use mobile devices 
and the percentage increases with age. Children usually use mobile devices alone or under 
the supervision of parents. Mobile devices are given as a reward or taken away as a punish-
ment but in general, parents treat them as a substitution for their attention. The use of mobile 
devices is mainly related to the lack of time. Parents are mainly afraid of age-inappropriate 
content. Parents notice various negative consequences of their children use of mobile devices 
such as disturbed sleep, being the anxious or compulsive need for the device. There is a corre-
lation between how early children initiate the use of mobile devices and how technologically 
advanced parents are (the more advanced parents are, the older age of technological initiation 
of their children Conclusion: This study shows a great need for information-based campaigns 
explaining how to use mobile devices safely and what to do in order to avoid negative devel-
opmental consequences for children

Keywords: mobile devices, children, compulsive use

MT-2E2

Screen media dependency among pre-school children in Kuala Lumpur 
and its associated factors

AZWANIS ABDUL HADI*, NURUL AKMAL ABD LATIP, SUHAIZA SAMSUDIN,  
EDRE MOHAMMAD AIDID, ROZANIZAM ZAKARIA

International Islamic University Malaysia, Malaysia
*E-mail: azwanis@iium.edu.my

Introduction: Earlier and prolonged screen media exposure to young children is associated 
with negative health concerns. Not much is known about screen media dependency among 
preschool children. This study aimed to measure its prevalence and associated factors among 
preschool children in Kuala Lumpur. Methods: A cross-sectional study was carried out at 
registered preschools in Kuala Lumpur. 300 parents of preschool children aged 4 to 6 years 
old who fulfilled the inclusion and exclusion criteria were recruited via simple random sam-
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pling. The newly developed Screen Dependency Score (SDS) assessed their dependency on 
screen media. Descriptive and bivariable statistics were analysed using IBMSPSS version 
27. Results: The prevalence of screen media dependency among preschool children in Kuala 
Lumpur was 65.7%. Multiple logistic regression found that a preschool child who used a 
smartphone [OR (95% CI) 2.735 (1.244 - 6.013), p-value 0.012], whose parents used screen 
media to resolve quarrel among their children [2.855 (1.187 - 6.868), p-value 0.019], children 
who had more than 2 hours screen time over the weekend [2.261 (1.058 - 4.830), p-value 
0.035] and children with television in their bedroom [5.562 (1.591 - 19.442), p-value 0.007] 
were found to be more likely to have screen media dependency. Meanwhile, active co-use 
as a parental mediation strategy was found to be protective [0.505 (0.302 - 0.845), p-value 
0.009]. Conclusion: Screen media dependency among pre-school children is a public health 
problem that needs to be addressed. It is hoped that these findings will create more awareness 
and provide the basic data needed to create preventive measures.

Keywords: Screen media, dependency, preschool, children, Malaysia

MT-2E3

Psychological correction of adolescents’ Internet addiction by means of 
Art therapy

SVETA BERDIBAYEVA1*, MYRZABEK KAMCHYBEKUULU2,  
BIBIANAR BAIZHUMANOVA3, ALENA GARBER4, DMITRY IVANOV5

1Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Almaty city, Republic of Kazakhstan
2Jusup Balasagyn Kyrgyz National University, Bishkek city, Republic of Kyrgyz
3L.N.Gumilyov Eurasian National University, Nursultan city, Republic of Kazakhstan
 4Rehabilitation Clinic “Reinhardshöhe”, Bad Wildungen, Hessen, Germany
5Samara State University of Social Sciences and Education, Russian Federation, Samara city
*E-mail: berdibayeva.sveta1@mail.ru

The aim of our study was to determine the effectiveness of art therapy in the psychological 
prevention of Internet addiction in adolescents with certain personality traits. We believe that 
if Internet addiction is formed in adolescents with low self-esteem, self-doubt, personality 
anxiety, impulsivity, then its psychological prevention is possible using an art-therapeutic 
psychological and pedagogical program for the prevention of Internet addiction in adoles-
cents. A total of 55 adolescents (13–14 years old) - active Internet users took part in the study. 
Of these, 26 are girls and 29 are boys. In our study, we used such techniques as: 1. Scale of 
Internet-addicted behaviour (Chen Internet addiction Scale, CIAS), tested and adapted for 
Russian subjects V.L. Malygin and K.A. Feklisov – was used to identify adolescents' Internet 
addiction or addiction to it. 2. The teenage version of the multifactorial methodology of R.B. 
Kettle – was used to identify the personality traits of adolescents with Internet addiction or 
a tendency to it. 3. Questionnaire “Teenager and social networks” (O. A. Sevastyanova). 
According to the results of a study using the Chen Internet Addiction Scale (CIAS) method-
ology, it was found that 47 adolescents (85.5% of the total sample) are at risk of having or 
being addicted to the Internet. At the same time, according to the Questionnaire “Teenagers 
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and Social Networks”, only 36% of teenagers admit that they depend on the Internet. Teens 
consider social networking opportunities to be positive effects, and potential health problems 
negative.

Keywords: Art therapy, internet addiction, psychological and pedagogical program, adolescents.

MT-2E4

Influence of emotional behavior of parents as a means of protection 
against mobile addiction in children

NAZYM ABIKEYEVA1*, SVETA BERDIBAYEVA1, SAYA DOSSANOVA2,  
AIYM MASSIMBAYEVA1, MARTA ABDYKALIKOVA3

1Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Kazakhstan
2Myrzakhmetov Kokchetau University, Kazakhstan
3National School of Public Policy Academy of Public Administration under the President of the 
Republic Kazakhstan
*E-mail: abikeyeva.nazym11@gmail.com

Mobile addiction poses a threat to both physiological and psychological health of a person. 
The age of mobile addiction has dropped so much that toddlers and preschoolers use mobile 
devices more dexterously than adults. There can be many reasons for the emergence of mo-
bile addiction, but one of them is the lack of emotional support from the parents. In many 
cases, when a parent does not fully or insufficiently invest his emotions in a child, at some 
point the child may leave him in the world of electronics. Purpose of the research: to study 
the relationship between emotional behavior of parents and mobile addiction in adolescents. 
Techniques: • Test for telephone addiction (L. Yurieva, T. Boyabot) 1 Methodology “Child-
parent relations in adolescence”. (P. Troyanovskaya) • Test questionnaire “Your parenting 
style: rejecting, disapproving, non-interfering or emotional educator” (John Gottman) The 
study involved adolescents (N1 = 25) and their parents (N2 = 25). As a result, it was found 
that many study participants are prone to mobile addictive behavior. The majority of 60% of 
adolescents showed signs of a high likelihood of addiction. An insignificant correlation was 
found between mobile addiction and the emotional attitude of adolescents to their parents 
(p 0,05<0.146). This means high smartphone addiction in teens disrupts emotional distance 
from their parents. Between the mobile dependence of adolescents and the positive emotional 
behavior of the parents, the statistical significance was also insignificant (p 0,05<0.176). 
Since mobile addiction has become a way of life, even parents have stopped noticing the 
smartphone-dependent behavior of teenagers.

Keywords: mobile addiction, emotional behavior, teenager, emotional attitude, psychological health
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MT-2E5

Deficit of cognitive resources in unsocialized conduct disorder of 
children and adolescents (lies, stealing, truancy)

INNA TIKHONOVA, SVETLANA KHAZOVA, TATIANA ADEEVA

Kostroma State University, Russian Federation
*E-mail: inn.007@mail.ru

Background and aims: Child behavioral dependencies are often undifferentiated, particu-
larly, they manifest themselves as behavioral disorder. They hinder a child’s socialization. 
The research aim is to understand whether cognitive processes can be resources to cope 
with behavior problems. Methods: The sample included 25 adolescents (M=12,6 years) with 
the clinical diagnosis “unsocialized conduct disorder” and no mental retardation (ICD-10) 
who exhibit isolated/complex disorder symptoms: lies, stealing, truancy, runaways. Their 
cognitive processes were assessed. Results: A lower speed of perception, poor descriptions 
of perceived images, inconsistency of perceptual and verbal processes are identified. The 
respondents have a low level of mental performance and willpower. Immediate memory is 
good but long-term memory indices are decreasing, possibly caused by low social motiva-
tion. Teenagers are characterized by challenged abstraction, think self-centered, reliance on 
their experience, and are “tied” to specific features. Their mental processes slow down and 
lack focus. They prefer to simplify tasks, not to perform them themselves, and are not criti-
cal of the results. Their cognitive activity is not encouraged, selfish motives and needs are 
prevailing. We identified deficient cognitive resources if compared to the standard among 
adolescents with behavioral disorders which is the purpose of psychotherapy. Funding: The 
study was funded by RFBR (research project № 20-013-00435а).

Keywords: cognitive resources, unsocialized conduct disorder, children and adolescents
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MT-2E6

Anxiety sensitivity mediates relations between anxiety and problematic 
smartphone use severity in Chinese adolescents early in the COVID-19 
pandemic

CALEB HALLAUER1*, EMILY ROONEY1, HAIBO YANG2, QINGJUN MENG3,  
CHRISTIAN MONTAG4,5, JON ELHAI1,6

1University of Toledo, United States of America
2Academy of Psychology and Behavior, Tianjin Normal University, No. 393 Binshuixi Road, Xiqing 
District, Tianjin, 300387, China
3School Health Care Center, Dongli District, Tianjin, 300399, China
4Department of Molecular Psychology, Institute of Psychology and Education, Ulm University, 89081 
Ulm, Germany
5neuSCAN Laboratory, Clinical Hospital of the Chengdu Brain Science Institute and Key Laboratory 
for Neuroinformation, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China
6Department of Psychiatry, University of Toledo, 3000 Arlington Avenue, Toledo, Ohio, 43614, USA
*E-mail: caleb.hallauer@rockets.utoledo.edu

Risk factors for problematic smartphone use (PSU) have rapidly become an important area 
of research due to the prevalence of smartphones and functional impairment associated with 
PSU. Our aim was to examine anxiety sensitivity (AS) as a mediating variable between both 
depression and anxiety with PSU severity. Participants (N = 4,752) from junior and senior 
high schools in Tianjin, China completed a web-based survey with measures of depression, 
anxiety, AS, and PSU. Inferential analyses revealed significant differences between males 
and females on PSU severity (η=.02). Results of structural equation modeling indicated good 
model fit (CFI=.956; TLI=.954; RMSEA = .05), and that anxiety was positively associated 
with AS when adjusting for depression (β = .951, S.E. = .043); and AS was significantly 
associated with greater PSU severity, adjusting for age and sex (β = .474, S.E. = .013). Ad-
ditionally, AS mediated relations between anxiety and PSU severity (β = .451, S.E. = .024). 
Current findings are consistent with theoretical models of problematic internet use (I-PACE) 
and previous research linking AS to other kinds of behavioral addictions (e.g., smoking, 
alcohol use).

Keywords: problematic smartphone use, anxiety sensitivity, anxiety, depression, COVID19
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MT-2F1

Videogame user differences according to the game they play

ROXANNE HÉBERT-RATTÉ*, MAGALI DUFOUR, GHASSAN EL-BAALBAKI

Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada
*E-mail: hebert-ratte.roxanne@courrier.uqam.ca

Background: Studies about gaming behaviors are rapidly accumulating, but research ad-
dressing the potential impact of game structural characteristics on psychological outcomes 
have been scarce. The current study aimed to address this limitation in an indirect way by 
studying and comparing different groups of videogame players based on their main game 
genre played (Battle Royale, MMORPG, MOBA, other) as well as other game usage vari-
ables. Method: An international sample of 2620 players (90.1% male) completed an online 
survey assessing multiple game-related and psychological variables. A latent class analysis 
performed on the game usage variables allowed to distinguish groups of players with unique 
characteristics. Results: Four player profiles were identified as the best solution. Descriptive 
analyses showed that each class contained 100% of players from each respective main game 
genre. Subsequent polynomial regression analyses allowed to further distinguish the four 
player classes on multiple psychological aspects. Conclusions: Taken together, these results 
show support to the idea that players of different videogame genres show different play char-
acteristics as well as personal characteristics and motives to play.

Keywords: gaming, structural characteristics, game genre, person-centered analysis

MT-2F2

Game genre, bodily dissociation experiences and Internet gaming 
disorder symptoms: is there an association?

ALESSIA MUSICÒ*, GIULIA FIORAVANTI, SILVIA CASALE

Università degli Studi di Firenze, Italy
*E-mail: alessia.musico@unifi.com

There are various types of games and many authors have suggested that their differences 
may have different addictive potential. In particular, some games provide the opportunity 
to immerse in a virtual world and project dimensions of oneself onto in-game characters. 
As projecting oneself into an avatar might increase dissociation from one's bodily self, this 
study aims to investigate whether IGD symptoms and bodily dissociation vary depending on 
the most frequently used game genre. 715 highly engaged online players (71.5% men; mean 
age 29.75 ± 7.48) recruited in player communities completed a survey that assessed game 
genre, bodily dissociative experiences, and IGD symptoms. The results showed significantly 
higher levels of IGD symptoms among multi-player online battle arenas (MOBA) and mas-
sively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs) players relative to multi-player 
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online shooting players (MOFPS) (F(2,712)=6.68, p<.001; Cohen’s d MOBA-MMOFPS: 
0.33; Cohen’s d MMORPG-MMOFPS: 0.24), whilst MOBA players report significantly 
higher bodily dissociative experiences compared to MORPG and MOFPS (F(2,712)=3.15, 
p<.05; Cohen’s d MOBA-MMORPG: 0.195; Cohen’s d MOBA-MMOFPS: 0.21). However, 
differences on body dissociation disappear at high levels of IGD symptoms (F(2,183)=0.99, 
p = n.s.), with problematic players showing high body disconnection, regardless of the type 
of game most frequently used. On the one hand, these results could be explained by the fact 
that MOBAs players can change avatars every time they play. On the other hand, our findings 
highlight that high engagement in online games has the potential to disconnect a player from 
his body, regardless of the type of game used.

Keywords: Internet Gaming Disorder, game genre, Body Dissociation, game type

MT-2F3

Impact of problematic video gaming and action computer games on 
proactive and reactive cognitive control

ANDRZEJ CUDO1*, NATALIA KOPIŚ-POSIEJ1,2, KATERYNA SHCHEHELSKA1

1The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland
2Medical University of Lublin, Poland
*E-mail: andrew.cudo@gmail.com

Background: In the players' cognitive functioning context, the negative effects of problem-
atic video gaming (PVG) and action computer games on cognitive control were noted. How-
ever, there are very few studies that simultaneously examine the effects of these factors on 
cognitive control. Consequently, the current study aimed to verify the relationship between 
problematic video gaming, action computer games and cognitive control in light of the dual 
mechanism of the cognitive control model. Method: The study involved 549 video game 
players (278 female) aged from 18 to 38 years (M=22.15 years, SD=2.96) who completed the 
IGDS9-SF, characteristic gaming questionnaire (CGQ) and participated in the experimental 
phase of the study. Based on the IGDS9-SF score, the participants were selected into two 
groups: 1) PVG and 2) non-PVG. Based on the CGQ, the participants were selected into 
two groups: 1) action video game players (AVGP) and 2) non-action video game players 
(NVGP). The AX-CPT task was used to assess proactive and reactive control. Results: The 
results showed that the error rates were higher for NVGP than the AVGP group only in the 
AY-sequence. Additionally, the A-cue bias was higher in NVGP than in the AVGP group. 
There was no difference between PVG and non-PVG groups in error rates and A-cue bias. 
Conclusions: The results may indicate that playing action computer games was associated 
with lower levels of proactive control. In contrast, no relationship was found between PVG 
and cognitive control. This study was supported by a grant (UMO-2019/32/C/HS6/00340) 
from the National Science Center, Poland.

Keywords: problematic video gaming, cognitive control, proactive control, action video games
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MT-2F4

Pavlovian and instrumental conditioning in the early stages of gaming 
disorder and buying-shopping disorder

ANNA M. SCHMID1*, TOBIAS A. THOMAS2, ASTRID MÜLLER2,  
SABINE STEINS-LOEBER1

1Department of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, University of Bamberg, Bamberg, Germany
2Department of Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, 
Germany
*E-mail: anna.schmid@uni-bamberg.de

Background: The ability of conditioned stimuli to evoke drug seeking plays an important role 
in the development and maintenance of substance-related addictions. In the course of addic-
tion, and especially under the influence of stress (Schwabe & Wolf, 2009), such cue-elicited 
drug seeking may take form of stimulus-response habits that are insensitive to reward devalu-
ation (Everitt & Robbins, 2016). Similar mechanisms may underlie behavioral addictions, 
however studies examining these relationships are sparse. A paradigm which allows study-
ing the influence of conditioned stimuli on instrumental reward-seeking is the Pavlovian-to-
Instrumental Transfer (PIT) paradigm. Mostly used in the study of substance-related addic-
tions, the paradigm has only recently been adapted to online-gaming and online-shopping 
(Vogel et al., 2018). Using the PIT paradigm, the project presented here investigates whether 
stress increases cue-conditioned instrumental responding in early stages of gaming disorder 
and buying-shopping disorder. Furthermore, by implementing a devaluation procedure, it 
should be clarified if the behavior demonstrated is more in line with habitual or with goal-di-
rected behavior. Method: Participants are individuals with risky gaming behavior, individuals 
with risky buying-shopping behavior and two matched control groups. After learning of the 
conditioned responses, participants undergo a stress or control condition, before performing 
the remaining phases of the PIT paradigm. Instrumental responding in the presence of appli-
cation-related cues will be compared between the groups. Results & Conclusion: Preliminary 
data will be presented and discussed. Funding: The study is carried out in the context of the 
Research Unit ACSID, FOR2974, funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, 
German Research Foundation) – 411232260.

Keywords: Pavlovian-to-Instrumental Transfer paradigm, gaming disorder, buying-shopping disorder
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MT-2G1

From passion to love addiction: the role of attachment styles

ROBERTA GABRIELLA CAVALLI1*, GUYONNE ROGIER2, PATRIZIA VELOTTI1

1Department of Dynamic and Clinical Psychology, Sapienza University of Rome, Roma, Italy
2Department of Educational Sciences, University of Genoa, Genova, Italy
*E-mail: robertagabriella.cavalli@uniroma1.it

Background: A growing number of studies investigated the nature of the relationship in-
volved in the subjective experience of romantic relationships also delineating new constructs 
as such as Love addiction. The distinction between romantic passion and pathological love 
(i.e., love addiction) is still not established and an ongoing matter of debate. The attachment 
theory has demonstrated its utility in shedding light on both couple dynamics and behavioral 
addiction and therefore appears a useful theoretical framework from which examine the top-
ic. Methods: We administrated to a sample of 307 (33.6% males; M age =29.51; SD =11.75) 
adults the Attachment Style Questionnaire (ASQ), the Love Addiction Inventory (LAI) and 
the Passionate Love Scale (PLS). Results: Males and females mostly differ on almost all 
variables investigated in the study. The subscales measuring anxious attachment of the ASQ 
correlated positively and significantly with PLS total score and with most of the LAI sub-
scales whereas avoidant dimensions were only correlated with the withdraw LAI subscale. 
Finally, we found the relationship between passionate love and love addiction was positively 
moderated by insecure styles of attachment (i.e., discomfort for closeness, preoccupation for 
relationships and need for approval). Conclusions: Gender appears to importantly impact the 
manifestation of love addition and future research should consider this potential confounding 
variable. The possibility to identify a specific psychological profile corresponding to love 
addiction is still under investigation but attachment theory seems helpful to delineate a limit 
between normal and pathological love.

Keywords: Love addiction, Attachment, questionnaire

MT-2G2

Parental Bonding in Body Focused Repetitive Behaviors

STEPHANIE VALLE*, EVE CHESIVOIR, JON E. GRANT

University of Chicago, United States of America
*E-mail: svalle@yoda.bsd.uchicago.edu

Background: One means of understanding the effect of developmental factors on psychiatric 
disorders is by examining perceived parenting behavior in the childhood of individuals with 
trichotillomania (TTM) and skin picking disorder (SPD) (i.e., body focused repetitive behaviors 
(BFRBs)). We hypothesized that adults with BFRBs would show higher scores on dimensions 
of “care” and “overprotection” and predicted that a majority of BFRB adults would have par-
ents with “affectionate constraint” based on combined care and protection scores. Methods: We 
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assessed demographic and clinical differences in 184 adults between the ages of 18 and 65 with 
TTM (n = 43) and SPD (n = 75), and both (n = 66). The Parental Bonding Instrument measured 
“care” and “overprotection.” Results were compared across groups and with normal control 
data using independent sample t-tests. Results: Individuals in the BFRB group had significantly 
lower maternal and paternal care scores compared to controls. The most common parenting 
patterns in BFRBs were maternal and paternal affectionless control (low care/high protection). 
From our sample, only 27% reported optimal maternal parenting and 28% reported optimal 
paternal parenting. Conclusions: These data suggest that maternal and paternal low care may 
be associated with BFRBs. The nature of this relationship should be further explored, as these 
results do not necessarily imply causality. Identifying perceived familial relationships may pro-
vide direction for clinicians in developing tools to address the burden caused by BFRBs.

Keywords: parental bonding, trichotillomania, dermatillomania

MT-2G3

Examining the perceptions of adolescents regarding their fathers in 
with Internet gaming disorder

SÜREYYANUR KITAPÇIOĞLU1*, MEHMET DINÇ2, İLYAS KAYA3

1Academy Psychological Counseling Center, Turkey
2Hasan Kalyoncu University, Turkey
3Istanbul University, Istanbul Medical Faculty, Child and Adolescent Psychiatry Department, Turkey
*E-mail: sureyyakitapcioglu@gmail.com

Background: Identifying protective and risk factors associated with Internet gaming disorder 
(IGD) is one of the important ways to develop prevention and treatment strategies for IGD. 
Previous research has shown that the father’s role, one of the familial factors, is associated 
with IGD. Therefore, this study examines how fathers of adolescents with internet gaming 
disorder (IGD) are perceived in familial and it is discussed whether the role of the father 
in father-child relationships can mediate the increase of IGD characteristics in adolescents. 
Method: In-depth interviews were conducted with 31 participants between the ages of 12 and 
18 (23 male, 8 female) diagnosed with internet gaming disorder. The data obtained from the 
interviews were analyzed using narrative analysis. Results: The narrative of the “authoritar-
ian, uninvolved, and distant father” was identified as the dominant narrative of adolescents 
with internet gaming disorder (IGD). Adolescents, who reported that they had distant rela-
tionships with their fathers and were being rejected by their fathers, stated that they were able 
to interact more easily with other people through online games in their narratives. Conclu-
sion: Considering the current technological age, being a distant, uninvolved, and authorita-
tive father can lead to harming communication with adolescents and these paternity prac-
tices can result in excessive online activities. Therefore, interventions for adolescents may be 
more effective in some cases if they can address paternal influences on problem gaming with 
the active co-participation of fathers. 

Keywords: behavioral addictions, gaming disorder, parental attitude, fatherhood
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MT-2G4

Compassion, gratitude and mindfulness: Their role across different 
gaming contexts

GUYONNE ROGIER2, ROBERTA GABRIELLA CAVALLI1*, LUCA MARCHEGIANI1, 
PATRIZIA VELOTTI1

1Department of Dynamic and Clinical Psychology, Sapienza University of Rome, Roma, Italy 
2Department of Educational Sciences, University of Genoa, Genova, Italy
*E-mail: robertagabriella.cavalli@uniroma1.it

Background: Even though gaming addiction received a growing interest from the scientific 
community in the last years, few is known regarding the role of protective factors played 
in excessive gaming as well as their link with different gaming contexts. Considering the 
relationship between gaming disorder and interpersonal problems, positive emotional states 
elicited by relational triggers as such as compassion and gratitude may be involved in patho-
logical gaming. Methods: We administrated to a sample of 248 Italian adults (M age = 31.20, 
SD= 12.45; 34.4% males) a battery of self-report questionnaires including the The Social 
Media Use Questionnaire to investigate the frequency of gaming in four different contexts 
(i.e., alone, on the smartphone, with other people online, with others people in the room), 
the Compassionate Engagement and Action Scales, the Five Facets of Mindfulness Ques-
tionnaire and the Gratitude Questionnaire.  Results: Analyses showed different patterns of 
associations between protective factors and gaming frequency across context. Frequency of 
gaming alone was negatively predicted by levels of compassion received, frequency of gam-
ing with someone else in the room was negatively predicted by both compassion received 
and compassion for others whereas gaming with someone else online and gaming on smart-
phone were both additionally predicted by gratitude levels. Conclusions: Protective factor as 
such as compassion and gratitude appear central variables to investigate in order to clarify 
the mechanisms underlying gaming involvement. Moreover, different psychological profiles 
may be associated with different gaming contexts.

Keywords: gaming, mindfulness, compassion, gratitude
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MT-2G5

Emotional coping resources of co-dependent women

SVETLANA KHAZOVA*, INNA TIKHONOVA, TATIANA ADEEVA

Kostroma State University, Russian Federation
*E-mail: hazova_svetlana@mail.ru

Background and aims: Dependence in a family creates a personally significant difficult situa-
tion for co-dependents. They become susceptible to an addict’s mood and behavior and stress 
caused by anxiety for their life and their struggle to recover. They cope with stress in a certain 
way. The research aim is to study female co-dependents’ coping behavior and its correlation 
with their emotional intelligence. Methods: Mayer–Salovey–Caruso Emotional Intelligence 
Test (1998), Ways of Coping Questionnaire (Folkman &Lazarus, 1988). The study involves 
of 30 women aged from 32 to 55 in close relationships with a substance addict. Results: 
Female co-dependents prefer such coping strategies as positive reappraisal, self-control, 
seeking social support, planful problem solving. Accepting responsibility, distancing, con-
frontative coping, and escape-avoidance coping strategies are less preferable in the group. 
The emotional intelligence data indicate a lower level of one’s emotional regulation, a vague 
awareness of one’s emotions, a low ability to interpret emotional information and use it to 
solve life problems. The correlation between individual Emotional Intelligence characteris-
tics and coping strategies is identified (p≤0.001): if co-dependents` ability to identify their 
own and others’ emotions and maintain their emotional state enhances, they are less likely 
to choose distancing; if the ability to identify emotions and use to solve problems improves, 
the respondents prefer positive reappraisal. It stimulates the process of ”facing” with a real 
life situation, changes one’s perception of it, and creates a resource for further coping efforts. 
Funding: The study was funded by RFBR (research project № 20-013-00435а).

Keywords: emotional intelligence, coping resources, co-dependent women
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‘Escape Route’, ‘Constant Reboot’ and ‘Tamagotchi’ as triumvirate of 
phubbing

ALEKSANDR MAKSIMENKO1*, OLGA DEYNEKA2

1National Research University Higher school of Economics, Russian Federation
2Saint Petersburg University
*E-mail: Maximenko.Al@gmail.com

The determinate of phubbing is internet addiction penetrating all young people’s life spheres. 
Internet addiction is negatively correlated with friendliness, conscientiousness, extroversion, 
openness and neuroticism, asshown by foreign researchers (Zamani, 2011; Kayis, 2016, 
Zhou, 2016). Method.525 young Kostroma citizens (72,4% male, 27,6% female) partici-
pated in a survey about smartphone addiction. We used Phubbing scale (Karadağ, 2015) with 
Interpersonal Dependency Inventory, IDI (R. M. Hirschfeld, 1977). Factor analysis was per-
formed by dominant component analysis (varimax raw). Results.Having studied the results 
of factor analysis, we concluded the following. Factor 1 ‘Escape Route’ includes statements 
‘I’m busy with my mobile phone when I’m with friends’ – 0,708, ‘My eyes start wandering 
on my phone when I’m together with others’ – 0,666, ‘My mobile phone use increases day 
by day’ – 0,674. The impossibility of maintaining emotional connections and lack of self-
confidence cause ‘absent presence’ and escape route. Factor 2 ‘Constant Reboot’ embraces 
‘emotional support from others’ – 0,649 with a negative ‘I am always busy with my mobile 
phone when I’m with my friends’ – 0,472 and ‘I’m busy with my mobile phone when I’m 
with friends’ – 0,415. The young shuffle virtual and real companions constantly rebooting 
emotional lines. Factor 3 ‘Tamagotchi’ unites statements ‘My phone is always within my 
reach’ - 0,619, ‘When I wake up in the morning, I first check the messages on my phone’ 
- 0,567 and the negative ‘lack of self-confidence’ – 0,417. Smartphones are becoming the 
youth’s constant companions always needing attention (a virtual pet).

Keywords: phubbing, smartphone addiction, partner neglect, addictive behavior, victim of phubbing
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